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Abstract 

The study of Christian asceticism in late antiquity has traditionally been 

anthropocentric, meaning there is a pervasive focus on ascetic practice as experienced 

and undertaken by humans in pursuit of a more holy self. More recent scholarly efforts 

have begun to examine the role of non-human agents in this process, a methodological 

turn consonant with larger “Post-Humanist” trends in scholarship which seek to redefine 

humanity’s place in the world as merely one life form among many. To date, however, 

the majority of these works have been limited in scope and have dealt primarily with the 

ways in which non-humans, such as angels and animals, were participants in the ascetic 

lives of humans in various capacities (for example, as companions, guardians, exemplars, 

food, etc.), to the neglect of how they were also portrayed as beneficiaries of their 

involvement. 

This dissertation more fully situates non-humans within scholarly narratives of 

Christian asceticism by investigating the ways in which late ancient Christian authors 

implicated non-humans—specifically angels and animals—as beneficiaries of their 

involvement in the lives of human ascetics. I limit my analysis to literary works 

associated with the Egyptian ascetic tradition, meaning those which espouse ascetic 

ideals, inculcate ascetic practices, or model the ascetic lives of Christians living in Egypt 

during approximately the third through sixth centuries C.E. I make a historical argument 

which 1) articulates the most prominent discourses relating to non-human benefaction, 2) 

places these discourses within their social and theological contexts, and 3) attends to the 

possible reasons for their similarities and particularities across time and space. I argue 
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that ascetic life was understood by some ancient Christians to provide a context in which 

both humans and non-humans could advance toward a more ideal state of being. By 

tracing how authors depict positive changes in the nature and circumstances of non-

humans in ascetic contexts, a portrait of early Christian ascetic life emerges in which 

humans are neither the sole practitioners nor beneficiaries.  
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CHAPTER 1 |  Introduction 

1.1 Setting the Stage 

Late ancient Christian ascetical literature is crawling with non-human creatures, as 

well as with beings which do not easily conform to strict ontological categories like 

angel, spirit, demon, animal, rational, and non-rational. The preponderance of non-

humans notwithstanding, scholars have paid comparatively little attention to the complex 

dynamics of inter-species relationships in ascetic contexts. One likely reason for this is 

the assumption of human exceptionalism which has traditionally informed much of 

Western thought, including Christian theology. By human exceptionalism, I refer to the 

belief that humans are not only fundamentally distinct from other creatures, but are 

“primary and central in the order of things.”1 Accordingly, when the presence of non-

humans in ascetic contexts is addressed in scholarship, it is typically done from an 

overtly anthropocentric perspective, meaning with respect to the ancillary or tangential 

roles of non-humans vis-à-vis humans: for example, how angels assist ascetically 

engaged humans, how demons harm them, and how animals may do either or are merely 

incidentally present in Christian literature. In other words, human agents and their 

formation are still the focus.  

This dissertation more fully situates non-humans within scholarly narratives of 

Christian asceticism by investigating the ways in which late ancient Christian authors 

implicated non-humans—specifically angels and animals—as beneficiaries of their 

                                                           
1 Gary Steiner, Anthropocentrism and Its Discontents: The Moral Status of Animals in the History of 

Western Philosophy (Pittsburgh: University of Pittsburgh Press, 2005), 1. 
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involvement in the lives of human ascetics. Put another way, it brings non-humans to the 

fore and asks: what, if anything, did they get out of these inter-species relationships?2 My 

intervention into the study of early Christian asceticism therefore, decenters the human in 

a way not previously attempted in scholarship. By tracing how ancient authors depict 

positive changes in the nature and circumstances of non-humans in ascetic contexts, a 

much more robust portrait of ascetic life emerges in which humans are neither the sole 

practitioners nor beneficiaries.  

At this point, several brief examples of what I will refer to in this study as “non-

human benefaction” may be helpful. Writing in the third century C.E. in Egypt, Origen of 

Alexandria wrote extensively, although not systematically, on the subject of angels and 

the various benefits they received from ministering to ascetically engaged humans. He 

argues, for example, that angels “benefit and gather strength (ὠφελοῦνται καὶ γίνονται 

ἰσχυρότεραι)” and “are nourished (τρέφονται)” as they assist humans in their ascetical 

labors.3 They likewise rejoice and celebrate as the humans to whom they minister 

cultivate virtue.4 Angels are also provided with “knowledge (notitia)…and understanding 

                                                           
2 By interspecies relationships, I am referring generally to the interactions of human and non-human beings. 

3 Origen, Philoc. 12.1 (Marguerite Harl, Philocalie, 1–20: Sur les Ecritures, Sources Chrétiennes 302, 

[Paris: Éditions du Cerf, 1983], 388–90). All translations of ancient texts in this dissertation are mine unless 

otherwise noted. The English translations of such texts that I have consulted in my translations may be 

found in the bibliography.  

4 See for example Origen, ComRom 1.9.4 (Luc Brésard and Michel Fédou, Commentaire sur l’Épître aux 

Romains, Livres I-II, tome I. Sources Chrétiennes 532 [Paris: Éditions du Cerf, 2009], 202); ComJn 

13.226–27 (C. Blanc, Commentaire sur saint Jean, Livre XIII, tome III. Sources Chrétiennes 222 [Paris: 

Éditions du Cerf, 1975], 152); Origen, HomNum 23.2.3 (L. Doutreleau, Homélies sur les Nombres XX- 

XXIII, tome III. Sources Chrétiennes 461 [Paris: Éditions du Cerf, 2001], 110–12). 
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(scientia)… as a kind of payment” from God for their services.5 In later literature one 

sees similar instances of angelic beneficiaries. Antony of Egypt writes in the early fourth 

century that human growth in holiness provides “joy and rest (requiem)” to angels, for 

because of sinful humans the angles have “not yet taken rest (requieverunt).”6 One 

striking passage in the Sayings of the Desert Fathers, a collection of aphorisms and 

vignettes of early Christian monks,7 even portrays an angel petitioning a monk to 

intercede before God on its behalf. An anonymous author provides the following account:  

An angel of the Lord who, coming here, was encouraging me in my weakness, 

saying: ‘Entreat the Lord for me that I be restored to my position, because the time set 

by God for me has finally come to an end.’ When I asked him: ‘What [is] the reason 

for your punishment?’ he said to me: ‘In a certain village many men greatly angered 

God with [their] sins and he sent me to correct (παιδεῦσαι) them with mercy. But 

when I saw them acting so impiously, I inflicted more punishment on them, and as a 

consequence many died. For this reason I was removed from the sight of God who 

sent me.’ And when I asked ‘How am I able (ἱκανὸς) to intercede with God on an 

                                                           
5 Origen, HomLc 34.8 (Henri Crouzel, François Fournier, and Pierre Perichon, Origene: Homelies sur S. 

Luc. Sources Chrétiennes  87 [Paris: Les Editions du Cerf, 1962], 408). 

6 Antony, Letters 5.8–9; 6.98–99 (PG 40.986, 994). All English translations of Antony’s letters in this 

dissertation are mine and are made in consultation with Rubenson’s Letters of St. Antony. 

7 The Sayings exists in three collections: the alphabetical, the systematic, and the anonymous. Hereafter the 

Alphabetical collection will be cited by the name of the monk and the saying number (e.g. Moses 4). The 

systematic will be cited by Sayings followed by the chapter and section number in Jean-Claude Guy’s three 

volume Sources Chrétiennes edition of the work: Les Apophtegmes des Pères. Collection systématique 

(chap. I-IX), introduction, traduction et notes par J.-C. Guy, Sources Chrétiennes 387 (Paris: Les Editions 

du Cerf, 1993); Les Apophtegmes des Pères. Collection systématique (chap. X-XVI), Sources Chrétiennes 

474 (Paris: Les Editions du Cerf, 2003); Les Apophtegmes des Pères. Collection systématique (chap. XVII-

XXI), Sources Chrétiennes 498 (Paris: Les Editions du Cerf, 2005).The Anonymous collection will be cited 

by N, followed by the saying's number found in the Greek Anonymous collection published in a series by 

François Nau, ed., “Histoire des solitaires égyptiens," Revue d'Orient Chrétien 10 (1905): 409–14; 12 

(1907): 48–68,171–181,393–404; 13 (1908): 47–57, 266–83; 14 (1909): 357–79; 17 (1912): 204–11, 294–

301; 18 (1913): 137–46. When I cite them, I also cite the page number for the most recent Greek edition: 

John Wortley (ed. and trans.), The Anonymous Sayings of the Desert Fathers: A Select Edition and 

Complete English Translation, (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 2013). The major studies of the 

text and versions of the Sayings are W. Bousset, Apothegmata: Studien zur Geschichte des ältesten 

Mönchtums (Tübingen, 1923), 1–208; and J.-C. Guy, Recherches sur la tradition grecque des 

Apophthegmata Patrum (Subsidia Hagiographica, 36; Brussels, 1962; reprinted with additional comments, 

1984). 
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angel’s behalf?’ that one replied: ‘Had I not known that God pays heed (εἰσάκουει) to 

his true servants, I would not have come bothering you.’8 

These passages clearly suggest that some authors believed that angels could derive 

various forms of profit from their interactions with ascetically engaged humans. They 

also raise significant questions regarding the moral agency and development of angels in 

the early Christian imagination: Could angels sin or be morally inferior to humans? In 

what sense did they lack nourishment, joy, rest, knowledge, and understanding? What 

roles did humans play in helping them to attain these things? And what contexts were 

understood to be most conducive to their attainment? 

Instances of animal benefaction are similarly prevalent in ancient Christian literature. 

Numerous stories tell of monks befriending, feeding, protecting, and healing the creatures 

among which they live. In one representative passage, the anonymous early fifth century 

work known as the History of the Monks in Egypt, relates the following account of the 

monk, Macarius of Alexandria: 

Another time Macarius was praying in his cave in the desert and there happened to be 

a hyena’s den nearb. And while he was praying the hyena entered and started 

nuzzling (ἥπτετο) his feet. And taking him gently by the hem of his clothing, she 

pulled him toward her den. He followed her saying, ‘What might this animal want?’ 

And leading him to her den, she went in and brought out her cubs to him, which had 

been born blind. He prayed for them and returned them to the hyena seeing.9 

In this passage, Macarius is obviously inclined to assist his non-human neighbor by 

indulging her request, raising the question: why? Moreover, how did the hyena even 

know that Macarius could heal her cubs? And why was she acting so uncharacteristically 

                                                           
8 N. 618 (Wortley, 496). 

9 HM 21.15–16 (A.- J. Festugiere, Historia monachorum in Aegypto, Subsidia Hagiographica 34 [Brussels: 

Societe des Bollandistes, 1961], 127). 
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hyena-like, licking the monks feet and leading him gently to her young? In another fifth 

century text, the monk Aphou is portrayed as pleading with some hunters who had just 

trapped an antelope to “leave this one alone, set it free!”10 The author of the Life of Aphou 

explains that the monk understood himself to be a shepherd and protector of these desert 

animals, and was ultimately able to secure the antelope’s release.11 Aphou therefore, 

provides an example of a monk whose aspirational vision of ascetic life included a 

commitment to minster to animals. Such instances of non-human benefaction illustrate 

that early Christian authors often envisioned ascetic life as being beneficial to more than 

just human beings.  

Before discussing this dissertation’s intended contribution to the study of early 

Christian asceticism in greater detail, it will be helpful at the outset to provide a brief 

overview of trends in scholarship on the topic, with particular attention to the distinction 

between what I refer to “individualized” and “relational” models of study and their 

attendant suppositions. I will then focus specifically on works which relate more directly 

to angels and animals in ascetic contexts and ask: what do these studies accomplish and 

what questions do they leave unanswered? I will conclude by addressing the purposes 

and methodology of this study and by offering a concise preview of its findings. 

                                                           
10 The text is known from a single Coptic papyrus manuscript, which has been published by Rossi. Life of 

Aphou 16 (Francesco Rossi, Trascrizione di tre manoscritti copti del Museo egizio di Torino [Turin: E. 

Loescher, 1885], 13). I am grateful to Zlatko Pleše for sharing his English translation of the Life of Aphou 

with me, which I have consulted as I made my own translations of the passages cited in this dissertation. I 

have also consulted Blumell and Wayment’s translation in Lincoln Blumell and Thomas Wayment (eds.), 

Christian Oxyrhychus: Texts, Documents, and Sources (Waco, TX: Baylor University Press, 2015), 638–

57. 

11 Life of Aphou 22 (Rossi, manoscritti copti, 16). 
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1.2 Individuality and Relationality in the Study of Ancient Christian 

Asceticism 

“Asceticism” is modern abstract concept which has been broadly understood to 

comprise practices (renunciatory or otherwise) undertaken with the intent to transform 

the self, and by extension society, into a more ideal state,12 or as Richard Valantasis has 

put it, “to inaugurate a new subjectivity, different social relations, and an alternative 

symbolic universe.”13 As will become clear in the following chapters of this dissertation, 

ancient Christian authors frequently frame this transformation as a restoration of the 

prelapsarian state of humanity. Accordingly, growth in virtue, holiness, and rationality 

constitute a movement toward a more Edenic existence: creation as God originally 

intended it be, before sin and death entered the world. Ascetically engaged Christians are 

similarly portrayed by ancient authors as regaining the image and likeness of God within 

themselves and as mimicking the life of heavenly angels through their askesis. A 

significant goal asceticism in the early Christian imagination therefore, was to bridge the 

gap between human nature and human potential for godlikeness, to regain Eden and to 

prefigure the eschaton.14  

                                                           
12 For a concise history of the study of asceticism, see Rebecca Krawiec,“Asceticism,” in The Oxford 

Handbook of Early Christian Studies, ed. Susan Ashbrook Harvey and David G. Hunter (Oxford: Oxford 

University Press, 2008), 764–785. Krawiec notes that Valantasis’ formulation of asceticism in “most oft‐

cited descriptions” in modern scholarship. see Krawiec, “Asceticism,” 767. On critiques of Valantasis, see 

David Brakke, “Ethiopian Demons: Male Sexuality, the Black‐Skinned Other, and the Monastic Self,” 

JHSex 10 (2001), 501–35; Gavin Flood, The Ascetic Self: Subjectivity, Memory and Tradition (Cambridge: 

Cambridge University Press, 2004), 1–2; Dale Martin, “Introduction,” in The Cultural Turn in Late Ancient 

Studies: Gender, Asceticism, and Historiography, ed. Dale Martin and Patricia Cox Miller (Durham, NC: 

Duke University Press, 2005), 14–15. 

13 Ricard Valantasis, The Making of the Self: Ancient and Modern Asceticism (Eugene OR.: Cascade 

Books, 2008), 101.  

14 Krawiec, “Asceticism,” 767. For more on the language of askesis in ancient literature, see Mark 

Sheridan, “Early Egyptian Monasticism: Ideals and Reality, or, The Shaping of the Monastic Ideal ” JCSCS 
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Historians have approached this phenomenon from different methodological 

perspectives, two of which are relevant for understanding the intended contribution of 

this study. The first tends to focus predominately on the individual ascetic person and the 

activities in which (s)he engages. This, following C. M. Chin, I refer to as the 

“individualized model.”15 The second approach, which I adopt in this study, is more 

attentive to the ascetic person’s networks of social relationships and how they influence 

and are influenced by his or her moral formation. This I will refer to as the “relational 

model.” 

1.2.1 The Individualized Model  

The study of Christian asceticism in late antiquity has traditionally been very 

“individualized,” meaning, as Chin has insightfully observed, there is a pervasive focus 

on “ascetic practice as experienced and undertaken on an individual basis and in pursuit 

of an individual ‘self’.”16 Consequently, even when asceticism is studied with special 

attention to its social and political features, the ascetic person is still largely 

conceptualized by modern scholars as coterminous with or confined within the 

boundaries of an individual body or soul,17 per the influential model of self-construction 

                                                           
7 (2015), 9–10; “Monastic Culture: A Comparison of the Concepts of Askesis and Asceticism” in 

Monasticism between Culture and Cultures: Acts of the Third International Symposium, Rome, June 8–11, 

2011, ed. Nouzille, P. and Pfeifer, M. (St. Ottilien and Rome: EOS Verlag and Pontificio Ateneo 

Sant’Anselmo, 2013), 17–34. 

15 C. M. Chin, “Cassian, Cognition, and the Common Life,” in Blake Leyerle and Robin Darling Young 

(eds.) Ascetic Culture: Essays in honor of Philip Rousseau (South Bend: Notre Dame University Press, 

2013), 161. 

16 Chin, “Cassian, Cognition, and the Common Life,” 161. 

17 For several representative examples such approaches see: Elizabeth Castelli, “Virginity and its Meaning 

for Women’s Sexuality in Early Christianity” Journal of Feminist Studies in Religion 2.1 (1986), 61–88; 

Virginia Burrus, “Word and Flesh: The Bodies and Sexuality of Ascetic Women in Christian Antiquity” 
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proposed by Michel Foucault in his History of Sexuality.18 According to Foucault, ascetic 

practice is a self-forming activity, a technology for developing one’s “relationship to 

oneself” in accordance with the goal, or telos, of moral life.19 He defines askesis 

therefore, as a “training of oneself by oneself.”20 Foundational to this individualized 

model of study is the assumption that ascetic personhood and agency can be defined in 

reference to the individual in isolation.  

This focus on the individual body, soul, and its practices has led to several 

discernable trends in scholarship. First, as previously mentioned, studies tend to be very 

anthropocentric, defining ascetic subjects as categorically human or being concerned 

primarily with human persons and their formation. Consequently, one discerns the 

neglect of the literal, allegorical, mythical, fantastical, and incidental presence of non-

human beings in ascetical literature. Another consequence has been a general 

inattentiveness to the ways in which non-human beings are often framed as exemplars to 

                                                           
Journal of Feminist Studies in Religion 10.1 (1994), 27–51 (1994); David Brakke, Athanasius and the 

Politics of Asceticism. Oxford Early Christian Studies (Oxford: Clarendon Press, 1995); Elizabeth Clark, 

“Asceticism, Class, and Gender” in V. Burrus (ed.) A People’s History of Christianity II. Late Ancient 

Christianity (Minneapolis: Fortress Press, 2010), 27–45; Mark DelColgliano, “The Politics of Fasting in 

Basil of Caesarea” in M. Tapie and D. McClain (eds.) Reading Scripture as a Political Act: Essays on the 

Theopolitical Interpretation of the Bible (Minneapolis: Fortress Press, 2015), 83–100. 

 
18 See especially Michel Foucault, The Use of Pleasure and The Care of the Self, vols. 2 and 3 of The 

History of Sexuality, tr. Robert Hurley (New York: Vintage Books, 1985– 1986). Chin makes this claim in 

“Who is the Ascetic Exegete? Angels, Enchantments, and Transformative Food in Origen’s Homilies on 

Joshua” in Asceticism and Exegesis in Early Christianity: The Reception of the New Testament Texts in 

Ancient Ascetic Discourses, ed. Hans–Ulrich Weidemann. (Göttingen: Vandenhoeck and Ruprecht, 2013), 

203−04. 

19 Foucault discusses four aspects of the “relationship to oneself” in “On the Genealogy of Ethics: An 

Overview of Work in Progress," in Michel Foucault: Beyond Structuralism and Hermeneutics, 2nd ed, ed. 

Hubert L. Dreyfus and Paul Rabinow (Chicago: University of Chicago Press,  1982 and 1983), 229–52. 

20 Foucault, History of Sexuality, 364. 
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ascetics or as an aspirational vision of what they might become. For instance, while the 

ancient assumption that diligent monks might become more like angels has been widely 

acknowledged in scholarship,21 less attention has been paid to the manner in which 

animals and animal-likeness are correlated to human spiritual development. In the 

Sayings of the Desert Fathers, for example, monks who are described as living naked 

among the “animals of the desert,” boast that God has made them more animal-like, 

saying, “God has arranged things for us such that we are not cold in winter nor does the 

summer heat injure us.”22 In this case, animality is idealized and humanity is something 

to be transcended through askesis and growth in holiness. Animals are good to live with 

and like.  

Second, scholars also tend to neglect complex notions of personhood held by 

ancient Christian authors, according to which individual ascetic selves are understood to 

intersect with one another or collectively constitute a single self. This is especially 

problematic given the prominence of literature which frames collaboration and collective 

subjectivity as both the means to and end of ascetic life.23 In such instances, as Chin 

notes, the “individuation of the self is neither a presumption nor a goal” of askesis.24 

                                                           
21 For the history of early Christian discourses on asceticism and the “angelic life,” see Muehlberger, 

Angels in Late Ancient Christiantiy, 148–75; “Ambivalence about the Angelic Life: The Promise and Perils 

of an Early Christian Discourse of Asceticism,” JECS 16.4 (2008), 447–78. Muehlberger also notes that 

periodically monastic leaders and authors would try to disabuse individual ascetics of this notion, most 

often for the purpose of  keeping them humble. See Angels in Late Ancient Christiantiy, 174–75. 

22 Macarius the Egyptian 2 (PG 65.260). 

23 For two representative examples of this phenomenon treated in scholarship, see C. M. Chin, “Cassian, 

Cognition, and the Common Life,”; Graham Gould, The Desert Fathers on Monastic Community (Oxford: 

Clarendon Press, 1993). I will treat this topic in more detail below. 

24 Chin, “Who is the Ascetic Exegete?” 203. 
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Correspondingly, ascetical literature is rife with examples in which the ontological 

boundaries of humans and non-humans become permeable or indistinguishable in the act 

or as a result of askesis. Angels and demons, for example, are frequently understood to 

operate within the minds and souls of human persons and in such a way that elides the 

differences between human and non-human thoughts, desires, and being.25 As Ellen 

Muehlberger has demonstrated, according to some ancient authors, humans, angels, and 

demons were “not guaranteed to remain within the class of rational beings that they 

occupied but instead were liable, and even expected, to shift from class to class.”26 Put 

simply therefore, by assuming that ascetic personhood and agency can be defined in 

reference to the individual in isolation, individualized models of study limit the scholar’s 

ability to account for the complexity and nuance of ascetic formation in ancient 

Christianity. 

1.2.2 The Relational Model  

More recently, several scholars have begun to fill these lacunae in scholarship by 

departing from individualized models of studying asceticism in favor of what may be 

termed more “relational” models. Relational models, as I define them, are attentive to the 

ways in which ascetic formation occurred within the context of an interlocking network 

of contributors and beneficiaries.27 Inherent in such approaches is the recognition of two 

                                                           
25 See for example, Muehlberger, Angels in Late Ancient Christiantiy, 32–42. See also Gregory Smith, 

“How Thin is a Demon?” JECS 16 (2008), 479–512.  

26 Muehlberger, Angels in Late Ancient Christiantiy, 42. Muehlberger is speaking specifically of Evagrius’ 

beliefs here. See also Adam Ployd, “Participation and Polemics: Angels from Origen to Augustine” HTR 

110.3 (2017), 421–439. 

27 I am indebted to Mike Chin for some of this language, see “Cassian, Cognition, and the Common Life,” 

156. 
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assumptions relating the notions of personhood and agency in late ancient Christian 

thought. 

The first is that relationality is characteristically viewed by Christian authors as 

constitutive of ascetic personhood, meaning that to be an ascetically engaged person 

implies ‘being-in-relation,’ to borrow a phrase from John Zizoulas.28 Discourses of the 

fourth and fifth centuries surrounding the “body of Christ” and “image of God” in 

reference of ascetic persons, for instance, reflect the pervasive assumption that the ascetic 

self could intersect with but also transcend the boundaries of individual bodies and souls. 

John Cassian, for example, portrayed the ascetic life as both presupposing and 

contributing to the formation of a corporate body—the “body of Christ”—understood in 

terms of a union of hearts, souls, wills, sentiments, and activities of various ascetic 

individuals.29 Within this conceptual framework, individual selves are viewed as merely 

one point of intersection among numerous other intersecting selves, which collectively 

form a single self.30 Or, to quote the Apostle Paul, “the body does not consist of one 

member but of many” (1 Cor. 12:14 NRSV).  

                                                           
28 For more on the concept of God’s relational ontology and its early Christian origins, see John Zizoulas, 

Being as Communion: Studies in Personhood and the Church (London: Darton, Longman & Todd, 1985). 

See also John Wilks, “The Trinitarian Ontology of John Zizioulas” Vox Evangelica 25 (1995), 63–88. 

29 Chin, “Cassian, Cognition, and the Common Life,” 154–60. 

30 Chin writes regarding Cassian’s understanding of ascetic formation that “the pursuit of virtue, 

traditionally taken to be in the individual soul and body of the ascetic, is…also located, by extension, inside 

the network of souls and bodies that form the ascetic group, a group that is made ascetic not by individual 

ascetic acts but by its own fundamental collectivity.” See Chin, “Cassian, Cognition, and the Common 

Life,”  156–57. 
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Similar rhetoric is discernable in early Christian discussions regarding the image 

and likeness of God in humankind. As previously mentioned, God’s image/likeness 

comprised for many Christian thinkers not only the starting point for conceptualizing 

human personhood at the time of creation, but also the soul’s itinerary towards increasing 

holiness through ascetic practice. When conceived of in individualized terms—i.e. with 

respect to the individual soul—the image of God was understood to encompass shared 

human and divine attributes like rationality, virtue, creativity, sovereignty, and freedom, 

all of which could augment as the individual soul becomes more divinized.31 When 

understood in relational terms however, authors like Gregory of Nazianzus, Basil of 

Caesarea, and John Chrysostom looked for God’s image in the collective body that is 

humankind. Accordingly, the divine image was understood to be reflected in human 

relationships and social entities like the church, monastic community, and family, insofar 

as they were governed by harmony, unity, and love (as are the Father, Son, and Holy 

Spirit’s interactions with one another).32 Central to the logic of such an argument is the 

idea that a human soul by itself cannot reflect the (relational) divine image towards which 

Christians are to strive in the process of spiritual development. The ascetic self therefore, 

or the self in the image and likeness of a relational God, must also be relational.  

An obvious corollary to the idea of relational ascetic personhood, and the second 

assumption informing relational models to studying asceticism, is the notion that 

                                                           
31 See for example Walter Burghardt, “The Image of God in Man: Alexandrian Orientations” Proceedings 

of the Catholic Theological Society of America Sixteenth Annual Convention (1961), 147–60. 

32 Nona Verna Harrison, “The Human Person as Image and Likeness of God” in The Cambridge 

Companion to Orthodox Christian Theology, ed. Mary B. Cunningham and Elizabeth Theokritoff 

(Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 2008), 78–93. 
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relationality can also inform ascetic agency. The successful performance of askesis is 

often depicted in late ancient texts as surpassing the capacities of a free-standing 

individual and thus requiring a cooperative system of agents. The writings of Pachomius, 

Basil, Augustine, and other advocates of the coenobitic life, for instance, emphasize the 

need for human interaction in order to fulfill the commandments to love one’s neighbor, 

care for the needy, and have all things in common, none of which could be observed by a 

monk in isolation.33 The desert fathers similarly stress the importance of human sociality, 

specifically within the context of the master-disciple relationship, for maximizing 

opportunities for self-revelation and spiritual direction.34 The practices of obedience, 

confession, discerning character flaws, and the imitation of virtuous exemplars, for 

instance, require multiple agents for their proper performance. Additionally, sometimes 

the efficacy of practices like prayer and fasting is framed as contingent upon or 

proportional to the number of people who engage in them simultaneously.35 In such cases 

the success of askesis is directly related to the social distribution of its practice.  

                                                           
33 Basil, Long Rule Q7; Augustine, Rule 5.2. See also Alexis Torrance, “Individuality and Identity 

Formation in Late Antique Monasticism” in Individuality in Late Antiquity, ed. Alexis Torrance and 

Johannes Zachuber,  (Burlington, VT: Ashgate, 2004), 115; DelColgliano argues that Basil understood the 

benefits of fasting to be directly contingent upon its collective performance. See Mark DelColgliano, “The 

Politics of Fasting in Basil of Caesarea,” 85–102. 

34 Gould, The Desert Fathers on Monastic Community; Columba Stewart, “Radical Honesty about the Self: 

The Practice of the Desert Fathers,” Sobornost 12 (1990), 25–39. 

35 See for example Sayings 5.17 (SC 287, 254) (cf. Sayings 5.43 [SC 287, 284–86; N. 393, 421 [Wortley, 

250, 268]). It reads: “Another brother was attacked by lust. He started struggling and fasting more, and for 

fourteen years he protected himself against the temptation and did not succumb. He later went to the 

community and told them everything he suffered. A command was given  and for one week they all fasted 

for him, continuously praying to God; and thus his struggle ended .” As this passage illustrates, even when 

the struggling monk is said to have increased the intensity of his exertion and the frequency of his fasts—to 

struggle and fast more—his efforts were ultimately insufficient until the number of people fasting 

simultaneously also increased. 
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Efforts to account for the relational dynamics of ascetic formation have resulted in 

at least two significant developments in scholarship. First, scholars have begun to rely, to 

varying degrees, on theoretical frameworks which assume agency or subjectivity to be 

socially distributed, such as mutualism theory,36 modern systems theory,37 and actor-

network theory.38 And second, there has been a growing attention to the role of non-

human actors in the process of ascetic formation, a methodological turn consonant with 

larger “Post-Humanist” or “De-anthropocentrizing,” trends in scholarship which seek to 

redefine humanity’s place in the world as merely one life-form among many.39 The result 

has been a more robust scholarly portrait of early Christian asceticism, one which is more 

                                                           
36 Mutualism theory is concerned with interaction between species that is beneficial to both. Concepts 

synonymous to mutalism in whole or part include: symbiosis, commensalism, cooperation, 

protocooperation, mutual aid, facilitation, reciprocal altruism, and entraide. For more on mutualism theory, 

see for example Douglas Boucher, “The Ecology of Mutualism,” Ang Rev. Ecol. Syst. (1982), 13:315–47; 

Judith Bronstein, “Our Current Understanding of Mutualism,” The Quarterly Review of Biology 69 (1994), 

31–51; Mutualism (Oxford: Oxford University Press, 2015). 

37 Modern systems theory accounts for complex socially distributed cognitive activities and focuses on the 

interactions between the distributed structures of the phenomena. It dissolves the traditional divisions 

between the inside/outside boundary of the individual and assumes a “person plus” system, according to 

which any individual perons is the intersect of  the set of person-pluses in which that person participates. 

On modern systems theory, see Edwin Hutchins, Cognition in the Wild (Cambridge, MA.; MIT Press, 

1995); David Perkins, Smart Schools: Better Thinking and Learning for Every Child (New York; Free 

Press, 1992). 

38 Actor network theory assigns agency to human and non-human (objects, nature, organizations, etc.) 

agents and explores their sociality in such networks. It allows for impartial treatment of actors, irrespective 

of assumed ontological hierarchies. On actor network theory see Bruno Latour, Reassembling the Social: 

An Introduction to Actor-Network Theory (Oxford: Oxford University Press, 2005). On the rise of the use 

of theory in the history of scholarship of asceticism, see Krawiec, “Asceticism,” 776–78. 

39 On post-humanist trends in humanities scholarship see Aaron Gross and Anne Valley (eds.), Animals and 

the Human Imagination: A Companion to Animal Studies (New York: Columbia University Press, 2012); 

The Question of the Animal and Religion: Theoretical Stakes, Practical Implications (New York: Columbia 

University Press, 2014); Richard Grusin, The Nonhuman Turn (Minneapolis: University of Minnesota 

Press, 2015); Donna Haraway, The Companion Species Manifesto: Dogs, People, and Significant 

Otherness (Chicago: Prickly Paradigm Press, 2003); When Species Meet (Minneapolis: University of 

Minnesota Press, 2008); Linda Kalof and Birgitte Resl (eds.), A Cultural History of Animals in Antiquity 

(Vol. 1. London: Oxford, 2007); Stephen Moore (ed.), Divinanimality: Animal Theory, Creaturely 

Theology (New York: Fordham University Press, 2014); Steiner, Anthropocentrism and Its Discontents. 
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attentive to the relationality of the self that is ascetically formed, the intra- and inter-

species  dynamics assumed in the performance of askesis, and the ‘ripple,’ or social 

distribution, of effects which follow from its practice. Several foundational works on 

angels and animals in ascetic contexts will illustrate my point.  

1.2.2.1 Angels in Ascetic Contexts 

Traditional scholarly approaches to studying angels in ancient Christianity have 

tended to focus on the angel’s role as a facilitator of human spiritual development (e.g. as 

a guardian, guide, advocate, or exemplar).40 Such studies also frequently assume that 

early Christian ideas about angels were consistent over time and were primarily, if not 

exclusively, founded in Christian scripture.41 More recent investigations however, have 

illuminated not only the diversity, complexity, and historical contingency of late ancient 

discourses on angels, but the ways in which ascetic life—broadly construed—was 

understood to provide a context for humans and angels to mutually profit one another. 

Two such works of scholarship are particularly relevant to this study  

Ellen Muehlberger’s 2013 book, Angels in Late Ancient Christianity, convincingly 

demonstrates that early Christian ideas about angels were tremendously diverse and 

indebted to a variety of intellectual traditions; they also evolved over time and space in 

                                                           
40 For two representative examples of such approaches, see, Jean Danielou, Les anges et leur mission 

d'après les Pères de l'Église (Chevetogne: Editions de Chevetogne, 1935); David Heiman (trans.), The 

Angels and Their Mission (Westminster, MD: Christian Classics, 1976); Erik Peterson, Das buch von den 

Engeln Stellung und Bedeutung der heiligen Engel im Kultus (Leipzig: Hegner, 1935); Ronald Walls 

(trans.), The Angels and the Liturgy (New York: Herder and Herder, 1964). 

41 On the history of the study of angels in ancient Christianity, see Muehlberger, Angels in Late Ancient 

Christiantiy, 6–8. 
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accordance with larger cultural shifts.42 Muehlberger traces two prominent discourses 

related to angels in late antiquity. One originates in Egyptian ascetic contexts and views 

angels as one type of being among many in the universe, whose primary purpose is to 

facilitate humanity’s and the rest of creation’s return to their original unity with God.43 

The other, most discernable in the writings of Augustine, views angels as characters in an 

emerging canon who “enable readers to transform the mostly narrative material in that 

scripture into foundational proof for theological propositions.”44 In other words, angels 

served as rhetorical tools whereby authors persuaded others of the coherence of their 

views. Accordingly, Christian portrayals of angels can be shown to change in accordance 

with rhetorical and pastoral goals of the authors who wrote about them. Muehlberger is 

also attentive to assumptions relating to the fluidity and permeability of the angelic self in 

the early Christian imagination, a fact which allowed for significant ontological 

movement between angelic, human, and demonic beings.45 While Muehlberger addresses 

instances of angelic beneficiaries in ascetic contexts only incidentally,46 her work 

                                                           
42 She writes that “Christians pioneered many new ways thinking, both expanding and selectively 

narrowing the ideas, practices, and structures that constitute late ancient Christianity. Their experimentation 

produced a widely diverse array of ideas about angels, how they came to be, how they interacted with 

humanity, and what they would eventually become.” Muehlberger, Angels in Late Ancient Christiantiy, 8. 

See also Muehlberger, “Angel” in Late Ancient Knowing: Explorations in Intellectual History, ed. C. M. 

Chin and Moulie Vidas (Oakland: University of California Press, 2015),  117–33. For a response to 

Muehlberger’s views, see Ployd, “Participation and Polemics,” 421–439. 

43 Muehlberger, Angels in Late Ancient Christiantiy, 8–9. 

44 Muehlberger, Angels in Late Ancient Christiantiy, 9, 32. Muehlberger cites specifically Augustine’s 

“cultural construction of a narrative of Christian superiority.” 

45 See Muehlberger, “Angel,” 117; cf. Ployd, “Participation and Polemics,” 421–439. 

46 See especially Muehlberger, Angels in Late Ancient Christiantiy, 192–200. Here Muehlberger talks about 

how angels relied on human clergy to conduct operations leading to their sanctity.  
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convincingly demonstrates that is it impossible to understand the contours of ancient 

Christian asceticism without first understanding the varied natures and roles of non-

human “others,” such as angels. As Ingvild Gilhus has insightfully noted, “Constructing 

‘otherness’ is a prerequisite for constructing self, because one defines oneself by defining 

others.”47 

The other study which is foundational to this dissertation is C. M. Chin’s 2013 

article “Who is the Ascetic Exegete? Angels, Enchantments, and Transformative Food in 

Origen’s Homilies on Joshua,” which most directly examines the question of how angels 

were understood to profit from their involvement in human ascetic affairs. Drawing upon 

actor-network and mutualism theories, and focusing specifically on the practice of 

exegesis, Chin demonstrates that human exegetical labor—a kind of cognitive askesis—

was understood by Origen to provide ministering angels with nourishing and empowering 

“food,” which in turn enabled them to better perform their duties and contributed to their 

journey toward noetic union with God.48 Put another way, Chin situates Origen’s 

portrayal of angelic benefaction within his larger theological framework of the 

                                                           
47 Ingvild Gilhus “Angels, Animals and Religious Change in Antiquity and Today” in Dynamics of 

Religion: Past and Present. Proceedings of the XXI World Congress of the International Association for 

the History of Religions, ed.  Christoph Bochinger and Jorg Rupke (Berlin: De Gruyter, 2016), 174. Gilhus 

argues that the “chief objects of otherness in the ascetic life were women, animals, demons, and angels.” 

For more on “otherness,” see Zygmunt Bauman, Modernity and Ambivalence (Ithaca, NY: Polity Press, 

1991), 8; Jonathan Z. Smith, Relating Religion: Essays in the Study of Religion (Chicago and London: 

University of Chicago Press, 2004), 256. Valantasis adds: “the monk’s self-definition was based upon a 

complex system of social distinctions involving the monk’s differentiation between human beings, monks, 

angels, daemons, other types of human being, and other manners of social life. The monk, thus, creates a 

social identity by defining the self in relation to other creatures (angels and daemons), as well as by 

defining the social self in relation to other social groups (the married, the chaste, city-dwellers, desert-

dwellers, the coenobium).” See Valantasis, The Making of the Self, 138. 

48 Chin, “Who is the Ascetic Exegete?” 
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apokatastasis and demonstrates that humans were instrumental in helping angels to 

progress toward their unactualized telos in God.  

Chin correlates this mutualist dynamic to the blurring of ontological boundaries 

between humans and angels in ascetic contexts.49 As angels collaborated with humans in 

the reading of scriptural texts, often operating within the confines of the human soul, the 

positive effects of this shared ascetic labor extended beyond human individuals and to 

their angelic ministrants.50 Such inter-species collaboration, Chin argues, reflects “the 

assimilation of humans and angels into each other in their common goal of pursing 

likeness to the divine.”51 Although limited in scope—namely, to a single angelic benefit 

mentioned in one of Origen’s homilies—Chin’s work highlights the manner in which 

humans were not the only beings understood by ancient Christians to have an 

unactualized telos and the potential to progress towards it.  

In sum, Chin and Muehlberger establish a foundation upon which to further 

investigate angels in ascetic contexts. One the one hand, their work demonstrates that 

early Christian understandings of angels were diverse, fungible, and continuously under 

negotiation. At the same time, notions of angels were also firmly situated within ancient 

assumptions regarding the nature of the cosmos, as well within rich philosophical and 

scriptural literary traditions. On the other hand, Chin and Muehlberger also leave several 

                                                           
49 Chin, “Who is the Ascetic Exegete?” 

50 Chin also discusses the collaborative performance of askesis and the social distribution of its effects 

(although primarily with respect to humans) in “Cassian, Cognition, and the Common Life,” 147–66. 

51 Chin, “Who is the Ascetic Exegete?” 212. 
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significant questions unanswered or only partially addressed. Some of these include the 

following. What other benefits—aside from those Chin describes as “nutritive”—did 

ancient authors believe ministering angels to receive? In what ways did the accrual of 

such things contribute to the ameliorated state or circumstances of angels? Did Christian 

views regarding angelic benefaction diverge among different authors? Did such views 

evolve over time and space; and if so, why? Might angels themselves be considered 

“ascetics”? And if so, of what does their askesis consist and what is its objective?  

1.2.2.2 Animals in Ascetic Contexts  

Scholarship on animals and early Christianity has taken numerous forms over the 

years and has similarly offered novel insights into the presence and role of animals in 

ascetic contexts. Some scholars have endeavored to produce comprehensive studies of the 

various ways that animals appear in Christian literature more broadly.52 As such works 

have noted, animals are depicted as literal creatures with which Christians interact, For 

example, humans are shown to consume domesticate, kill, or avoid them. Animals also 

appear as literary figures whose characteristics inform allegorical interpretation of 

scriptural texts, provide models for behavior, and rhetorically function in the service of 

moral exhortation. Animals were also the subject of philosophical and theological 

                                                           
52  For several representative examples, see Invild Gilhus, Animals, Gods, and Humans: Changing Attitudes 

to Animals in Greek, Roman, Early Christian Ideas (London: Routledge, 2006); Robert Grant, Early 

Christians and Animals (London: Routledge, 1999); Patricia Cox Miller, The Poetry of Thought in Late 

Antiquity (Aldershot: Ashgate, 2001), see especially 15–99; Laura Hobgood-Oster, Holy Dogs and Asses: 

Animals in the Christian Tradition (Urbana: University of Illinois Press, 2008); Richard Sorabji, Animal 

Minds & Human Morals: The Origins of the Western Debate (Ithaca: Cornell University Press, 1993). 
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speculation, most frequently with respect to whether and to what degree they possess 

human-like characteristics, such as reason (λόγος).  

Other scholars have focused their attention on episodes involving animals in a single 

text or genre of literature.53 Janet Spittler, for instance, limits her investigation to the 

Apocryphal Acts of the Apostles and compares accounts of animals in this corpus to their 

portrayal in contemporaneous animal related-literature.54 She demonstrates not only how 

the authors of the Apocryphal Acts were embedded in late ancient literary culture but how 

their representation of animals reflects the theological commitments of the early 

communities that valued these texts. She also observes that early Christian portrayals of 

animals and animal-human relations frequently appear in literature which advocates 

rigorous asceticism.55 One reason for this is the common association in Christian 

literature of sinful human desires and behaviors (as well as demons) with animals and 

                                                           
53 For several representative examples, see Blake Leyerle, “Monks and Other Animals” in The Cultural 

Turn, 150–71; Patricia Cox Miller, “Adam, Eve, and the Elephants: Asceticism and Animality,” in Ascetic 

Culture: Essays in Honor of Philip Rousseau, ed. Blake Leyerle and Robin Darling Young (Notre Dame: 

University of Notre Dame Press, 2013), 253–68; “Jerome’s Centaur: A Hyper-Icon of the Desert” JECS  

4.2 (1996), 209–33; Maureen Tilley, “Martyrs, Monks, Insects, and Animals,” in The Medieval World of 

Nature: A Book of Essays, ed. Joyce Salisbury (New York: Garland, 1993), 93–107; Janet Spittler, Animals 

in the Apocryphal Acts of the Apostles (Tubingen: Mohr Siebeck, 2008.Tim Vivian, “The Peaceable 

Kingdom: Animals as Parables in the Virtues of Saint Macarius” Anglican Theological Review 85 (2003), 

477–91. 

54 Spittler, Animals in the Apocryphal Acts of the Apostles.  

55 Spittler, Animals in the Apocryphal Acts of the Apostles, 43. 
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animal acts.56 Consequently, animals are often, although not exclusively, depicted in a 

negative light in texts relating to ascetic life.57 

More recently, Patricia Cox Miller’s 2018 book, In the Eye of the Animal: Zoological 

Imagination in Ancient Christianity, examines the various ways in which Christian 

authors portrayed animals as emotionally, ethically, psychologically, and behaviorally 

akin to humans.58 She is thus concerned with the ways in which animals and humans 

“reflect each other” in positive and negative ways.59 Her work convincingly demonstrates 

that while pervasive, the assumption of a strict human/animal binary is not ubiquitous in 

ancient Christian literature. Accordingly, she observes that while many ancient authors 

subscribe to the notion of human exceptionalism, they simultaneously deploy animal 

imagery in a way that subverts this paradigm.60 Most relevant to the purposes of this 

study, Miller observes that human-animal mirroring—for example, human-like animals 

and animal-like humans—frequently occurs in literature relating to ascetic life.61 She also 

gestures toward the idea that the transformation experienced by ascetics in the pursuit of 

holiness is sometimes mirrored in analogous changes of animal nature and circumstances. 

                                                           
56 Spittler, Animals in the Apocryphal Acts of the Apostles, 44–45. 

57 On this subject see, Ingvild Gilhus “Angels, Animals and Religious Change in Antiquity and Today,” 

174–79. 

58 Patricia Cox Miller, In the Eye of the Animal: Zoological Imagination in Ancient Christianity 

(Philadelphia: University of Pennsylvania Press, 2018); Leyerle, “Monks and Other Animals,” 155–58. 

59 Miller, In the Eye of the Animal, 8. 

60 Miller, In the Eye of the Animal, 4; For more on disrupting the human/animal binary in ancient Christian 

literature, see Eric Meyer, Inner Animalities: Theology and the End of the Human (New York: Fordham 

University Press, 2018). 

61 See especially Miller, In the Eye of the Animal, ch.4 
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At times these changes are informed by Christian assumptions relating to animal nature 

in Eden and the eschaton. Accordingly, like Chin, Miller correlates the spiritual 

development of humans in ascetic contexts to non-human benefaction. 

Scholarship to date on animals and ascetic life therefore, elucidates the spectrum of 

ways in which animals were imagined and functioned in early Christian literature, as well 

as how such depictions undermined prevalent assumptions regarding human and animal 

nature. Less attention has been paid however, to the variety of ways in which animals 

profited from their inter-species interactions. For example, what variety of benefits did 

animals accrue in ascetic contexts? What was the rationale and mechanics informing their 

conferral? Did views regarding animal benefaction vary among different authors and 

why? Did animals have a place and role in the Edenic and eschatological worlds 

prefigured in ascetic life? Did ancient Christian authors believe animals to have the 

capacity for moral action and development? How were such action and development 

imagined? And what might the evolution of discourse on non-human benefaction more 

generally suggest about ancient Christian asceticism, as well as about Christian literature, 

theology, and culture? These questions and others drive this study.  

1.3 Purposes and Method of this Study  

As previously stated, reading early Christian literature for its portrayals of angel and 

animal beneficiaries in ascetic contexts is what occupies me in this work. I thus seek to 

more fully integrate non-human beings into the lives of  ascetically engaged humans, not 

merely as ancillary figures, but as creatures which are frequently shown to possess their 

own agency, destiny, and capacity for moral and intellectual development. Accordingly, 
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my dissertation’s primary contribution to the field of Early Christian Studies lies in its 

departure from individualistic and anthropocentric frameworks which define ascetic 

agents as categorically human or are concerned primarily with human individuals and 

their formation. I therefore provide a more holistic and inclusive perspective on early 

Christian asceticism than has hitherto been attempted in modern scholarship, and one 

which, I assert, is more congruent with how many early Christians themselves understood 

the cosmos and their place within it.62  

I limit my analysis to literary works associated with the Egyptian ascetic tradition, 

meaning texts which espouse ascetic ideals, inculcate ascetic practices, or model the 

ascetic lives of Christians living in Egypt during approximately the third through sixth 

centuries C.E.63 These include not only the writings of Origen, Athanasius, Antony, 

Ammonas, Evagrius, Palladius, and Jerome (specifically his Life of Paul), but the 

anonymous Sayings of the Desert Fathers, History of the Monks of Egypt, and Life of 

Aphou. While these texts comprise different genres and were composed and edited in 

different locales (some outside of Egypt), they uniformly portray inter-species relations 

                                                           
62 To date, the vast majority of post-humanist approaches to ancient Christian asceticism have been 

concerned with the presence of either supernatural beings such as angels, demons, and Christ, or with more 

mundane creatures like animals, but never both. Put another way, scholars have typically ignored either one 

or the other part of the ascetic cosmos.  

63 Some of the most significant past works on early Egyptian asceticism are Philip Rousseau, Ascetics, 

Authority, and the Church in the Age of Jerome and Cassian (Oxford: Clarendon, 1978); Pachomius: The 

Making of a Community in Fourth-Century Egypt, Transformations of the Classical Heritage 6 (Berkeley: 

University of California Press, 1985); Samuel Rubenson, The Letters of St. Antony: Monasticism and the 

Making of a Saint, Studies in Antiquity and Christianity (1990; reprint, Minneapolis: Fortress, 1995); 

Douglas Burton-Christie,  The Word in the Desert: Scripture and the Quest for Holiness in Early Christian 

Monasticism (New York: Oxford University Press, 1993); Gould , The Desert Fathers on Monastic 

Community; Susanna Elm, “Virgins of God”: The Making of Asceticism in Late Antiquity, Oxford Classical 

Monographs (Oxford: Clarendon, 1994), 226–372; James Goehring, Ascetics, Society, and the Desert: 

Studies in Early Egyptian Monasticism, Studies in Antiquity & Christianity (Harrisburg, Perm.: Trinity 

Press International, 1999). 
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as a significant component of ascetic life in late ancient Egypt.64 Several of them also 

share an intellectual genealogy—as in the case Origen’s and Athanasius’ well-established 

influence on later ascetical literature—making it possible to trace significant divergences 

in thought among authors. There are certainly other texts I might have drawn on in this 

study as well, however, my purpose is not be exhaustive but to highlight several 

prominent discourses  relating to non-human benefaction and their development.65 

Accordingly, the primary reason for which I focus on these texts is that they contain the 

most robust depictions of angel and animal beneficiaries during this time period in 

Egypt.66 

Furthermore, I do not read these texts as sources of historically reliable information 

about actual inter-species relations. Instead, my concern is the “narrative world,” 

“alternative reality,” or “symbolic universe” created by these authors and the sociality of 

angels, animals, and humans within it.67 This is not to say that ancient authors did not 

believe the stories they told about non-humans in ascetic contexts to be true. Rather, these 

                                                           
64 As Krawiec argues, “there are, unfortunately, not foundational texts for early Christian asceticism, since 

the concept is not limited either in terms of time period or literary genre” thus, “an assessment  of ‘sources’ 

for asceticism involves and examination of how to read particular texts, rather than what to read.” Krawiec, 

“Asceticism,” 768, 770. 

65 I am following Avril Cameron’s use of the term “discourse” in “Ascetic Closure and the End of 

Antiquity” in V.L. Wimbush and R. Valantasis (eds), Asceticism (New York, 1995), 147–61. By 

“discourses,” therefore, I refer to typical ways of expressing ideas, including especially the vocabulary, 

themes, concepts, and assumptions discernable in literary works.  

66 Muehlberger has also noted that the tradition of companion angels emerged in Egypt, making these texts 

productive sources for studying interspecies relations in ascetic contexts. See Muehlberger, Angels in Late 

Antquity, 9. 

67 See Brakke, Athanasius and the Politics of, Asceticism, 202; Susan R. Garrett, The Demise of the Devil: 

Magic and the Demonic in Luke’s Writings (Minneapolis: Fortress, 1989), 6; Valantasis, The Making of the 

Self, 101. 
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stories are useful to the modern historian precisely because they were believed and 

contain “creatures of the human imagination…constructed for specific purposes.”68 They 

therefore provide a glimpse into the idealized world imagined by their authors (their 

hopes for reality), the cultural factors influencing its creation, and the messages that 

authors wished to convey to their readers.69 They also provide further insight in late 

ancient notions of the self, soul, subjectivity, and discipline, which have been so central 

to the study of Christian asceticism. Non-humans, I contend, have their own stories to 

tell, their own relationships, and their own purpose in Christian literature, and attention to 

these things expands the limitative lens through with Christian asceticism has 

traditionally been studied. As I hope to demonstrate, these texts illustrate that ascetic life 

was frequently understood as a context in which human and non-humans might 

collaboratively progress towards a more ideal state of being. One also gains a sense for 

how the actualization of human potential for godlikeness and the redemption of non-

human creation converge and diverge in early Christian ascetical discourse. In this sense, 

inter-species relations and “ontological conversion” are in many ways at center of the 

ascetical enterprise as it was understood by ancient authors.70  

                                                           
68 Gilhus “Angels, Animals and Religious Change,” 175. Muehlberger uses the term “culturally 

operational” to describe angels in ancient Christianity but this phrase may also apply to animals. See 

Muehlberger, Angels in Late Antquity, 28. 

69 Mark Sheridan has observed, late ancient ascetical literature “leaves little doubt as to what the ideal 

consisted in, at least in its main components.” Sheridan, “Early Egyptian Monasticism,” 9. 

70 On ontological conversion, see Nicholas Marshall, “Ontological Conversion: A Description and Analysis 

of Two Case Studies from Tertullian’s De Baptismo and Iamblichus’ De Mysteriis,” in Conversion and 

Initiation: Shifting Identities – Creating Change, ed. Secher Bøgh Birgitte (Frankfurt: Peter Lang, 2014), 

101–118. 
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In analyzing this literature, I adopt what I have previously described as a “relational” 

approach and thus seek to be attentive to the ways in which ascetic formation was 

understood to occur within the context of an interlocking network of contributors and 

beneficiaries.71 My approach is distinct from the majority of scholarship in the sense that 

I do not assume that one side of the this network (i.e. the human side) is more important 

than any other. My intention in this work to capture some of the complexities of both 

non-human existence and cross-species sociality. In this respect, I am attempting to push 

back against the inveterate tradition of Western Enlightenment historiography. I 

acknowledge the influence of Bruno Latour and Donna Haraway on my thinking, as their 

work collectively resists human exceptionalism by attributing agency and elevated 

ontological status to non-humans.72 In other words, these scholars see humans as just 

another knot in a web of inter-species relations and dependencies, and by extension, 

expect human development to also imply a degree co-flourishing, or becoming-with.  

In modern ecological sciences, this kind of mutualistic inter-species sociality is 

known as “mutualism,” and mutualism theory poses several useful questions which I 

have adapted for the purposes of this study.73 Some of these include: How do “mutualist 

species”—humans, angels, and animals—interact with one another in ascetic contexts? 

What benefits are accrued by each as a result? What is it about each species that allows 

                                                           
71 I am indebted to Mike Chin for some of this language, see “Cassian, Cognition, and the Common Life,” 

156. 

72 Haraway, The Companion Species Manifesto; When Species Meet; Bruno Latour, Reassembling the 

Social.  

73 On mutualism theory, see Boucher, “The Ecology of Mutualism,”; Bronstein, “Our Current 

Understanding of Mutualism,”; and Mutualism.  
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one to benefit the other? What degree of dependency does each species have on the other 

and why? Do these dynamics change over time? How do other species, such as demons, 

affect the mutualism between ascetics, angels, and animals? And how are intra- and inter-

species interactions similar in Christian ascetical literature? Previous work on Christian 

asceticism has not pursued these questions with respect to multiple authors and figures 

associated with a single ascetical tradition.  

Put concisely, the purpose of this project is threefold. I make a historical argument 

which 1) articulates the most prominent discourses relating to angel and animal 

beneficiaries of ascetic life, 2) places these discourses within their cultural contexts, and 

3) attends to the possible reasons for their similarities and particularities across time and 

space. While the majority of this dissertation will be occupied with point 1, addressing 

points 2 and 3 will serve to highlight the historical contingency of ideas of about non-

humans in ascetic contexts as well as the utility of such ideas for better understanding the 

contours of ascetic life as it was understood in late antiquity. Furthermore, although it is 

not the primary goal of this project, I will also periodically seek to draw out, where 

possible, how discourse relating to non-human benefaction may serve as an analytical 

tool for better understanding cultural shifts and changes evident in the late ancient 

Christianity more broadly.74 I hope to demonstrate that non-humnas both reflect and 

contribute to such shifts. 

                                                           
74 For more on asceticism as a key to culture, see Geoffrey Harpham, The Ascetic Imperative in Culture and 

Criticism (Chicago: University of Chicago Press, 1987). 
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Having now traced the contours of my project, it may be helpful at this point to 

provide more precise definitions for some terms I have been using. First, I define 

“asceticism” and its derivatives (for example, “ascetic,” “askesis,” “ascetically engaged,” 

etc.) contextually and in light of Valantasis’ formulation, meaning according to each 

source’s understanding of those practices intended to cultivate a more ideal state of being, 

or “higher order of existence.”75 Within the Egyptian ascetic tradition (broadly speaking), 

the transformation anticipated in the performance of askesis involves the subordination of 

the lower parts of the soul to the rational faculty, the exscinding or moderation of the 

passions, or a movement toward holiness, righteousness, likeness to-, contemplation of, 

or union with God. Practices understood to facilitate this transformation are often 

described using language of “training” (ἄσκησις), “attentiveness” (προσοχή), and 

profitable struggle (ἀγών), along with their cognates in Latin, Syriac, and Coptic. While 

such disciplines include those traditionally labeled “ascetic” by scholars, such as 

celibacy, fasting, and withdrawal from society, I understand them to also comprise 

arguably more mundane practices like prayer, repentance, and attentiveness to scripture, 

such as can be seen in the writings of Origen.76 My understanding of asceticism therefore, 

is congruent with recent scholarship which construes askesis contextually, as not 

necessarily limited to acts of renunciation, and as a training of the body with the soul.77 

                                                           
75 Dale Martin, “Introduction,” in The Cultural Turn, 14–15. 

76 See Krawiec, “Asceticism,” 764–67; 771–79. 

77 See Krawiec, “Asceticism,” 764–67; 771–79; Sheridan, “Early Egyptian Monasticism,” 14–17. 
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I also define “angel” contextually. As Muehlberger has convincingly demonstrated, 

late ancient ideas about angels were tremendously diverse and authors employed various 

terms to describe the beings who occupied the ontological territory between God and 

humans. Some of these terms, translated from Greek, Latin, Coptic, and Syriac, include 

“angel,” “archangel,” “spirit,” “energy,” “power,” “saint,” “incorporeal,” “throne,” 

“principality,” and “dominion.” While I acknowledge such diversity in terminology 

where it exists, for the sake of convenience and continuity I will typically refer to all such 

beings as “angels.” I also note where beliefs about the nature and role of angels differ 

among authors, especially relating to angels’ capacity for free agency and moral 

development.  

Animals are similarly referred to by a variety of names in the texts I examine, 

although most often by the term θήριον. The primary distinction between animals and 

humans in Egyptian ascetic literature, at least ostensibly, is the possession of λόγος, 

which for many authors also constitutes the image/likeness of God. λόγος therefore, is 

what typically makes humans superior to other creatures in the mind of ancient 

Christians. At the same time, while the assumption of human exceptionalism is pervasive 

in these texts, it is striking how often the human/non-human binary is subverted by the 

zoomorphic (i.e. animal-like) depiction of holy persons and the anthropomorphic (i.e. 

human-like) depiction of animals. Moreover, one also sees instances of animal-human 

hybrids, such as centaurs and satyrs. This is merely to say that “animal” is something of a 

fluid category in early Christian literature. Consequently, when I use the term in the 

following chapters, it is always with reference to a specific species explicitly named in 

the text, such as, lions, bears, snakes, scorpions, insects, hyenas, donkeys, goats, 
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antelope, etc. To avoid confusion, I do not refer to human beings as “animals” in this 

study. 

Finally, when I speak of  non-human “benefaction,” or “benefits,” I am referring 

specifically to changes in the nature or circumstances of angels and animals which may 

be assessed as “good,” defined contextually. At times these changes mirror the spiritual 

development of humans, such as in the case of Origen’s writings, in which angels are 

shown to grow in likeness to God as they help humans do the same. In this instance, what 

I consider “beneficial” to angels is informed by Origen’s assumptions regarding the 

eschatological redemption of all rational creation. In other words, in Origen’s thought it 

is good for angels to progress toward their unactualized telos in God. In like manner, 

animals later Egyptian literature are frequently portrayed as experiencing heightened 

rationality and a more peaceable nature in ascetic contexts. Such changes, I argue, are 

beneficial in that they correspond to early Christian assumptions relating to animal nature 

and inter-species relations in the Garden of Eden, creation as God intended it to be.  

At other times however, what I consider beneficial is not informed by ancient 

assumptions related to the unactualized potential of non-humans. For example, in the 

Sayings of the Desert Fathers angels are shown to avoid the “stench” of sin through their 

association with virtuous ascetics. In the same text, animals are often provided sustenance 

by monks or are protected from predation by them. In these instances, non-humans are 

certainly better off than they were before interacting with holy persons, but not in a way 

that implies a moral or ontological transformation. This is merely to say that I define 
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“benefit” in accordance with each author’s assumptions of what is good or helpful to non-

humans in their current state.  

1.4 Preview of Findings 

Following this introductory first chapter, my study proceeds in two parts. Part 

one, comprising chapters two and three, pertains to angel beneficiaries in the writings of 

Origen, Antony, Ammonas, Evagrius, and in the Sayings of the Desert Fathers. Part two, 

comprising chapters four and five, relates to animal beneficiaries in the Life of Antony, 

Life of Paul, History of the Monks in Egypt, Lausiac History, Sayings of the Desert 

Fathers, Life of Aphou. 

1.4.1 Part One: Angel Beneficiaries  

Chapter two, “Origen and Angels,” examines angelic benefaction in the writings of 

the third century author and theologian, Origen of Alexandria. As has been thoroughly 

demonstrated in modern scholarship, Origen’s thought profoundly influenced the monks 

and literature of the Egyptian desert and thus must be attended to in order to suitably 

trace the contours of the Egyptian ascetic tradition.78 Accordingly, this chapter constitutes 

                                                           
78 On Origen’s influence, see Annick Martin, “Athanase, Antoine et Origène: d'un modèle chrétien à un 

autre” in Origeniana Nona: Origen and the Religious Practice of his Time: 9th International Origen 

Congress (Biblioteca Ephemeridum Theologicarum Lovaniensium 228; Leuven: Peeters, 2009), 577–96; 

Monika Peshty, “Origène et les démons d'Antoine” in Origeniana Nona, 697–704; Samuel Rubenson, 

“Origen in the Egyptian Monastic Tradition of the Fourth Century” in Origeniana Septima: Origenes in 

den auseinandersetzungen des 4. jahrhunderts, ed. W.A. Bienert and U Kühneweg, (Louvain: Peeters, 

1999), 319–37. For the influence of Origen’s cosmology on Antony and Macarius especially, see 

Rubenson, “Evagrius Pontikos und die Theologie der Wüste,” in Logos: Festschrift  für Luise Abramowski 

zum 8. Juli 1993, Zeitschrift für die neutestamentliche Wissenschaft und die Kunde der älteren Kirche 67 

(Berlin: de Grutyer, 1993), 381–401, and his resumption of the topic in Letters of St. Antony, 185–91. For 

the influence of Origen in the early fifth-century, see Tito Orlandi, “A Catechesis against Apocryphal Texts 

by Shenute and the Gnostic Texts of Nag Hammadi” HThR 75 (1982), 85–95 and Alois Grillmeier, “La 

Peste d'Origéne': Soucis du patriarche d'Alexandrie dusa Papparition d'origénistes en Haute Egypte (444–

451),” in Alexandrina: Hellénisme, Judaïsme et Christianisme à Alexandrie: Mélanges offerts au P. Claude 

Mondésert (Paris: Cerf, 1987), 221–37. For Origen’s relation to Shenoute see David Brakke and Andrew 
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a starting point for understanding the development of discourse on angels in Egyptian 

ascetic literature of the fourth through sixth centuries. 

Central to Origen’s theory of angelic benefaction is the notion that angels are morally 

mobile, meaning that they possess free will and the capacity for spiritual progression and 

regression. I identify in particular four classes of interrelated benefits, all of which Origen 

correlates to an angel’s growth in likeness to God. I designate these “nutritive,” 

“eupathetic,” “animative,” and “pistic.” Nutritive benefits refer to the nourishment, 

feasting, empowerment, refreshment, and replenishment received by ministering angels.79 

Eupathetic benefits describe the positive emotional experiences of angels, such as when 

they are said to rejoice and celebrate in human efforts to cultivate virtue.80 Animative 

benefits refer to when angels are aroused to readiness, willingness, action, and 

remembrance of their duties, and in such a way the earns them God’s praise or helps 

them to avoid God’s censure. Pistic benefits comprise endowments of knowledge, 

understanding, and faith given to angels by God for their service.81 I demonstrate that in 

addition to their peculiarities in type, these benefits also vary with respect to the 

mechanics and timeline of their conferral.  

                                                           
Crislip (eds.), Selected Discourses of Shenoute the Great: Community, Theology, and Social Conflict in 

Late Antique Egypt (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 2015). 

79 I am indebted to Mike Chin’s use of this term and more generally to its wider employment is mutualist 

theory. See Chin, “Who is the Ascetic Exegete?” 214 and Bronstein (ed.), Mutualism, 3–17.   

80 I derive the term “eupathetic” from the Greek word εὐπαθεῖαι (literally, “good emotions”). Within Stoic 

philosophy, εὐπαθεῖαι refer to those rationally-experienced emotions which relate to the virtue one 

currently possesses or is in the process of acquiring. See Richard Sorabji, Emotion and Peace of Mind: 

From Stoic Agitation to Christian Temptation (New York: Oxford University Press, 2000), 47–54.   

81 I derive the word “pistic” from the Greek word πίστις, commonly translated as “faith” or “belief.” 
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Chapter three, “Angels and the Egyptian Desert,” examines the development of 

discourse regarding angelic benefaction in the writings of the fourth through sixth century 

authors, Antony, Ammonas, Evagrius, and the compilers of the Sayings of the Desert 

Fathers. I argue that these authors did not appropriate Origen’s assumptions about angels 

whole-cloth, but rather were theologically innovative as well as critical of the tradition of 

they inherited. As a result, discourse on angelic benefaction during the fouth through 

sixth centuries develops in such a way as to reflect a tendency to restrict the moral 

mobility of angels. Humans are thus still depicted as ameliorating the circumstances of 

angels, but not always in ways that correlate to angelic spiritual development. In other 

words, both persistent classes of benefits (i.e. those also found in Origen’s writings) as 

well as novel ones, frequently reflect a preference for angels that are untied to God in will 

and nature. I link this evolution in discourse to two larger cultural shifts during this 

period. The most significant is a growing anxiety toward Origen and his more speculative 

and philosophically informed manner of theologizing. The second is the tendency in later 

Egyptian ascetic literature to closely associate successful desert ascetics with angels, a 

designation predicated upon the assumption that angels are stable paragons of virtue. 

1.4.2 Part Two: Animal Beneficiaries  

Chapter four, “Athanasius and Animals,” examines one of the most influential works 

of literature in the Christian tradition: Athanasius’ Life of Antony.82  In this chapter I 

argue that the Life of Antony’s unique representation of animals reflects Athanasius’ 

                                                           
82 On the Life’s literary influence on later Egyptian ascetic literature, see Malcom Choat, “The Life of 

Antony in Egypt,” in Ascetic Culture: Essays in honor of Philip Rousseau, ed. Blake Leyerle and Robin 

Darling Young (South Bend: Notre Dame University Press, 2013), 50–74; Goehring, Ascetics, Society, and 

the Desert, 73–94.  
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understanding that it is principally within ascetic contexts that animals have the potential 

for ameliorated nature and circumstances. The primary class of benefit that animals are 

portrayed as deriving from their association with Antony is what I refer to as “irenic” 

benefits,” by which I mean relational dynamics contributing to the establishment of 

peace.83 This form of benefaction is made possible by Antony’s commitment to fasting 

from animal flesh as well as by his scripturally-informed decision to not harm or kill 

animals. Additionally, in the context of their interactions with Antony, animals are 

portrayed as possessing a more heightened ‘rationality’ than is proper to their nature. This 

more ‘rational’ nature is manifested principally in the animals’ subordination and 

deference to Antony and, according to Athanasius, is evocative of their state of being in 

the Garden of Eden. Athanasius’ anthropomorphic portrayal of animals destabilizes the 

claims of human exceptionalism he makes elsewhere in his corpus and correlates to his 

departure from a characteristically Stoic to a more Platonic position regarding animal 

nature and relation to humans. It also functions rhetorically to elevate the status of 

Antony by portraying him as a holy, Adam-like and Christ-like figure worthy of 

emulation.  

Chapter five, “Animals and the Egyptian Desert,” examines the development of 

discourse on animal benefaction in fourth through sixth century Egyptian ascetic 

literature: the Life of Paul, the Sayings of the Desert Fathers, the History of the Monks in 

Egypt, the Lausiac History, and the Life of Aphou. I argue that these later sources are 

more innovative in their portrayal animal benefaction than the Life of Antony. Three 

                                                           
83 I derive the term “irenic” from the Greek work εἰρήνη, meaning “peace.” 
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additional classes of benefit emerge: nutritive, healing, and intercessory. I also 

demonstrate that while the rhetoric of human exceptionalism is still pervasive, the authors 

of these works also increasingly undermine the strict binary between humans and animals 

through their anthropomorphic depiction of animals and their positive zoomorphic 

depiction of monks. One consequence of this is that animality—living with and like 

animals—comes to be closely associated with holiness. Additionally, in some cases, the 

ascetic ideals prescribed for intra-species interactions (i.e. human-human) are also framed 

as normative for inter-species relations (i.e. human-animal). I correlate this to shift to 

later authors’ reliance on new biblical intertexts to inform their presentation of inter-

species dynamics. Chapter six concludes this dissertation by summarizing its findings and 

their significance. It also suggests possible avenues for future inquiry. 
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CHAPTER 2 |  Origen and Angels 

2.1 Introduction 

Origen of Alexandria (ca. 184–253) pairs angels and humans as fellow travelers 

on a journey toward ultimate unity with God. This chapter highlights Origen’s framing of 

angelic involvement in human ascetic efforts as a means by which angels could progress 

in the attainment of this goal. By “angel” I refer to that class of rational entities which 

Origen understood to occupy the ontological territory between humans and God, and to 

which he referred, somewhat unsystematically, by the names of “angels,” “spirits,” 

“energies,” “powers,” “saints,” “thrones,” “principalities,” and “dominions.”1 By “ascetic 

efforts” I am referring broadly to those acts of “training (ἄσκησις),” “attentiveness 

(προσοχή),”  “discipline (disciplina),” and profitable struggle (ἀγών) understood to 

augment noetic participation in God, combat demons, and reorient desire from earthly, 

transitory things, to eternal, heavenly things.2 These include but are not limited to self-

evaluation, prayer, scripture study, repentance, sexual continence, almsgiving, and 

participation in the rituals, paideia, and communal life of the church.3   

                                                           
1 See “Angels” in The Westminster Handbook to Origen, ed. John McGuckin (Louisville: Westminster 

John Knox Press, 2004), 51–53. 

2 For several representative uses of these terms see, Origen, CCels 3.69 (M. Borret, Origen: Contra 

Celsum, Sources Chrétiennes 136 [Paris: Les Editions du Cerf, 1968]), 158); ComRom 1.18 (SC 532, 254); 

PArch 1.6.2 (Paul Koetschau, Origenes Werke, Fünfter Band: De principiis GCS 22 [Leipzig: J. C. 

Hinrichs, 1913], vol. V, 23); HomPs 135:2 (PG 12.1653–56); ComJn 2.17–20 (C. Blanc, Commentaire sur 

saint Jean, Sources Chrétiennes 120. [Paris: Les Editions du Cerf, 1996]), 216–20); ComMt 11.5 (Erich 

Klostermann (ed.), Origenes Werke: Origenes Matthäuserkälrung, GCS 40.1 [Leipzig: Hinrichs, 1935]), 

40–42. 

3 For a more expansive treatment of Origen’s ascetic theory and its legacy see Bernard McGinn, 

“Asceticism and Mysticism in Late Antiquity and the Early Middle Ages” in Asceticism, ed. Vincent 

Wimbush and Richard Valantasis (New York: Oxford University Press, 1998), 58–74; John McGuckin, 

“Christian Asceticism and the Early School of Alexandria” in Studies in Church History, Vol. 22, Monks, 

Hermits, and the Ascetic Tradition (Oxford: Oxford University Press, 1985), 25–39.  
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Central to Origen’s theory of angelic development is the notion that angels are 

morally mobile, meaning that they possess the ability to make choices conforming or 

contrary to the will of God, and to therefore experience the positive or negative 

consequences of such choices. This is why Origen designates some angels “bad” or 

“wicked” in his writings and yet still distinct from demons.4 Accordingly, when I speak 

of angelic “benefits,” “benefaction,” and designate angels as “beneficiaries” in this 

chapter, I am referring to the manner in which the exercise of angelic agency reflects 

positively on them, meaning contributes to the actualization of their yet unrealized telos 

in God. Stated simply, what I (and Origen) consider beneficial to angels is movement 

toward godlikeness.  

As stated in the introduction to this dissertation, I am indebted primarily to the 

recent work of the Ellen Muehlberger and C. M. Chin, which has illuminated the ways in 

which ascetic life was understood to provide a context for humans and angels to mutually 

profit one another.5 Chin’s work especially demonstrates how Origen correlated this 

mutualist dynamic to the blurring of ontological boundaries between humans and angels 

within ascetic contexts.6 Accordingly, as angels collaborated with humans in the 

performance of askesis, often operating within the confines of the human soul, the 

                                                           
4 Origen, CCels 8.15, 32 (SC 150, 208, 244) In 8.15 he writes: “And since the Logos is not master of those 

who are unwilling, and as there are still some bad beings, not only men but also angels and all daemons, we 

maintain that he is not yet made master of these, since they do not yield to him of their own free will.” In 

his HomLc he similarly argues that “two angels attend each human being: One an angel of justice 

(iustitiae), the other and angel of iniquity (iniquitas).” See also HomLc 12.4; cf. 35.3 (SC 87, 200–02; 414–

16). 

5 Catherine Chin, “Who is the Ascetic Exegete?” 203−18; Ellen Meuhlberger, Angels in Late Ancient 

Christiantiy. 

6 Chin, “Who is the Ascetic Exegete?” 
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positive effects of this shared ascetic labor were understood to extend beyond human 

individuals and to their angelic ministrants.7 The variety of such benefits conveyed to 

angels, however, as well as the rationale and mechanics of their conferral, are topics 

which have yet to be addressed in great detail in modern scholarship.8  

To this end, the following investigation identifies prominent discourses related to 

angelic benefaction in the writings of Origen and proceeds in two parts. Part one 

introduces the origins, destiny, and responsibilities of angels within Origen’s theological 

framework, while part two enumerates several prominent benefits angels received as a 

consequence of their involvement in the lives of ascetically engaged humans. I will argue 

that angels accrue at least four classes of interrelated benefits in these ascetic contexts—

what I will hereafter designate as nutritive, eupathetic, animative, and pistic. In addition 

to their peculiarities in type, these benefits also vary with respect to the timeline of their 

conferral, some being experienced by angels concurrent with their service to humans, 

others being reserved until the eschaton.  

This chapter also demonstrates that angelic involvement in human ascetic efforts 

varied in degree of intimacy, ranging between what ecological scientists would refer to as 

“symbiotic” and “non-symbiotic” integration.9 Whereas some angels, for instance, are 

depicted as ministering to humans within the context of a trans-corporeal relationship, as 

                                                           
7 Chin also discusses the collaborative performance of askesis and the social distribution of its effects 

(although primarily with respect to humans) in “Cassian, Cognition, and the Common Life,”147–66. 

8 Chin’s primary focus in the above cited works was what I will refer to later on in this chapter as 

“nutritive” benefactions, meaning those Origen describes works using the language of nourishment, 

feasting, empowerment, refreshment, and replenishment. 

9 Bronstein, Mutualism, 10. 
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Chin has demonstrated, others appear to promote human spiritual development from 

more of a distance, watching over and serving their terrestrial counterparts from heaven. 

Finally, I will also argue that Origen conceptualized the mechanics of angelic benefaction 

in several different ways, predicating the conferral of benefits upon factors like angelic 

mimesis of human virtue, a principle of reciprocity, and angelic affection for humankind. 

2.2 Origin, Destiny, and Responsibilities of Angels 

In PArch Origen states that “there are certain angels of God, good powers who serve 

him in bringing about the salvation of humankind (esse angelos Dei quosdam et virtutes 

bonas qui ei ministrant ad salutem hominum consummandam).”10 While he does not 

provide anything resembling a systematic discussion of this topic, his views regarding the 

origins, destiny, and responsibilities of these beings are discernable in numerous places 

throughout his writings. Origen believed that in the beginning, God created rational 

beings who were united to him by their free choice.11 All of these beings but one—

Christ12—voluntarily turned away from God and thus underwent an ontological change 

corresponding to their subsequent separation from the divine presence.13 Those who 

distanced themselves the least became angels, among whom exists a hierarchy—for 

example, “thrones, dominions, principalities, and powers”—based on individual, “merits, 

                                                           
10 Origen, PArch prologue 10 (Koetschau V, 16). 

11 Origen, PArch 2.6.4 (Koetschau V, 143–144). 

12 Origen states that Christ is the Son of God by being equal in divinity and eternity with the Father; he is 

also the Logos and perfect image of God. See Origen, PArch 1.2 (Koetschau V, 17–18); HomGen 1.1 

(Peter Habermehl (trans.), Origenes. Die Homilien zum Buch Genesis. Origenes: Werke mit deutscher 

Übersetzung, [Berlin; Boston; Freiburg: De Gruyter, 2011], vol. VI, 1–4). 

13 Origen, PArch 2.9.2 (Koetschau V, 165–66). 
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virtues, and intellecutal maturity.”14 Those rational beings who fell the farthest became 

demons, which seek to frustrate the return of other fallen, rational beings to God.15 Those 

who occupied the middle ground would become materially embodied souls, or human 

beings.16 

All rational beings, by virtue of their free will, retain the power of restoring 

themselves to that condition which they enjoyed in the beginning with God.17 

Accordingly, Christ’s death was “not for humans only but also for every rational being” 

and thus enables all rational creation to ultimately “receive the Father’s glory.”18 God’s 

creation of the material world was an act intended to facilitate their return back to him, to 

discipline and educate them so that they “may rise the scale of being,” to quote Joseph 

Trigg.19 Thus, the ultimate destiny of all rational creation, including angels and demons, 

is to be reunited with God.20 Because this process of reunification is accomplished 

                                                           
14 Origen, PArch 1.5.1; 1.6.2; 1.7.1; 1.8.1–2 (Koetschau V, 20–26); Origen understands these beings to 

possess souls and consist of a subtle mixture of fire and air. See PArch 2.8.2 (Koetschau V, 154–55); 

ExhMart 13 (Koetschau, Die Schrift vom Martyrium [Origenes Werke I.] [Leipzig, 1899], 13–14); CCels 

6.70 (SC 147, 352–56); and Alan Scott, Origen and the Life of the Stars: A History of an Idea (New York: 

Oxford University Press, 1991), especially chapters 8 and 9.  

15 Ibid. For a discussion of how demons and angels were understood to be members of the same class of 

beings in the early church, see Martin, “When Did Angels Become Demons?” 657–77. 

16 Origen, PArch 2.8.3 (Koetschau V, 155–61). 

17 Origen, PArch 2.8.3 (Koetschau V, 155–61). Ployd argues that Origens maintains this point as a way to 

combat the theological systems associated with Marcion, Valentinus, and Basilides. Origen’s cosmology 

and anglelic moral mobility therefore, preserve “the goodness of God and the self-determination of rational 

agents by diagnosing embodied diversity to be the just consequence of each individual mind’s own free 

failure to participate in God in its particular degree. See Ployd, “Participation and Polemics,” 424–27. 

Citation from page 427. 

18 Origen, ComJn 1.256–58 (SC 120, 186–88). 

19 Origen, PArch lxxiii in Trigg, Origen (Abington: Routledge, 1998), 27; cf. ComRom 3.6.4 (SC 539, 99). 

20 The nature and evolution of Origen’s thought regarding the salvation of demons is still a contested point. 

For a concise treatment of the issues associated with this debate see Ilanria Ramelli, The Christian Doctrine 
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primarily through the appropriate exercise of free will,21 angelic progress toward union 

with God is contingent upon diligent observance of the responsibilities given to them by 

God. Although Origen speaks of angels as caretakers of creation more widely, including 

geographical regions, heavenly bodies, and even small insects, their principal role in 

God’s divine economy is to assist in bringing about the salvation of human beings by 

facilitating their spiritual development.22 Put simply, therefore, angels become more like 

God as they help humans to do the same. 

Human spiritual development entails transforming into the likeness of God “as far as 

is possible” through the mediation of the Logos.23 Because virtue is inherent in God’s 

nature, psychic maturation is coterminous with the cultivation of virtue; the soul 

participates in God insofar as it virtuous.24 Relying upon Plato’s tripartite psychology, 

                                                           
of Apokatastasis: A Critical Assessment from the New Testament to Eriugena (Leiden: Brill, 2013), 151–

56. See also, L. R. Holiday, “Will Satan Be Saved?: Reconsidering Origen's Theory of Volition in Peri 

Archon,” Vigiliae Christianae 63 (2009), 1–23. 

21 Origen, HomEz 1.8; 4.1 (Marcel Borret, Homélies sur Ézéchiel, Sources Chrétiennes 352 [Paris: Les 

Editions du Cerf, 1989], 72–74; 152–66. 

22 Origen, CCels 4.29; 5.30–32; 8.13, 31 (SC 136, 252–54; SC 147, 88–96; SC 150, 200–02; 240–42); 

HomJer 10.6 (Pierre Nautin and Pierre Husson, Homelies sur Jeremie 2 vols. Sources Chrétiennes 232 

[Paris: Les Editions du Cerf, 1976], 408–10); HomNum 23.3 (SC 46, 116–20); HomGen 9.3 (Hebermehl 

VI, 142–45); HomJos 23.3 (A. Jaubert, Homélies sur Josué, Sources Chrétiennes 71 [Paris: Les Editions du 

Cerf, 2000], 458–62). 

23 Origen writes that “the highest good” of rational creation is “to become like God as far as is possible.” 

See PArch 3.6.1 (Koetschau V, 280). See also PArch 1.3.7; 4.4 (Koetschau V, 17, 353–55); PEuch 27.2 

(Koetschau, Origenes Werke, vol. 2, GCS 3 [Leipzig, 1899]), 364. For a more in-depth treatment of 

Origen’s understanding of spiritual progression, see Burghardt, “The Image of God in Man, 150–52;  Henri 

Crouzel, Origène et la connaissance mystique (Desclee de Brouwer: Paris-Bruges 1961); Fracesca 

Cocchini, “Il Progresso Spirituale in Origene,” in Spiritual Progress: Studies in the Spirituality of Late 

Antiquity and Early Monasticism (Papers of the Symposium of the Monastic Institute Rome, Pontificio 

Ateneo S. Anselmo 14–15 May 1992) ed. Jeremy Driscoll and Mark Sheridan (Rome, 1994), 29–45; 

“Divinization” in The Westminster Handbook to Origen, 93. 

24 PArch 4.36–37 (Koetschau V, 361–64). The question of whether God can be virtuous was a debated 

matter among Platonist thinkers. Plotinus rejected the predication of virtues to God. Alcinous, however, 

taught  (following Plato’s Laws) that the practicing virtue makes a human like God because God is 
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Origen understood the virtuous soul to be one whose spirited and appetitive faculties 

were subordinated to the rational faculty. Virtue is thus the disposition of a soul 

unburdened by the passions—a soul whose rational understanding is “cleansed from the 

residue of every type of vice and evil.”25 While Origen considered it an “virtually 

impossible achievement” for humans to become perfectly virtuous while in mortality,26 

he did believe that it was in one’s capacity to progress daily toward perfection.27 This was 

to be accomplished primarily through ascetic labor intended to promote ethical behavior 

and purify the soul, thereby enabling the mind to “reach out for invisible and eternal 

things” and then to advance further “to contemplate God with pure and spiritual love,” 

which is the culmination of Christian life.28  

As previously intimated, angels play an integral role in the process of human spiritual 

development. They are tasked to protect, empower, guide, accompany, and encourage 

                                                           
virtuous. See John Dillon, “Plotinus, Philo and Origen on the Grades of Virtue,” in Platonismus und 

Christentum: Festschrift für Heinrich Dörrie (Volume 10 of Jahrbuch für Antike und Christentum), ed. 

Horst-Dieter Blume and Friedhelm Mann (Münster: Aschendorff, 1985), 92–104. 

25 Origen, PArch 3.6.3 (Koetschau V, 283); Panagiōtēs Tzamalikos, Origen: Philosophy of History & 

Eschatology (Supplements to Vigiliae Christianae) (Boston: Brill, 2007), 169−170. 

26 Origen, PArch 2.2.1 (Koetschau V, 111–12). 

27 Origen, HomLc 19.2 (SC 87, 272–74). Origen appears to view apatheia as an eschatological ideal and 

metrioapatheia as an ideal attainable in mortality.  

28 Origen, HomLc 19.2 (SC 87, 272–74). Properly ordered love is to love the correct object (e.g. God, 

neighbor, enemy) in the right manner and degree. See also Origen, ComCt 188–90 (R.P. Lawson (trans.), 

The Song of Songs Commentary and Homilies [Ancient Christian Writers vol. 26; Mahwah, NJ: Newman 

Press, 1957]). For a concise treatment of the stages of spiritual maturation in Origen’s thought, see Mark 

Scott, Journey Back to God: Origen on the Problem of Evil (New York: Oxford University Press, 2012), 

103–28. On the relationship between ethics and contemplation in Origen see Robert Somos, “Christianity 

as Practical Philosophy in Origen,” in Origeniana Nona, 327–36. 
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humans, as well as serve as mediators and ambassadors between them and God.29 

Muehlberger has convincingly traced the intellectual genealogy of Origen’s assumptions 

regarding angelic responsibilities to both Christian scripture and a tradition of “divine 

guides” articulated in Classical and Hellenistic philosophical literature.30 According to 

this tradition, divine beings were understood to be deeply invested in the lives of human 

persons, especially those seeking to lead lives of virtue. Plato depicts Socrates, for 

example, as being led by a δαιμόνιον since childhood, who speaks to him in his mind, 

helps him to discern what is right, and whose company is enjoyed only by those who 

“consort worthily with philosophy.”31 Some centuries later, Plutarch would write of the 

Pythagorean Theanor, who believed that those who excel in the philosophical life would 

eventually become δαίμονες themselves.32 

                                                           
29 Johann Leemas provides a helpful and concise description of angelic responsibilities. See “Angels” in 

Westminster Handbook, 51–53. See also Cécile Blanc, “L'angelologie d'Origène” Studia Patristica XIV, 

TU 117 (1976), 79–109 and Jean Danielou, “Les Sources Juives de la Doctrine des Anges des Nations Chez 

Origène,” RSR 38 (1951), 132–37. 

30 Muehlberger, Angels in Late Ancient Christiantiy, 91–99. For a broader discussion of the divine 

philosophical guide in antiquity see A. A. Long, “How Does Socrates’ Divine Sign Communicate with 

Him?” in A Companion to Socrates, ed. Sara Ahbel-Rappe and Rachana Kamtekar (West Sussex: Wiley-

Blackwell, 2009), 68–73; Andrei Timotin, La démonologie platonicienne: histoire de la notion de daimôn 

de Platon aux derniers néoplatoniciens (Philosophia Antiqua, 128; Leiden; Boston: Brill, 2012). See also 

Neoplatonic Demons and Angels (Studies in Platonism, Neoplatonism, and the Platonic Tradition), ed. Luc 

Brisson, Seamus O’Neill, and Andrei Timotin (Leiden: Brill, 2018). 

31 Plato, Republic 496a–c (Paul Shorey, The Republic: Books VI–X,  Loeb Classical Library [Cambridge: 

Harvard University Press, 1935]), 50–53; Apology 31c–d (Thomas C. Brickhouse and Nicholas D. Smith, 

ed. The Trial and Execution of Socrates: Sources and Controversies [New York: Oxford University Press, 

2002], 56). 

32 Plutarch, Moralia: de genio socratis 593D–594A (Philip H. DeLacy and Benedict Einarson (ed. and 

trans.), Plutarch’s Moralia in Fifteen Volumes: Volume 7, Loeb Classical Library [Cambridge: Harvard 

University Press, 1927], 480–82. For Plutarch’s rather lengthy exposition on daimones, see Moralia: De 

defectu oraculorum 10–51 and Moralia: de Iside et Osiride 25– 27 (Frank Cole Babbitt, trans., Plutarch’s 

Moralia in Fifteen Volumes: Volume 5, Lobe Classical Library [Cambridge: Harvard University Press, 

1936], 60–69; 378–500.  
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While Origen’s reliance on this tradition is apparent enough, his views regarding 

angels and their relationship to humans are often inconsistent in his writings. With regard 

to who can receive angelic aid and when, for instance, in his ComMt he argues that every 

living person, be they Christian or not, has a companion angel.33 Elsewhere, however, he 

suggests that only righteous Christians may enjoy this privilege and that it can be lost 

through sin and ingratitude.34 Then, in HomNum, he argues somewhat contradictorily that 

only imperfect persons are in need of angelic companionship, given that those who excel 

in the spiritual life have Christ as their aid.35 Additionally, as to when precisely angels 

assume stewardship over human beings, he explains in his ComJn that this occurs at the 

moment of conception, whereas in his ComMt he suggests that it is at the time of 

baptism.36 These incongruities in his thought may frequently be correlated to the discrete 

biblical texts upon which he relies as well as to his rhetorical and pastoral goals as a 

speaker and exegete.37   

Origen is unwavering, however, in his emphasis on the necessity of angelic support, 

not only for the good of humans, but for the welfare of the angels themselves. It is thus in 

                                                           
33 Origen, ComMt 13.26 (E. Klostermann and E. Benz (eds.), Matthäuserkälrung I. Die griehischerhaltenen 

Tomoi. [Origenes Werke, X] [Leipzig, 1925], 249–54). 

34 Origen, PArch 2.10.7 (Koetschau V, 170–71); HomEz 1.7 (SC 352, 70–72); ComMt 13.6; 14.21 

(Klostermann, Matthäuserkälrung I, 193–96; 337–38); CCels 8.36 (SC 150, 252–54); HomNum 5.3 (SC 

415, 130–36). 

35 Origen, HomNum 24.3 (SC 461, 176–80); ComMt 13.26 (Klostermann, Matthäuserkälrung I, 249–54). 

36 Origen, ComMt 13.26 (Klostermann, Matthäuserkälrung I, 249–54). 

37 On the strategic and “agonistic” use of scripture in early Christian exegesis, see Margaret M. Mitchell, 

Paul, the Corinthians and the Birth of Christian Hermeneutics (Cambridge; Cambridge University Press, 

2010). Mitchell describes the goal of biblical interpretation in early Christianity as “utility to the purpose at 

hand, however contextually defined” (pg. x). See also Ployd, “Participation and Polemics,” 424–27. 
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angels’ best interest to facilitate human spiritual development because doing so is 

precisely the means by which angels make progress in their own spiritual journey. In 

ComRom, Origen concisely articulates the mutualist principle upon which angelic 

benefaction is predicated, saying that angels help humans “so that they might also obtain 

an inheritance in salvation (haereditatem capiant salutis), together with those they have 

served (ministraverunt), that there might be a single flock on earth and in heaven, and one 

shepherd, and that God might be all in all (ominia in omnibus).”38  

The mutualistic contours of angelic benefaction, however, while ultimately gesturing 

toward this salvific union with God, are conceptualized in different ways throughout 

Origen’s writings. More precisely, as I will demonstrate, Origen understands angels to 

receive four interrelated kinds of benefits as a consequence of their involvement in 

human ascetic efforts. These benefits may be categorized as nutritive, eupathetic, 

animative, and pistic and vary with respect to the form, timeline, and mechanics of their 

conferral. 

2.3. Angelic Benefaction 

2.3.1 Nutritive Benefits 

Those benefits I refer to as nutritive,39 Origen describes in several different works 

using the language of nourishment, feasting, empowerment, refreshment, and 

replenishment. He specifies two primary ascetic contexts in which these benefits are 

                                                           
38 Origen, ComRom 7.4.13 (SC 543, 270). 

39 I am indebted to Catherine Chin’s use of this term and more generally to its wider employment is 

mutualist theory. See Chin, “Who is the Ascetic Exegete?” 214 and Bronstein (ed.), Mutualism, 3–17.  
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conferred. The first is when angels within the boundaries of the human soul minister to 

Christians who are attentive to the words of scripture. The second is when angels observe 

other human ascetic efforts from heaven. With respect to the former, Origen conceives 

the mechanics of benefaction according to the logic of divine participation (i.e. the 

assimilation of divine nature through the soul’s participation in the Logos) and with 

regard to scripture’s power to positively affect the soul.40 With respect to the latter 

context for conferral, Origen relies on the metaphor of sacrifice. In both cases, angelic 

benefaction seems to transpire concurrent to the angels’ involvement in human life, as 

opposed to being delayed until the eschaton.  

2.3.1.1 Spiritual Food and Human Attentiveness to Scripture  

In order to understand how angels profit from human attentiveness to scripture, it 

will be helpful at the outset to address Origen’s understanding of “spiritual food.” In 

PEuch, Origen argues that angels require food of the “noetic and rational (νοητῆς καὶ 

λογικῆς)” sort.41 Elsewhere he states that this food is nourishing not only to angels, but to 

all beings created in God’s image—i.e. angels, humans, demons, and even the Son of 

God.42 Just as physical food nourishes the body, so spiritual food has the potential to 

                                                           
40 For more on Origen’s understanding of participation see Dmitry Biriukov, “Paradigms of Participation in 

Origen,” Scrinium 13.1 (2017), 277–90. 

41 Origen, PEuch 27.11 (Koetschau II, 370). For a much broader discussion of the intersection of food and 

spiritual maturation see Cecile Blanc, “Les nourritures spirituelles d'après Origène” Didaskalia 6 (1976), 3–

20. See also Virginia L. Noel, “Nourishment in Origen’s On Prayer,” in Origeniana Qunita: Papers of the 

5th International Origen Congress, Boston College, 14-18 August 1989 (Leuven: Peeters, 1992), 481–87. 

42 Origen, PEuch 27.4–5 (Koetschau II, 365–66); ComJn 13.219–21; 228–34 (SC 222, 148–50; 154–58); 

HomNum 27.1 (SC 461, 270–78); CCels 4.18 (SC 136, 224–28). He also suggests speculates that the Holy 

Spirit “is nurtured” in ComJn 13.221 (SC 222, 150). 
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invigorate the minds of rational beings in different ways,43 sustaining them and enabling 

them to become “more rational” (λογικώτεροι) through participation in the divine 

Logos.44 The ‘nourishment’ imparted through ‘consuming’ spiritual food, therefore, is 

understood as a transformation of the mind (νοῦς) into closer conformity to the likeness 

of God. As Virginia Noel observes:  

For Origen, ‘to eat’ means ‘to know.’…Knowledge of the Logos is not just 

intellectual knowledge ‘about’ the Logos, but transforming knowledge, whereby 

the soul is conformed to the likeness of the Logos. Knowledge of God is 

contemplation of God, and this contemplation of God transforms the soul.45 

Origen further argues that the quality, quantity, and source of spiritual food varies 

according the psychic maturity of the one who receives it, saying “in so far as we 

progress (ὅσον οὖν προσκόπτομεν), we will eat better food and more of it (κρείττονα καὶ 

πλείονα φαγόμεθα), until perhaps one day we might eat the same food as God’s son.”46 

He thus distinguishes between the “milk and vegetables” proper to the less mature and 

the “meat” reserved for those who are faithful, have pure hearts, engage in just conduct, 

and have trained their senses to discern good and evil.47 The Father is the only rational 

                                                           
43 With respect to the feeding of demons, in Origen, CCels 3.28–29 (SC 136, 66–70), Origen expresses the 

common belief that demons fed on the sacrifices offered by humans. For a discussion how demons were 

imagined, experienced, and explained in the ancient Mediterranean world, see Gregory Smith, “How Thin 

is a Demon?” 479–512.  

44 See Origen, PEuch 27.9 (Koetschau II, 368–69); ComJn 13.211–13 (SC 222, 146); Sel in Ps 22.5 (PG 

12.1261); In Cant. 2 (GCS VIII. 137–138); cf. Ps. 22(23), 2.5. See also Blanc, “Les nourritures 

spirituelles,” 12–14. 

45 Noel, “Nourishment in Origen’s On Prayer,” 484.” Italics are present in original citation. 

46 ComJn 13.225, 241 (SC 222, 152, 160). See also PEuch 27.4–5 (Koetschau II, 365–66); HomEz 14.3 (SC 

352, 440–42). For a discussion of food tailored the spiritual maturity see Crouzel, Origène et la 

connaissance, 172–178. 

47 Origen, PEuch 27.5 (Koetschau II, 366); HomEz 14.3 (SC 352, 440–42). Origen appears to be drawing 

on 1 Cor 3:2 here: “ I fed you with milk, not solid food, for you were not ready for solid food. Even now 

you are still not ready.” Another possible intertext is Rom. 14:1–2: “Welcome those who are weak in faith, 
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being who does not require spiritual food because only he “has no needs and is self-

sufficient (ἀνενδεοῦς καὶ αὐτάρκους αὑτῷ).”48 The Son, because he is the most 

spiritually advanced of all rational creation, receives his food and is “always sustained 

(ἐπισκευάζεται) by the Father alone…without the intervention of any other being (οὐ διά 

τινος).” 49 His nourishment, therefore, consists in the maintenance of his relationship with 

God as God’s true likeness and mediator of salvation.50  

Angels, on the other hand, require the intervention of other rational beings to 

receive nourishment, and finding themselves frequently ‘hungry,’ are shown to turn to 

humans for a meal.51 One such intervention occurs when angels minister to humans who 

are attentive to the words of scripture. As Chin has recently argued, Origen clearly makes 

this point is in Homily on Joshua 20 (partially preserved in Philocalia 12). In this homily 

Origen alludes to a significant challenge he faces as a homilist: his audience’s tendency 

to become wearied and bored as a consequence of their inability to understand and 

perceive the value of the scriptural texts he is discussing.52 Origen’s response to this is to 

                                                           
but not for the purpose of quarreling over opinions. 2 Some believe in eating anything, while the weak eat 

only vegetables.” 

48 Origen, ComJn 13.219 (SC 222, 148–50); cf. HomNum 23.2.1 (SC 461, 108–10). Origen does say in 

HomNum 23.2.2 (SC 461, 110) that human salvation is a “great feast” for God, Christ, and the Holy Spirit. 

49 Origen, ComJn 13.219–20 (SC 222, 148–50). 

50 Origen, HomPs 135:2 (PG 12.1653–56); ComJn 2.17–20; 13.245–46 (SC 120, 216–20; SC 222, 162). In 

this latter passage Origen says that the food of Christ is “to do the will of the one who sent him and to 

perfect his work.” 

51 Origen, ComJn 13.219–20 (SC 222, 148–50). Origen does not speak of angels as receiving nutritive 

benefits independent of their involvement with human beings. 

52 Origen, Philoc 12.2 (SC 302, 390–92). Origen also chastises his listeners elsewhere for their 

inattentiveness. See Chin, “Who is the Ascetic Exegete?” 212; Joseph Lienhard, “Origen as Homilist,” in 

David. G. Hunter (ed.), Preaching in the Patristic Age. Studies in Honor of Walter J. Burghardt SJ 

(Mahwah, NJ, 1989), 43–45.  For a more detailed study on Origen’s homiletical activities, see Monaci 
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encourage his congregation to practice what Chin describes as a kind of ascetical 

intellectual attentiveness to the spoken words of scripture: a form of cognitive askesis.53 

For in so doing, Origen argues, angelic agents are nourished and thereby enabled to labor 

on behalf of the well-being of the human soul, even if the words of scripture are not 

understood by the human intellect.54 He explains: 

There are certain powers (δυνάμεις) in us…and if they are holy, they benefit and 

become stronger (ὠφελοῦνται καὶ γίνονται ἰσχυρότεραι) when scripture is read 

…And even if our intellect fails to comprehend [the words], these powers which 

work with the soul and mind, and help all of us, are nourished by rational food 

(τρέφονται λογικῇ τῇ …τροφῇ) from the holy scriptures and these words (τῶν 

ὀνομάτων), and because they are nourished they are better able to assist us 

(τρεφόμεναι δυνατώτεραι γίνονται πρὸς τὸ ἡμῖν συνεργεῖν)…so the opposing 

powers within us are weakened and overcome.55 

Origen associates angelic food with scripture and human attentiveness elsewhere as well, 

suggesting that the primary context in which angels receive a “store of nourishing 

teachings (τροφίμοις μαθήμασιν),” is when they minster to humans who “listen” to the 

                                                           
Castagno, “Origen the Scholar and Pastor,” trans., Frances Cooper, in Preacher and Audience: Studies in 

Early Christian and Byzantine Homiletics, eds., Mary B. Cunningham and Pauline Allen (Leiden: Brill, 

1998), 65–87; Pierre Nautin, “Origene predicateur,” in: Origene, Homelies sur Jeremie, ed. P. Nautin, vol. 

1, SC 232, Paris 1976), 100–191; Christoper Markschies, “… für die Gemeinde im Grossen und Ganzen 

nicht geeignet?” Erwägungen zu Absicht und Wirkung der Predigten des Origenes, in Origenes und sein 

Erbe (Gesammelte Studien, Berlin 2007), 35–62. 

53 Chin, “Who is the Ascetic Exegete?” 213. 

54 Origen, Philoc. 12.1 (SC 302, 388–90). 

55 Origen, Philoc. 12.1 (SC 302, 388–90). On δύναμις in early Christian discourse on angels specifically, 

see Muehlberger, Angels in Late Ancient Christiantiy, chapter 3. For Harl’s commentary on this passge, see 

Origene, Philocalie, 1– 20, 394–97. For the broader us of the term in Origen’s corpus see Ilaria Ramelli, 

“Divine Power in Origen of Alexandria” in Divine Powers in Late Antiquity, ed. Anna Marmodoro and 

Irini-Fotini Vilatnioti (Oxford: Oxford Universtiy Press, 2017), 177–98 and R. Somos “The Divine Power 

in Origen's Theory of Salvation,” in Pagani e Cristiani alla Ricerca della Salvezza (Secoli I–III) (Roma: 

Institutum Patristicum Augustinianum, 2006), 711–724. For a treatment of δύναμις as a broader 

philosophical concept and in Trinitarian theology, see Michael Barnes, The Power of God: Dunamis in 

Gregory of Nyssa’s Trinitarian Theology (Washington D.C.: Catholic University of America Press, 2001).  
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“holy reading,” “doctrine,” “wisdom,” “truth,” and are engaged in “continuous prayer.”56 

Accordingly, Origen goes on to suggest that both reading scripture and hearing it read are 

equally valid ways to unlock scripture’s nutritive potential for angels, just so long as such 

things are done unwearyingly and with faith.  

Origen implies that what allows angels to be nourished by human attentiveness to 

scripture is related to scripture’s effect on the human soul, in whose boundaries these 

angels are operative. He argues that scripture possesses an inherent power to move, 

motiviate, and orient the human soul toward virtue and Godlikeness. Its power to 

accomplish this is tied not only to its divinely inspired content and message, but to its 

very phonetic characteristics.57 In CCels he explains that scripture, as spoken and heard, 

can cleanse the soul and body of demonic influences, instill virtue, and transform 

character, thereby enabling the soul, in the oral and aural sensory experience, to transcend 

humanity and participate in divinity.58 This participation (μετοχή) is possible because the 

                                                           
56 Origen, PEuch 27.11 (Koetschau II, 370); HomLev 9.7.6 (Marcel Borret, Homelies sur le Levitique, 

Sources Chrétiennes 286 [Paris: Les Editions du Cerf, 1981], 104). In the latter passage Origen is speaking 

about the effect of these things on the human spirit, whereas in the former he suggests that such things are 

transferrable to angels.  

57 Origen, CCels 1.24–25; 5.45 (SC 132, 134–44; SC 147, 128–32). See also John Dillon, “The Magical 

Power of Names in Origen and Later Platonism,” in Richard Hanson and Henri Crouzel (eds.), Origeniana 

Tertia. The Third International Colloquium for Origen Studies (Rome: 1985), 203–16; Naomi Janowitz, 

“Theories of Divine Names in Origen and Pseudo-Dionysius,” History of Religions 30.4 (1991), 359–72; 

W.J. Keough, “Divine Names in the Contra Celsum” in Origeniana Nona, 205–15.  

58 Origen, CCels 1.6, 67 (SC 132, 90–92; 264–66). In 1.6 he writes that Christians gain power “through the 

name of Jesus with the recitation of the histories about him…When these are pronounced they have often 

driven demons out of humans, especially when those who utter them speak with real sincerity and genuine 

belief. In fact the name of Jesus is so powerful against the daemons that sometimes it is effective even 

when pronounced by evil persons.” In 1.67 he adds that the spoken scriptural word drives away “mental 

distractions from humans, and demons and illnesses, and instills a wonderful meekness and tranquility of 

character, and a love for mankind and a kindness and gentleness.” For more on scripture memorization and 

recitation and its effects on the soul in Origen’s thought, see Daniel Becerra, “Origen, the Stoics, and the 

Rhetoric of Recitation: Spiritual Exercise and the Exhortation to Martyrdom” Studia Patristica 92 (2017), 

85–98. 
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Logos, who is the true likeness of God,59 is present in scripture—the Word of God 

“clothed (vestitum)” with text.60 And to the degree that the human mind (νοῦς) 

participates in that Logos, it becomes “one essence and nature (unius substantiae est 

uniusque naturae)” with God; it partakes of true being and is invested with power, 

strength, well-being, and immortality.61  

As Chin has observed, Origen’s understanding of spiritual nutrition is grounded in 

physiological processes and is strongly reminiscent of Galen’s digestive theory.62 Galen 

understood nutrition as “the assimilation of that which nourishes to that which receives 

nourishment” (ὁμοίωσις τοῦ τρέφοντος τῷ τρεφομένῳ).63 Food benefits humans 

therefore, as humans take upon themselves the diverse “powers” (δυνάμεις) of the foods 

they digest.64 Appealing to similar logic, Origen contends that the soul that feasts on the 

“bread of God,” or “Word of God,”—understood as both scripture and the Son—comes 

to share in the qualities of God. He writes:  

The bread of God descends from heaven and gives life to the world. True bread 

nourishes the true human being, created in God’s image, and the one nourished 

grows in likeness (καθ’ ὁμοίωσιν) to the creator…In the same way that material 

                                                           
59 Origen, HomPs 135:2 (PG 12.1653–56); ComJn 2.17–20 (SC 120, 216–20). 

60 Origen, HomLev 1.1.1 (SC 286, 66); HomIs 1.5 (Thomas P. Scheck, trans., Commentary on Isaiah: 

Including St. Jerome's Translation of Origen's Homilies 1–9 on Isaiah [Ancient Christian Writers vol. 68; 

Mahwah, NJ: Newman Press, 2015]) (Adolf Fürst, Die Homilien zum Buch Jesaja [Berlin: De Gruyter, 

2009], 204–06); HomJer 9.1.1 (SC 232, 376); ComMt 15.3 (Klostermann, Matthäuserkälrung I, 355–56); 

ComMt Ser 27 (Klostermann, Matthäuserkälrung II, 45–49; Philoc 15.19 (SC 302, 436). 

61 Origen, PArch 4.36 (Koetschau V, 361–63); PEuch 27.2, 9 (Koetschau II, 364, 368–69). 

62 For Origen’s reliance on Galen see Chin, “Who is the Ascetic Exegete?” 213. 

63 Galen, On the Natural Faculties 1.8– 11 (A.J. Brock, Loeb Classical Library 71, [Cambridge: Cambridge 

University Press, 1952]). 

64 For Galen’s treatise on the “powers” of different foods. See Galen, On the Properties of Foodstuffs 

(O.W. Powell, [Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 2003]). 

http://www.perseus.tufts.edu/hopper/morph?l=trefome%2Fnw%7C&la=greek&can=trefome%2Fnw%7C0&prior=tw=|
http://www.perseus.tufts.edu/hopper/morph?l=duna%2Fmei&la=greek&can=duna%2Fmei2&prior=e)ne/rgeia
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bread assimilates (ἀναδιδόμενος) into the body of the nourished, melding with its 

being (χωρεῖ αὐτοῦ εἰς τὴν οὐσίαν), so the living bread which descends from 

heaven assimilates (ἀναδιδόμενος) into the mind and soul, endowing the one 

nourished with its power (μεταδῷ τῆς ἰδίας δυνάμεως) .65 

The positive consequences of this human spiritual nourishment for angels is that they too 

come to participate in the divine nature (i.e. are ‘nourished’) through mingling with the 

ascetic human soul. Or put another way, as the human soul oriented to God in the ascetic 

act of contemplating scripture participates in the divine, so do the angels which permeate 

and operate within the boundaries of that soul.66 Technically speaking, this mutualistic 

exchange is “symbiotic,” or “direct,” meaning depedendent upon an intimate degree of 

physiological integration, as opposed to two species merely living together in close 

proximity, which would constitute “non-symbiotic,” or “indirect” mutualism.67 Chin has 

insightfully observed that Origen understood human attentiveness to scripture as a kind of 

foreshadowing of the apokatastasis, when the boundary between rational beings would 

completely dissolve “as they participate in the being of one another and of God.”68 Peter 

Martens similarly reasoned that for Origen “ideal scriptural interpreters sought 

                                                           
65 Origen, PEuch 27.2, 9 (Koetschau II, 364, 368–69). For a more extended treatment of this subject see 

Norman Russell, The Doctrine of Deification in the Greek Patristic Tradition (Oxford: Oxford University 

Press, 2006), 140–54. 

66 Origen argues that goodness is not intrinsic to rational creation as it is to God. Rather it is “an accident 

(accidentem) and something “impermanent (decidentem).” Rational creatures therefore, “are only blessed 

when they participate (participant) in holiness and wisdom and in God himself. But if they should neglect 

and ignore this participation (participatione) . . . then each would be responsible for its own fall.” Origen, 

PArch 1.6.2 (Koetschau V, 22–23). 

67 For more on “direct” vs. “indirect” interspecies mutualism, see see Bronstein, Mutualism, 10; J.F. 

Addicott, “Mutualistic interactions in population and community processes,” in A New Ecology: Novel 

Approaches to Interactive Systems, ed. P.W. Price, C.N. Slobodchikoff, and B.S. Gaud (New York: John 

Wiley and Sons, 1984), 437–55 

68 Chin, “Who is the Ascetic Exegete?” 214. 
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to reverse their original fall in an attempt to reprise, however fleetingly, their original 

state, the contemplation of God.”69 Origen therefore, conceptualized this reprisal not only 

with respect to moral transformation but also to the melding of human and angel ontology 

through collaborative askesis.  

While it may seem odd that the human soul should perform such a mediatory 

function between God and angels, not least because angels are usually assumed to be the 

superior beings by scholars and in the Christian tradition more broadly, it should be 

remembered that for Origen, not all angels were more spiritually advanced than their 

human counterparts. In fact, in numerous places throughout his works, Origen portrays 

humans as surpassing their companion angels in virtue and god-likeness.70 As previously 

mentioned, in CCels, for instance, Origen even goes so far as to call some angels “bad” 

and “wicked,” although still distinct from demons.71 He explains in 8.25: 

Not all angels may be considered angels of God, only the blessed (μακάριοι) 

ones; the ones who have turned to evil (ἐκτραπέντες ἐπὶ τήν κακίαν) are the 

devil's angels...Just as humans being, good (σπουδαῖοι) or bad (φαῦλοι), may be 

considered persons of God and others of the devil; so also there exist both angels 

of God and wicked angels (πονηροῦ). But the division [of good and bad angels] 

does not apply to demons; for they are all bad (φαῦλοι).72  

                                                           
69 Peter Martens, Origen and Scripture: The Contours of the Exegetical Life, (Oxford: Oxford University 

Press, 2012), 233.  

70 In Origen, PArch 1.8.1–2 (Koetschau V, 24–25), Origen says that classes of angels are divided 

hierarchically based on their “merits, virtues, and intellecutal maturity.”  

71 Origen, CCels 8.15, 32 (SC 150, 208, 244) In 8.15 he writes: “there are some evil beings, not only 

humans but angels, and every daemon [is evil]…[the Logos] does not yet rule these, since they do not free 

surrender their will to him.” In his HomLc he similarly argues that “two angels attend each human being: 

One an angel of justice (iustitiae), the other and angel of iniquity (iniquitas).” See HomLc 12.4; cf. 35.3 

(SC 87, 200–02; 414–16). 

72 Origen, CCels 8.25 (SC 150, 230). 
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Because angels possess moral mobility, they have the potential to further distance 

themselves from God, to choose evil (κακία) and wickedness (πονηρός) and experience 

the negative consequences of that choice. Like humans, they also may require the aid of 

other rational beings to help them remidate their situation and become better. It is thus 

not inconsistent with Origen’s broader theological assumptions to view the virtuous 

human soul as both the landscape and an agent of transformation for angelic beings into 

the likeness to God.  

 2.3.1.2 Sacrifice and Feasting in Heaven  

In addition to being nourished through human attentiveness to scripture, Origen 

also portrays angels as ‘feasting’ as they observe Christian ascetic efforts from a distance. 

However, rather than appealing to the logic of divine participation, the power of 

scripture, and the rhetoric of “spiritual food,” in HomNum he relies primarily upon the 

metaphor of sacrifice to explain nutritive benefaction. To better contextualize Origen’s 

use of this metaphor, it will be helpful at this point to briefly discuss his conception of 

sacrifice and the feeding of demons. This is not to suggest that Origen understood angelic 

and demonic sacrificial alimentation in precisely the same terms; in fact, this is 

demonstrably not the case. Rather, my intent is merely to establish that there existed in 

Origen’s mind a literal analogue to his metaphoric presentation angelic sacrificial 

alimentation.  

Origen speaks of sacrifice as having the potential to nourish both demons and 

angels. With respect to demons, he believes that sacrificial smoke and vapors literally 

feed and invigorate them, an assumption shared by several of his Christian and non-
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Christian contemporaries.73 In ExhMart and CCels he states that demons are “always 

keeping an eye out for the smoke, steam, blood, and incense of sacrifice” and that they 

are “nourished (τρεφόμενα) by the smoke of sacrifice and they relish the portions of 

blood and burnt-offerings.”74 This demonic predilection for sacrifice is rooted in Origen’s 

cosmology and demonology. According to Origen’s cosmology, the air closest to the 

earth is the densest and becomes increasingly thinner the further one ascends.75 Beings 

such as demons, angels, and humans, dwell at that level of air which corresponds to the 

density their bodies. Humans, on account of their dense bodies, are weighed down to the 

surface of the earth. Angels have “purer and ethereal bodies (καθαρωτέρων καὶ αἰθερίων 

σωμάτων)” that are comprised of a mixture of air and fire, and thus primarily occupy the 

space above it.76 Demons, however, on account of also possessing bodies with the 

capacity to ascend to higher spheres, “require the food of smoke and steam in order to 

occupy the dense air around the earth” where they can frustrate God’s plan for 

                                                           
73 For an in-depth treatment of ancient and late ancient demonic bodies, see Gregory Smith, “How Thin is a 

Demon?” 479–512.  

74 Origen, ExhMart 45 (Koetschau I, 41); CCels 7.5; cf. 8.30 (SC 150, 24, 82). 

75 Layered-air cosmology was commonplace in ancient and late antique conceptualizations of the cosmos. 

See Eric Dodds, Pagan and Christian in an Age of Anxiety: Some Aspects of Religious Experience From 

Marcus Aurelius to Constantine (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 1965), 5–6; cf. M. R. Wright, 

Cosmology in Antiquity (London: Routledge, 1995), 110–25. For numerous levels of progressive 

rarefaction and purity between earth and moon, see Stob. herm. (= Stobaei hermetica) 25.11–14 (ed. A. D. 

Nock, Corpus Hermeticum, 4 vols., 3rd ed., Collection des universités de France [Paris: Les Belles Lettres, 

1972], 4:71–72). For the link between cosmic ascent and material attenuation, see Nadia Tazi, “A Few 

Stops on the Way to Heaven,” trans. Anna Cancogni, in Fragments for a History of the Human Body, ed. 

Michel Feher, Ramona Naddaff, and Nadia Tazi (New York: Zone Books, 1989), 2:519–52, at 522. For 

light and heavy things, see Arist. Cael., book 4; for peripatetic and other philosophical precedents, see D. 

O’Brien, “‘Pondus meum amor meus’ (Conf. xiii 9.10): Saint Augustin et Jamblique,” in SP 15, ed. 

Elizabeth A. Livingstone (Berlin: Akademie Verlag, 1985), 525, with n. 6. 

76 Origen,  CCels 7.5 (SC 150, 22). For the composition non-human rational beings, see, PArch 2.8.2 

(Koetschau V, 154–55); ExhMart 13 (Koetschau I, 13–14); CCels 6.70 (SC 147, 352–56); and Alan Scott, 

Origen and the Life of the Stars, especially chapters 8 and 9. 
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humankind.77 The literal consumption of sacrifice, therefore, makes them ‘fatter,’ as it 

were, tying them to the sublunary region where they can accomplish their purposes as 

antagonists toward humans. 

Angels, on the other hand, do not appear to feed on sacrifice in the same literal 

sense that demons do. Rather, when Origen speaks of angels in HomNum, he 

conceptualizes nutritive sacrifice allegorically, equating it to human ascetic efforts. 

Consequently, angelic alimentation is not explicitly associated with corporeal density. 

Instead, consumption and nourishment, as in HomJos and PEuch, are linked to angelic 

progression toward a more ideal, God-like state of being. Origen begins his discussion of 

nutritive sacrifice with an exposition of Num 28:1–3, which records the Lord’s words to 

Moses: “Offer me on my feast days my gifts, offerings, and victims for a pleasant 

fragrance.”78 He then states that God, Christ, the Holy Spirit, and angels collectively 

celebrate “feast days” in heaven.79   

                                                           
77 Origen, ExhMart 45 (Koetschau I, 41). 

78 Origen, HomNum 23.2.1 (SC 461, 108). 

79 Origen does not however, distinguish with any consistency which heavenly beings are present at which 

feasts. Sometimes all are present, other times, fewer, and other times, only one. HomNum 23.4.4 (SC 461, 

126) is one example of this. Consequently, even when only God is named explicitly, I assume that at least 

angels are also partakers of the feast.  
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Following Philo’s allegorical readings of sacrifice80—and by extension Plato’s 

discussion of the moral dimension of religious worship in Laws81—Origen first equates 

the food of the feast with human ascetic efforts in homily twenty-three.82 He writes: 

A feast occurs with God on account of every believer, everyone who turns to God 

and advances in the faith…when the one who was unchaste learns chastity, and 

the one who is unjust lives justly, and when impious becomes pious…each can 

prepare a feast for God by his own actions and through his holy living.83   

Elsewhere he states that “human salvation” and “good actions,” and “progress in the 

virtues” are feasts, and emphasizes the human ascetic labor required to prepare them.84 

                                                           
80 On Origen’s understanding of sacrifice and his reliance on Philo, see Jean Laporte, “Sacrifice in Origen 

in Light of Philonic Models” in Origen of Alexandria: His World and Legacy, 250–76 ed. Charles 

Kannengiesser and William Peterson (South Bend: University of Notre Dame Press, 1988); Anna 

Tzvetkova, “Origène et les rabbis sur la question des sacrifices” in Origeniana Nona, 353–62. On the 

reception of Philo in Christian Alexandria more broadly see Justin Rogers, Didymus the Blind and the 

Alexandria Christian Reception of Philo (Studia Philonica Monographs 8; Atlanta: SBL Press, 2017). 

81 Plato writes: “He, then, that is to become dear to such an one (God) must needs become, so far as he 

possibly can, of a like character; and, according to the present argument, he amongst us that is temperate is 

dear to God, since he is like him, while he that is not temperate is unlike and at enmity,—as is also he who 

is unjust, and so likewise with the rest, by parity of reasoning. On this there follows, let us observe, this 

further rule,—and of all rules it is the noblest and truest,—that to engage in sacrifice and communion with 

the gods continually, by prayers and offerings and devotions of every kind, is a thing most noble and good 

and helpful towards the happy life, and superlatively fitting also, for the good man; but for the wicked, the 

very opposite. For the wicked man is unclean of soul, whereas the good man is clean; and from him that is 

defiled no good man, nor god, can ever rightly receive gift.” See Plato, Laws 4.716c–d (Laws: Books 1–6, 

trans., R. G. Bury Loeb Classical Library 187 [Cambridge: Harvard University Press, 1926]), 295–97.  

82 For other studies about sacrificial discourse in early Christian literature, see Jean Daniélou, “La Fête des 

Tabernacles dans l’exégèse patristique.” StPatr 1 (1957), 262–79; George Heyman, The Power of 

Sacrifice: Roman and Christian Discourses in Conflict (Washington, D.C.: Catholic University of America 

Press, 2007); Ancient Mediterranean Sacrifice, Jennifer Knust and Zsuzsanna Várhelyi (eds.) (New York: 

Oxford University Press, 2011); Marie-Zoe Petropoulou, Animal Sacrifice in Ancient Greek Religion, 

Judaism, and Christianity, 100 BC-AD 200 (Oxford: Oxford University Press, 2008); Guy Stroumsa, La fin 

du sacrifice: Mutations religieuses de l’antiquité tardive (Paris: Odile Jacob, 2005); Daniel C. Ullucci, The 

Christian Rejection of Animal Sacrifice (Oxford; New York: Oxford University Press, 2012); F.M. Young, 

The Use of Sacrificial Ideas in Greek Christian Writers from the New Testament to John Chrysostom 

(Patristic Monograph Series 5) (Philadelphia Patrisitc Foundation, 1978). 

83 Origen, HomNum 23.2.2; 23.3.1 (SC 461, 110, 116–18). 

84 Origen, HomNum 23.2.2, 4 (SC 461, 110, 112). Interestingly, Origen does not explicitly appeal in this 

text to Rom. 12:1 (cf. Heb. 11:13), in which Paul encourages his readers to offer themselves up as a “living 

(ζῶσαν),” “holy (ἁγίαν)” and “rational (λογικὴν)” sacrifice to God. 
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These feasts for God and angels, he argues, demand “trial, suffering, and humility” on the 

part of humans.85 Then, relying on Num 28–29 as a rubric, Origen provides an allegorical 

interpretation of nine different Jewish feasts and their attendant sacrifices. The following 

table offers a concise summary of these.  

Table 1: Jewish Feasts and Attendant Sacrifices 

Feast Type Attendant Sacrifices (i.e. human ascetic efforts) 

Perpetual Feast  Pray without intermission; preserve justice; avoid sin; remain 

chaste. (HomNum 23.3.1–2) 

Feast of the 

Sabbath  

Cease from secular activities; engage in spiritual works; be 

attentive to divine readings and discussions at church; contemplate 

heavenly things, show concern for future hope; keep the coming 

judgment before one’s eyes; look to invisible and future things; 

praise God. (HomNum 23.4.1–4) 

Feast of the New 

Moon  

Be filled with the light of Christ; be united with him in spirit; put 

on the “new man.” (HomNum 23.5.1) 

Feast of the 

Passover  

Consume the flesh of the Word of God with a purified heart and 

perfect understanding. (HomNum 23.6) 

Feast of 

Unleavened 

Bread  

Banish all evil from the soul; keep sincerity and truth. (HomNum 

23.7) 

Feast of the New 

Produce  

Renovate the heart and inner person daily; cultivate peace, 

patience, goodness, and gentleness.(HomNum 23.8) 

Feast of Weeks Commit to memory the scriptures; mediate on them day and night; 

earn the graces of the Spirit. (HomNum 23.9) 

Feast of 

Propitiation  

Afflict the soul; humble oneself to God; do not allow the soul to 

carry out its own desires or stray into sensuality. (HomNum 23.10) 

Feast of 

Tabernacles  

Become a foreigner and sojourner on earth; separate mind from 

worldly desires; be prepared for what is ahead. (HomNum 23.11.1) 

 

                                                           
85 Origen, HomNum 23.10 (SC 461, 138). 
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That the frequent consumption of these sacrifices implies a more God-like state of 

being for angels is evident from Origen’s belief that God experiences a “continuous 

(ἀδιαλείπτῳ)” and “complete (ὁλοκλήρῳ)” celebration of the feast whereas lesser beings 

partake only “in part (εν μέρει)” and “incompletely (non ex integro).”86 This is a 

perplexing statement given that human beings are portrayed as providing the meal for the 

feast and thus appear to dictate how much and often sacrificial food is consumed. It 

seems, therefore, that Origen conceptualizes feasting on sacrifice not just as a response to 

external factors (i.e. to humans being ascetically purified), but as coterminous with the 

experience being pure oneself. Accordingly, God’s complete self-sufficiency allows him 

to be engaged in a continuous feast, whereas angels in their still imperfect state, feast 

only in part, but with increasing frequency as they progress toward godlikeness and help 

humans to do the same.  

Finally, as previously intimated, angelic feasting on sacrifice does not appear to 

require a symbiotic,87 trans-corporeal relationship between humans and angels. Rather, 

angels feast “in heaven” as they observe human ascetic efforts from above.88 Thus, while 

still mutualistic, this exachange of benefits may be best charachterized as “non-

symbiotic” or “indirect.” 89 Origen’s placement of angelic benefaction in a celestial venue 

                                                           
86 Origen, HomNum 23.11.2–3 (SC 461, 140–44); cf. CCels 8.23 (SC 150, 224); Plato, Laws 4.716d; 

Plutarch, That Epicurus Actually Makes a Pleasant Life Impossible (Philip H. DeLacy and Benedict 

Einarson (ed. and trans.), Plutarch’s Moralia in Fifteen Volumes: Volume XIV, LCL 428 [Cambridge: 

Harvard University Press, 1967]), 114–15. 

87 Bronstein, Mutualism, 10. 

88 Origen, HomNum 23.2.3–4 (SC 461, 110–12). 

89 Bronstein, Mutualism, 10. 
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in HomNum—as opposed to within the boundaries of the human soul—develops from his 

conflation of feasting and joy, on the one hand, and his reliance on Luke 15, on the other. 

Throughout homily twenty-three Origen frequently links feasting to joy, saying for 

example, that God and angels “celebrate a feast” and engage in “feasting and rejoicing.”90 

He then appeals to Lk 15:7–10, equating feasting angels to those whom Luke describes as 

rejoicing over repentant sinners. He concludes that because the latter are located in 

heaven, so must be the former: “Is is not it true that there is great feasting among them 

[angels] when they ‘rejoice (laetantur) in heaven over a single repentant sinner’? In this 

manner the angels will celebrate a feast.”91 

 Lastly, it is also worth highlighting that Origen’s blending of angelic feasting and 

enjoyment demonstrates that he did not conceptualize different kinds of angelic 

benefits—nutritive and eupathetic in this case—as mutually exclusive. Consequently, one 

may expect to see some similarities with regard to the nature and effects of different 

benefits in his writings, as well as to the contexts, timeline, and mechanics of their 

conferral. That being said, it is to these eupathetic-type benefits that I now turn. 

2.3.2 Eupathetic Benefits  

I employ the term “eupathetic” here, deriving from the Greek word εὐπαθεῖαι 

(literally, “good emotions”), to refer to those benefits which Origen depicts as having a 

strong positive emotional component, such as enjoyment, rejoicing, and celebration.92 

                                                           
90 Origen, HomNum 23.2.3–5 (SC 461, 110–12). 

91 Origen, HomNum 23.2.3 (SC 461, 110–12). 

92 Within Stoic philosophy, εὐπαθεῖαι refer to those rationally-experienced emotions which relate to the 

virtue one currently possesses or is in the process of acquiring. See Richard Sorabji, Emotion and Peace of 

Mind, 47–54. The word and its derivatives also appear several times in the writings of Origen. See Origen, 
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Similar to nutritive benefits, eupathetic benefits are conveyed as angels observe and assist 

in human ascetic efforts with varying degrees of intimacy. Contrary to nutritive benefits, 

however, the conferral of at least some eupathetic benefits seems to be delayed until the 

eschaton. As previously intimated, Origen’s discussion of these benefits is partly 

informed by Luke 15. He similarly levies the agricultural language of Jn. 4:36 and Num. 

18:12, in which sowers and reapers rejoice together over their harvest. Finally, as will be 

established below, Origen suggests that eupathetic benefaction is contingent upon an 

angel’s affection for humankind and sympathy with God’s emotional disposition.  

It is important to note at the outset that joy and celebration are not extraneous to 

Origen’s understanding of the progression of rational beings, as these characteristics are 

frequently spoken of as hallmarks of spiritual maturity. In numerous works Origen 

remarks that spiritual maturation implies a movement towards a more joyous state of 

being. In HomNum, for instance, he notes that the fruit of the spirit is “firstly joy 

(gaudium)” and that those who are “worthy and deserving (dignis et benemeritis)” will 

grow to “experience ineffable  joy (laetitia inenarrabili perfruantur).”93 He describes 

heavenly citizenship as a “state of happiness (statum…beatitudinis).”94 Elsewhere, as 

previously mentioned, he adds that God, on account of his unique perfection, is the only 

one engaged in “continuous celebration.”95 God is also the only one to abide “always 

                                                           
Sel. in Ps. (PG 1181.30; 1204.51; 1505.32); Fr. in Ps. 72.7.3; 91.15.2, 5, 6; ComJn 10.36; 13.45 (SC 157, 

406; SC 222, 56). On the concept of emotion and the fluidity of the term in Classical and Hellenistic Greek 

literature see David Konstan, “The Concept of Emotion from Plato to Cicero” Methexis 19 (2006), 139–51. 

93 Origen, HomNum 23.8 (SC 461, 134–36); PArch 2.11.5 (Koetschau V, 188). 

94 Origen, PArch 1.6.2 (Koetschau V, 22–23). 

95 Origen, HomNum 23.11.3 (SC 461, 142–44). 
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(semper)” in the peak of such happiness.96 For God, therefore, joy is a permanent state or 

disposition, whereas for other rational beings, joy it is more of a transcendental sensation 

which is experienced periodically and in proportion to one’s godlikeness.97 This suggests 

that the eupathetic experience of angels is more than affective pleasantry. Rather, it 

denotes a sign of and/or movement toward noetic union with God. Thus, in the same way 

that nutritive benefaction implies the spiritual development of angelic beings to a more 

God-like state, so may eupathetic benefaction be understood to do so as well.  

2.3.2.1 Spectators, Sowers, and Reapers 

One of the principal scriptural intertexts in Origen’s discussion of eupathetic 

benefaction is Lk 15:7: “there will be more joy (χαρὰ) in heaven over one sinner who 

repents than over ninety-nine righteous persons who need no repentance.” 98 Consonant 

with HomNum, Origen’s reliance on this passage contributes to a depiction of a relatively 

detached form of angelic ministration, which is to say, one that does not explicitly entail 

symbiotic,99 trans-corporeal collaboration. Accordingly, angels in heaven rejoice when 

they observe human repentance, even though there is no mention of their direct 

involvement in the performance of that ascetic act. Origen marshals additional scriptural 

support for this portrayal in his ComRom, saying that angels in heaven “rejoice 

                                                           
96 Origen, HomNum 23.2.6 (SC 461, 114–16). 

97 Origen’s understanding of joy parallels the usage of the in the New Testament, LXX, and the Stoic 

concept of χαρά. See Ilaria Ramelli and David Konstan, “The Use of Xara in the New Testament and its 

Background in Hellenistic Moral Philosophy” Exemplaria Classica (2010), 185–204. 

98 For two representative examples, see HomLev 1.2 (SC 286, 72–74) and HomNum 23.2.5 (SC 461, 112–

14).  

99 I am using the term “symbiotic” in the technical sense here, implying “initimate physical contact.” See 

Bronstein, Mutualism, 10. 
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(laetantur) when they observe the struggles of the saints on the earth, as the Apostle says, 

‘For we are a spectacle (spectaculum) to the world, both to angels and humans.’”100 He 

also mentions in passing that some angels in heaven rejoice as they are brought news of 

human moral accomplishments by other heavenly agents, implying that the angels 

rejoicing over humans, while still invested to some degree in their welfare, are not always 

the same angels observing or ministering to them.101 In this sense, some angelic 

benefaction does not necessarily presuppose direct interaction between humans and 

angels. 

Nevertheless, it should not be assumed that all angels in heaven are merely 

detached observers awaiting their next eupathetic high. In HomJer, for example, Origen 

describes angels as both heavenly spectators and “with us as long as we are on the earth,” 

which suggests that angelic observance and more direct, trans-corporeal, ministration are 

not necessarily mutually exclusive activities in Origen’s mind.102 This is to say merely 

that Origen’s portrayal of angelic aid is complex, at times inconsistent, and allows for a 

spectrum of possibilities when it comes to the degree of angelic involvement in human 

affairs and integration in human selves. Consequently, while I am inclined to designate 

observation from heaven as less intimate on this spectrum, I do so tentatively, and on the 

grounds that other angels are explicitly portrayed as more directly facilitating human 

spiritual development.  

                                                           
100 Origen, ComRom 1.9.4 (SC 532, 202). 

101 Origen, ComRom 1.9.4 (SC 532, 202). 

102 Origen, HomJer 10.6 (SC 232, 408). 
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One such portrayal emerges in ComJn, in which Origen’s relies on the 

agricultural metaphor of sowers and reapers in Jn 4:36 to highlight angels’ role as co-

laborers with humans in various capacities, an association from which angels are shown 

to benefit eupathetically. First, he implicates angels as participants in the work of human 

creation and development, saying that “God forms humankind inutero by the angels who 

have been appointed over birth (τεταγμένων ἐπὶ τῆς γενέσεως).”103 Justifying this 

exegetical move with an appeal to plural verb in Gen 1.26, “Let us make humankind,” he 

argues that angels “combine two contrasting natures into one composition” by “sowing 

(ἐνσπείρεσθαι) souls in bodies.”104 In addition to sowing the human soul into a body, 

these angels are also described as “reapers (θεριζωμένων),” meaning “coworkers 

(συνεργοί) in the labor of perfecting those who were sown…by advancing what was 

previously formed to its full potential (εἰς τελεσφόρησιν προαγόντων τόν 

προπεπλασμένον).”105 It is this collaborative ascetical labor, which seems to imply 

something more than observance from heaven, that culminates in angelic rejoicing and 

celebration. For, Origen explains, “it is expected that the sower and the reaper rejoice 

(χαίρειν) together following the harvest.”106 

In HomNum Origen similarly relies on an agricultural metaphor, equating 

especially virtuous individuals to the “first fruits” of the harvest. The field from which 

                                                           
103 Origen, ComJn 13.329 (SC 222, 214). 

104 Origen, ComJn 13.327, 331 (SC 222, 214–16). 

105 Origen, ComJn 13.326–27 (SC 222, 214). 

106 Origen, ComJn 13.335 (SC 222, 218). 
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these fruits are harvested are human beings that “God’s angels have been given to 

cultivate (susceperint ad excolendum)” and “whose growth they have accomplished 

through their labor, service,…eagerness, and diligence (labore suo et ac ministerio 

proficere fecerint…studio et diligentia).”107 The cultivated human heart is one that 

possesses faith, has received the Holy Spirit, and progresses toward the “summit of 

perfection.”108 As previously stated, however, the first fruits do not refer to all virtuous 

persons (i.e. the ‘regular’ fruits), but only to those who make “extraordinary” and 

“superior” progress. 109 These, Origen argues, are the church’s virgins. Origen then 

explains that in the final judgement each angel will be present before God with the fruit it 

has harvested, and following a positive evaluation of the angel’s performance of its 

labors, there will be occasion to rejoice. In both ComJn and HomNum, it appears that at 

least some eupathetic benefaction is contingent upon angelic agency in the present but is 

ostensibly delayed until the eschaton.110 While it may be tempting to view the 

eschatological postponement of some benefits over others as reflective of their 

particularities, it is equally plausible that the timeline of benefaction is largely contingent 

upon the metaphor Origen is employing. In other words, the metaphor of harvesting 

mature crops lends itself to an eschatological timeline in a way that the nutritive 

consumption of spiritual food, for example, does not.  

                                                           
107 Origen,  HomNum 11.3.3; 11.4.5; 11.5.2  (SC 442, 30, 42, 46 ). 

108 Origen, HomNum 11.3.2–3 (SC 442, 30–32). 

109 Origen, HomNum 11.3.4–5; 11.4.2 (SC 442, 32–34; 36–38). 

110 Such however, does not seem to be the case in Origen’s HomJer 10.6, in which he suggests that the 

angels rejoice (εὐφραίνονται) as often as they observe “the virtue of those who inhabit” the world” (SC 

232, 410). 
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2.3.2.2 Affection for Humans and Sympathy with God’s Eupathy 

Origen conceptualizes the mechanics of eupathetic benefaction in two ways. First, 

in ComRom he argues that all “creation”—i.e. angels who are stewards of creation—

“observes our struggles and trials, and sorrows over our defeat, but rejoices (gaudet) 

when we are victorious.”111 He attributes these responses to the fact that angels feel an 

“affection and love (affectum …et charitatem)” for those they serve and thus take 

pleasure in their ascetic accomplishments.112 It is also worth noting here that this love 

provides humans with the power to detract from the happy state of angels. Origen adds, 

“While there is certainly joy (gaudia) experienced celebrated on account of the good, 

there will be tears of sorrow shed (lamentetur) for the wicked. Therefore, if they rejoice 

(gaudent) over the one who turns to God, they will unavoidably weep (lugeant) for the 

sinner.”113 Here the inconsistency of angels’ eupathetic experience is again discernable. 

Unlike God, angels do not experience a full or constant joy. 

Second, Origen suggests that eupathetic benefaction is contingent upon angelic 

concord with God’s emotional state: as God rejoices over humans, so do angels. He is 

also careful to maintain, however, that God is “completely detached from all passion and 

affective change (aliena porro est…ab omni passionis et permutationis affectu)” and 

“always remains in the peak of happiness, absolute and uninterrupted (in illo semper 

                                                           
111 Origen, ComRom 7.4.15 (SC 543, 272). 

112 Origen, ComRom 7.4.13 (SC 543, 270). They also suffer birth pangs for those they regenerate unto 

salvation in ComRom 7.4.14 (SC 543, 272). 

113 Origen, HomNum 23.2.5 (SC 461, 112–14); cf. ComRom 7.4.13–16 (SC 543, 270–72). 
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beatitudinis apice immobilis et inconcussa perdurans)”114 Thus, when humans appear to 

provide some benefit to God, eupathetic or otherwise, they are in reality only returning to 

him what is already his.115 Origen’s clarification of this apparent theological tension 

reflects his indebtedness to Platonic and Stoic views of God, according to which 

emotions (πάθη) cannot be predicated to God without compromising his immutability and 

capacity to always make proper judgements.116 εὐπαθεῖαι, such as joy, on the other hand, 

can be experienced by deity insofar as they are intrinsic to his virtuous disposition.  

In CCels Origen broaches the subject of God’s enjoyment, responding to Celsus’ 

claim that humans should aspire to placate earthly authorities in addition to God. Origen 

argues that humans need please only God though efforts to practice “piety and every 

virtue (εὐσεβείᾳ καὶ πάσῃ ἀρετῇ),” to “advance toward and unite (with God)…through 

speech and conduct,” and to fully dedicate themselves to him.117 As a consequence of 

these ascetic labors, God’s eupathetic response extends to angels. Origen explains: “just 

as body in motion is followed by its shadow, so all his beloved angels, souls, and spirits, 

are kindly disposed (εὐμενεῖς) as well.”118 One may infer from this passage that divine 

enjoyment has a ‘trickle-down effect’ of sorts, meaning that those rational beings closest 

to God experience a sympathy with God’s disposition, something which is certainly 

                                                           
114 Origen, HomNum 23.2.6 (SC 461, 114–16). 

115 Origen, HomNum 23.2.1 (SC 461, 108–10). 

116 On the relationship God’s perfection, immutability, and proper judgement see Plato, Republic 381b–c; 

Sorabji, Emotion and Peace of Mind. 

117 Origen, CCels 8.64 (SC 150, 318–20). 

118 Origen, CCels 8.64 (SC 150, 320). 
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consonant with Origen’s theology of divine participation. Or, to continue Origen’s 

metaphor: the shadow (i.e. angels) mirrors the body (i.e. God). Consequently, as humans 

progress in virtue God’s divine enjoyment of this fact radiates through the angels, souls, 

and spirits, who participate in the divine nature to greater degrees.119  

2.3.3 Animative Benefits  

The third type of angelic benefits are what I refer to as “animative,” and what 

Origen describes using language of arousal to readiness, willingness, action, and 

remembrance of responsibility.120 “Animative” therefore, as I employ the term in this 

section, connotes increased angelic desire, motivation, determination, and ability to 

accomplish appointed duties relating the spiritual development of human beings, 

especially in the moments that angels observe and minister to ascetically engaged 

humans. This incitement is beneficial to angels because it not only curtails the tendency 

to negligence and indifference, angelic vices which result in censure and punishment 

from God, but expedites the performance of actions which earn God’s praise and 

approval. The mechanics of benefaction, therefore, are in large part governed by a law of 

reciprocity, according to which angels receive rewards from God proportional to their 

efforts to aid humans. To better understand this process, it will be helpful to first examine 

Origen’s discussion of angelic negligence and indifference in more detail. 

2.3.3.1 Angelic Negligence and Indifference  

                                                           
119 Origen, CCels 8.64 (SC 150, 320). 

120 The Greek and Latin equivalents to these terms in Origen’s corpus relate to memory (ὑπομιμνήσκω), 

movement (κινέω), zeal and determination (ἑτοῖμος), and capacity for action (δύνασθαι). These will be 

discussed in more detail below.  
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Origen believed that like humans, angels are autonomous rational agents, and thus 

liable to experience sin, reproach, and punishment for neglecting the responsibilities 

given to them by God.121 In HomLc he explains that “A person who performs his 

appointed task well is commended by the Lord. But if he performs badly, he is found 

blameworthy and is tainted by vice (culpae et vitio subiacet). The same is true in the case 

of an angel.”122 In this sense, angelic moral mobility and accountability are closely linked 

in Origen’s mind. At least some of the aforementioned praise or censure from God seems 

to be reserved for the eschaton, when angels are judged according to their efforts to 

cultivate human souls. Origen writes that at the final judgment an “inquiry 

(inquisitionem)” will be called to determine whether an angel has “neglected the 

cultivation of its humans (culturae hominum angelus defuerit), or whether human 

negligence is entirely to blame for not responding suitably to angelic cultivation.”123 

Origen then explains that if humans have sinned through the “negligence (negligentia)” 

or “indifference (incuria)” of their angelic caretakers, then the angel is blamed for the 

human’s transgressions and is “disgraced.”124 The vices of angelic negligence and 

indifference, therefore, make angels liable to punishment for human sins which might 

have been prevented had angels been more attentive to their duties.125  

                                                           
121 Origen, HomNum 11.4; 20.3 (SC 442, 34–46; SC 461, 32–48). 

122 Origen, HomLc 13.5 (SC 87, 212). 

123 Origen, HomNum 11.4.1 (SC 442, 36). 

124 Origen, HomNum 20.3.6; 24.3.3.3 (SC 461, 42, 178); HomLc 13.6; 35.4 (SC 87, 212, 416). 

125 Origen, HomNum 11.4.1; 20.3.6–7; 24.3.3 (SC 442, 36; SC 461, 42–44, 178).; HomLc 13.5–6 (SC 87, 

210–12). 
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In HomNum  Origen takes a moment to marvel at this fact saying, “I am in 

profound awe…that God cares so much for us that he would blame (culpari) and chastise 

(confutari) angels on our account.”126 This passage constitutes one of several instances in 

which Origen deploys metaphors based on the social structures around him to explain the 

dynamics of human-angel relationships. He continues:  

For just as when a child is entrusted to a pedagogue (pedagogo), if the child 

happens to appear deficieint in essential skills in a way inconsistent with his 

father’s status, then blame immediately falls on the pedagogue. It is the 

pedagogue rather then the child who is reprimanded by the father.127   

The pupil-pedagogue relationship serves as useful analogue in this particular instance 

because it underscores what was really at stake in the human-angel relationship. Should 

the pedagogue (i.e. the angel) fail to provide the requisite “valuable teachings” and 

“counsels” to the child (i.e. the human), the latter would not be the only one to suffer for 

it.128 

Negligence and indifference, therefore, may be considered the cardinal vices of 

the angels. It is perhaps not insignificant that these traits are evocative of the original 

cause of the primordial fall of all rational beings: “sloth (desidia),” becoming “cold 

(ψυχή/frigidus)” in zeal and love, “laziness (laboris taedium),” and a “dislike and 

                                                           
126 Origen, HomNum 20.3.7 (SC 461, 44). 

127 Origen, HomNum 20.3.7 (SC 461, 44). For a brief treatment on the role of pedagogues in Roman world 

and the deployment of the pupil-pedagogue relationship as a metaphor in early Christian literature see Ben 

Witherington, Grace in Galatia: A Commentary on Paul’s Letter to the Galatians (Grand Rapids, MI.: 

Eerdmans Publishing Company, 1998), 263–70. For more on the dynamics of adult-child relations in 

general, see Beryl Rawson, “Adult–Child Relationships in Roman Society,” in Marriage, Divorce and 

Children in Ancient Rome, ed. Beryl Rawson (Oxford: Oxford University Press, 1996), 7–30. 

128 Origen, HomNum 20.3.7 (SC 461, 44).  
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negligence of superior things (aversion ac negligentia meliorum).”129 Put simply, Origen 

believes that the principle upon which noetic participation in God is predicated was and 

continues to be the dynamic and diligent exertion of will in conformity with the mind of 

God. In ComMt he use physical size as a metaphor to explain spiritual maturation:  

Our free-will, our deeds, and our habits are the reasons why one person is tall, 

another small, or another of average height; it is our free-will which either 

advances our growth or stunts it.130 

Consequently, angelic neglect and indifference prevent angels from engaging in those 

activities which would advance their spiritual growth and earn them praise from God.   

2.3.3.2 Stirred out of Stasis and More Efficient Ministration 

Origen believes that angels may be aroused to more active and efficient 

performance of their duties through their observation of and engagement with ascetically 

engaged humans. First, he argues that human ascetic efforts and their attendant 

psychological effects function as a kind of beacon to angels, attracting them to the human 

soul like moths to a light, and inciting them to minister to it.131 In PArch he explains that 

the human soul “can recieve diverse energies (diversas energias), which is to say, 

controlling influences, of spirits either good or bad.”132  Elsewhere he refers to these as 

                                                           
129 Origen, PArch 1.5.5; 2.9.2; 2.8.3 (Koetschau V, 20, 155–61; 165–66). 

130 Origen, ComMt 13.26 (Klostermann, Matthäuserkälrung I, 249–54). In a similar passage Origen says 

that classes of angels are divided hierarchically based on their “merits, virtues, and intellecutal maturity.” 

See PArch 1.8.1–2 (Koetschau V, 24–25). 

131 In Origen, HomLc 35.4 he argues that angels are inclined to seek out good people over evil ones in order 

to avoid accountability for the latter’s sins.  

132 Origen, PArch 3.3.4 (Koetschau V, 260–61). 
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“holy powers (δυνάμεις)” and “opposing powers.”133 He then explains that a person’s 

capacity to admit one over the other is related to the disposition of her soul, and more 

specifically its “merit (meritis),” meaning the degree to which it is oriented towards 

goodness and God and shaped by the exercise of “virtue and piety (virtutis et 

sanctitatis).”134 He explains: “A mind that is watchful and resists every evil thing 

summons to its side the assistance of the good…For this reason…all our actions must be 

such that God’s ministers [i.e. angels]…may dwell inside us.”135   

This call for angelic assistance is mutually beneficial: whereas humans receive aid 

in their spiritual labors, angels are animated to a higher degree of personally beneficial 

activity. Angelic spectators, upon perceiving the virtue and ascetic efforts of humans, 

immediately begin to “strive” with them and “pray and intervene” on their behalf.136 

They also start to have a greater influence on the mind, such that they can “govern us” 

with their counsel.137 Such angels therefore, transition from a more static state of 

detached observation to a more dynamic and direct participation in human struggles 

against temptations and demonic forces. They become inspired to do and be better. 

Perhaps a helpful analogy to this angelic animation is the phenomenon known as “moral 

elevation.” Moral elevation in modern psychological theory refers to the tendency in 

                                                           
133 Origen, Philoc. 12.1 (SC 302, 388–90). See also Harl’s explanatory comments at SC 302:396. On 

δύναμις in early Christian discourse on angels specifically, see Muehlberger, Angels in Late Ancient 

Christiantiy, chapter 3. 

134 Origen, PArch. 3.3.5–6. (Koetschau V, 261–63). 

135 Origen, PArch 3.3.6 (Koetschau V, 263). 

136 Origen, CCels 8.64 (SC 150, 318–20). 

137 Origen,  PArch 3.3.4, 6 (Koetschau V, 260–63). 
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individuals who witness virtuous acts to behave more virtuously themselves.138 As one 

prominent moral psychologist explains, people “respond emotionally to acts of moral 

beauty, and these emotional reactions involve warm or pleasant feelings in the chest and 

conscious desires to help others or become a better person oneself.”139 

In PEuch, Origen describes a similar animative transition, although this time from 

direct angelic participation in human askesis to an increased capacity and desire to 

effectively perform their duties. He argues that as angels join humans engaged in genuine 

prayer they are simultaneously “reminded (ὑπομιμνησκόμενοι) by the one praying of 

what he needs,” and thus better equipped to satisfy those needs.140 Additionally, in this 

process angels are similarly described as being “moved (κινηθήσε)” to intervene on 

behalf of humans and as “unable to ignore (μὴ δυνάμενον παρορᾶν)” their requests.141 

They likewise become “better able (δυνατώτεραι) to assist us”142 and “more zealous 

(ἑτοιμοτέρων) to cooperate and collaborate in every way” with the human person.143  

                                                           
138 For several works on moral elevation see, Jonanthan Haidt, “Who Engages with Moral Beauty?” 

Journal of Moral Education 42 (2013), 139–63; “Neural Basis of Moral Elevation Demonstrated through 

Inter-subject Synchronization of Cortical Activity during Free-viewing” PLoS One 7 (6) (2012), e39384; 

“Elevation at Work: The Organizational Effects of Leaders’ Moral Excellence,” Journal of Positive 

Psychology 5 (2010), 390–411; “Witnessing Excellence in Action: The Other-praising Emotions of 

Elevation, Admiration, and Gratitude,” Journal of Positive Psychology 4 (2009), 105–27; “Elevation and 

the Positive Psychology of Morality,” in Flourishing: Positive Psychology and the Life Well-lived, ed. 

C.L.M. Keyes and Jonathan Haidt (Washington D.C.: American Psychological Association, 2003), 275–89. 

139 Jonathan Haidt, The Happiness Hypothesis: Finding Modern Truth in Ancient Wisdom (New York: 

Basic Books, 2006), 196. Haidt’s broader discussion of moral elevation can be found throughout chapter 

nine.   

140 Origen, PEuch 11.4 (Koetschau II, 323). 

141 Origen, PEuch 11.4 (Koetschau II, 323). 

142 Origen, Philoc. 12.1 (SC 302, 390). 

143 Origen, PEuch 27.11 (Koetschau II, 370). 
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Origen’s choice of vocabulary here is significant in that it highlights the transition 

to an increasingly informed, efficient, and deliberate ministration. The language of 

recollection (ὑπομιμνήσκω), for example, implies a renewed cognitive awareness of 

information which was previously forgotten or neglected. The locomotive verb κινέω, 

which can also be translated as “stir,” “agitate,” or “excite,” indicates arousal from stasis, 

whereas the comparative form of δυνατός and ἑτοῖμος denote augmented willingness, 

ability, and determination, as if a shot of adrenalin was being delivered to the angel’s 

motivational apparatus. Or as Muehlberger puts it, the angel’s “willingness” becomes 

“inspired by the righteousness of the person.” 144 Newly animated, therefore, angels more 

proficiently serve humans and thereby are rewarded by God in a manner consonant with 

their increased efforts and competency.  

2.3.4 Pistic Benefits 

The final kind of angelic benefits are what I refer to as “pistic,” derived from the 

Greek word πίστις, commonly translated as “faith” or “belief.” These Origen describes 

using the language of faith in and knowledge and understanding of the Father and the 

Son. Similar to the three previously discussed benefits, the context in which pistic 

benefaction occurs is when angels observe and minister to humans—symbiotically or 

otherwise—who exemplify and seek to cultivate virtue. Angelic faith is framed by Origen 

as prerequisite to beholding the face of God and appears to be contingent to some degree 

upon angelic recognition and mimesis of human virtue. Angelic knowledge of the Father 

                                                           
144 Muehlberger, Angels in Late Ancient Christiantiy, 99. 
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and the Son, on the other hand, is portrayed as recompense for angelic service to humans, 

according the aforementioned principle of reciprocity.  

2.3.4.1 Faith, Knowledge, and the Face of God 

The word “πίστις” in Origen’s corpus refers to the act and content of belief, is 

closely associated with “knowledge (γνῶσις)” and “truth (ἀλήθεια),” and anticipates a 

change in behavior.145 As Marco Zambo has demonstrated, Origen conceptualizes faith 

from both philosophical and biblical perspectives, both of which imply, to use Origen’s 

own language, a recognition of truth and the “rational assent [to it] of a soul endowed 

with free will (ψυχῆς αὐτεξουσίου λογικὴ συγκατάθεσις).”146 From a philosophical 

standpoint, Origen portrays the act of faith within the framework of progression from 

δόξα (opinion) to νόησις (understanding).147 Accordingly, faith is the first step—

accessible to all—in attaining knowledge of truth and living in accordance with it. From a 

biblical point of view, faith is represented as the proper recognition of God’s agency in 

the cosmos and in history, not least as evinced in the created world and the Christian 

                                                           
145 See “Faith” in The Westminster Handbook to Origen, 99–100; Origen, ComMt 16.9 (Klostermann, 

Matthäuserkälrung I, 501–04); SelPs., (PG 12.1432, 1449); FrPs 1–50.35, 11; ComJn 20.66 (SC 290, 188–

90). See also D.H. Willams, “Justification by Faith: a Patristic Doctrine,” JEH 57 (2006), 655; Róbert 

Somos, “Christianity as Practical Philosophy in Origen,” in Origeniana Nona, 327–335. 

146 Origen, Frag. in. Ps. 115.2; Marco Zambon, “Dall’ascolto alla visione: la fede come conoscenza 

elementare e come compimento in Origene,” in Conviction, croyance, foi: pistis et fides de Platon aux 

Pères, ed. L. Lavaud  and Ph. Hoffmann (Paris; Institut des Études Augustiniennes, forthcoming). Similar 

formulations of πίστις can be found in the writings of Alexander of Aphrodisias, Clement of Alexandria, 

and Themistius. See: Alex. Aphr. De anima (Bruns, 67, 15–18); Quaest. et resp. (Bruns,107, 6); De fato  

(Bruns, 184, 11)’ Clem. Alex. Strom. 5.1, 3, 2; 6.17, 156, 2; 7.5, 16, 2; Them. In Aristot. De an. par. 

(Heinze, 90, 23). 

147 Origen seems to be relying on Plato, Republic 509d–511e. 
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scriptural and apostolic traditions.148 In this sense, the act of faith is not a form of initial 

knowledge but rather its culmination, predicated upon the manifestation of the power of 

God and reflected in ethical life of a rational being.  

In ComMt and HomLc Origen argues that angels may grow in πίστις as a result of 

their involvement in the lives of virtuous human beings. His argument emerges from an 

exposition of Mt 18:10: “See to it that you do not treat one of these little ones with 

contempt; I tell you, they have angels of their own in heaven that behold the face of my 

heavenly Father continually.” He qualifies this scripture however, saying that not all 

angels in heaven behold the face of God continually and that some, in fact, never see it.149 

Rather, the accessibility of God’s face to them is contingent upon their faith, on the one 

hand, and on “the merit of those whose angels they are,” on the other.150  That continually 

beholding God’s face implies a more ideal state of being for angels is evident from 

Origen’s use of this phrase throughout his corpus. When referring explicitly to angels, 

beholding God’s face entails the reception of “honor (τίμη),” “glory (gloria),” “liberty 

(libertas),” “trust (fiducia),” “merit (meritum),” “virtue (virtus),” and “growth in spiritual 

stature (προκόπτειν).”151 To do so with greater frequency, therefore, would imply an 

increase in these spiritual rewards.  

                                                           
148 Zambon makes this argument in “Dall’ascolto alla vision.” See also 1 Cor. 2:4; Origen, PArch 4.1 

(Koetschau V, 348–51); CCels 1.2 (SC 132, 80–83); and Joseph O’Leary, “Knowledge of God: How 

Prayer Overcomes Platonism (Contra Celsum VI–VII),” in Origeniana IX (2009), 447–68. 

149 Origen, HomLc 35.4 (SC 87, 416). 

150 Origen, ComMt 13.27–28 (Klostermann, Matthäuserkälrung I, 254–59); HomLc 35.4 (SC 87, 416). 

151 Origen, ComMt 13.28 (Klostermann, Matthäuserkälrung I, 255–59); HomLc 35.3–4 (SC 87, 414–16). 
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Origen explicitly identifies the angel-human relationship as one context in which 

angels may cultivate the faith necessary to behold God’s face more often. He writes: 

Just as it is possible for a human to change from unbelief to faith (ἀπὸ ἀπιστίας 

εἰς πίστιν), from excess to temperance, and from vice to virtue, so also the angel, 

to whom any soul has been assigned at birth, may be at first evil, but then at some 

later time possess faith in proportion to the human’s (ἀνάλογον τῷ πιστεύοντι 

πιστεύειν), and may progress (προκόπτειν) to become one of the angels who 

always beholds the heavenly Father’s face.152 

In this passage, Origen’s argument is founded upon the assumption that angels are not 

always morally superior to their human counterparts. Hence, an angel who was once 

“evil” is able to progress toward a degree of pistic virtue already possessed by a human. 

Origen’s language in this passage also elucidates his understanding of the mechanics of 

pistic benefaction. That angels may cultivate faith equivalent to the faith of their humans 

suggests that this process of maturation is at least partially dependent upon angelic 

recognition and mimesis of human virtue. Or, put another way, angels come to believe as 

the human believes, because they imitate the faith of the virtuous humans they observe. 

Within the context of this relationship, humans function as moral exemplars for angelic 

spectators, and human faith as the standard toward which angels strive.  

Alluding then to 1 Cor. 7:16, Origen employs a social metaphor, comparing the 

angel-human relationship to a marriage in order to further underscore the value of this 

association for pistic benefaction: 

Just as when a man and his wife both lack faith (ἀπίστων), occasionally the man 

gains faith first (πιστεύσας) and then saves (σώζει) his wife, and other times the 

                                                           
152 Origen, ComMt 13.28 (Klostermann, Matthäuserkälrung I, 255–59).  
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wife believes first and then persuades her husband, such is also the case with 

angels and humans.153 

In contrast to Origen’s pedagogue-pupil metaphor, in which the accountability of the 

former for the latter is stressed, the analogy of a spousal relationship conjures thoughts of 

the potential utility of each partner, specifically in service of attaining the salvation which 

follows from faith. Origen argues that this angel-human interdependency, although 

ostensibly asymmetrical at times, is part of a divinely-designed plan to assure the spiritual 

development of these two rational beings. Humans and angels are paired together in such 

relationships according to God’s foreknowledge, foreordination, and judgments.154 In this 

sense, to use more theoretically precise terminology, Origen considers some human-angel 

mutualism to be “obligate,” meaning that each species cannot thrive without the other.155 

Hence angelic progression and human virtue are inseparably connected. 

Elsewhere, Origen emphasizes the utility of the human-angel relationship for 

angelic growth in knowledge of the Father and the Son. In HomLc 34, he interprets the 

parable of the Good Samaritan as an allegory for humankind’s departure from paradise 

into the world. He notes the damaging effects of sin and vice, as well as the healing 

power of Christ and the Church on the human soul. He equates the inn-keeper who cares 

for the fallen man to an angel. Within the context of this allegory, the aid provided by the 

angel equates to angelic efforts to help the man overcome the effects of sin in pursuit of 

                                                           
153 Origen,  ComMt 13.28 (Klostermann, Matthäuserkälrung I, 255–59). 

154 Origen,  ComMt 13.28 (Klostermann, Matthäuserkälrung I, 255–59). 

155 Bronstein, Mutualism, 10. 
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union with God. In return for this service, angels receive two denarii. Origen then 

explains: 

‘Two denarii’ seem to signify knowledge (notitia) of the Father and the Son, and 

understanding (scientia) of how the Father is in the Son and the Son in the Father. 

An angel is granted this knowledge as a kind of payment.156 

Andrew Louth has convincingly demonstrated that Origen understood this knowledge to 

imply more than intellectual comprehension. Rather, “knowing God means divinization, 

theopoiesis. Knowing God is having the image of God, which we are, reformed after the 

likeness.”157 This knowledge, Origen argues, is the “essence of eternal life,” “superior to 

everything that can be imagined or known about the world or creation,” and obtained to 

higher degrees when the mind of a rational being is “purified and detached from bodily 

matter.”158 Here Jn. 17:3 also seems to inform Origen understanding of knowledge’s 

importance for salvation.159 Furthermore, Origen’s use of an economic metaphor to 

describe the acquisition of this knowledge hearkens to the principle of reciprocation 

                                                           
156 Origen, HomLc 34.8 (SC 87, 408). Knowledge of the Father and the Son are intimately related because 

of the ontological relationship of these two beings. The Son is the “express image” of the Father’s person, 

and thus the means by which one comes to the knowledge of the Father. See PArch 1.2.6, 8 (Koetschau V, 

17–18). 

157 While Louth is speaking here of human beings rather than angels, the same principle may be understood 

to apply to other rational beings within Origen’s theological framework. See Andrew Louth, The Origins of 

the Christian Mystical Tradition: From Plato to Denys, 2nd ed. (Oxford: Oxford University Press, 2007), 

71. Cf. Origen, ComJn 19.4 (SC 290, 46). For additional reference to theopoiesis as it pertains to rational 

beings, see: PArch 1.1.7; 1.6.1–2; 1.7.5; 2.6.6; 3.6.5–6; 4.4 (Koetschau V, 17, 20–24; 353–55); CCels 8.72 

(SC 150, 340–44); ComJn 1.28 (SC 120, 74); HomEx 6.5 (SC 321, 182–84). On Origen’s understanding of 

the image of God, see Henri Crouzel, Théologie de l'image de Dieu chez Origène (Paris: Aubier, 1956), 

197–206. 

158 ComRom 2.5.8 (SC 532, 312); HomLev 6.5.1 (SC 286, 288–90); PArch 1.1.7 (Koetschau V, 24). 

159 Jn 17:3 reads: “And this is eternal life, that they may know you, the only true God, and Jesus Christ 

whom you have sent” (NRSV). 
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which seems to inform the mechanics of pistic benefaction: angels receive benefits 

consonant with their efforts to aid humans overcome spiritual deficiency.   

2.4 Conclusion 

In summary, Origen understood angels and humans to be intimately implicated in 

one another’s spiritual development. While the relationship of these two beings is 

sometimes depicted as asymmetrical with respect to dependence and varying in degree of 

intimacy, it is nevertheless consistently portrayed as a mutually beneficial. Human ascetic 

life provided an ideal context for angels to flourish precisely because it offered them 

opportunities to engage in those activities most conducive to their spiritual development. 

These comprised not only the diligent execution of the duties given to them by God but 

taking advantage of occasions to do so more zealously, competently, and efficiently than 

before. In this sense, it may be argued that Origen depicts both humans and angels as 

“ascetics.” In other words, in Origen’s thought there is no significant difference between 

what humans and angels must to do to achieve their shared goal of noetic union with 

God. Both engage in acts of discipline and attentiveness. Both must overcome tendencies 

toward neglect and indifference. Both rely on one another in the process. Angels are just 

typically farther along in their journey than humans. One contribution I hope to have 

made in this chapter, therefore, is to map out some of the contours of an angel’s ascetic 

life as well as the some of the signs posts on angels’ path of spiritual development.  

Origen’s depiction of angelic benefaction is primarily rooted in Christian scripture, 

indebted to the Greek philosophical tradition, and is most intelligible within the context 

of his narrative of the apokatastasis. Central to this narrative is the notion that all rational 

beings may progress toward or regress from a yet unrealized telos in accordance with the 
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exercise of their will. As will be demonstrated in the following chapter, the development 

of discourse on angelic benefaction in the fourth through sixth centuries frequently 

hinged on this concept of moral mobility. At the same time, however, Antony, Ammonas, 

Evagrius, and the compilers of the Sayings of the Desert Fathers, also portray angels as 

accruing novel forms of benefits in ascetic contexts, as well as benefitting in ways which 

do not appear to imply spiritual maturation. 
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CHAPTER 3 | Angels and the Egyptian Desert 

 3.1 Introduction 

In the previous chapter I argued that Origen understood angels to accumulate four 

related classes of benefits as a consequence of their involvement in human ascetic efforts: 

nutritive—nourishment and feasting; eupathetic—positive emotional experiences;  

animative—arousal to action and increased comptetency; and pistic—endowment of 

knowledge, faith, and understanding. Each of these contributed to the progress of angels 

toward a more God-like state of being. Central to Origen’s depiction of angelic 

benefaction were his doctrine of the apokatastasis and its attendant assumption of angelic 

moral mobility. Origen’s reliance on the biblical and Greek philosophical traditions 

similarly shaped his portrayal of angels as beneficiaries of ascetic life.  

This chapter examines the development of discourse regarding angelic benefaction in 

the writings of the fourth through sixth century authors and editors, Antony, Ammonas, 

Evagrius, and the compilers of the Sayings of the Desert Fathers (hereafter Sayings).1 

While these writings differ in genre and scope, they are the primary focus of this chapter 

because they contain the most robust depictions of angelic beneficiaries during this time 

period in Egypt. In fact, no other contemporaneous writings associated with the Egyptian 

ascetic tradition consistently portray angels as profiting from their interactions with 

human ascetics. Several of these texts also reflect a substantial intellectual debt to Origen, 

                                                           
1 On the issue angelic mutability in the writings of Athanaisus and Didymus, see Ployd, “Participation and 

Polemics,” 427–31. 
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or at the very least, demonstrate an awareness of and sometime anxiety toward his 

teachings.  

I will demonstrate, however, that these authors did not appropriate past assumptions 

about angels whole-cloth, but rather were theologically innovative as well as critical of 

the tradition of they inherited. As a result, discourse on angelic benefaction during the 

fourth through sitxth centuries develops in such a way as to reflect a tendency to restrict 

the moral mobility of angels, meaning that angels are generally understood to have less 

capacity for spiritual progression, regression, or both.2 Put another way, angels become 

comparatively more static, being defined by their stability, fixity, and unity with God’s 

will and nature. Consequently, humans are still depicted as improving the circumstances 

of angels, but not always in ways that correlate to angelic spiritual development.  

To be clear, however, the assumption of restricted angelic moral mobility was 

prevalent but not ubiquitous, even within the writings of a single author. Sometimes, for 

instance, the restricted movement of angels is apparent only in an author’s discussion of 

certain forms of benefaction but not of others. Moreover, some authors show only 

hesitancy with the notion that angels can be more or less than they currently are in a 

moral or ontological sense, whereas others completely reject it. One also periodically 

discerns a tension in the literature, according to which an author will maintain that angels 

are morally mobile in theory but less so in practice. This is merely to say that discourse 

on angelic benefaction during this period is varied and complex. Nevertheless, both 

persistent classes of benefits (i.e. those also found in Origen’s writings) as well as novel 

                                                           
2 On monastic self-definition and the concept of mobility, se Valantasis, The Making of the Self, 139–40. 
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ones frequently reflect a preference for morally stable angels. The purpose of this chapter 

is to trace the development of this emerging discourse. 

The following analysis will proceed in four parts. Part one attends to the Letters of 

Antony and demonstrates that Antony’s discomfort with negative moral movement in 

angels is reflected in his belief that while human-angel interaction in ascetic contexts may 

help angels become better, this is not because they are currently bad or because they are 

likely to become worse. Part two turns to the Letters of Ammonas and focuses on the 

manner in which he denies angels the capacity for both positive and negative moral and 

ontological movement. At the same time, he also maintains that angels may benefit in 

other ways from their ministration. Part three examines Evagrius’ commitment to the 

notion of morally mobile angels and inter-species co-dependence on the one hand, and 

his attempts to represent angels as stable and self-sufficient beings, on the other. This 

contradiction in his writings further reflects the fact by the end of the fourth century, the 

issue of angelic moral mobility, as well as the human capacity to benefit angels in any 

meaningful way, was a matter of significant tension in Egyptian ascetic literature. Part 

four focuses on how the Sayings both perpetuates the tension discernable in Evagrius’ 

works as well as continues to restrict the moral mobility of angels. I conclude by offering 

some possible reasons for why discourse on angelic benefaction evolved in this way in 

the fourth through sixth centuries. 

3.2 Antony 

Antony (born ca. 251 C.E.) began his life as a desert ascetic in lower Egypt in the late 

third century and died in 356 C.E. Seven of his letters survive today, and while originally 
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composed in Coptic and then translated into Greek, they are best preserved in Arabic, 

Georgian, Latin, and Syriac.3 Although the authenticity of this collection of writings has 

been challenged in the past, Samuel Rubenson and Gérard Garitte have convincingly 

argued for their Antonian provenance and utility for understanding the “mental world of 

an Egyptian monk in the first decades of the fourth century.”4 Whereas one might expect 

Athanasius’ Life of Antony to also be considered in a discussion of the Antonian tradition, 

unlike the Letters, the Life of Antony contains no instances of angelic benefaction. It is 

therefore, not examined in this chapter. Addressed to fellow ascetics, Antony’s letters 

treat various issues relating to ascetic life, angels, and reflect a significant intellectual 

dependence on Origen’s thought. At the same time, Antony also periodically departs 

from Origen in ways that betray his discomfort with the possibility of negligent and 

morally lax angels.  

3.2.1  Antony, Origen, and Angels 

Antony generally shares Origen’s assumptions regarding the primordial fall, 

ontological differentiation of rational beings, and their ultimate goal of noetic 

                                                           
3 Coptic: E.O. Windstedt, “The Original Text of One of St. Antony’s Letters” JTS 7 (1906), 540–45. 

Georgian (and Coptic): Gérard Garitte, Lettres de S. Antoi. Versione Georgienne et Fragments Coptes 

(CSCO vols. 148.9; Louvain, 1950). Arabic: Anba Murqus al-Antuni, Kitab raudat al-nufusfi rasd'il al-

qiddls Antuniyus (Cairo, 1899). Latin: Symphorianus Champerius, Epistolae Sanctissimorum (Paris, 1516) 

PG 40, 977–1000. Syraic: François Nau, “La version syriaque ûa la première lettre de St Antoine’ ROC 14 

(1906), 282–97. All English translations of Antony’s letters in this chapter are mine and are made in 

consultation with Rubenson’s Letters of St. Antony.  

4Samuel Rubenson, Letters of St. Antony, 12. For a challenge to Rubesnson’s views regarding Antony’s 

reliance on Origen, see Graham Gould, “A Consideration of the Questions Raised By Samuel 

Rubenson's The Letters of Antony,” in Studia Patristica XXV: Papers Presented at the Eleventh 

International Conference on Patristic Studies Held in Oxford 1991: Biblica et Apocrypha, Orientalia, 

Ascetica, ed. Elizabeth Livingstone (Leuven: Peeters, 1993), 405–16; “The Influence of Origen on Fourth 

Century Monasticism: Some Further Remarks” in Origeniana Sexta: Origène et la Bible, ed. Gilles Dorival 

and Alain le Boulluec (Leuven: Peeters, 1995), 591–98. 
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reunification with God.5 All rational beings, Antony writes, originate “from a single 

creator…but on account of their departure from God and their varying works, much 

diversity has arisen among them.”6 Angels, also referred to as, “saints,” “spirits,”7 

“helpers” and “powers” are sent from God to alleviate, educate, guide, test, strengthen, 

and protect humans.8 Hence, Antony writes that monks should not consider their spiritual 

maturation as their own accomplishment because a holy power “labors with you.”9 

Angels are thus essential collaborators in the spiritual development of human beings.   

Angels are likewise divided hierarchically according to merit in Antony’s Letters.10 

This taxonomy includes angels, archangels, thrones, dominions, principalities, cherubim, 

and seraphim, all of whom possess “glory” consonant with their “progress,”11 meaning  

the degree to which their minds reflect God’s image and are conformed to his will.12 Like 

                                                           
5 Antony, Letter 2.6, 7; 5.40–42; 6.56–62 (PG 40.984, 992); Rubenson, “Origen in the Egyptian Monastic 

Tradition of the Fourth Century” in Origeniana Septima: Origenes in den auseinandersetzungen des 4. 

jahrhunderts, ed. W.A. Bienert and U Kühneweg, (Louvain: Peeters, 1999), 321. 

6 Antony, Letter 6.56 (PG 40.984). 

7 While most scholars have thought of the “spirit” described by Antony in many passages as the Holy 

Spirit, Ellen Muehlberger has convincingly demonstrated that the term is too ambiguous to be limited to the 

Holy Spirit. See Muehlberger, Angels in Late Ancient Christiantiy, 102–104. 

8 On the discourse of demonic attack in Egyptian ascetic culture see David Brakke, Demons and the 

Making of the Monk: Spiritual Combat in Early Christianity (Cambridge: Harvard University Press, 2006). 

9 Antony, Letter 6.82 (PG 40.985). 

10 Cf. Origen, PArch 1.8.1–2 (Koetschau V, 25–26); in which Origen says that classes of angels are divided 

hierarchically based on their “merits, virtues, and intellecutal maturity.” 

11 Antony, Letter 5.40–41; 6.57–62 (PG 40.984, 996). 

12 Antony, Letter 6.62, 109; 7.26; 58–59 (PG 40.984–85). For the Platonic assumptions, especially relating 

to participation in God, discernable in Antony’s thought, see Rubenson, Letters of St. Antony, 59–71. 
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Origen therefore, Antony portrays angels as differentiated according to their spiritual 

stature, and as requiring further spiritual development.  

Antony however, also deviates from Origen’s thinking in a significant way: he never 

depicts angels as negligent or as morally inferior to humans. While Antony’s theological 

system certainly allows for angelic spiritual regression, he never actually depicts negative 

moral movement in angels outside of his recounting of the primordial fall. This means 

that no non-human rational being expected to minister to humans fails to do so admirably 

in Antony’s writings. For, as Antony argues, angels are always “eager to cultivate us (nos 

excolere festinant)”13 This is a stark contrast from Origen’s writings in which some 

angels are portrayed as disobedient, evil, or inattentive in the present, and yet still distinct 

from demons.14 Correspondingly, Antony does not seem to allow for the possibility of 

demons progressing toward reunification with God. Rather, as Rubenson has observed, 

Antony believes that demons are “destined to perdition.”15 Taken together, these two 

aspects of Antony’s thought function to restrict the moral mobility of non-human rational 

beings: demons are bad and can’t better; angels are good and can’t be worse (than 

humans at least).  

This restriction of angelic moral mobility accounts for some, although not all, of the 

differences between Antony’s and Origen’s understanding of angelic benefaction. For 

example, whereas animative and eupathetic benefits are attested in Antony’s writings, 

                                                           
13 Antony, Letter 6.16 (PG 40.982). 

14 Origen, CCels 8.15 (SC 150, 208); HomLc 12.4; cf. 35.3 (SC 87, 200–02; 414–16). 

15 Antony, Letter 6.19–20 (PG 40.982). The implication in this passage is that demons envy humans 

because humans can progress and demons cannot. See Rubenson’s discussion in Letters of St. Antony, 86–

88. 
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pistic and nutritive benefits are not. At least two reasons explain the absence of these 

latter two. First, given the increased moral stability of angels in the Letters, and more 

specifically their incapacity to be morally inferior to humans, it follows that angels would 

have no need to look to humans as moral exemplars in the service of cultivating the 

πίστις or γνῶσις constitutive of pistic benefaction. And second, the assumption of a 

rational being’s need for ‘spiritual food’ is not present in Antony’s Letters. Accordingly, 

unlike Origen, Antony does not view feeding, feasting, nourishment, or any other 

alimentary-type activity—metaphorical or otherwise—as a mechanism by which rational 

beings spiritually develop. Consequently, one might expect nutritive benefaction and its 

attendant metaphor of ‘ingestion’ to be missing from the Letters. This demonstrates that 

an author’s preferred mode for speaking about spiritual development also tends to inform 

discourse regarding angelic benefaction.  

Antony, also presents one novel form of benefaction, what I refer to as “reposeful” 

benefits, meaning those constitutive of the experience of rest. This class of benefaction 

will be attended to in more detail below. As in the writings of Origen, all types of 

benefits are accrued as a consequence of angelic involvement in human ascetic efforts, 

differ with respect to the timeline and mechanics of their conferral, and are informed by 

biblical and philosophical traditions. For Antony, the primary large scale conceptual 

paradigm within which spiritual development and all angelic benefaction is framed is the 

metaphor of sacrifice. It will be helpful at this point, therefore, to briefly discuss 

Antony’s conception of sacrifice and its relation askesis and angels. 
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3.2.2 Sacrifice, Askesis, and Angelic Benefaction 

Antony’s rhetoric of angelic benefaction relies primarily upon Rom 12:1: “present 

your bodies as a living sacrifice, holy and acceptable to God.” Consistent with the 

allegorization of sacrifice in the Alexandrian exegetical tradition,16 Antony thus regularly 

exhorts his fellow monks to offer themselves us “as a sacrifice to God.”17 In some 

passages, this sacrifice is equated to ascetic persons themselves. In Letter 6 he writes:  

Lift up the body you have put on and make it an altar, placing on it every one of 

your thoughts, and surrender every evil consideration before God, and lift up the 

hands of your heart to him, the author of understanding, and beseech God that he 

give you the great unseen fire, which descends from heaven and consumes the 

altar and everything on it.18  

 

In this passage, the ascetic individual’s body and thoughts are the sacrificial offering 

consumed by fire. Antony also associates sacrifice more broadly with human ascetic 

efforts, so called “good works” like prayer, and the restriction of sleep.19 Elsewhere he 

predicates the offering of this sacrifice upon personal sanctity and possessing “a 

knowledgeable heart and discerning spirit.”20 In one place, sacrifice is contingent upon 

cleansing one’s “spiritual essence (sensualem exstantiam)” and the performance of 

                                                           
16Jean Laporte, “Sacrifice in Origen in Light of Philonic Models,” 250–76. On the reception of Philo in 

Christian Alexandria more broadly see Justin Rogers, Didymus the Blind and the Alexandria Christian 

Reception of Philo (Studia Philonica Monographs 8; Atlanta: SBL Press, 2017). 

17 See for example, Antony, Letter 6.83, 93, 73–77; 7.52 (PG 40.984–85). 

18 Antony, Letter 6.73–75. (PG 40.985). 

19 Antony, Letter 5.7, 14; 6.95–96 (PG 40.985, 995). In 5.7, for example, Antony writes: “Do not rest your 

eyes, nor give sleep to your eyelids, so that you may offer yourselves as a sacrifice to God in all holiness.” 

20 Antony, Letter 5.7; 6.29, 83, 93 (PG 40.982–84, 994). 
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religious rituals, like baptism.21 Cultivating knowledge of the self, God, and his 

“dispensations,” all of which imply devout worship through personal purification, are 

also cited.22 This is merely to say that the sacrifice offered to God comprises both ascetic 

labors and the ascetically formed self: the act and products of askesis. 

Antony does not make explicit by what mechanism angels actually interact with the 

sacrificial offering. Whereas the sacrifice of askesis is ingested by angels in Origen’s 

writings, the language of alimentation does not appear in the Letters, indicating that 

Antony did not view sacrificial benefaction as analogous to the literal consumption of 

sacrifice by demons. Furthermore, the pervasive metaphor of sacrifice in the Letters 

results in a much more pronounced economic rationale to angelic ministration: sacrificial 

askesis is payment to God for angelic aid (i.e. “do ut des,” or “I give so that you might 

give”).23 Correspondingly, and in contrast to Origen, Antony never depicts divine aids as 

automatically assigned to humans at the time of their birth. Rather, the angel-human 

relationship, as Muehlberger has observed, is best characterized by “a cycle of 

abandonment and attachment,” according to which angels minster to humans only insofar 

                                                           
21 Antony, Letter 7.58 (PG 40.991). On the linguistic variations of the same phrase, see Rubenson, Letters 

of St. Antony, 61, footnote 7.  

22Antony, Letter 3.2, 38; 4.15–16 (PG 40.995, 998; Winstedt, “The Original Text,” 544). On the concept of 

time in Antony’s Letters, see Rubenson, Letters of St. Antony, 81–86. 

23 For more on the reciprocity of exchange between human and divine beings in the ancient Mediterranean 

world, see Clifford Ando, The Matter of the Gods: Religion and the Roman Empire (The Transformation of 

the Classical Heritage, 44; Berkeley: University of California Press, 2008), 5–7; Georg Luck, Arcana 

Mundi: Magic and the Occult in the Greek and Roman Worlds (Baltimore: Johns Hopkins University Press, 

1985, 2006), 479; James B. Rives, Religion in the Roman Empire (Malden, MA: Blackwell, 2007), 13, 23; 

Jörg Rüpke, Religion of the Romans (Cambridge, UK/Malden, MA: Polity Press, 2007, originally published 

in German 2001), 149; Valerie M. Warrior, Roman Religion (Cambridge Introduction to Religion; 

Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 2006), 6. 
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as the latter are vigilant in their labors.24 Should ascetics neglect the sacrificial offering of 

their spiritual disciplines, angels depart and the ascetic becomes vulnerable to evil 

spirits.25 When the ascetic returns to his or her askesis, God allows the angels to return to 

their ministration, 26 which seems to imply a more symbiotic rather than indirect kind of 

aid.27 Muehlberger further explains: “Antony encouraged them all (i.e. monks) to try to 

gain this power by figuratively sacrificing themselves through deeds of concentration and 

renunciation, acts that would purify body and thus mind to receive and maintain the 

presence of this power.”28 The monks however, were not the only ones to derive profit 

from this relationship. And Antony’s discussion of animative and reposeful benefits in 

particular reflects the manner in which the discourse of angelic benefaction evolved to 

accommodate Antony’s preference for more morally stable angels.  

3.2.3 Animative Benefits  

Like Origen, Antony believes that angels may be aroused to personally beneficial 

activity through their interactions with ascetically-engaged humans. Several passages 

depict this animative response. In Letter 5 Antony writes that human progress in virtue 

“generates eagerness (alacritas) in the ministry of angels” and “arouses (alacritatem 

                                                           
24 Muehlberger, Angels in Late Ancient Christiantiy, 102. 

25 Antony, Letter 1.43 (PG 40.979). 

26 This does not seem to be the case always, however. In Letters 6.16, Antony argues that divine aids are 

even “eager to cultivate us” even “in the time of our negligence.” 

27 Bronstein, Mutualism, 10. 

28 Muehlberger, Angels in Late Ancient Christiantiy, 104. 
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praebet) the assembly of the saints,”29 causing them to “offer many prayers (utuntur 

prece multa).”30 Elsewhere he states that the sacrifice of askesis makes angels “zealous 

[i.e. provides alacritatem animorum] so that they help us in the season of our trials.”31 In 

one place, humans are encouraged by Antony to “arouse (praebete) the power that assists 

you” through their ascetic efforts.32 The language of arousal and increased zeal, 

readiness, and devotion highlights the disparity between a more static and dynamic 

angelic ministration. Antony, therefore, predicates the fullest expression of angelic aid 

upon human virtue in this “facultative” mutualism.33 

As stated previously, however, Antony both relies on and departs from Origen’s 

assumptions as to why this animative experience is beneficial to angels. First, recall that 

Antony inherited Origen’s understanding of both the ontological differentiation of 

rational beings according to merit and their potential for increased noetic unity with God 

through the appropriate exercise of will. Because angels are portrayed as exclusively 

tasked with ministering to humans in Antony’s letters, one means by which they are 

understood to progress is through the observance of these duties. Antony agrees with 

Origen in this respect.  

                                                           
29 As previously stated, Antony also refers to angels as “saints,” “spirits,” “helpers” and “powers.” 

30 Antony, Letter 5.13 (PG 40.995). 

31 Antony, Letter 6.16 (PG 40.982). 

32 Antony, Letter 6.83 (PG 40.985). 

33 The term “facultiative“ designates mutualistic relationships in which each species performs better in the 

partner’s presence but also experiences some success without it. See Bronstein, Mutualism, 10. 
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On the other hand, Antony also restricts the moral mobility of angels, limiting the 

degree to which they can actually neglect their responsibilities: angels cannot be morally 

inferior to humans. The implications of this are twofold. First, in contrast to Origen, 

Antony does not believe that angelic animation is beneficial because it curtails angelic 

inclination to moral laxity or because is constitutes a means by which negligent angels 

avoid censure or punishment from God. Rather, Antony depicts the arousal of angelic 

effort as a prerequisite to the accomplishment of duties that angels already desire to 

perform, but are unable to on account of human immorality. For, as Antony argues, an 

angel “does not enter a soul with an impure heart, nor a sinful body.”34 Correspondingly, 

Antony does not think that animation—or more specifically, the arousal to alacritas (i.e. 

“liveliness,” “ardor,” “eagerness”)—also necessarily makes angels better at their job.35 

While subtle, this distinction is important because it demonstrates that for Antony, 

angels, being less morally mobile and thus unable to ‘slack off,’ are already operating at 

full capacity with respect to their potential and desire to help. They are merely restrained 

from doing so by God. Simply put, therefore, animation does not keep angels from being 

bad, punished, and more expert ministrants, it allows them to be good, blessed, and 

execute their expertise.   

3.2.4 Reposeful Benefits  

Antony’s preference for more morally stable angels is also reflected in a novel 

class of benefits in his writings, what I refer to as reposeful benefits, meaning those 

                                                           
34 Antony, Letter 4.14 (Winstedt, “The Original Text,” 543). Antony is citing Sap 1:4–5 here. For variations 

of this passage see Rubenson, Letters of St. Antony, 28.  

35 Antony, Letter 5.13 (PG 40.995). 
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constitutive of the experience of rest (Greek: ἀνάπαυσις; Coptic: ⲙⲧⲟⲛ; Latin: requies). 

Antony writes, for example, that sacrificial askesis “provide(s) rest (reficietis) to the 

saints” and that “our salvation and glory provides joy and rest (requiem) to all of them.”36 

While the notion of rest ostensibly implies merely the cessation of labor or conflict, 

Antony understands the term to have a more robust connotation, and one which reflects 

his discomfort with negative moral movement in angels. Before addressing the 

relationship between reposeful benefaction and angelic spiritual regression however, it 

will be helpful to first discuss the scriptural and philosophical origins of Antony’s 

understanding of “rest.” 

The scriptural referent for the concept of rest in Antony’s writings seems to be 

Mt. 11:28–29: “Come to me, all you that are weary and are carrying heavy burdens, and I 

will give you rest (ἀναπαύσω). Take my yoke upon you, and learn from me…and you 

will find rest (ἀνάπαυσιν) for your souls.” The concept of rest, however, has a much more 

capacious meaning when understood in light of Antony’s indebtedness to the Greek 

philosophical tradition, and more specifically, to the Platonic notion of “stability.” 37 As 

Michael Williams has argued, “stability,” expressed lexically in words like ἀνάπαυσις, 

ἀσάλευτος, ἡσυχία, ἠρεμία, γαλήνη, and εἰρήνη, refers to “that which transcends 

movement or change, that which belongs to the Platonic realm of the immutable.”38 

                                                           
36 Antony, Letter 5.8–9; 6.98–99 (PG 40.986, 994). 

37 Rubenson notes the conceptual link between ἀνάπαυσις (Coptic: mton) and stability in Letters of St. 

Antony, 84, footnote 7. 

38 Michael Willliams, The Immovable Race: A Gnostic Designation and the Theme of Stability in Late 

Antiquity (Leiden: Brill, 1985), 14; Jan Helderman, Die Anapausis im Evangelium Veritatis: Eine 

vergleichende Untersuchung des valentinianisch-gnostischen Heilsgutes der Ruhe im Evangelium Veritatis 

und in anderen Schriften der Nag Hammadi-Bibliothek (NHS 18; Leiden: Brill, 1984), 48–50. 
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Within the Platonic tradition, unity and stability constitute the highest level of being, 

whereas diversity, which is the result of movement, implies disintegration, disorder, and 

volatility.39 Philo, Plotinus, and Plutarch, for example, employ language of stability to 

describe the state of conformity to the condition of the intelligible realm, where gods 

dwell.40 Philo, Clement of Alexandria, Origen, and Athanasius, among others, predicate 

this state of rest and stability to human persons, such as the saints, prophets, and ascetics, 

who have overcome the passions, possess true gnosis, and have cultivated the image of 

God within themselves.41  

Following in this tradition, Antony argues in Letter 1 that the rest (requies) of the 

soul is “to remain with God, who is its peace (pax),” a state of being which is only fully 

possible when, as Rubenson has observed, one is “liberated from the restraint of 

corporeal life.”42 Rest and peace also imply true knowledge of the self and of God, which 

is attained through the spirit of adoption.43 Only those who know themselves, writes 

                                                           
39 Rubenson, Letters of St. Antony, 62–68. 

40 Philo, Vit. Mos. 1.158f; 2.14f, 124; Fug. 174; Plotinus, Enn. 4.3.15, 19–23; Plutarch, Pericl. 39.3. In the 

latter passage, Plutarch agrees that the gods “live a firm and immovable abode.” What he takes issue with is 

the susceptibility of the gods to the passions. See Plutarch, Quomodo adolescens poetas audire debeat 20E 

and Williams, Immovable Race, 16–17. The author of Hebrews likewise refers to the “unmoved 

(ἀσάλευτος) kingdom” (Heb. 12:25–28). 

41 Williams, Immovable Race, 25–33, 76f., 127–29, 138–40, 142f., 157, 171 and  Helderman, Die 

Anapausis, 51–65, 337–44. See for several examples, Philo, Somn, 1.158; Post. 18–19; 21–31; Leg all. 

2.90; 3.44; Clement, Paed 1.6.29; 1.13.102; Origen, ExMart 47; HomJer 5.13; 8.6; 14.14; 15.2; 16.4; 20.3; 

Athanasius, Life of Antony 14, 22, 26, 28, 39, 51, 67. Rubenson notes the eschatological connotation of the 

term in Antony’s writings. See Rubenson, Letters of St. Antony, 84. 

42 Antony, Letter 1.45; 6.16, 83, 84, 98, 99 (PG 40.979, 982, 985); Acts 3:19–20; Heb 11:39–40. Rubenson 

argues, “In accordance with Platonic thought Antony in his letter regards unity as the equivalent of stability 

and peace” See Letters of St. Antony, 66. 

43 Rubenson, Letters of St. Antony, 84. 
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Antony in Letter 4, “can stand straight and immovable” (ⲁⲩϭⲙϭⲟⲙ ⲛⲧⲁϩⲟⲟⲩ ⲉⲣⲁⲧⲟⲩ 

ⲛⲥⲉⲕⲓⲙ).”44 These “movements (κινήσεις)” experienced by rational beings are not 

inherently detrimental, but when uncontrolled or wrongly directed, they become passions 

(πάθη), which lead one away from God.45 For Antony therefore, angels enjoy true rest in 

the eschaton, when they are united to the “immovable (ⲁⲧⲕⲓⲙ)” God, along with those 

humans whom they have helped overcome the passionate movements of the body.46 It is 

only at this point that they truly imitate the divine stasis.  

The relationship between reposeful benefaction and negative moral mobility in 

angels comes fully into view in Antony’s discussion of the reasons for which angels are 

currently restless. For Antony, angels lack rest not because of their own moral 

transgressions or wayward “movements (κινήσεις),” but because of human sin: humans 

are the authors of angelic restlessness. This is persistently emphasized in Antony’s 

writings. In Letter 5 Antony writes that, “because of us none of them [i.e. angels] has yet 

attained rest (requiem).”47 In Letter 6 he adds: “because of us they have not yet taken rest 

(requieverunt)” and “our negligence, humiliation, and external agitation is not only 

damaging to us, but it is also labor (labor) to the angels and all the holy ones of Jesus 

Christ.” 48  

                                                           
44 Antony, Letter 4.16 (Winstedt, “The Original Text,” 544). 

45 Rubenson, Letters of St. Antony, 66–67. 

46 Antony, Letter 1.35–78; 4.17 (PG 40.979–81; Winstedt, “The Original Text,” 544). For various natural 

and unnatural movements see the entirety of Letter 1. 

47 Antony, Letter 5.8–9 (PG 40.994). 

48 Antony, Letter 6.98–99 (PG 40.985–86). 
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To be clear, both Origen and Antony believe that angels currently fall short of 

their spiritual telos because of their own primordial misuse of agency. Furthermore, 

Origen, like Antony, also correlates angelic imperfection to human sin.49 Antony, 

however, never attributes angelic imperfection to angelic agency in the present, whereas 

Origen does. The result is that for Antony, angelic benefaction remediates only either 

past angelic offenses or the consequences of present human sins on angels. Put another 

way, Antony’s discomfort with negative moral movement in angels is reflected in his 

belief that while human-angel interaction in ascetic contexts may help angels become 

better, this is not because they are currently bad or because they are likely to become 

worse. It is only because they previously made bad choices or that humans currently 

make choices which affect them negatively (i.e. deny them “rest”). Angels therefore, are 

potentially mutable, but stably moral. The following chart concisely represents the 

primary distinctions between Origen’s and Antony’s assumptions relating to angels and 

angelic benefaction.  

Table 2: Origen, Antony, and Angelic Benefaction 

Author Positive Moral 

Mobility Possible in 

Present 

Negative Moral 

Mobility Possible in 

Present 

Benefaction 

Origen Yes Yes Remediates  

• Primordial angel 

offenses 

• Present angel offenses  

• Effects of human sin on 

angels 

Antony Yes No Remediates  

• Primordial angel 

offenses 

                                                           
49 Origen’s discussion of eupathetic benefaction, for instance, reflects his understanding that human 

immorality compromises the eupathetic experience (and therefore godlikeness) of otherwise good angels. 
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• Effects of human sin on 

angels 

 

3.3 Ammonas  

Following his death, much of Antony’s intellectual legacy lived on in the writings 

of Ammonas (ca. 294–357 C.E.). Ammonas was Antony’s student and likely succeeded 

him as leader of the monastic community at Pispir.50 Fourteen letters attributed to 

Ammonas survive, all of which were composed in Greek but are best preserved in 

Syriac.51 These letters are addressed to persons both near and afar who were endeavoring 

to live ascetically-engaged lives. They contain counsel and exhortation, much of which is 

consistent with the writings of his predecessors and contemporaries.52 They also contain 

ample depictions of mutually beneficial human-angel interactions. 

                                                           
50 William Harmless, Desert Christians: An Introduction to the Literature of Early Monasticism (Oxford: 

Oxford University Press, 2004), 82. On the relationship of Antony and Ammonas see also Samuel 

Rubenson, “Antony and Ammonas. Conflicting or Common Tradition in Early Egyptian Monasticism,” in 

Bibel, Byzanz und Christlicher Orient. Festschrift für Stephan Gerö zum 65. Geburtstag (OLA 187), ed. D. 

Bumazhnov et al. (Leuven: Brill, 2011), 185–20  

51 For Greek, see François Nau, Ammonas, successeur de Saint Antoine: Textes grecs et syriaques, PO 11.4 

(Paris: Firmin-Didot, 1915), 393–95. For Syriac see Michael Kmosko, Ammonii eremitae episolae, PO 10.6 

(Paris: Firmin-Didot, 1915), 563–66. See also Derwas J. Chitty (trans.) and Sebastian Brock, The Letters of 

Ammonas, Sucessor of St. Antony (Oxford: SLG, 1979); and Franz Klejna, “Antonius und Ammonas: Eine 

Untersuchung über Herkunft und Eigenart der ältesten Mönchsbriefe,” Zeitschrift für katholische Theologie 

62 (1938), 309–48. Brakke dates the letters between 350 and 375. See David Brakke, “The Making of 

Monastic Demonology: Three Ascetic Teachers on Withdrawal and Resistance” CH 70 (2001), 32. All 

translations are mine in consultation with Chitty and Brock. 

52 David Brakke, “The Making of Monastic Demonology,” 19–48; Muehlberger, Angels in Late Ancient 

Christiantiy, 106–10; Samuel Rubenson, “Wisdom, Paraenesis and the Roots of Monasticism” in Early 

Christian Paraenesis in Context (Beihefte zur Zeitschrift für die neutestamentliche Wissenschaft und die 

Kunde der älteren Kirche ; Bd. 125), ed. James Starr and Troels Engberg (Berlin: Walter de Gruyter, 2004), 

521–34. 
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3.3.1 Ammonas on Angels  

Several elements of Ammonas’ Letters betray his indebtedness to Antony’s teachings 

about angels. First, Ammonas characterizes human-angel relations as a pattern of 

connection and separation according to which the fullest expression of angelic aid is 

contingent upon human ascetic effort.53 A divine aid, therefore, “does not cleave to just 

any soul but only those which are purified of every passion; for it is holy, and cannot 

accompany an impure soul,” a relationship which appears to entail intimiate integration 

between the two species.54 The consequence of this is that only very “few monks or 

virgins” may enjoy the companionship of angels.55 In this respect, argues Muehlberger, 

“Ammonas’ letters placed more responsibility on the ascetic for acquiring this divine 

helper than had Antony.”56 Second, Ammonas also conceptualizes angelic benefaction 

primarily within the framework of sacrifice. Ascetic labor is described as “fruit” and a as 

“pleasant smell,” 57 which is a likely reference to 2 Cor. 2:15: “For we are the sweet savor 

(εὐωδία) of Christ to God among those who are being saved.” Elsewhere, alluding to Ps. 

66:13, Ammonas equates ascetic efforts to “burnt offerings.”58 In Letter 3 the sacrificial 

                                                           
53 Ammonas, Letter 9 (PO 10.6:589–93). Muehlberger makes a similar argument but with regard to angels 

in Antony’s writings. See Angels in Late Ancient Christiantiy, 102.  

54 Ammonas, Letter 13.1 (PO 10.6:608); Bronstein, Mutualism, 10. 

55 Ammonas, Letter 2.1 (PO 10.6:571). 

56 Muehlberger, Angels in Late Ancient Christiantiy, 108. 

57 Ammonas, Letter 2.1 (PO 10.6:570). 

58 Ammonas, Letter 13.9 (PO 10.6:613). 
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offering is understood to be the ascetic body itself, made “satisfactory” through striving 

against the “spirit of pride.”59  

Ammonas, however, also departs from Antony’s teachings about angels in two 

significant ways. First, he further restricts the moral mobility of angels, denying them the 

capacity for both positive and negative moral movement. Angels, in other words, become 

fully static and categorically holy.60 This is perhaps the reason for which it is so much 

more difficult to secure their aid. Moreover, unlike in Antony’s writings, there is no 

discernable theological narrative about the salvation non-human rational beings in 

Ammonas’ letters. Consequently, the assumption that such beings possess a yet 

unrealized telos or potential for growth in any form (moral or ontological) is not present. 

Similarly absent are any references to a hierarchy of angelic beings or language gesturing 

toward the idea that angels differ from one another in accordance with their individual 

merit, knowledge, or degree of spiritual development.61 All non-human rational beings 

expected to minister to humans, therefore, do so admirably in Ammonas’ writings, 

meaning that there are no inattentive, negligent, or bad angels. All angles are good and all 

angels stay good. 

                                                           
59 Ammonas, Letter 3.3 (PO 10.6:574–76). 

60 Ammonas, Letter 13.2 (PO 10.6:608–09). Ammonas talks about different spirits in this passage: spirits of 

truth, penitence, peace, and the “Holy Spirit.”  

61 In Letter 7.1, Ammonas mentions angels, principalities, and powers, but not in a way that suggests a 

gradation among them. The passage reads: “Immediately he (Paul) saw the ladder, and on it angels 

ascending and descending….And after the blessed Paul witnesses these, he stood firm, and loudly 

declared…’Neither angels nor principalities nor powers nor height nor depth nor any other creature will be 

able to separate me from the love of God’” (PO 10.6:584). Similar rhetoric can be found in Ammonas 

Fragment 2;  Bernadette McNary-Zak, Useful Servanthood: A Study of Spiritual Formation in the Writings 

of Abba Ammonas (Collegeville: Liturgical Press, 2010), 153–54. 
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Ammonas also further restricts the types of benefits available to angels; nutritive, 

pistic, reposeful, and animative benefits do not appear in the Letters. Several reasons may 

account for this. As in Antony’s writings, the metaphor of alimentation is not operative in 

Ammonas’ discussion of spiritual development, hence the absence of nutritive benefits. 

Second, following Antony, the moral stability of angels in Ammonas’ thought precludes 

the necessity of them looking to humans as moral exemplars in the service of cultivating 

the πίστις or γνῶσις constitutive of pistic benefaction. And third, as Rowan Williams has 

observed, there is “little or no trace of any philosophical idiom” in Ammonas’ writings.62 

Consequently, one should not expect to see forms of angelic benefaction, such as 

reposeful benefits, which are informed principally by late ancient philosophical concepts. 

In this sense, it is abundantly clear that an author’s choice of intertexts is one of the 

primary factors influencing the evolution of discourse on angelic benefaction.  

Finally, Ammonas likewise does not allow for the possibility of animative 

benefaction. And while he certainly portrays angelic ministration as a response ascetic 

labor, it is not understood to be beneficial in se to angels. In other words, angels helping 

humans does not contribute to a more ideal state of being for angels. The primary reason 

for this is that, unlike Origen and Antony, Ammonas does not believe that angels may 

spiritually progress in accordance with the appropriate exercise of their will.63 

Additionally, in contrast to his predecessors, Ammonas never employs language of 

                                                           
62 Rowan Williams, Faith and Experience in Early Monasticism: New Perspectives on the Letters of 

Ammonas (Akademische Reden und Kolloquien der Friedrich-Alexander-Universitdt Erlangen Number g, 

Bd. 20; Erlangen-Nurnberg, 2002), 27. 

63 The notion of noetic union never appears in Ammonas’ letters, nor is there any indication of an 

ontologically bridgeable gap between God and other rational beings. 
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arousal in his portrayal of angelic ministration. Certainly, humans are told to “acquire,” 

“encourage,” “pursue,” “accept,” and “obtain” in themselves divine helpers, but 

vocabulary indicative of the zeal, energy, desire, and incitement of the angels themselves 

is entirely absent.64 Human virtue, therefore, allows angels to minister to humans, but 

ministering to humans does not gain angels God’s approval, curtail his wrath, or 

generally contribute to their ontological or moral progression.  

That angelic ministration does not directly facilitate angelic spiritual development, 

however, is not to say that angels cannot benefit in other ways from their involvement in 

the lives of human ascetics. Ammonas’ unique contribution to the development of 

discourse on angelic benefaction lies in his novel formulation of eupathetic benefaction, 

in that he appropriates a tradition of rhetoric for speaking about angelic eupathy, albeit 

within a theological paradigm which denies angels the capacity for moral movement. The 

consequence is that Ammonas depicts angelic eupathy not as somehow remediating 

deficiency in angels but as contributing to the maintenance of an ideal state they already 

possess. 

3.3.2 Eupathetic Benefits  

Ammonas adopts elements of Antony’s rhetoric in his discussion eupathetic 

benefaction. In Letter 2, for example, Ammonas predicates the angelic experience of joy 

upon the sacrificial offering that is human spiritual development, saying:  

If any person love the Lord with his entire heart, soul, and strength, he will attain 

reverance, and reverance will generate in him lamentation, and lamentation joy, 

and joy will generate might, and through all this the soul will be fruitful. And 

when God sees its fruit so delightful, He will receive it as a pleasant smell, and 

                                                           
64 Ammonas, Letter 2.1–2; 3.1–4; 8.1; 9.1 (PO 10.6:570–77; 586–89). 
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will rejoice with that soul, with his angels, and will give it a guardian to watch 

over it in its path.65 

In Letter 7, he similarly writes: “Plead unceasingly, even night and day, to receive the 

blessings of my fathers, that the angelic hosts rejoice over you in all things.”66 The 

blessings of the fathers to which he refers in this passage here comprise at least the results 

of diligent ascetic labor.67 As to the timeline of eupathetic benefaction, Ammonas says 

very little. Ostensibly, angels rejoice concurrent with their ministration to humans as 

opposed to in the eschaton. Like Antony, Ammonas is also silent regarding the precise 

mechanism whereby angels interact with the joy-producing offering of askesis.68   

In order to understand in what sense this joy is beneficial to angels, one must first 

understand the distinction between human and angelic experiences of joy in Ammonas’ 

writings. In the lives of humans, joy is experienced in progressive stages as one 

spiritually matures; the more spiritually developed one is, the more full one’s joy. In 

Letter 9, Ammonas explains, “At the beginning of spiritual labor, the Holy Spirit grants 

joy to people when it oberserves their heart growing in purity.”69 After a short while, 

however, the Spirit then “departs and adandons them…until it is certain that they will 

continune seeking it.”70 If ascetics remain diligent in seeking God during this period of 

                                                           
65 Ammonas, Letter 2.1 (PO 10.6:570). 

66 Ammonas, Letter 7.2 (PO 10.6:585). He talks about the process of praying for this more in Letter 8 (PO 

10.6:586–88). 

67 Ammonas, Letter 7.1–2 (PO 10.6:584–86). 

68 In Ammonas, Letter 2 (above), God seems to instigate the eupatheitc experience, whereas in Letter 7, 

God is not mentioned. 

69 Ammonas, Letter 9.4 (PO 10.6:592). 

70 Ammonas, Letter 9.4 (PO 10.6:592–93). 
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despondency, “God in his grace will grant them a superior joy to the first.”71 Most 

humans, however, will not experience a fullness of this joy until after death, when they 

reside among the “mansions of the angels” with members of the “church of the first 

born.”72 Those who do experience this joy in mortality, live as angels, which is to say, “as 

humans already carried away to the kingdom even while remaining in the body.”73 

By way of contrast, for angels the experience of joy does not imply maturation or 

progression toward a more ideal state of being. Several reasons account for this. First, 

unlike Origen and Antony, Ammonas does not predicate the experience of angelic joy in 

the fullest sense upon the eschatological union of rational beings. Consequently, angelic 

eupathy does not foreshadow or contribute the reprisal of an unrealized telos understood 

in terms of a collective subjectivity. Second, Ammonas understands joy as constitutive of 

angelic life, or more specifically, he believes that joyful are those who reside among the 

“mansions of the angels.”74 In this sense, Ammonas’ understanding of angelic joy mirrors 

Origen’s understanding of God’s joy. According to Origen, God’s joy is a state or 

disposition—as opposed to a transitory sensation—whose permanence is contingent upon 

his perfection. For this reason, God “always” abides in joy and is engaged in “continuous 

celebration.”75 Consequently, unlike Ammonas’ predecessors, Ammonas never depicts 

                                                           
71 Ammonas, Letter 9.5 (PO 10.6:593). 

72 Ammonas, Letter 1.2 (PO 10.6:569) 

73 Ammonas, Letter 8.1 (PO 10.6:587).; cf. Letter 10 (PO 10.6:594–98). 

74 Ammonas, Letter 1.2 (PO 10.6:569). 

75 Origen, HomNum 23.2.6; 23.11.3 (SC 461, 114–16; 142–44). 
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angels as unhappy. They do not grieve, lament, sorrow, or become vexed at the moral 

failings of their human counterparts or for any other reason: to be an angel is to be joyful.  

The positive emotional experience of angels therefore, does not constitute 

progression toward more ideal state of being (i.e. remediate angelic deficiency), it 

contributes to the maintenance of an already ideal one. Put another way, angelic joy does 

not increase because of humans; rather, angelic rejoicing over humans is framed as one 

instance of angels’ delight. The eupathetic response to human virtue, furnishes at least 

some of the eupathy constitutive of angelic life, of what it means to be an angel. The 

particularity in Ammonas’ portrayal of angelic eupathy reflects, on the one hand, his 

indebtedness to a tradition of speaking about angels as morally and ontologically fluid, 

and on the other, his commitment to the notion that angels provide a fixed and therefore 

reliable aspirational vision of what humanity may achieve through ascetic labor. The 

following chart concisely represents the primary distinctions between Origen’s, 

Antony’s, and Ammonas’ assumptions relating to angels and angelic benefaction.  

Table 3: Origen, Antony, Ammonas, and Angelic Benefaction 

Author Positive Moral 

Mobility Possible in 

Present 

Negative Moral 

Mobility Possible in 

Present 

Benefaction 

Origen Yes Yes Remediates  

• Primordial angel 

offenses 

• Present angel 

offenses  

• Effects of human sin 

on angels 

Antony Yes No Remediates  

• Primordial angel 

offenses 
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• Effects of human sin 

on angels 

Ammonas No No Maintains  

• Present angelic state 

 

3.4   Evagrius 

Evagrius lived in the semi-eremetical communities of Nitria and Kellia from 383 

to 399 and was schooled in the ascetic tradition of Origen, Antony, Ammonas, and 

Macarius of Egypt.76 While Evagrius certainly appropriates much of his predecessors’ 

discourse on angelic benefaction, he is unique in the degree to which he explicitly 

contradicts himself, demonstrating that by the end of the fourth century, the issue of 

angelic moral mobility, as well as the human capacity to benefit angels, was a matter of 

significant tension in Egyptian ascetic literature. Accordingly, while Evagrius’ substantial 

literary corpus reflects his commitment to the notion of morally mobile angels and inter-

species benefaction, his attempts to represent angels as stable and self-sufficient beings 

are also readily apparent. The following sections therefore, will address Evagrius’ views 

on angelic mobility and stability respectively, as well how these contrasting views inform 

his discussion of angelic benefaction.   

                                                           
76 Evagrius mentions most frequently his association with Macarius (ca. 300–390) and his intellectual debt 

to the man is revealed in their shared beliefs regarding the necessity of angels for human spiritual 

development and the pattern of connection and separation that characterized this inter-species relationship. 

Unlike Evagrius, however, Macarius, did not share many of his predecessor’s assumptions about angelic 

benefaction. In fact, no angels are represented as receiving any discernable form of benefits as a 

consequence of their involvement in human ascetic efforts in Marcarius’ sole surviving letter. For this 

reason, Macarius’ writings are not addressed in this study. See Gabriel Bunge, “Évagre le Pontique et les 

deux Macarie” Irénikon 56 (1983), 215–17; Robert Sinckewicz, Evagrius of Pontus: The Greek Ascetic 

Corpus (New York; Oxford University Press, 2003), xviii–xix; Muehlberger, Angels in Late Ancient 

Christiantiy, 102, 110–112.  
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3.4.1 Angelic Mobility and Benefaction  

Evagrius generally shares Origen’s and Antony’s assumptions regarding the origin, 

fall, and destiny of rational beings.77 All rational beings were originally united to God, 

thereby possessing “essential knowledge (γνώσις οὐσιώδης)” of him, and subsequently 

fell away as a result of their negligence and pride.78 This fall, Evagrius calls “the 

Movement (κινήσις).” The destiny of all rational beings, including demons, is to return to 

the knowledge of and union with God, to reconstitute the assembly which Evagrius refers 

to as the “Unity (ἑνάδ).”79 

 Evagrius describes angels specifically as “God’s beneficent hand, through which he 

cares for the perceptible world.”80 In addition to holding stewardship over geographical 

                                                           
77 For a concise summary of Evagrius’ doctrine of the origin, fall, and destiny of rational beings see 

Sinkewicz, Evagrius of Pontus, xxxvii–xl. 

78 Evagrius, KG 1.89; 3.12, 15, 28, 49 (PO 28.58–59, 102–03, 108–09, 116–17); Eight Thoughts 8.11 (PG 

79.1153) and On Thoughts 14 (P. Géhin, A. et C. Guillaumont, Sources Chrétiennes 438. [Paris: Éditions 

de Cerf, 1998], 198–202); English translations of these two latter texts in this chapter are taken from 

Sinckewicz, Evagrius of Pontus, 66–90; 153–82). For more on Evagrius’ concept of substantial knowledge, 

see Julia Konstantinovsky, Evagrius Ponticus: The Making of a Gnostic (New York: Routledge, 2009), 62–

64. 

79 Luke Dysinger, “Exegesis and Spiritual Guidance in Evagrius Ponticus” Studia Patristica 46 (2010), 219 

ft. note 54. Dysinger observes: “Evagrius appears to have avoided ever stating openly that ‘all will be 

saved’. Instead, this teaching is implicit in his eschatological vision of the logikoi returning to their 

‘original state’.” KG 2.4 (PO 2861–63); Letter to Melania 29–30, 63 (W. Frankenberg [ed.], Euagrius 

Ponticus [Abhandlungen der Königlichen Gesellschaft der Wissenschaften zu Göttingen and Philologisch-

Historische Klasse, n.s. 13.2.; Berlin: WeidMannsche Buchhandlung, 1912], 618–619); (Gabriel Bunge, 

Briefe aus der Wüste [Sophia 24; Trier: Paulinus-Verlag, 1986], 313–314, 326); (Gösta Vitestam, Seconde 

partie du traité, qui passe sous le nom de “La grande lettre d'Évagre le pontique à Mélanie l'Ancienne” 

[Scripta minora Regiae Societas Humaniorum Litterarum Lundensis 3; Lund; Gleerup, 1964], 27–28). 

80 Evagrius, S-Ps. 16.7 (PG 12.1221); S-Prov. 7 (P. Géhin, Scholies aux Proverbes, Sources Chrétiennes 

340 [Paris: Éditions de Cerf, 1980], 96; S-Job 2 (Ursula and Dieter Hagedorn, Die älteren griechischen 

Katenen zum Buch Hiob, Patristische Texte und Studien 40, 48, 53, 59 [Berlin: W. de Gruyter, 1994–2004], 

24; KG 4.7 (PO 28.138–39);. For more on the role of angels in Evagrius, see Jason Scully, “Angelic 

Pneumatology in the Egyptian Desert: The Role of the Angels and the Holy Spirit in Evagrian Asceticism” 

JECS 19.2 (2011), 287–305. 
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regions of the earth, angels are assigned to humans in their youth and may be gained or 

lost in accordance with human spiritual labor and development.81 Those who adopt an 

ascetic life are said to enjoy the “community of angels” and in Scholia on Proverbs 

Evagrius says that an “abundance of knowledge and wisdom procures for us many 

angels; but the wicked person is separated even from the angel he was given as a child.”82 

Angels are also equipped with knowledge proper to the fulfillment of their specific 

responsibilities. The utility of this knowledge, Evagrius argues, is that it “can incline 

rational souls [i.e.human souls] from vice to virtue, and from ignorance to knowledge of 

God.”83 

Evagrius similarly portrays angels as possessing the capacity for positive and 

negative moral movement, at least in theory. As in the writings of Origen, a consistent 

theme throughout Evagrius’ works is that angels are divided hierarchically and may 

progress or regress in proportion to their knowledge and in accordance with their exercise 

of will.84 In Scholia on Ecclesiastes he argues that role of free will is to “impel one to 

virtue, and thereby to be deemed worthy of the knowledge that makes one an angel, 

archangel, throne, or dominion; or to turn one to vice, thereby fulfilling the ignorance that 

                                                           
81 For more on the hierarchy of being in Evagrian thought see, Scully, “Angelic Pneumatology,” 301–05. 

See also Robert Grant, “Chains of Being in Early Christianity,” in Myths and Symbols: Studies in Honor of 

Mircea Eliade, ed. Joseph M. Kitagawa and Charles H. Long (Chicago: University of Chicago Press, 

1969), 275–89. 

82 Evagrius, KG 4.74 (PO 28.168–69); S-Prov. 189 (SC 340, 282–84); cf. On Thoughts 4 (SC 438, 164). 

83 Evagrius, KG 6.24 (PO 28.226–27); cf. Letter 56.2 (Frankenberg, Evagrius Ponticus, 604-05). 

84 See for example, Evagrius, Foundations 9 (PG 40.1261); Skemmata 1.30 (J. Muyldermans, 

Evagriana: Extrait de la revue Le Museon 44, augmenté de: Nouveaux fragments grecs inédits [Paris: Paul 

Geuthner, 1931], 369–83. 
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makes one a demon, Satan, or another worldly ruler of darkness.”85 Knowledge in this 

passage, which implies participation in the being of God,86 is what primarily 

distinguishes different classes of rational beings. As these beings grow in knowledge, 

they also ascend the ontological ladder towards more complete unity with God.87 

Evagrius elsewhere emphasizes this capacity for moral and ontological mobility saying 

that, “there is no angel incapable of wickedness and no demon evil by nature.”88 

Evagrius’ portrayal of eupathetic benefits, as well as a novel form of benefaction I refer 

to as “assistive” benefits, reflect this commitment to angelic moral mobility. 

3.4.1.1 Eupathetic Benefits  

Evagrius’ theological and rhetorical indebtedness to Origen is evident in the fact that  

Evagrius largely reproduces Origen’s thinking on the subject of eupathetic benefaction. 

Accordingly, he depicts angels as having positive emotional experiences as they minister 

to ascetically-engaged humans. In On Prayer, for example, he writes: “The holy angels 

encourage us in prayer and stand present with us, at the same time rejoicing (χαίροντες) 

and praying on our behalf.”89 Elsewhere, angels “rejoice (χαίρουσι)” as people “repent 

(μετανοοῦντες),” progress “from vice to virtue,” and “when evil diminishes” within 

                                                           
85 Evagrius, S-Ecc. 52 (P. Géhin, Scholies à l’Ecclésiaste, Sources Chrétiennes 397 [Paris: Éditions de Cerf, 

1993], 150); cf. Dogmatic Letter 16 (Frankenberg, Evagrius Ponticus, 620–35). Clarifying the distinction 

between and archangel and an angel. Evagrius writes in KG 5.4 (PO 28.176–77): “An archangel is the 

reasoning being which possesses logoi regarding providence and judgement, even of the angelic world… 

An angel is the reasoning being which possesses logoi regarding providence and judgement, even of the 

human world.”  

86 Konstantinovsky, Evagrius Ponticus, 62–64. 

87 On the ontological fluidity of angels in Evagrius’ thought, see Muehlberger, “Angel,” 117. 

88 Evagrius, Virgin 54 (PG 40.1284). 

89 Evagrius, On Prayer 81 (PG 79.1185). 
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them.90 Similar to Origen, Evagrius also alludes to Lk 15 to provide scriptural support for 

his understanding of angelic rejoicing.91  

Regarding the timeline and mechanics of eupathetic benefaction, Evagrius suggests 

that angels rejoice both concurrent to human ascetic labor and eschatologically. As 

intimated above, for instance, some rejoicing occurs as angels minster to humans 

symbiotically in the moment of prayer, whereas some is reserved for when angels and 

humans are “in heaven” together. Evagrius provides two reasons to account for this 

eupathetic response. First, angels are “lovers of virtue (εἰσιν ἀρετῆς… ἐρασταί),” a 

justification that is unique to his writings.92 And second, following Origen and Antony, 

Evagrius suggests that angels are emotionally invested in the spiritual maturation of 

humans. Consequently, whereas human successes lead to joy, human moral laxity 

detracts from their enjoyment. He explains, “If we are negliegent and dwell on impure 

thoughts, we greatly displease (παροξύνομεν) them, because they struggle so hard on our 

behalf.”93 In this passage, the emotional response of angels appears to be predicated upon 

                                                           
90 Evargius, Praktikos 76 (A. et C. Guillaumont, Texte, traduction, commentaire, tables, tome II,  Sources 

Chrétiennes 171 [Paris: Éditions de Cerf, 1971], 664).; S-Prov. 189, 341 (SC 340, 282–84; 430); cf. On 

Thoughts 4 (SC 438, 164); S-Ps. 12.3 (PG 12:1205). Evagrius also employs language of celebration, saying 

that virgins “observe festival with angels in heaven” and that the cultivation of humility prepares a person 

to “dance with the angels.” See Evagrius, Virgin 55 (PG 40.1285); Eight Thoughts 8.11 (PG 79.1153). 

91 See for example, Evagrius, S-Prov. 189, 341 (SC 340, 282–84; 430). He also assumes the close 

relationship between joy, festivals, and dancing that is reflected in numerous biblical passages. See 

Evagrius, Virgin 55 (PG 40.1285); Eight Thoughts 8.11 (PG 79.1153). 

92 Evagrius, S-Ps. 12.2 (PG 12:1196). Gehin suspects an unnumbered scholion in Procopius’ Epitome 

(p.474–75) to be Evagrian. It reads: “For the holy angels love the saints on account of the virtues; but “they 

hate” sinners on account of their poverty.” 

93 Evagrius, On Prayer 81 (PG 79.1185). 
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their frustrated desires and efforts relative to the wellbeing of humans. In this sense, 

angelic eupathy remediates the negative effects of human sin on angels.    

In a manner similar to Origen and Antony, Evagrius also conceptualizes joy as more 

than affective pleasure. True joy is a transcendental sensation that follows virtue, 

innocence, love, struggle, and the conquering of the passions.94 It likewise constitutes 

knowledge of God in that it “enlightens the mind’s eye in order to comtemplate better 

things.”95 Accordingly, it is to some degree accessible to humans in the in experience of 

pure prayer and “angelic dreams,” when the mind “through great yearning for God 

increasingly removes itself…from the flesh” and is most united to God.96 The joy of 

spiritually contemplating God also surpasses all other forms of joy and exceeds the 

sweetness of honey and honeycomb.97 It characterizes the life of those who enjoy 

“closeness with God the Father and his Christ, the angels, archangels, [and] powers.”98 

The experience of joy in the fullest sense, therefore, implies a reprisal of noetic union, a 

state of being still unrealized for angels but ever closer as they minister to humans.  

3.4.1.2 Assistive Benefits  

A novel form of benefaction in Evagrius’ writings also reflects his commitment to 

morally mobile angels and inter-species benefaction. I refer to this class of benefits 

                                                           
94 Evagrius, Eulogios 6, 7, 30 (Greek text in Sinkewicz, Evagrius, 313–14, 331); Praktikos 12 (SC 171, 

520–26); On Prayer 93 (PG 79.1188). 

95 Evagrius, Eulogios 6 (Sinkewicz, Evagrius, 313). 

96 Evagrius, On Prayer 15, 23, 61 (PG 79.1169, 1172, 1180); On Thoughts 28 (SC 438, 252–54). 

97 Evagrius, On Prayer 153 (PG 79.1200); Praktikos 32 (SC 171, 572–74); Monks 72, 110 (Jeremy 

Driscoll, Evagrius: Ad Monachos [New York: Newman Press, 2003], 53, 63); Virgin 52 (PG 40.1284). 

98 Evagrius, Foundations 9 (PG 40.1261). 
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“assistive,” meaning those which pertain to the aid given by humans to angels in the 

performance of their duties.99 This assistance is beneficial to angels because it enables 

them to fulfill their responsibilities on a larger scale, which in turn correlates to their 

spiritual progression within Evagrius’ theological framework. Within this schema angels 

and humans may collectively draw other humans into unity with one another and God, 

thereby overcoming the diversity which resulted from the primordial fall. To use more 

theoretically precise terminology, assistive benefaction may be considered “facultative,” 

meaning that each species performs better in the partner’s presence but also experiences 

some success without it.100 In the Kephalaia Gnostika, for example, Evagrius writes that 

“Whoever by the grace of God obtains spiritual knowledge will zealously help 

(συνὑπουργέιτω) the holy angels in bringing rational souls from vice to virtue and from 

ignorance to true knowledge.”101 In his S-Prov., he similarly argues that “We serve 

(θεραπεύομεν) the angels through uprightness (ἐν τῷ κατορθοῦν), for they are our 

leaders, having received us from the beginning.”102 

 It is clear that not just any humans can assist angels in this capacity, but only the 

spiritually mature, and more specifically, those who have sufficiently cultivated 

passionlessness (ἀπάθεια), virtue (ἀρετὴ), and knowledge (γνῶσις). One reason for this is 

that humans and angels are only united, and thus able to more fully profit one another, 

                                                           
99 That humans may help angels in the perfection of other humans also appears in Origen’s writings. See 

for example, Origen, ComJn 13.329–3; 236–27. Evagrius, however, explicitly predicates the reception of 

human aid upon human spiritual development, whereas Origen does not (even though it may be assumed). 

100 Bronstein, Mutualism, 10. 

101 Evagrius, KG 6.90 (PO 28.254–55). 

102 Evagrius, S-Prov. 370 (SC 340, 460). 
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when they share “a similar disposition (ὁμοῖα διάθεσις).”103 Evagrius explains that 

“location is for the embodied what virtue is for incorporeal beings…they are one whose 

virtue is one (ὤσπερ γάρ ὁ τόπος τῶν σωμάτων εστιν, οὑτῶς καί ἡ ἀρετὴ τῶν 

ἀσωμάτων...εἶναι εις εν ὧν μία εστιν ἡ ἀρετὴ).”104 Elsewhere he describes this human-

angel partnership as a “spiritual friendship (πνευματικὴ φιλία),” maintained as humans 

possess “virtue and knowledge of God (ἀρετὴ καὶ γνῶσις θεοῦ).” 105 These, he argues, are 

the technologies by which “we are unified (συναπτόμεθα) with the holy powers in 

friendship.”106  

Additionally, within Evagrius’ graded pedagogical program,107 it is not until 

individuals attain ἀπάθεια that they are encouraged to minister to others on a large 

scale.108 Before this point, as reflected in the Praktikos, which is addressed to those just 

                                                           
103 Evagrius, Praktikos 56 (SC 171, 630–32). Evagrius writes: “impassibility is the health of the soul, and 

its food is knowledge, which unites us to the holy powers, because unity with union incorporeal beings 

occurs as a result of possessing a similar disposition to them.” See also Letter 59.1 (Frankenberg, Evagrius 

Ponticus, 608–09). 

104 Evagrius, Letter 59.1 (Frankenberg, Evagrius Ponticus, 608–09). 

105 Evagrius, S-Prov. 189, 120, 150 (SC 340, 218; 244; 282–84). 

106 Evagrius, S-Prov. 189 (SC 340, 282–84). Further illustrating the inauguration of this new assistive 

relationship, Evagrius alludes to Jn 15:15 and Gen 18:1–5: “Thus the Savior calls his servants friends when 

they are judged worthy of receiving greater contemplations. Thus Abraham who was rich in knowledge 

prepared this mystical table for friends who appeared to him at midday.” Jn. 15:15 reads: “I do not call you 

servants any longer, because the servant does not know what the master is doing; but I have called you 

friends, because I have made known to you everything that I have heard from my Father.” 

107 Evagrius’ graded spiritual pedagogy is discernable in his trilogy of works: Praktikos, Gnostikos, and 

Kephalaia Gnostika. See Augustine Casiday (trans.), Evagrius Ponticus (New York: Routledge, 2006), 36; 

Konstantinovsky, Evagrius Ponticus, 30. 

108 On Evagrius’ indebtedness to Origen in this respect see, Jun Suzuki, “The Evagrian Concept of Apatheia 

and His Origenism” in Origeniana Nona, 605–12. 
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beginning the ascetic life, human sociality makes one vulnerable to temptation and sin.109 

Interacting with others for example, can lead to gluttony, lust, anger, and pride, to name 

only a few dangers. In the Gnostikos, however, which is addressed to those who have 

shown themselves worthy of spiritual knowledge through their ἀπάθεια, teaching and 

guiding others is a central responsibility.110 Put another way, in this text human sociality 

is framed as an expression of holiness. Angels, therefore, help humans progress to the 

degree at which humans are able to render assistance back to angels. Because this aid is 

provided by embodied ascetics, it would seem as if angels experience assistive 

benefaction in the present rather than in the eschaton. Evagrius’ discussion of both 

eupathetic and assistive benefaction therefore, is largely consistent with the writings of 

Origen and Antony in which angelic involvement with ascetically engaged humans 

facilitates angelic progress toward an unactualized telos in God. This however, is not 

always the case.  

3.4.2 Angelic Stability and Benefaction  

 His substantial indebtedness to Origen notwithstanding, Evagrius also 

periodically restricts the mobility of angels by denying them the capacity for moral 

agency. This typically occurs as a result of him exegeting scripture which draws a stark 

                                                           
109 On the importance of solitude in the beginning stages of spiritual development, see Evagrius, Praktikos 

7, 8, 13 15, 54, 96 (SC 171, 508–12; 528–30; 536–38; 624–26; 702) . Interaction with others, however, is 

appropriate in the context of almsgiving.  

110 Evagrius, Gnostikos 3, 13, 29, 32, 35 (SC 356, 90; 106; 142; 148; 154). On the sociality of the gnostic 

ascetic, see Guillaumont, Les ‘Kephalaia Gnostica’, 16−17; Konstantinovsky, Evagrius Ponticus, 31. See 

also Robin Darling Young, “Evagrius the Iconographer: Monastic Pedagogy in the Gnostikos” JECS 9.1 

(2001), 53–71. Solitude is not unimportant in the Gnostikos but the reason given for why solitude is 

sometimes preferred is different from that in the Praktikos. While solitude in the latter is intended to curtain 

desire, anger, and pride, in the former it is framed as a remedy for a clouded intellect.  
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contrast between good and evil beings and their behavior. In his S-Prov., for example, he 

interprets Prov. 21:26111 and explains that “angels never have evil desires; humans 

sometimes do and sometimes do not; demons always desire evil things.”112 Elsewhere, 

interpreting Prov. 2.12,113 he argues that angels “always speak truthfully; humans 

sometimes do and sometimes do not; the devil speaks nothing but lies.”114 In Scholia on 

Psalms, he adds that disobedience is “never” brought about by angels.115 In these 

passages, angels lack the capacity to will and act in ways contrary to their current exalted 

nature. They are good and can’t be bad,116 or to borrow a phrase from Ellen Muehlberger, 

they are “divine drones,” programed to do good and unable to do otherwise. 117 

Additionally, whereas Origen believes that most angels behold God’s face infrequently, 

                                                           
111 LXX Prov 21:26: “An ungodly one desires evil desires the whole day, but the righteous one is 

unsparingly merciful and compassionate” 

112 Evagrius, S-Prov. 231 (SC 340, 326) Italics added for emphasis.  

113 LXX Prov. 2:12: “In order to deliver you from the way of the evil one, and from the man who speaks 

nothing trustworthy.” 

114 Evagrius, S-Prov. 22 (SC 340, 114)  Italics added for emphasis. 

115 Evagrius, S-Ps. 6.5  (PG 12.1176);.. The full passage reads: “By means of demons lawlessness is always 

brought about; not always by men; and never by angels.” By restricting the ethical agency of angels in 

these passages, Evagrius also removes the possibility of angels experiencing the psychological 

consequences of ethical conduct. Here Evagrius is interpreting LXX Ps. 6:9: “Depart from me, all you who 

work lawlessness” 

116 Where Evagrius does seem to allow for such transformations is in the eschaton. In S-Prov. 16 (SC 340, 

108) he writes: “Just as ‘little children’ fall between the righteous and the unjust, so all human are occupy 

the space between angels and demons, being neither demons nor considered angels until the completion of 

the age.” 

117 Muehlberger, Angels in Late Ancient Christianity, 5. Muehlberger is referring to angels in Augustine’s 

thought in this passage.  
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Evagrius writes that “angels continually see God’s face,”118 suggesting that angels cannot 

have more access to God than they already do.119  

One consequence of this portrayal of angels is that while Evagrius’ theological 

system allows for the possibility of negligent angels, they never appear outside of his 

recounting of the primordial fall. No “angel,” “power,” “spirit,” or “incorporeal” 

expected to minister to humans fails to do so admirably in Evagrius writings.120 In this 

sense, angelic mobility is more static for Evagrius than for Origen and more in line with 

the teachings of Antony.  

Evagrius also presents conflicting views regarding the possibility of humans 

contributing to angelic spiritual progression. Whereas humans are clearly implicated in 

the development of angels in some of Evagrius’ writings, other passages overtly deny 

humans this capacity. In Letter 57.2 he writes: 

We cannot unite the angels more [closely] to God (οὔτε γὰρ ἀγγέλους Θεῷ συνάπτειν 

πλέον δυνάμεθα), nor can we choose to make the demons more evil; because we do 

not ascend to that height of knowledge, nor do we sink to that depth of ignorance.121  

Here Evagrius implies that humans must possess knowledge comparable to angels in 

order to help them progress toward further union with God. And because humans do not 

                                                           
118 See Evagrius, S-Ps. 4.6; 12.1; 23.3 (PG 12.1149, 1196, 1265). Italics added for emphasis. The full 

passage reads: “Now the angels continually see the face of God, while human beings [see] the light of his 

face. For the face of the Lord is spiritual contemplation of everything that has come to be on the earth, 

while the light of His face is partial knowledge of these things.” 

119 In Letter 56.2 (Frankenberg, Evagrius Ponticus, 604–05) Evagrius writes that is it is only the purest 

minds that see God. 

120 To put it in Augustinian language, angels in the beginning were posse peccare (able to sin) but now they 

are non posse peccare (not able to sin). 

121 Evagrius, Letter 57.2 (Frankenberg, Evagrius Ponticus, 606–07); cf. KG 3.78 (PO 28.130–31); On 

Thoughts 19 (SC 438, 216–22). 
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possess this “height of knowledge (γνώσεως μέγεθος),” they cannot help. Thus, the 

fundamental reason for which humans cannot help angels is that humans are, by nature, 

less intellectually developed. Elsewhere, emphasizing the asymmetrical access that 

humans and angels have to one another, he writes: “angels and demons approach 

(παραβάλλουσι) our world, but we do not approach (παραβάλλομεν) their worlds.”122 

These sentiments, with little variation, appear in numerous places in Evagrius’ corpus. 

Evagrius’ efforts to represent angels as morally stable and self-sufficient beings 

also periodically inform his discussion of angelic benefaction. For instance, while 

nutritive, pistic, and reposeful benefits do not appear in Evagrius’ writings, the language 

of angelic alimentation, faith, knowledge, and rest do. And when these things are 

mentioned, angelic involvement in human ascetic endeavors is not framed as the impetus 

to angels experiencing them. Put in more general terms, the rhetoric of angelic 

benefaction persists but humans play less of role in the conferral of benefits. 

In KG 3.4, for example, Evagrius writes that “it is characteristic of angels that 

they are continuously nourished by the contemplation of beings.”123 This feeding enables 

angels not only to “attain virtue” and to be “united to knowledge of the Trinity,” but to do 

so independent of their interactions with human beings.124 Alluding to the same logic 

noted in Letter 57.2,125  Evagrius explains that humans cannot help angels in this feeding 

                                                           
122 Evagrius, On Thoughts 19 (SC 438, 221). 

123 Evagrius, KG 3.4 (PO 28.98–99); cf. 5.9 (PO 28.98–99, 180–81); Eulogios 1 (Sinkewicz, Evagrius, 

310). 

124 Evagrius, KG 3.6, 7 (PO 28.100–01). 

125 In Letter 57.2 (Frankenberg, Evagrius Ponticus, 606–07), Evagrius writes: “We cannot unite the angels 

more [closely] to God (οὔτε γὰρ ἀγγέλους Θεῷ συνάπτειν πλέον δυνάμεθα), nor can we choose to make the 
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because they are ontologically and intellectually inferior. Unlike angels, their minds are 

not “pure and full of knowledge,” nor are their bodies “lights which illuminate those who 

come near to them.”126 The human body, he explains, is not as receptive to such things as 

the angelic.127 Accordingly, angels must be self-sufficient in their own nourishment. This 

stands in contrast to Origen’s writings in which angelic alimentation is largely contingent 

upon human attentiveness to scripture. 

The absence of pistic benefaction in Evagrius’ writings similarly betrays his 

attempt to depict angels and stable and self-sufficient beings. Following Antony and 

Ammonas, Evagrius at times denies angels the capacity to act contrary to God’s will. 

Accordingly, because they “never” desire, speak, or act in evil ways,128 they have no need 

to look to humans as moral exemplars in the service of cultivating the πίστις or γνῶσις. 

These attributes are already proper to their nature. By definition, angels possess that 

“height of knowledge” and degree of virtue which is currently inaccessible to humans.129    

Finally, Evagrius largely follows his predecessors’ (especially Antony’s) 

portrayal of animative benefaction, although lacking the metaphorical framework of 

sacrifice. He thus characterizes human-angel relations as a pattern of connection and 

separation according to which the fullest expression of angelic aid is contingent upon 

                                                           
demons more evil; because we do not ascend to that height of knowledge, nor do we sink to that depth of 

ignorance.” 

126 Evagrius, KG 3.5 (PO 28.101). I am using S2 here. He further adds that this rule of ontological stability 

also hinders demons from nourishment. See KG 3.4 (PO 28.98–99). 

127 Evagrius, KG 3.11 (PO 28.102–03). 

128 Evagrius, S-Prov. 22, 231 (SC 340, 114; 326); S-Ps. 6.5 (PG 12.1176). 

129 Evagrius, Letter 57.2 (Frankenberg, Evagrius Ponticus, 606–07); cf. KG 3.78 (PO 28.130–31); On 

Thoughts 19 (SC 438, 216–22). 
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human ascetic effort.130 He is careful, however, to distance himself from Origen’s and 

Antony’s more robust depictions of angelic animation. On the one hand, contrary to 

Origen’s thinking, Evagrius argues that angelic arousal to ministry is beneficial to angels 

not because it curtails negligence or divine censure, but because it allows angels to do 

what they already want to do and thereby be blessed for fulfilling their duties. He and 

Antony align in this respect. On the other hand, he departs from Antony in his treatment 

of the precise nature of this arousal. Antony understands angelic animation to occur as 

angels grow in zeal, energy, desire, readiness, and devotion, demonstrating the disparity 

between a more static and dynamic angelic ministration. In Evagrius’ writings, however, 

vocabulary indicative of the incitement of the angels themselves is largely absent. Rather, 

like Ammonas, Evagrius merely assumes that angels already possess the desire and 

capacity necessary to properly execute their duties, without needing to be compelled or 

inspired by humans. They are completely capable and self-motivated. They lack only 

permission from God to act.131 Even more so than Antony and Ammonas therefore, 

Evagrius’ writings reflect not only his indebtedness to a tradition of speaking about 

angels as morally mobile but his commitment to the notion that angels provide a fixed 

                                                           
130 Muehlberger, Angels in Late Ancient Christiantiy, 111–14; Evagruis, S-Prov 189 (SC 340, 282–84); Ant. 

Acedia 17 (Frankenberg, Evagrius Ponticus, 524). 

131 The differences between Origen’s, Antony’s, and Evagirus’ view on animative benefaction are as 

follows: 

Author Nutritive Benefaction Animative Benefaction 

Origen  Requires human aid • Curtails angelic negligence and divine censure 

• Instills desire and capacity to act in angel  

Antony N/A • Angels already possess desire and capacity to act 

Evagrius Does not require human aid • Angels already possess desire and capacity to act 
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and therefore reliable aspirational vision of what humanity may achieve through ascetic 

labor. 

3.5 Sayings of the Desert Fathers 

The final corpus of literature to be addressed in this chapter is a collection, or rather 

multiple collections, of sayings and stories of desert ascetics known as the Saying of the 

Desert Fathers (hereafter Sayings).132 Likely complied in Palestine over the course of the 

fifth and sixth centuries, the Sayings were intended to capture the essence of Egyptian 

ascetic life— sometimes referred to as the “angelic order (τὴν ἀγγελικὴν τάξιν)”133—in 

and around Nitria and Scetis. While their utility for providing solid evidence regarding 

the life and teachings of any single monk has been debated, the Sayings are valuable for 

reconstructing the ideology, assumptions, and spirituality of later monks who saw 

themselves as heirs of the Egyptian ascetic tradition.134 These monks understood the 

                                                           
132 The Sayings exists in three collections: the alphabetical, the systematic, and the anonymous. As 

previously stated in the introduction, the Alphabetical collection will be cited by the name of the monastic 

and the saying number (e.g. Moses 4). The systematic will be cited by Sayings followed by the chapter and 

section number in Jean-Claude Guy’s three volume  Sources Chrétiennes edition of the work: Les 

Apophtegmes des Pères. Collection systématique (chap. I-IX), introduction, traduction et notes par J.-C. 

Guy, Sources Chrétiennes 387 (Paris: Les Editions du Cerf, 1993); Les Apophtegmes des Pères. Collection 

systématique (chap. X-XVI), Sources Chrétiennes 474 (Paris: Les Editions du Cerf, 2003); Les 

Apophtegmes des Pères. Collection systématique (chap. XVII-XXI), Sources Chrétiennes 498 (Paris: Les 

Editions du Cerf, 2005). The Anonymous collection will be cited by N, followed by the saying's number 

found in the Greek Anonymous collection published in a series by, François Nau (ed.), “Histoire des 

solitaires égyptiens," Revue d'Orient Chrétien 10 (1905): 409–14; 12 (1907): 48–68,171–181,393–404; 13 

(1908): 47–57, 266–83; 14 (1909): 357–79; 17 (1912): 204–11, 294–301; 18 (1913): 137–46. When I cite 

them, I also cite the page number for the most recent Greek edition: Wortley, The Anonymous Sayings of 

the Desert Fathers. The major studies of the text and versions of the Sayings are W. Bousset, Apothegmata: 

Studien zur Geschichte des ältesten Mönchtums (Tübingen, 1923), 1–208; and J.-C. Guy, Recherches sur la 

tradition grecque des Apophthegmata Patrum (Subsidia Hagiographica, 36; Brussels, 1962; reprinted with 

additional comments, 1984).  

133 N.186/5.39 (Wortley, 130). 

134 Brakke, Demons and the Making of the Monk, 145–46; Philip Rousseau, Ascetics, Authority, and the 

Church in the Age of Jerome and Cassian (Notre Dame, Indiana:  University of Notre Dame Press, 2010), 

12; Samuel Rubensen, “Varieties of Eastern Monasticism” in eds. Augustine Cassiday and Frederick 
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ascetic life as the project of bridging the gap between the soul’s state and the soul’s 

goal.135 As Zachary Smith has characterized them, they were concerned  with “the 

individual repair and reform of the soul by denying and suppressing the passions and 

turning the soul away from external distractions,” an imperative which finds “a variety of 

expressions” in the text.136 

The Sayings are generally silent about Origen, except for a single passage, in which 

one monk is said to be “anxious” over another reading Origen’s writings.137 One possible 

reason for this is that in the wake of the Origenist controversy,138 the Sayings may have 

been intentionally edited to occlude mention of Origen’s and other like-minded 

individuals’ teachings.139 At the same time, however, numerous links to the Alexandrian 

theological tradition remain intact and the tradition of divine beings who assist humans in 

                                                           
Norris, Cambridge History of Christianity, vol II (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 2007), 649; 

Letters of St. Antony, 145–62. 

135 Zachary Smith, Philosopher-Monks, Episcopal Authority, and the Care of the Self: The Apophthegmata 

Patrum in Fifth-Century Palestine (Turnhout: Brepols, 2018), 217. 

136 Smith, Philosopher-Monks, 217. For more on the ascetic program of the Sayings see also pages 203–50. 

137 Lot 1 (PG 65.253–56). The passage reads: “An elder visited Abba Lot in the small marsh of Arsinoe and 

asked him for a cell, and he provided it to him. And the elder was sick and Abba Lot took care of him; and 

if people came to visit Abba Lot, he had them visit the sick elder too. But [the elder] started recounting 

Origen’s teachings to them. And Abba Lot was anxious, saying: ‘Will the fathers think that we do this too?’ 

But he was afraid to kick him out because of the commandment.”  

138 For an expansive treatment on the Origenist controversy of the late fourth and early fifth centuries, see 

Krastu Banev, Theophilus of Alexandria and the First Origenist Controversy: Rhetoric and Power (New 

York: Oxford University Press, 2015); Elizabeth Clark, The Origenist Controversy: The Cultural 

Construction of an Early Christian Debate (Princeton: Princeton University Press, 1992); Demetrios Katos, 

Palladius of Hellenopolis: The Origenist Advocate (Oxford: Oxford University Press, 2001); Norman 

Russel, Theophilus of Alexandria (New York: Routledge, 2007). 

139 Rubenson, “Origen in the Egyptian Monastic Tradition,” 331–32. On hostility toward Evagrius in the 

Sayings, see Antoine Guillaumont, Les “Kephalaia gnostica” d'Évagre, 51–59. 
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their ascetic labors is readily discernable.140 Angels for instance, frequently serve, 

protect, guide, and chastise monks according to the aforementioned pattern of connection 

and separation.141 Lacking, however, is any notion that angels are on a journey towards a 

yet unrealized telos. And aside from a single passage, which will be discussed in more 

detail below, there is little indication that angels are understood to be morally or 

ontologically mobile.  

Consequently, whereas angels are still portrayed as experiencing ameliorated 

circumstances as a result of their interactions with virtuous human ascetics, such forms of 

benefaction do not always correlate to the spiritual development of angels. Three classes 

of benefits in particular appear. The first is eupathetic, although formulated in such a way 

that never fully apportions positive moral mobility to angels. The second and new class 

of benefit I designate, “olfactory,” referring to the angelic avoidance of foul smells, 

specifically the stench of sin, through their association with virtuous ascetics. A final 

class of benefit I term “intercessory,” by which I mean human intercession before God on 

behalf of angels. Although only appearing once in the Sayings, intercessory benefaction 

is most explicitly founded upon the notion of angelic moral mobility. The Sayings 

therefore, generally, although not exclusively, reflect a preference for morally stable and 

self-sufficient angels. 

                                                           
140 Rubenson, “Origen in the Egyptian Monastic Tradition,” 331–32. 

141 Muehlberger, Angels in Late Ancient Christiantiy, 116–18. 
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3.5.1 Eupathetic Benefits   

Eupathetic benefaction is the most common form of angelic benefit in the 

Sayings. Paul the Simple, who was a disciple of Antony, is said to have taught that angels 

rejoice greatly over the spiritual disposition of humans.142 Elsewhere, in an anonymous 

saying, angels are described as “approving” and “praising” humans excelling in the 

ascetic life, all of which imply a positive emotional response.143 In another passage, 

angels watch over the struggles of humans “like something occurring in a theater” and 

when ascetics triumph against the devil, “all the angels gave glory to God with a loud 

voice, saying: ‘The athlete has acheived an extraordinary victory’.”144 As in previous 

formulations of eupathetic benefaction, 1 Cor. 4:9—“we have become a spectacle to 

angels and to humans”—is an obvious intertext here. With regard timeline and 

mechanics, all eupathetic benefaction occurs in the present. Angels, therefore, rejoice in 

the moment that they observe and minister to their virtuous human counterparts, 

apparently in a non-symbiotic relationship.145 Alluding to the emotional investment 

which seems to account for this response, numerous sayings also state that angels become 

“angry” and “grief stricken” at human moral failings.146 

The notion of joy as a yet unrealized eschatological state is not prevalent in the 

Sayings, although it is present. And given the piecemeal nature of the work as a literary 

                                                           
142 Paul the Simple 1 (PG 65.381). 

143 N.359/18.29; N.713/18.43–44; cf. N.389 (Wortley, 234, 552). 

144 N.454; cf. 5.52 (Wortley, 292). 

145 Bronstein, Mutualism, 10. 

146 Paul the Simple 1 (PG 65.384); N.169/5.23 (Wortley, 112). 
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anthology, it is not surprising that such discrepancies exist. Joy is most frequently used to 

describe the emotional state of ascetics who minister to others or are ministered to 

themselves. One saying record that an Abba received a visitor “with joy” and refreshed 

with him with everything he had.147 In this passage, the elder monk’s joy appears to 

extend from his desire to fulfill the commandment to serve others.148 In another passage, 

after being taught by Abba Pambo, two monks are said to have been  “satisfied and 

departed in joy.” 149 As Graham Gould has insightfully observed, a monk’s attitude 

toward hospitality was frequently a manifestation of his spiritual state.150 

Where the experience of joy does seem to have a more robust connotation is in 

the recorded sayings of persons with ties to Alexandria and its theological tradition, as 

well as in several anonymous sayings. Evagrius, for example, terms the “gifts” of the 

kingdom of God as “joy and rest.”151 He also argues that this joyous state of being 

provides one “boldness before God the Father and his Christ, before angels and 

archangels, and the entire host of the saints.”152 Theophilus of Alexandria and Sycletica 

similarly reserve “ineffible joy” for when “the soul is separated from the body” and 

                                                           
147 Eulogius the Priest 8.4 (PG 65.169). 

148 In numerous sayings Abbas are portrayed as relishing opportunities to surrender what they desire to 

do—such as devoting time to fasting and prayer—for what others request of them. One passage records the 

following exchange: “Two brothers came to visit a hermit who was  not accustomed to eating every day. 

When he saw them, he welcomed them and joyfully said, ‘Fasting has its benefit but whoever eats on 

account of love, follows two commandments: he abandons his self-will, and gives rest to his brothers.” 

Sayings, 13.11 (SC 474, 236); cf. N 288 (Wortley, 192). 

149 Pambo 2 (PG 65.369). 

150 Graham Gould, The Desert Fathers on Monastic Community, 139–65. 

151 Evagrius 1 (PG 65.173). 

152 Evagrius 1 (PG 65.173). 
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dwells with the “divine powers” which delight in it.153 In this sense, fullness of joy is an 

eschatological event and characterizes the experience of dwelling with God and angels in 

heaven. 

Significantly, however, these passages, do not in themselves suggest that angels 

are capable of experiencing more joy than they currently do, only humans. Rather, they 

imply that eupathetic response to human virtue 1) contributes to the affective pleasantry 

typically constitutive of angelic life and 2) limits angels’ negative emotional responses to 

human vice, such as grief and anger.154 This demonstrates that while the editors of the 

Sayings were inclined to reproduce a tradition of rhetoric for speaking of angelic 

rejoicing, they were also reluctant to concede that this eupathy also entailed the spiritual 

progression of angels. This preference for morally stable angels is also discernable is the 

Sayings’ presentation of what I refer to as olfactory benefits.  

3.5.2 Olfactory Benefits   

 In the same way that eupathetic benefaction may be understood as the avoidance 

of painful emotions and the experience of pleasant ones, olfactory benefaction consists in 

angel’s avoidance of foul smells and the experience of pleasant ones through its non-

symbiotic association with virtuous ascetics. 155 In order to better understand this form of 

angelic benefit, it will be helpful to first address the relationship between sin and scent in 

the Sayings. The Sayings depict sin, wicked thoughts, immoral persons, and demons as 

                                                           
153 Theophilus 4; Sycletica 1 (PG 65.200, 421); cf. N 464; 576 (Wortley, 298, 388). 

154 Paul the Simple 1 (PG 65.384); N.169/5.23 (Wortley, 112). 

155 Bronstein, Mutualism, 10. 
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literally having a foul smell. In a saying of Mark the Egyptian, for example, a demoniac 

exclaims that a priest has the “stench of sin.”156 Several anonymous sayings similarly 

refer to the “bad odor (δυσωδίαν)” of evil thoughts (λογισμοί) and passions (πάθη).157 In 

one passage, a monk is confronted by a demon who appears to him in the form of an 

“utterly stinking (δυσωδεστάτη) Ethiopian woman.”158 The following exchange ensues: 

He would drive her away and she said to him: ‘I appear delightful in the hearts of 

men, but on account of your obedience and toil, God did not let me deceive you 

and he revealed my stench (δυσωδίαν) to you.’ And rising up, he thanked God, 

went to his father and said to him: ‘I no longer want to go out into the world, 

abba, for I have perceived the [evil] force (ἐνέργειαν) and its stench 

(δυσωδίαν).’159 

 

As Susan Ashbrook Harvey has noted, certain smells carried “unambiguous associations 

in late antique Christianity” and sin and stench were frequently linked together.160 One 

reason for this was the close relationship between the Fall, mortality, and sin. Harvey 

argues, “The physical consequences of mortality—sickness, bodily decay, and 

disintegration—were the direct result of that sin [i.e. the Fall], and therefore, always the 

indication of sin’s presence. Rottenness and purification were mortality’s nature, 

revolting stink its unmistakable mark.”161 

                                                           
156 Mark the Egyptian 1 (PG 65.304). 

157 N.52; N.167/5 (Wortley, 48–50, 110). 

158 N.173/5.27 (Wortley, 114–16). 

159 N.173/5.27 (Wortley, 114–16). 

160 Susan Ashbrook Harvey, Scenting Salvation: Ancient Christianity and the Olfactory Imagination 

(Berkeley: University of California Press, 2006), 210. On the utility of foul smells for ascetic formation  in 

Christian literature, see Scenting Salvation, 213–21. In such cases foul smells function as a tool for askesis, 

a manifestation of holiness (i.e. a fasting monk’s foul breath), or as a weapon against temptation and sin. 

The positive portrayal of foul smells is not prominent in the Sayings. 

161 Harvey, Scenting Salvation, 202. 
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Numerous sayings portray angels as being offended by the stench of human sin 

and vice. Angels are particularly prone to exposure to these foul smells on account of 

their charge to minister to imperfect humans. In other words, it is an occupational hazard. 

One anonymous saying relates the following story: 

They said of a certain elder that he was walking in the desert and there were two 

angels accompanying him, one on his right and one on his left. And they 

happened upon a corpse on the road and the elder covered his nose because of the 

stench, and the angels did the same. And after travelling a little way, the elder said 

to them: ‘Do you smell these things as well?’ They said, ‘No, but we covered [our 

noses] on account of you (διὰ σὲ), we neither smell the impurity of this world, nor 

does it reach us. But souls that stink in sin (αἱ ψυχαὶ αἱ ὄζουσαι ἐν ἁμαρτίαις), 

these we smell.’162 

  

By comparing the smell of a rotting corpse to the stench of this elder’s soul, these angels 

clearly demonstrate their displeasure in associating with sinful persons. Another saying 

likewise appeals to the scent of rotting meat as an analogue to the vicious soul: 

Just as unsalted meat rots and is permeated with a lot of foul odor, so that 

everyone turns away because of the stench and maggots crawl in it…in the same 

way, the monk who has given himself to earthly matters and distractions, not 

persisting in hêsychia in his cell, not equipping himself with the fear of God, and 

not partaking of the power of God—i.e. prayer, vigil, fasting (that is, the spiritual 

salt)—this one rots and is filled with the stench of many wicked logismoi 

(δυσωδίας πολλῶν λογισμῶν ἐμπέπλησται πονηρῶν) so that the face of God and 

of the angels are turned away (ἀποστρέφεσθαι) from the terrible stench 

(δυσωδίας) of the vain logismoi and the darkness of the passions active in such a 

soul.163 

 

Here, the language of decay, stench, and maggots further demonstrates the revulsion that 

angels feel at human wickedness.164 

                                                           
162 N.19/20.23 (Wortley, 18). 

163 N.733 (Wortley, 588). 

164 It was a common belief in the ancient world that rotting flesh was the source of worms, lice, and 

venomous reptiles. See Harvey, Scenting Salvation, 202. See also, for example, Philo, Prov. 2.104 (51–61) 

and Prob. 72–81 (Winston, 182, 249) 
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While I have defined olfactory benefaction as the avoidance of sin’s stench, it is also 

worth noting that the Sayings, as well as other numerous other ancient Christian texts,165 

closely associate human virtue and ascetic labor with pleasant smells. Accordingly, just 

as stench represents wickedness, so does fragrance symbolize holiness.166 In one saying, 

a monk is described as being “full of the perfume of the Holy Spirit.”167 Another passage 

tells the story of Abba Sisoes, who at his death was escorted by angels to heaven. 

Following their departure, the saying recounts that “the entire house was filled with 

perfume.”168 In another story, two monks independently decide to travel to a third monk’s 

cell in order to share their bread with him. When they meet each other on the road they 

begin to accuse one another of denying each other an occasion to express love. When 

they finally decide to travel together and share their bread, an angel appears to them and 

says “Your quarrel has ascended…as a pleasant smell (ὀσμὴ εὐωδίας).”169  

In this latter passage the conceptual link between ascetic labor and the offering of  

sweet-smelling sacrifice becomes apparent. This relationship is further developed in 

saying N.749, in which the sweetness of the smell is depicted as contingent upon the 

                                                           
165 See Harvey, Scenting Salvation, 164. Harvey notes that the “‘fragrance of virtue’ was a ubiquitous 

image in late antique Christian texts.” 

166 This is a common theme in early Christian literature. Harvey argues that “the topos of asceticism and 

fragrance easily shifted between referencing virtuous activity and marking the special condition of grace 

apparent in the holy man or woman whose aura exuded the evidence of their virtuous, or blessed, state.”   

Harvey, Scenting Salvation, 203. 

167 The Roman 1 (PG 65.389). 

168 Sisoes 14 (PG 65.396). 

169 N.441 (Wortley, 280). The use of εὐωδίας here, is reminiscent of Ammonas’ Letter 2, in which ascetic 

labor is described as “fruit” and a as “pleasant smell,” a likely reference to 2 Cor. 2:15: “For we are the 

pleasant smell (εὐωδία) of Christ to God among those who are being saved.” 
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sincerity with which askesis is undertaken. Invoking Gen 8:21—“and the Lord God 

smelled a pleasant smell (ὀσμὴν εὐωδίας)”—the anonymous saying reads:  

Just as the sacrifice of Noah (consisting of steam and smoke) was brought before the 

Lord as a pleasant smell, as it is written: ‘And the Lord God smelled a pleasant smell’ 

[Gen 8:21], so the fruit-bearing, sacrifice, and gifts of wicked persons will be 

considered an abomination to the Lord. Hear the prophet speaking to the Jews, his 

own people: ‘Your incense is an abomination to me’ [Is 1:13], for the evil of those 

offerings caused the fragrant incense to be considered an abomination. Thus every 

person wanting to be saved should not only offer prayers and almsgiving in sincerity 

and with all eagerness, but also take that which he intends to offer to God from the 

most valuable of all and the most esteemed, lest our prayer return to our bosom with 

shame, and our sacrifice, found blemished, become unacceptable, and our fruits be 

counted rotted and useless like the gifts of Cain.170 

 

These passages collectively portray both sin and virtue as influencing the olfactory 

experiences of divine beings. And although angels are never explicitly depicted as 

smelling the pleasant aroma of human virtue, the logic of the Sayings certainly gestures 

in this direction. At the very least, angels who minster to virtuous humans are able to 

avoid sin’s stench, which is explicitly portrayed as eliciting revulsion in divine beings. To 

appeal again to mutualism theory, this inter-species dynamic may be best described as 

“facilitation,” meaning that one species (i.e. holy humans) modifies the environment in 

which another species (i.e. angels) operate in such a way that creates an atmosphere more 

conducive to the latter’s flourishing.171 In this sense, angels are benefitted concurrent to 

their ministration to humans and in a way which does assume their moral mobility or 

spiritual development.  

                                                           
170 N.749 (Wortley, 608). 

171 Bronstein defines facilitation as “a positive effect of one species on another…usually the result of a 

modification of the environment by one of the two species.” Bronstein, Mutualism, 11. 
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3.5.3 Intercessory Benefits  

Finally, while the Sayings generally reflect a preference for morally stable angels, 

this is not exclusively the case. One passage in the text overtly depicts an angel as 

exercising its will contrary to God’s and therefore, meriting God’s censure. As a result, 

the angel petitions a monk to interceded with God on its behalf. This I refer to as 

intercessory benefaction. In the following anonymous saying, the monk relates his 

experience with the angel to fellow ascetics, saying: 

He whom you have seen wearing white is an angel of the Lord who, coming here, 

was encouraging me in my weakness, saying: ‘Entreat the Lord for me to be 

restored to my position, because the time set by God for me has finally come to an 

end.’ When I  asked him: ‘What [is] the reason for your punishment?’ he said to 

me: ‘It happened that in a certain village many men greatly angered God with sins 

and he sent me to correct (παιδεῦσαι) them with mercy. But when I saw them 

acting so impiously, I inflicted more punishment on them, and as a consequence 

many died. For this reason I was removed from the sight of God who sent me.’ 

And when I asked: ‘How am I able (ἱκανὸς) to intercede with God on an angel’s 

behalf?’ that one said: ‘Had I not known that God pays heed (εἰσάκουει) to his 

true servants, I would not have come bothering you.’172 

 

Several elements of this story reflect the assumption of angelic moral mobility. First, it is 

clear that the angel was performing duties given to it by God but failed to do so properly. 

This suggests that while the angel may not have had the capacity to ignore its 

responsibilities—the angel’s allegiance is never questioned—it certainly retained the 

ability to perform them in a manner that was not pleasing to God. In other words, the 

angel is more than a mere “divine drone.” 173 Second, as a consequence, the angel was 

punished by being removed from its “position (τόπον)” in the “sight of God,” implying 

                                                           
172 N. 618 (Wortley, 496). For a similar interecession between two monks see. N.169/5.23 (Wortley, 112). 

173 Muehlberger, Angels in Late Ancient Christianity, 5. Muehlberger is referring to angels in Augustine’s 

thought in this passage.  
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there exists a hierarchy of such positions (τόποι) which may be attained or lost, at least 

temporarily. It is also worth noting that more idealized positions are conceptualized in 

terms of visual accessibility to God, which is consonant with previous authors who 

correlate angelic status to “beholding the face of God.” The mechanics of moral mobility 

in this passage, therefore, appear to be based in a principle of reciprocity: angels are 

blessed or punished in accordance with the exercise of their will. Finally, while it is 

unclear whether the angel considered itself morally inferior to the monk, it is obvious that 

the monk in this instance possesses a degree of favor with God that the angel does not. In 

this sense a hierarchical relationship exists in which the monk is higher than the angel. 

That the angel depends on the monk for the maintenance of its position before God, and 

the monk on the angel for “encouragement” suggest that this is a more “obligate” 

mutualistic exchange, meaning that the each species cannot thrive without the other.174   

Following his telling of this encounter, the monk then, in a manner similar to 

Origen,175 marvels at God’s condescension, saying: 

I thought of the ineffable mercy of the Lord and his infitnite love for humankind, 

that he has deemed (humans) worthy to speak to and look upon, and that he 

caused his angels to serve and consort with them, as his blessed servants 

Zacharias, Cornelius, Elijah the prophet and the rest of the saints, and I glorified 

his goodness of heart, amazed at these things.176 

 

The anonymous monk is never actually depicted as interceding for the angel, nor the 

angel said to be restored to its former position. The assumption is clear, however, and 

                                                           
174 Bronstein, Mutualism, 10. 

175 Origen writes, “I am deeply moved with admiration…that God cares about us so much that he even 

allows the angels to be blamed and rebuked for us.” See HomNum 20.3.7 (SC 461, 44). 

176 N. 618 (Wortley, 496). 
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indeed it is the very purpose of the saying, that “God pays heed” to his virtuous servants, 

and that such persons have the potential to mediate between God and angels in a way that 

benefits the latter. 177 The timeline and mechanics of this benefaction are something of a 

mystery. Because the angel is not depicted as being restored, it is impossible to determine 

when this might occur (the present or eschatologically). Furthermore, the saying 

concludes with monk dying immediately after his encounter with the angel, raising the 

question of whether intercession with God must take place in person as opposed to in 

prayer.178 This passage therefore, offers the only instance of angelic benefaction which 

explicitly assumes the moral mobility of angels, further illustrating the point  that by the 

time of the Sayings compilation, discourse on angelic benefaction had evolved in such as 

way as to prefer more morally stable angels.  

3.6 Conclusion 

 In summary, discourse on angelic benefaction in the fourth through sixth centuries 

develops in ways that reflect a tendency to restrict the moral mobility of angels, meaning 

that angels are generally understood to have less capacity for spiritual progression, 

regression, or both. Several factors may be correlated to this evolution of thought. The 

most significant factor is indebtedness to the Alexandrian theological tradition, and more 

specifically to Origen’s narrative of the apokatastasis and its attendant assumptions 

regarding angelic mobility. Beginning with Antony at the turn of the fourth century, one 

begins to see a progressive movement away from the notion that angels can be negligent 

                                                           
177 N. 618 (Wortley, 496).  

178 The saying concludes: “After he recounted these things our most blessed father found rest and the 

brothers, with hymns and prayers, buried him honorably.” N.618 (Wortley, 496). 
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or wicked and yet still distinct from demons. Ammonas further restricts the mobility of 

angels by entirely denying them the capacity for both positive and negative moral 

movement. Evagrius’ conflicting views regarding angelic mobility and inter-species  

benefaction similarly betrays the tension in his mind regarding the status and role of 

angels in ascetic contexts. And by the time of the compilation of the Sayings, 

representations of morally mobile angels are rare. Consequently, angels are portrayed as 

benefitting in ways that do not imply their spiritual development. Or put another way, 

angelic benefaction comes to be understood less as remediating angelic deficiency and 

more as vehicle for helping angels to maintain their holy state or as a means to counteract 

the negative consequences of human sin on angels. The following chart represents the 

development of thought regarding angelic moral mobility and the utility of angelic 

benefaction for angels.  

Table 4: Moral Mobility and Angelic Benefaction 

Author Angelic Capacity 

for Moral 

Progression 

Angelic Capacity 

for Moral 

Regression 

Benefaction 

Origen Yes Yes Remediates  

• Primordial angel 

offenses 

• Present angel 

offenses  

• Effects of human sin 

on angels 

Antony Yes No Remediates  

• Primordial angel 

offenses 

• Effects of human sin 

on angels 

Ammonas No No Maintains  

• Present angelic state 

Evagrius Yes Yes/No Remediates  
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• Primordial angel 

offenses 

Maintains  

• Present angelic state 

Sayings Yes (but rare) Yes (but rare) Remediates 

• Present angel 

offenses 

• Effects of human sin 

on angels  

Maintains  

• Present angelic state 

Furthermore, at least in the case of the Sayings, it may also be argued that a 

growing antagonism toward Origen in the late fourth century and onward could account 

for his lack of influence on later discourse.179 At the same time, however, it is worth 

noting that those elements of Origen’s thought with which the redactors of the Sayings 

may have taken issue do not in fact directly relate to angels, but rather to the image of 

God. Additionally, those closely associated with Origen and his teachings, such as the 

patriarch Theophilus and Evagrius are both called blessed are portrayed as moral 

exemplars in the Sayings. Rubenson has also observed that for every saying which clearly 

reflects a negative attitude toward theological speculation and the Origenist tradition, just 

as many sayings can be found “praising monks who demonstrate mystical knowledge and 

reflect a theological understanding similar the one found in the letters of Antony.”180 

Accordingly, the influence of the historical phenomenon known as the Origenist 

controversies on angelic discourse cannot be demonstrated definitively.  

                                                           
179 On this topic see footnotes 137 and 138. See also Smith, Philosopher-Monks, 36–43. 

180 Rubenson, “Origen in the Egyptian Monastic Tradition,” 331–32. 
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 Reliance on biblical and Greek philosophical traditions similarly informs the 

development of discourse. On the one hand, Antony’s and Ammonas’ dependence on 

Rom 12:1 and 2 Cor. 2:15 leads them to portray angelic benefaction within a framework 

of sacrifice.181 The rhetoric of sacrifice similarly appears in the Sayings, although with a 

much more pronounced element of olfaction, not least due to the editors’ reliance on Gen 

8:21 and Isa. 1:13, in which divine beings smell sacrifice that has been offered by 

humans. On the other hand, the Platonic themes of unity, stasis, and diversity pervade 

discussions of angelic benefaction in the writings of the more philosophically minded 

authors, Antony and Evagrius. The reluctance to draw upon philosophical intertexts in 

others texts perhaps stems from a commitment to the trope during this period that ascetics 

were uneducated in relation to “worldly wisdom” but possessed superior knowledge to 

their more traditionally trained urban counterparts. Or put another way, as Arthur Urbano 

has observed, some late ancient ascetical literature “served as an arena in which a 

developing alternative Christian paideia was proposed, one founded on Christian texts, 

doctrines, and authorities,” as opposed to the received philosophical curricula of the 

day.182  

Additionally, at times authors will appropriate a tradition of rhetoric for speaking 

about angelic benefaction, albeit it within new, less compatible theological frameworks. 

In Ammonas’ and the Sayings’ discussion of eupathetic benefits, for example, angelic 

                                                           
181 Rom 12:1: “I appeal to you therefore, brothers and sisters, by the mercies of God, to present your bodies 

as a living sacrifice, holy and acceptable to God, which is your spiritual worship” (NRSV). 2 Cor. 2:15: 

“For we are the aroma of Christ to God among those who are being saved and among those who are 

perishing” (NRSV). 

182 Arthur Urbano, The Philosophical Life: Biography and the Crafting of Intellectual Identity in Late 

Antiquity (PMS 12) (Washington D.C.: Catholic University of America Press, 2013), 208.  
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eupathy is not correlated to eschatological noetic union, as it is with Antony. In a similar 

manner, Antony and Evagrius frame angelic animation as beneficial not because it 

curtails angelic negligence or divine censure, but because it allows angels to do what they 

already want to do and thereby be blessed for fulfilling their duties. These latter authors 

thus want to speak about angels being aroused to action, but without implying that angels 

can be negligent or incompetent. Angelic mobility therefore, to borrow a phrase from 

Adam Ployd, is “rendered moot” through the high estimation of angelic morality.183 The 

following chart depicts the development of thought regarding the types of benefits 

available to angels. The asterisks denote instances in which benefits persist but with 

slightly varied formulations. 

Table 5: Angelic Benefits 

Author Nut. Eup. Ani. Pis. Rep. Assi. Olf. Inter. 

Origen Yes Yes Yes Yes No No No No 

Antony No Yes Yes* No Yes No No No 

Ammonas No Yes* No No No No No No 

Evagrius No Yes Yes* No No Yes No No 

Sayings No Yes* No No No No Yes Yes 

 

Another factor which may be correlated to the evolution of discourse on angelic 

benefaction is the rhetoric of the angelic life. In both the texts examined in this chapter 

and in other contemporaneous writings, ascetically engaged humans are increasingly 

understood to be imitating the “life of the angels.” Evagrius, for example, describes 

monks as being part of the “community of angels” and the Sayings describe ascetic life as 

                                                           
183 Ployd, “Participation and Polemics,” 434. 
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the “angelic order (τὴν ἀγγελικὴν τάξιν).” 184 The trope of “living the angel life” was 

frequently employed among Egyptian desert monks as a means of “creating and 

maintaining the boundaries between ascetic communities and the rest of the world.”185 

Part of what made desert ascetics different from their urban contemporaries was a more 

profound likeness and access to divine beings.186 Authors not only imagined angels as 

constant spectators of human ascetic practices, but as appearing to, dwelling within, and 

conversing with monks on a fairly regular basis. In fact, one of the principle things which 

made the desert a conduit for spiritual transformation was precisely the presence and 

activities of these beings.187 This is merely to say that there is a discernable effort in 

fourth through sixth century literature to depict angels as a fixed and therefore reliable 

aspirational vision of what humanity may achieve through ascetic labor. It is probable 

therefore, that the close association of successful desert asceticism with “angelic life” 

also contributed to the stabilization of angels as moral exemplars. For angels to be 

anything else would undermine the potency of this trope and thus, the perceived 

legitimacy and sanctity of life in the Egyptian desert. 

                                                           
184 Evagrius, KG 4.74 (PO 28.168–69); N.186 (Wortley, 130). 

185 Muehlberger, Angels in Late Ancient Christiantiy, 148–75; “Ambivalence about the Angelic Life: The 

Promise and Perils of an Early Christian Discourse of Asceticism,” 447–78. Muehlberger also notes that 

periodically monastic leaders and authors would try to disabuse individual ascetics of this notion, most 

often for the purpose of  keeping them humble. See Muehlberger, Angels in Late Ancient Christiantiy, 174–

75. 

186 Muehlberger, Angels in Late Ancient Christiantiy, 156–57. One ostracon from Thebes encourages a 

monk to be faithful in order to be blessed by the “angel of the desert place.” See O.Brit.Mus.Copt. I p.87 pl. 

63.3. H.R. Hall, Coptic and Greek Texts of the Christian Period from Ostraka, Stelae, etc. in the British 

Museum (London: Trustees of the British Museum, 1905), 79. 

187 Darlene Brooks Hedstrom, The Monastic Landscape of Late Antique Egypt: An Archaeological 

Reconstruction (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 2017), 83. 
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 Finally, as Muehlberger has observed, evolving discourse regarding angels may 

also be correlated to theological and societal disruptions which contributed to the sense 

that the world was “fragmented and threated to fly apart entirely.”188 She argues 

specifically that theological controversies and invading barbarian armies at the turn of the 

fifth century led Augustine to portray angels as morally and ontologically stable in the 

City of God.189 This was an effort to give Christians something to hold on to in troubled 

times, a heavenly polity characterized by security, stability, and order. It is entirely 

possible that Egyptian ascetic literature reflects the same tendency. In addition to the 

generally volatile political dynamics of the Roman Empire in the fourth through sixth 

centuries, Egyptian literature emerged in the backdrop of theological tensions like the 

Arian controversy, ecclesiological wars between monks and bishops, interreligious 

conflicts in which monks participated in riots, and the invasion and destruction of 

monastic settlements by the Emperor Valens and invading Berber tribes.190 Depicting 

angels became more stable and sufficient agents in the Christian imagination therefore, 

may reflect Christian efforts to bring order to an otherwise chaotic cosmos. 

                                                           
188 Muehlberger, Angels in Late Ancient Christiantiy, 46. 

189 Ployd argues that Augustine’s stabilization of angels may have also been a response to Origenism. See 

“Participation and Polemics,” 431–38. On the significance of the ontological fluidity of intelligible matter 

(like angels) in Augustine’s writings, see Christian Tornau, “Intelligible Matter and the Genesis of Intellect: 

The Metamorphosis of a Plotinian Theme in Confessions 12–13,” in Augustine’s “Confessions”: 

Philosophy in Autobiography (ed. William E. Mann; Oxford: Oxford University Press, 2014), 181–218; 

William A. Christian, “Augustine on the Creation of the World,” HTR 46.1 (1953), 1–25. 

190 For more on the turmoil in fourth and fifth century Egypt, see Smith, Philosopher Monks, 36–47.  
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CHAPTER 4 |   Athanasius and Animals  

4.1 Introduction 

It may be helpful at this point to remind the reader of the purposes of this dissertation. 

My primary goal in this work is to implicate non-human agents as beneficiaries of their 

involvement in human ascetic life. In the previous two chapters I have examined the 

various ways in which angels were understood to benefit from their interactions with 

human ascetics. I demonstrated that while angels are consistently portrayed as 

collaborative agents in human spiritual development, discourses in Egyptian ascetic 

literature regarding how angels profited from these interactions evolved throughout the 

course of the fourth through sixth centuries. In the same vein, the following two chapters 

address the portrayal of animals as beneficiaries of ascetic life during approximately the 

same time period.  

I begin my analysis of inter-species relations again in Alexandria and with one of the 

most influential works of literature in the Christian tradition: the Life of Antony (hereafter 

Antony).1 Antony records the young man Antony’s call to ascetic life, his journeys into 

the Egyptian desert, the temptations he encountered there, his routines, miracles, 

prophecies, teachings, interactions with others, and eventually his death. Although the 

                                                           
1 In this chapter I have made my own translations of this text while consulting Robert C. Gregg, The Life of 

Antony and the Letter to Marcellinus (New York: Paulist Press, 1980). All Greek citations are from G.J.M. 

Bartelink (ed.), Athanase d'Alexandrie, Vie d'Antoine. Introduction, texte critique, traduction, notes et 

index, Sources Chrétiennes 400 (Paris: Les Editions du Cerf, 1994). See also The Life of Antony: The 

Coptic Life and the Greek Life, trans. Tim Vivian and A.N. Athanasakis, CS 202 (Kalamazoo, MI: 

Cistercian Publications, 2003). 
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authorship of Antony has been a matter of debate in the past,2 the text is now widely 

accepted as the work of Athanasius of Alexandria, who composed it sometime shortly 

after Antony’s death in 356.3 In addition to its robust depictions of animal-human 

relations in ascetic contexts, Antony provides the primary focus of this chapter because its 

profound impact on late ancient Christian hagiography generally, and on literature in the 

Egyptian ascetic tradition more specifically. Within only a few decades of its publication, 

the popularity of Antony had spread throughout the Mediterranean and into Gaul and 

Italy.4 It was translated from Greek into Syriac, Coptic, Armenian, Arabic, and Latin, and 

inspired generations of monks, nuns, and lay people.5 In the character of Antony, 

Athanasius created a powerful and enduring literary model of the perfect ascetic life—

complete with its network of inter-species  relationships—which would be reflected and 

innovated upon in subsequent presentations of Egyptian asceticism.6 Accordingly, this 

chapter also constitutes a helpful starting point for understanding the development of 

                                                           
2 See for example a summary of the issues raised by H. Weingarten in Karl Heussi, Der Ursprung des 

Mönchtums (Tübingen: Mohr Siebeck, 1936), ch. 3.  

3 For a brief introduction to scholarship on the Life of Antony and its relation to the historical Antony, see J. 

William Harmless, “Monasticism” in The Oxford Handbook of Early Christian Studies, ed. Susan 

Ashbrook Harvey and David Hunter (Oxford: Oxford University Press, 2008), 498–501. See also Brakke, 

Athanasius and the Politics of Asceticism, 201–265. Many early church historians likewise attributed the 

work to Athanasius. See Rufinus, Historia Ecclesiastica 1.8 (PL 21. 478); Palladius, Lausiac History 8 

(Bartelink, LH, 40–44); Socrates, Historia Ecclesiastica 1.21 (PG 67. 136). 

4 As Owen Chadwick has remarked, by the year 400, Antony of Egypt “was already a hero of the past.” 

Owen Chadwick, John Cassian, 2nd ed. (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 1967), 3.  

5 Joseph J. Lynch, Early Christianity: A Brief History (New York: Oxford, 2010), 197. Gregory of 

Nazianzus said that in writing the Life, Athanasius “composed a rule for the monastic life in the form of a 

narrative.” Gregory of Nazianzus, Or. 21.5.6–7 (Mossay-Lafontaine). For a list of allusions to Antony in 

early Christian literature, see Bartelink (ed.), Athanase d'Alexandrie, Vie d'Antoine, 37–42. 

6 On the Life’s literary influence on later Egyptian ascetic literature, see Choat, “The Life of Antony in 

Egypt,” 50–74; Goehring, Ascetics, Society, and the Desert, 73–94.  
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discourse on animals in ascetic contexts in later literature, such as the lives of Paul and 

Aphou, the Sayings of the Desert Fathers, Lausiac History, and History of the Monks in 

Egypt, all of which will attended to in the following chapter.  

Both real animals—i.e. not demons in disguise—and demons in the form of animals 

appear in Antony. Within the context of the narrative, these creatures serve two primary 

functions relative to Antony’s ascetic endeavors.7 First, they provide him with a degree of 

the opposition necessary to facilitate his practice of and growth in virtue.8 The vast 

majority of the animals with whom Antony has contact are either demons masquerading 

as animals or animals who bodies have been coopted by demons.9 These are consequently 

portrayed as antagonistic toward the monk, seeking to frustrate his ascetic efforts but 

thereby unintentionally creating the circumstances wherein he may engage in labors that 

result in spiritual growth;10 these animals are ‘weight on the bar,’ as it were. As Brakke 

has observed, a monk’s combat with hostile forces helped to retain his ascetic integrity as 

                                                           
7 Other times animals merely appear in and around Antony’s desert dwelling, interacting with him in 

sundry ways. 

8 According to the logic of moral development assumed in the Life, a monk must prove his worthiness of 

God’s aid by combatting demons and the passions. Only with this aid can the monk ascend to heaven. See 

Brakke, Athanasius and the Politics of Asceticism, 218–19.  

9 While demons are also able to transform into other beings in the Life, including women, giants, soldiers, 

and other monks, their preferred form is that of animals. See Athanasius, Life of Antony 23, 25 (SC 400, 

198–200; 204–206). Demons, according to Athanasius, operate with the intent to frustrate human spiritual 

development, “to prevent us from ascending to the place from which they fell.” See Life of Antony 22 (SC 

400, 196). The association of animals with the demonic was commonplace in the ancient world. One likely 

reason for this prevalence of this notion in the Life is the wilderness setting in which in which takes place. 

As Gilhus has observed, “In antiquity, demons were part of a spiritual geography and connected to 

wildernesses and dangerous places and to special times such as the night.” See Ingvild Gilhus, Animals, 

Gods, and Humans, 221. 

10 The consequence of faithful ascetic labor in the face of opposition is an endowment of God’s “grace.” 

See for example Athanasius, Life of Antony 10, 20 (SC 400, 162–64; 186–92). 
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well as to demonstrate his worthiness of divine aid to God.11 For, according to 

Athanasius, the monk’s success is predicated both upon the ascetic struggle against 

opposition and the enabling grace received through Christ’s death on the cross.12 

Second, Athanasius also portrays animals as means by which Antony and his ascetic 

companions’ temporal survival is ensured. In one passage, for example, God sends a 

camel to Antony and his fellow monks to aid them in their journey across the desert and 

to keep them from dying.13 Elsewhere, a horse becomes the agent of God’s judgment, 

killing its master, Balacius, who was not only a friend of the Arians but was known to 

beat virgins and to strip and whip monks.14 Balacius even personally threatened Antony, 

and his death is framed by Athanasius as means by which the monks of the desert could 

enjoy freedom from persecution.15 These passages attest to the ways in which Athanasius 

                                                           
11David Brakke, Demons and the Making of the Monk, 146–48. Brakke here is speaking about the monks 

portrayed in the Sayings of the Desert Fathers, including Antony, but the same logic may also be applied to 

the Life of Antony.  

12 Athanasius, Life of Antony 30 (SC 400, 218–20). Brakke notes that Athanasius believed that “Christ had 

made the way up to heaven accessible to humans beings, who must yet make the journey through their own 

efforts; that people have received sufficient grace, but must exercise their free will to make it fruitful.” 

Brakke, Athanasius and the Politics of Asceticism, 224–25. For additional works on this theme in 

Hellenistic Christian and non-Christian literature, see Victor C. Pfitzner, Paul and the Agon Motif: 

Traditional Athletic Imagery in the Pauline Literature (Novum Testamentum, Suppl. 16) (Leiden: Brill, 

1967). 

13 Athanasius, Life of Antony 54 (SC 400, 278–80). 

14 Athanasius, Life of Antony 86 (SC 400, 356). Athanasius recounts the story in the following way: 

“Balacius and Nestorius, the prefect of Egypt, went to Chaireu, the first stop after Alexandria, both riding 

horses. The horses belonged to Balacius’s and were the most gentle he had. But before arriving at their 

destination, the horses started playing with one another, as they were accustomed to do, and all of a sudden 

the gentler horse, which Nestorius rode, bit Balacius, tossed him, and attacked him, tearing his thigh so 

badly with its teeth that he was brought straight back to the city and died within three days.” A version of 

this story also appears in Hist. Ar. 14. For a detailed account of the differences, see Heussi, 

Der Ursprung des Mönchtums, 98–99. 

15 Athanasius, Life of Antony 86 (SC 400, 356–58). 
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imagined animals as agents in assuring the spiritual and temporal welfare of ascetics in 

the Egyptian desert. 

The monks however, were not the only ones to profit from inter-species interaction. 

The primary class of benefit that animals derive from their association with Antony is 

what I refer to as “irenic,” by which I mean relational dynamics contributing to the 

establishment of peace.16 This form of benefaction is made possible by Antony’s 

commitment to fasting from animal flesh as well as by his scripturally-informed decision 

to not harm or kill animals. Additionally, in the context of their interactions with Antony, 

animals are portrayed as possessing a more heightened ‘rationality’ than is proper to their 

nature—or better said, a kind of pseudo-rationality which resembles λόγος but is not. 

This more ‘rational’ nature is manifested principally in the animals’ subordination and 

deference to Antony and, according to Athanasius, is evocative of their state of being in 

the Garden of Eden. In order to fully appreciate the uniqueness of Athanasius’ portrayal 

of animals in the ascetic contexts, it will be helpful to first address his views regarding 

animals in his larger corpus of writings, as well as how these views participate in broader 

ancient philosophical debates regarding the relationship of humans, animals, and reason.   

This chapter will accordingly proceed in two parts. Part one contrasts Athanasius’ 

discussion of animals in his larger corpus to that in Antony. In it I will demonstrate that 

Antony’s unique representation of animals reflects Athanasius’ understanding that it is 

principally within ascetic contexts that animals have the potential for ameliorated nature 

and circumstances. This shift in rhetoric destabilizes the claims of human exceptionalism 

                                                           
16 I derive the term “irenic” from the Greek work εἰρήνη, meaning “peace.” 
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he makes elsewhere (and periodically in Antony itself) and correlates to his departure 

from a characteristically Stoic to a more Platonic position regarding animal nature and 

relation to humans. Part two then examines animal benefaction in Antony, focusing 

specifically on the manner in which inter-species relations become more peaceful as 

Antony grows in holiness. Antony does not actively protect animals from harm as monks 

in later Egyptian ascetic literature do (see the following chapter), but he does however, 

choose to not harm them or respond to them in agression as an extension of his ascetic 

ideals. 

 4.2 Animals in Athanasius’ Corpus 

Athanasius’ discussion of animals in the vast majority of his corpus stands in stark 

contrast to his depiction of animals in Antony. Outside of Antony, animals are typically 

portrayed as non-rational with only a hint of potential for a more ideal state of being. In 

the ascetic contexts depicted in Antony, however, animals manifest numerous 

characteristics associated with rationality. Athanasius also explicitly portrays irenic 

animal-monk relations as both normative and as reflective of created nature as God 

originally intended it to be. This functions to disrupt the rigid hierarchical ontology that 

pervades his other works and implies an intent to influence the inter-species ethics of 

Antony’s readers.  

4.2.1 Athanasius among the Philosophers 

The nature and purpose of animals is a topic that had already received ample attention 

in philosophical discourse prior to Athanasius’ literary productivity in the fourth 
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century.17 Athanasius’s views therefore, participate in a larger tradition of Platonic, 

Aristotelian, Stoic, Pythagorean, and Epicurean thinkers who debated the relationship 

between humans, animals, and reason (λόγος).18 The main positions in this philosophical 

debate were those of the Stoics and Platonists. Whereas both schools viewed humans as 

occupying a superior position to animals in the universe, the Stoics advocated a much 

more pronounced distinction between the two species. According to the Stoic position, 

humans share “kinship (συγγένεια)” with the gods because they both possess reason 

(λόγος).19 Access to reason provides humans with the capacity for speech, emotion, 

judgment, memory, foresight, virtue, and the freedom to act. Animals, on the other hand, 

lack reason, and therefore, also these capacities.20 Consequently, animals act only 

according to instinct (φύσις), which may at times resemble rational thought, 21 but in 

reality, as Epictetus argues, is just a “faculty of using external impressions (τὸ χρῆσθαι 

                                                           
17 For a helpful summary of the variety of views regarding animals and reason in the ancient world, see 

Gilhus, Animals, Gods, and Humans, 37–61. See also Stephen Newmyer, “Speaking of Beasts: the Stoics 

and Plutarch on Animal Reason and Modern Case against Animals” Quaderni Urbinati de Cultura 

Classica 63 (1999), 99–110; “Animals in Ancient Philosophy,” 151–74 in A Cultural History of Animals in 

Antiquity Vol. 1, ed. Linda Kalof and Birgitte Resl (London: Oxford, 2007).  

18 Following this line of thinking, other Alexandrians, including Philo and Origen similarly denied animals 

λόγος. For a concise summary of their views, see Gilhus, Animals, Gods, and Humans, 42–44; 57–61. On 

the possibility of animals experiencing passions, see Gillian Clark, “Animal Passions,” Greece & Rome  

47.1 (April, 2000), 88–93. 

19 See for example Epictetus, Discourses 2.8.7–8; 10–11; Plutarch’s characterization of Stoic view in Soll. 

An. 964f–64a; Seneca, Ep. 121.23. 

20 See Plutarch’s description of Stoic position in Soll. An. 961d. See also Sorabji, Animal Minds & Human 

Morals, 51–55; 58–61. 

21 As Spittler notes, “the Stoics did not discount the appearance of rationality in the animal kingdom; it was 

the attribution of this rationality to the individual animal (as opposed to Nature more broadly) that they 

denied.” See Janet Spittler, Animals in the Apocryphal Acts of the Apostles, 20. 
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φαντασίαις).”22 Another significant consequence of animal non-rationality is that notions 

of justice and injustice do not apply to human-animal relations. Animals therefore, are 

understood by the Stoics to exist solely for the use of humans,23 and humans may do 

whatever they want to them without being unjust.24 There are no interspecific ethics.  

Some Platonists took a more nuanced approach, one which granted animals access to 

a degree of reason and virtue, and which advocated a more irenic dynamic between 

humans and animals. Plato, while never fully committing to the idea of rational animals, 

was inclined to predicate a kind of pseudo-rational behavior to them.25 In Republic, for 

instance, he suggests that a dog’s recognitional capacity is an indication of its “love of 

learning (φιλομαθὲς)” and “philosophical (φιλόσοφον)” nature.26 Plutarch, on the other 

hand, explicitly argues that animals possess “reason (λόγος)” and “understanding 

(σύνεσις)” and should therefore be treated well.27 This belief also informed his 

                                                           
22 Epictetus, Discourses 2.8.7–8; Gilhus, Animals, Gods, and Humans, 39. 

23 See for example Epictetus, Discourses 1.6.18–20; 1.16.4–5. For more on Stoic anthropocentrism and its 

implications for human-animal relations, see Urs Dierauer, Tier und Mensch im Denken der Antike 

(Amsterdam: Grüner, 1977), 238–45. 

24 Chryssipus cited by Cicero, Fin. 3.67. The passage reads: “But just as [Stoics] thing that there are bonds 

of justice (ius) among humans, thus they think there is no justice between humankind and beast. For 

Chrysippus very clearly said that all other things were born for the sake of humans and gods; but they [i.e. 

humans and gods] exist for their own fellowship and society, so that humans can use beast for their own 

purposes without injustice.” See also Plutarch’s characterization of Stoic view in On the Cleverness of 

Animals (trans. H. Cherniss, and W. Helmbold) Loeb Classical Library (London: Heinemann, 1968), 963f–

64a. 

25 Sorabji notes Plato’s granting of intellect (νοῦς) to animals in Leg. 961d, only to deny it to them a few 

paragraphs later, in 963e. See Sorabji, Animal Minds, 9–12.  

26 Plato, Republic 2.376b. 

27 Plutarch, On the Cleverness of Animals, 985c. See also S. Newmeyer, Animals, Rights, and Reason in 

Plutarch and Modern Ethics (Oxford and New York: Oxford University Press, 2006). 
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conception of inter-species ethics, leading him to argue that humans should show 

“humanity (φιλανθρωπία)” and “compassion (φιλοικτίρμων)” toward animals, making 

use of them only insofar as it does not hurt them.28 In this sense, Plutarch believed that 

humans should treat animals in a manner similar to how humans should treat one another. 

In On the Cleverness of Animals, he explains: “it is not those who make use of animals 

who do them wrong, but those who use them harmfully and heedlessly in cruel ways.”29 

Within the context of this irenic relationship, animals and humans may mutually profit 

one another and animals may learn superior qualities from humans through imitation.30 

Thus, the Platonic position, 31 as Gilhus argues, assumes that “the world is made for 

                                                           
28 Plutarch, On the Cleverness of Animals 960a. 

29 Plutarch, On the Cleverness of Animals 965b. 

30 Plutarch, On the Cleverness of Animals 975f. Following Plutarch, Porphyry argues that animals possess 

the capacity for rational deliberation and speech: “Now since there are two kinds of logos, one in 

expression and one in disposition, let us begin with expressive logos, logos organized by voice. If 

expressive logos is voice signifying with the tongue that which is experienced internally and in the soul … 

what in this is absent from those animals that speak? And why should a creature not first have thought what 

it experiences, even before it says what it is going to say? I mean by ‘thought’ that which is silently voiced 

in the soul. Now since that which is voiced by the tongue is logos however it is voiced, whether in 

barbarian or Greek, dog or cattle fashion, animals which have a voice share in logos, human speaking in 

accordance with human customs and animals in accordance with the customs each has acquired from the 

gods and nature.” Porphyry, de Abstinentia, 3.3.1–3 (ed. Jean Bouffartique and Michel Patillon, Porphyre: 

De L’Abstinence, vol. 2 (Paris: Societe D’Edition “Les Belles Lettres, 1979), 154; trans. Gillian Clark, 

Porphyry: On Abstinence from Killing Animals (Ithaca, NY: Cornell University Press, 2000), 81. 

31In a similar manner, Porphyry stated that the rational capacity of humans and animals differed in degree 

but not in kind. He writes: “Almost everyone agrees that animals are like us in perception and in 

organization generally with regard both to sense-perception and to the flesh. They share like us not only in 

natural experiences and the movements they cause, but even in unnatural and unhealthy experiences which 

are observed in them. No sensible person would say that animals are incapable of a rational disposition 

because they are quite different in their bodily constitution, seeing that in human beings too there is great 

variation of constitution according to race and people, yet also agreeing that all are rational.” Porphyry, De 

abs. 3.7.2 (ed. Bouffartique and Patillon, 160–61; trans. Clark, 84). 
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humans as well as animals, and animals are ends in themselves, and not, as the Stoics 

taught, made solely for the sake of humans.”32 

Following in the footsteps of previous Alexandrian thinkers, like Philo and Origen, 

Athanasius is partial to the tenets of the Stoic position in the vast majority of his corpus—

outside of Antony that is.33 He explicitly states and in numerous places, that unlike 

humans, animals lack reason (λόγος), meaning that they do not possess the “intellectual 

part of the soul,” which constitutes the image of God.34 Humans thus stand over and 

against animals as rational subjects to non-rational objects.35 For Athanasius, animal non-

rationality is manifested primarily in the fact that 1) animal behavior is governed by the 

senses rather than the intellect, 2) animals are unable to think of and perceive things 

beyond what is immediately present before them, and 3) animals cannot reliably choose 

what is in their own best interest. In Against the Heathen, he explains the difference 

between humans and animals in the following way:  

Humankind alone thinks (λογίζεσθαι) of things external (ἔξωθεν) to itself, and 

reasons about things which are not immediately present (ἐνθυμεῖσθαι τὰ μή παρόντα), 

and reflects (ἐπιλογίζεσθαί), and judges (κρίσει) the better of opposing choices. For 

                                                           
32 Gilhus, Animals, Gods, and Humans, 61. See also Gillian Clark, Body and Gender, Soul and Reason in 

Late Antiquity (Variorum Collected Studies CS978; Farnham, Surrey and Burlington, VT: Ashgate 

Variorum, 2011), 318. 

33 For a concise summary of representations of animals in patristic literature see Spittler, Animals in the 

Apocryphal Acts, 26–43. For Philo on animals, see Gilhus, Animals, Gods, and Humans, 42–44 and Peder 

Borgen, “Man’s Sovereignty over Animals and Nature According to Philo of Alexandria” in Texts and 

Contexts: Biblical Texts in Their Textual and Situational Contexts: Essays in Honor of Lars Hartman, 

trans. Tord Fornberg and David Hellholm (Oslo: Scandinavian University Press, 1995), 369–89. For more 

on animals and reason see Clark, Body and Gender, 68–79. 

34 Athanasius, Against the Heathen 1.20.3; 1.26.2; 2.31.2. (PG 25.41, 52, 61). 

35 I am indebted to Patricia Cox Miller for this phrasing. See In the Eye of the Animal, 123. In this passage 

Miller is characterizing the portrayal of animals in the Wester philosophical tradition. For more on this 

topic see Louise Westling, The Logos of the Living World: Merleau-Ponty, Animals, and Language (New 

York: Fordham University Press, 2014). 
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the non-rational animals percieve (βλέπει) only what is present, and are moved 

(ὁρμᾷ) solely by what they see, even if such harms them. A human, on the other hand, 

is not moved by what he sees only, but judges through deliberation about what its 

eyes perceive. Often its inclinations are subdued by reasoning, and that reasoning to 

further reflection.36 

Animals, therefore, lack the capacity to see beyond what is immediately in front of them 

in a figurative sense. They are deficient in that intelligence which, Athanasius argues, 

“discerns, recalls, and shows to them what is the best (διακρίνει, καί ἀναμιμνῄσκει, καί  

δείκνυσιν αὑταῖς τὸ κρεῖττον)”37 In a manner of speaking, they are agents to be acted 

upon rather than actors themselves. As a corollary, animals’ rightful place in the cosmos 

is to be subordinated to humans: the rule of reason over non-reason is the natural order of 

things.38 Athanasius is largely silent regarding the specific dynamics of this relationship, 

except to say that God ordained humankind “that it should have dominion over 

creatures.”39 It remains unclear therefore, whether Athanasius would see harming, 

exploiting, or killing animals for human gain as a moral issue.  

Although it is not made explicit, he does gesture toward the idea that animals 

were not made solely for the use of humans and that they possess an unactualized telos, 

or potential for a more ideal state of being. He therefore waivers from his adherence to 

                                                           
36 Athanasius, Against the Heathen 2.31.2 (PG 25.61). 

37 Athanasius, Against the Heathen 2.31.3 (PG 25.61). 

38 I am indebted to Gillian Clark for this phrasing. See Body and Gender, 73. 

39 Athanasius, Discourses Against the Arians 2.45 (PG 26.244). Athanasius is citing Wis. 9:2 in this 

passage but with obvious resonances of Gen 1:26–28. Wis. 9:1–2 reads: “O God of my ancestors and Lord 

of mercy, who have made all things by your word, and by your wisdom have formed humankind to have 

dominion over the creatures you have made” (NRSV). Gen 1:26–28 reads: “Then God said, ‘Let us make 

humankind  in our image, according to our likeness; and let them have dominion over the fish of the sea, 

and over the birds of the air, and over the cattle, and over all the wild animals of the earth, and over every 

creeping thing that creeps upon the earth.’ 27 So God created humankind in his image…28 God blessed 

them, and God said to them… ‘have dominion over the fish of the sea and over the birds of the air and over 

every living thing that moves upon the earth’” (NRSV). 
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the Stoic position through his incorporation of biblical intertexts, specifically the Genesis 

creation story and the writings of Paul. In several places, Athanasius alludes to non-

human creation’s unactualized telos in connection with his reading of Rom. 8:19–22.40 In 

Discourses Against the Arians, for example, he references, albeit incidentally, the 

“groans” of non-human creation three times.41 In these passages, he notes that creation is 

groaning “to be liberated from the captivity of corruption (φθοράς).”42 This may suggest 

that Athanasius understood non-human creation to currently exist in a state that is inferior 

in some way to a future, less corrupted mode of being. It also possibly gestures toward 

the idea that the work of redemption accomplished in the incarnation and fully realized in 

the eschaton extends to some degree to non-human creation.43  

If this is the case, Athanasius would not be the first or last ancient Christian 

author to read Rom. 8 in this way. His Alexandrian predecessor, Origen, associates 

                                                           
40 Rom. 8:19–22 reads: “For the creation waits with eager longing for the revealing of the children of God; 

20 for the creation was subjected to futility, not of its own will but by the will of the one who subjected it, 

in hope 21 that the creation itself will be set free from its bondage to decay and will obtain the freedom of 

the glory of the children of God. 22 We know that the whole creation has been groaning in labor pains until 

now.” Col. 1:15–20 is also an intertext in Athanasius’ discussion of the redemption of non-human creation. 

It reads: “15 He is the image of the invisible God, the firstborn of all creation; 16 for in him all things in 

heaven and on earth were created, things visible and invisible, whether thrones or dominions or rulers or 

powers—all things have been created through him and for him. 17 He himself is before all things, and in 

him all things hold together. 18 He is the head of the body, the church; he is the beginning, the firstborn 

from the dead, so that he might come to have first place in everything. 19 For in him all the fullness of God 

was pleased to dwell, 20 and through him God was pleased to reconcile to himself all things, whether on 

earth or in heaven, by making peace through the blood of his cross” (NRSV). 

41 Athanasius, Discourses Against the Arians  2.45, 63, 72 (PG 26.244, 280–81, 300–01). 

42 Athanasius, Discourses Against the Arians 2.72 (PG 26.300). 

43 On the redemption of non-human creation Athanasius’ thought, see Denis Edwards, “The Redemption of 

Animals in an Incarnational Theology,” in Creaturely Theology: On God, Humans, and Other Animals, ed. 

Celia Deane-Drummond and David Clough (London: SCM Press, 2009), 81–99. Edwards addresses 

Athanasius in detail on pages 84–90. On the redemption of non-human creation elsewhere in ancient 

Christian and Jewish literature, see Michele Cutino, Isabella Iribarren, and Françoise Vinel (eds.), La 

restauration de la creation: Quelle place pour les animaux? (Vigiliae Christianae, Supplements, Volume 

145; Leiden: Brill), 2018. 
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groaning creation with the sun, moon, stars, the fruits of trees, herbs of the field, and the 

“whole world.”44 He also adds to this list the ministering spirits, angels, and archangels, 

which currently serve humans and are thus “subjected” to humans and “corporeal and 

corruptible things” in accordance with God’s will.45 This non-human creation, he argues, 

hopes to one day “find rest” from this subjection and corruption.46 Ambrosiaster likewise 

argues that non-human creation is currently in a state of subjection “for our [i.e. human] 

benefit.”47 Clarifying the nature of this subjection, he writes: 

Everything born into the world is transient, destined to die, corruptible, and thus 

nothingness. It is nothingness in the sense that it cannot preserve its state. For 

creation in its entirety is disordered by movement, inherently regressing back 

toward chaos…. But it finds consolation in the knowledge that it will find rest 

when every person whom God knows will believe, comes to faith, because it is 

subjected on their account…Would that we feel sympathy not only for ourselves 

but compassion for creation which groans in its daily and nightly suffering.”48 

Ambrosiaster then explicitly equates groaning creation to the natural world, including the 

sun, moon, the “very elements,” and the animal kingdom.49 Regarding the latter, he 

writes that “the spirit in animals is forced to complete its service in mighty groaning. We 

observe them protesting when we force them to work. They all look toward the rest that 

will free them from the bondage of this labor.”50 Creation therefore, including animals, 

                                                           
44 Origen, ComRom 7.4.11 (SC 543, 268). 

45 Origen, ComRom 7.4.11–13 (SC 543, 268–70). 

46 Origen, ComRom 7.4.13 (SC 543, 270). 

47 Ambrosiaster, ComRom 8.20 (CSEL 81.1:279.12–283.13). 

48 Ambrosiaster, ComRom 8.20–22 (CSEL 81.1:279.12–283.13). 

49 Ambrosiaster, ComRom 8.22 (CSEL 81.1:279.12–283.13). 

50 Ambrosiaster, ComRom 8.22 (CSEL 81.1:279.12–283.13). 
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anticipates the day when “it may be released from its obligation of service and rest 

peacefully.”51 

 Theodoret and Chrysostom express similar sentiments, associating the redemption 

of non-human creation with the prelapsarian state of humankind and the resurrection. 

Theodoret argues that “by means of the resurrection, Adam will become immortal; and 

every other created thing will similarly partake in incorruption…sensible creation is now 

waiting for this transformation.”52 Chrysostom adds: 

What does he [Paul] mean by ‘creation itself’? Not just you, but also everything 

that is inferior (καταδεέστερον) to you, which has no part in rationality 

(λογισμοῦ) or perception (αἰσθήσεως), these too will receive blessings (ἀγαθῶν) 

with you. Paul says, ‘It will be released from slavery and corruption,’ meaning it 

will no longer experience decay and will mirror your body’s glory. For just as 

your body became corruptible, so creation followed suit; and when your body 

puts on incorruptibility, so will creation.53 

These passages make clear that some late ancient Christian authors understood the 

redemption spoken of by Paul in Rom. 8 to extend to the non-human world. 

The idea that creation has a yet unrealized potential for harmony, permanence, 

and incorruption is also present elsewhere in Athanasius’ works, although it is less 

explicit. In On the Incarnation, he argues that harmony among all of creation, when it 

exists, reflects God’s agency and intent for the natural world.54 Athanasius thus poses the 

question: who “is not convinced tthat there is a single force which orders and oversees” 

                                                           
51 Ambrosiaster ComRom 8.19 (CSEL 81.1:279.12–283.13). 

52 Theodoret, ComRom 8.2 (PG 60.529–30) 

53 John Chrysostom, HomRom 14.5 (PG 60.529–530). 

54 In Heathen, he argues that harmony among the diverse beings “of opposing nature” especially evinces 

the agency of God. See Athanasius, Against the Heathen 3.36.3 (PG 25.72). 
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when one observers “dissimilar and contrary things in their balanced and congruent 

order.”55 He also adds that the Son engages in the act of creation in order to teach humans 

of God, that “the creator is seen proportionably through the majesty and beauty of 

creation.”56 As Alvyn Petterson has insightfully noted, the link between the order of the 

cosmos and the natural world itself in Athanasius’ writings may gesture toward a more 

capacious understanding of redemption than is typically attributed to him: 

Athanasius’ stress upon Christ as the Wisdom of God and upon creatures as 

witnessing to the Agent of their creation encourages one to see a strong continuity 

and not discontinuity between God’s work as a Creator and Redeemer…It 

invokes in one that memory that salvation is to include this world.57    

Thus, while these passages alone do not imply an inter-species amity and mutuality to the 

degree that Plutarch and Porphyry imagined, they may hint at a belief that God created 

the natural world to be more than it currently is and for more than just humans.  

To be completely clear, the notion of an unactualized telos for non-human 

creation is not a prominent theme in the majority of Athanasius’ works. And if the above 

cited passages do in fact gesture in this direction, they represent an admittedly subtle 

departure from his otherwise anthropocentric soteriology and eschatology. It is 

significant however, that Athanasius’ vision of idealized animal nature and relations with 

                                                           
55 Athanasius, Against the Heathen 36 (PG 25.72). The rationale behind this statement is that the perception 

of beauty and order leads one to reflect on what beauty and order truly are and thereby to comtemplate 

God. This idea is fairly common in Platonic philosophy. See Clark, Body and Gender, 310. 

56 Athanasius, Against the Heathen 3.44.2 (PG 25.88). 

57 Alvyn Petterson, Athanasius (London: Geoffrey Chapman, 1995), 51–52. To be clear, Athanasius also 

believes that there are limits to the degree that the redemptive effects of the incarnation apply to animals. 

For example, in Letter 59.8 he writes: “To say that ‘the Word became flesh,’ is the same as saying ‘the 

Word became human;’ as Joel records: ‘I will pour out my spirit on all flesh;’ this promise was made to 

humans and not non-rational animals; the Lord became human for humans” (PG 26.1063). Here the fact 

that Christ did not take upon himself animal flesh is significant in that animals have no rational nature to be 

divinized. Cf. Discourses Against the Arians 3.33 (PG 26.393–95). 
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humans comes more fully into focus in Antony, a text which intentionally portrays 

humans and animals through a teleological lens (i.e. relating to their ultimate design or 

purpose). Put another way, when Athanasius imagines idealized human life in Antony, 

animals are also present and flourishing in ways distinct from their natural state.   

4.2.2 Animals in the Life of Antony  

Athanasius’ evolution of thought in Antony regarding animals is especially significant 

when considered in light of the work’s composition. It is virtually certain that at least part 

of Antony existed as a written text before Athanasius drew those pieces together, added 

his own material, and thereby produced the work.58 It is therefore possible that what I 

frame below as a shift in Athanasius’ thinking actually represents the disparity between 

Athanasius’s thought and some material he worked with to make Antony. My response 

however, is that these two things are functionally the same. In other words, if in 

compiling Antony, Athanasius did not find the portrayal of inter-species dynamics in his 

source materials problematic enough to exscind or redact, then it is probable he was 

convinced by them. Is it equally likely that he felt unable to change what were already 

prevalent and popular traditions about Antony. At the very least, if he did not fully agree 

with them, he certainly sanctioned them by including them in literary work which in was 

intended to provide a model of idealized ascetic living.59 David Brakke argues as much, 

saying that “Athanasius wrote his biography at a time when other accounts of the monk 

were circulating and he offered his version as the most true…[he] was engaged in a 

                                                           
58 Bartelink (ed.), Athanase d'Alexandrie, Vie d'Antoine, 28–35. 

59 On the numerous possible purposes of the Life of Antony, see Ng, The Spirituality of Athanasius, 214–23. 
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process of ‘correction’, modifying earlier texts or traditions to present a picture of Antony 

congenial to his own theology.”60  

Athanasius’ depiction of animals in the ascetic contexts of Antony differs from that of 

his larger corpus in at least two significant ways. First, animals are consistently 

represented as possessing characteristics which Athanasius associates with rationality 

elsewhere.61 Recall that in Against the Heathen Athanasius understands animals to lack 

the intellectual capacity to distinguish, reflect, recollect, and judge, as well to perceive 

beyond what is sensorially present to them. They are thus governed by their inferior 

natural impulses and cannot reliably act in their own best interest. 62 In Antony this is 

demonstrably not the case. Animals understand human language, they recognize Antony 

as a holy man of God, show deference to him, obey him, and possess the foresight 

necessary to make decisions contrary to their natural impulses. In other words, animals 

are more human-like. For example, in several places animals approach Antony with the 

intent to kill or eat him but refrain from doing so merely because he asks or commands 

them.63 In such passages, the animals in question are by nature ferocious—such as, 

                                                           
60 Brakke, Athanasius and the Politics of Asceticism, 201–03. Brakke adds, “Athanasius would have been 

unhappy with all of these contemporary interpretations of Antony; in contrast, he offered his own portrait 

of Antony.” Michael Williams similarly argues, “Athanasius is employing a biographical genre in a 

consciously corrective manner, rejecting or modifying material about the ascetic life, material which was 

being used by others in a different style and with different implications.” See Williams, “The Life of Antony 

and the Domestication of Charismatic Wisdom,” in Charisma and Sacred Biography, ed. Michael Williams 

(Chambersburg, PA., 1982), 23–42, see especially 24. 

61 Although one passage in the Life refers to animals as “non-rational (ἄλογα).” See Athanasius, Life of 

Antony 9 (SC 400, 162). 

62 Athanasius, Against the Heathen 2.31.2–3 (PG 25.61). 

63 Athanasius, Life of Antony 9, 42, 52 (SC 400, 248–52; 274–76). 
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hyenas, wild dogs, lions, etc.—or possessed by demons and are thus both able and 

inclined to harm him.64 That they don’t attests to their privileging of what is prudent over 

what is instinctual; calculative thought trumps nature.  

In another passage, thirsty animals who encounter Antony in the desert abstain from 

drinking water at his request.65 Their compliance is especially significant given that the 

reason for which they came near Antony’s habitation was “because of the water” there.66 

To be clear, Athanasius does not attribute these behaviors to reason (λόγος). In fact, in 

several passages in Antony, he explicitly refers to animals as “non-rational (ἄλογα),” 

demonstrating some continuity with the assumption of human exceptionalism that 

pervades his other writings.67 In contrast to his other literary works, however, Antony 

maintains that animals are non-rational and yet attributes to them much more explicitly 

characteristics of rational beings; this is why it is unique. Animals are more human-like.  

Consequently, Athanasius’ rhetoric of human exceptionalism begins to wane as a result 

of this more anthropomorphic portrayal of animals. Or to adapt a phrase from Patricia 

                                                           
64 Jews and Christians traditionally interpreted unclean animals in scripture as symbolizing demons. Origen 

suggested that demons “creep into the most rapacious wild beasts and other very wicked animals” because 

they hold similar nature to the demons. See Origen, CCels 4.92–93; David Brakke, Demons and the 

Making of the Monk, 31–32.  

65 Athanasius, Life of Antony 50 (SC 400, 264–66). 

66 Athanasius, Life of Antony 50 (SC 400, 264–66). 

67 Athanasius, Life of Antony 9, 74, 76, 82 (SC 400, 158–62; 324–26; 328–30). 
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Cox Miller, the depictions of animals in Antony “playfully radiate subversion by 

endowing the animals with a logos that anthropocentrism denies to them.”68 

This augmented ‘rationality’ however, does not occur throughout the entirety of 

Antony, which brings us to the second unique aspect of this text. Athanasius links 

together human ascetic formation and animal progress toward a more ideal, which is to 

say, more Edenic, mode of existence. Before treating this dialectic in more detail, it will 

helpful to briefly address Athanasius’ understanding of human spiritual development 

more broadly. Athanasius frames the culmination of the Christian life as the 

contemplation of the Word. This is made possible as human beings retain their “likeness” 

to God through keeping their souls pure, virtuous, and focused on heavenly things, as 

opposed to the sensible distractions of the body and the material world.69 Humans have a 

tendency to be drawn to such lower things on account of Adam’s fall, which was the first 

act of “negligence (κατολιγωρεῖν),” “hesitation (ὀκνεῖν),” “inattentiveness (ἀμελία),” and 

“forgetting (ἐπιλανθάνεσθαι).” 70 As Brakke argues, “the first sin, then, was not pride or 

disobedience, but a loss of moral nerve, a failure to preserve in renunciation of the body 

and attention to God.”71 The purpose of ascetic practice is to properly orient the soul to 

                                                           
68 Miller, In the Eye of the Animal, 104. Miller here is quoting Perry, “Introduction,” xix–xx, quoting Theon 

in Progymnasmata, In “Introduction,” in Ben Edwin Perry (ed. and trans.), Babrius and Phaedrus Fables, 

Loeb Classical Library 436 (Cambridge, MA: Harvard University Press, 1965). 

69 On the image and likeness of God in Athanasius’ thought, see Walter Burghardt, “The Image of God in 

Man: Alexandrian Orientations,” 152–54. 

70 Athanasius, Against the Heathen 2.5–35; 3.2–13 (PG 25.12–72). 

71 Brakke, Athanasius and the Politics of Asceticism, 147. Burghardt adds: “The essence of sin, as 

Athanasius sees it, is forgetfulness of the kat' eikona, neglect of the divine power of contemplation, sloth, 

distaste for the Good. So, too, the consequences of sin center about the kat' eikona: men are deprived of the 

prerogatives conferred by this participation in the divine. Athanasius seems to hover uncertainly between a 
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God, enabling the mind to engage in contemplation, which is its natural and ideal state.72 

Athanasius explains:  

For the soul is upright (εὐθεῖαν) when its rational faculty (νοεράν) is in its natural 

state (κατὰ φύσιν), as it was created. Should it turn aside and become distorted from 

its natural state, this is called evil of the soul. Therefore, the task is not difficult. If we 

remain as we are, we persist in virtue, but if we think about base things, we are 

condemned as evil. Therefore, if the task had to be procured from without, it would 

truly be difficult, but since it is within us, let us guard ourselves against filthy 

thoughts. And having received it as an endowment, let us preserve it unto the Lord, so 

that he might recognize his creation as it was when he made it.73  

The monk’s task therefore, is to pattern his thoughts and behavior in such a way that the 

rational faculty remains focused on God. In so doing, he works to restore his own natural 

state as well as relationship he had with God at the time of creation.74 This idea of 

recovering one’s state “as it was when he [God] made it” is discernable throughout the 

entirety of Antony. 

As previously stated, Athanasius also understands this restoration to extend beyond 

Antony himself and to influence his network of social relations. Consequently, as Antony 

                                                           
kat' eikona that is simply tarnished, covered over, and a kat' eikona that is genuinely destroyed.” See 

Burghardt, “The Image of God in Man,” 153. 

72 Athanasius describes Antony in the following way in Life of Antony 14 (SC 400, 172–74): “His soul was 

pure, neither contracted by distress, nor slack with pleasure, nor was it overcome with levity or dejection. 

He was not bothered when he saw the crowd and he did not rejoice when embraced by so many people. 

Rather, he was entirely balanced (ἴσος), as if steered by the Word (ὑπό τοῦ λόγου κυβερνώμενος) in 

accordance with his natural state.” 

73 Athanasius, Life of Antony 20 (SC 400, 190–92). Athanasius adds elsewhere that one should “focus 

almost entirely on the soul and seek its good, lest it be dragged down by the body’s pleasure instead of the 

body being enslaved to it.” See Life of Antony 45 (SC 400, 256–58). 

74 In contrast to Origen, Athanasius believed that humankind did not originate as minds, but consisted of 

body, soul, and mind from the moment of creation. See Brakke, Athanasius and the Politics of Asceticism, 

149. 
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gradually grows in virtue, he also grows in his ability to be beneficial to other beings.75 

With respect to humans, this help takes various forms, including healings, spiritual 

direction, hospitality, and exorcisms. Antony is thus the prototypical holy person in late 

antiquity: patron, exemplar, teacher, and intercessor.76 He functions as mediatory figure, 

helping others to have a better relationship with God and one another. Antony’s role in 

the lives of animals mirrors his role in the lives of humans in that his spiritual progression 

also correlates to animals’ movement toward closer conformity with their divinely 

designed telos.77 They recover a more Edenic (i.e. rational and irenic) existence.  

In order to more fully understand the correlation between augmented rationality in 

animals and Antony’s spiritual development however, one must also understand the 

manner in which Antony’s search for increasing holiness in Antony is mapped 

geographically in three stages throughout the narrative.78 This narrative framework for 

Antony’s progression is significant because his relationship with animals evolves as he 

progresses through each stage. The first stage (chs. 3–10) represents Antony’s 

experimental period, lasting about fifteen years, wherein he apprenticed himself to “men 

                                                           
75 Brakke, Athanasius and the Politics of Asceticism, 243. 

76 On the function of the holy person in late antiquity, see Peter Brown, “The Rise and Function of the Holy 

Man in Late Antiquity” JRS 61 (1971), 80–101; Claudia Rapp, “‘For next to God, you are my salvation’: 

Reflections on the Rise of the Holy Man in Late Antiquity,” in The Cult of the Saints in Late Antiquity and 

the Middle Ages: Essays on the Contribution of Peter Brown, ed. James Howard-Johnston and Paul 

Hayward (Oxford: Oxford University Press,199), 63–81.  

77 Brakke, Athanasius and the Politics of Asceticism, 217. 

78 Brakke, Demons and the Making of the Monk, 27–31. Brakke notes four stages, one beginning before 

Antony commits to a life on the outskirts of his village. On the ladder-like quality of  Antony’s life, see 

also Richard Reitzenstein, Des Athanasius Werk über das Leben des Antonius. Ein philologischer Beitrag 

zur Geschichte des Mönchtums (Heidelberg: C. Winter, 1914), 111. 
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of zeal” on the outskirts of his village.79 The second stage (chs. 11–48) comprises the 

twenty years he spent in the “deserted fortress,” which was located deeper in the desert.80 

The final stage (chs. 49–94), or “inner mountain (ἔσω ὄρος),” 81 which was situated the 

furthest from civilization, is where Antony spent the remainder of his life. These stages 

cumulatively represent what is sometimes referred to in modern scholarship as Antony’s 

journey of “heavenly ascent.”82 

At the first stage of his spiritual journey, Antony is consistently harassed by animals 

(or demons in the form of animals) who inflict severe bodily harm on him.83 These 

include lions, bears, leopards, bulls, serpents, asps, scorpions, and wolves. In chapter ten, 

however, after a particularly brutal assault, in which Antony is left “groaning from 

physical pain,” Antony asks God why he has not intervened to deliver him from his 

tormentors.84 God then responds,85 “I was here, Antony, but I waited to witness your 

                                                           
79 Sozomen believes this village to be Coma in central Egypt. See Historia Ecclesiastica 1.13. On 

prominent families in “peasant villages,” see Naphtali Lewis, Life in Egypt Under Roman Rule (Classics in 

Papyrology) (Oxford: Oxford University Press, 1983), 66–7. 

80 Athanasius, Life of Antony 12 (SC 400, 168). 

81 Athanasius, Life of Antony 51(SC 400, 272). 

82 Brakke, Athanasius and the Politics of Asceticism, 217–27. 

83 For several examples see Athanasius, Life of Antony 7–9. 

84 Athanasius, Life of Antony 9 (SC 400, 160). 

85 There is some disagreement among the different linguistic versions of the Life of Antony regarding the 

identity of the being in Antony’s vision. Typically the being is interpreted to be the Lord, God, or Christ. 

See Brakke, Demons and the Making of the Monk, 31; Brian Brennan, “Athanasius’ Vita Antonii: A 

Sociological Interpretation,” VC 39 (1985), 212. Muehlberger suggests that the being was a companion 

angel sent by God. For her discussion, see Muehlberger, Angels in Late Ancient Christianity, 128–33. 

Regardless of the precise identity of the agent, it is clear that this divine being made a promise with Antony 

that was efficacious.  
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struggle. And now, because you have endured…I will assist you forever.”86 At this point 

Antony becomes “even more zealous in his piety (ἔτι μᾶλλον προθυμότερος ἦν εἰς τήν 

θεοσέβειαν)” and decides to journey deeper into the desert (i.e. progress to stage two).87 

Correspondingly, no animal is ever able to harm him again. This is not to say that animals 

stop attempting to harm and molest him, especially those coopted by demons. Rather, 

after this blessing from God, the animals choose to subordinate themselves to Antony’s 

will. Antony now has power over the animal kingdom and dictates the rules of this 

relationship. 

Athanasius represents this new inter-species dynamic as a fulfillment of scripture, and 

more specifically, scripture relating to the Edenic inter-species relations.88 He writes of 

Antony: 

And it was truly remarkable that a person alone in such a desert was neither overly 

burdened by the demons which antagonized him, nor fearful of their savageness when 

there were so many four-legged animals and reptiles (θηρίων τετραπόδων καί 

ἑρπετῶν). Rather he was truly one who, as Scripture says, ‘trusted in the Lord as 

Mount Sion,’ keeping his mind unmoved and still; such that demons fled and wild 

animals (τά θηρία τά ἄγρια) were, as scripture says, ‘at peace with him (εἰρηνεύειν 

πρός αὐτόν).’89 

                                                           
86 Athanasius, Life of Antony 10 (SC 400, 164). 

87 Athanasius, Life of Antony 11 (SC 400, 164).  

88 As Patricia Cox Miller has noted, “The overcoming of the disturbed state of relation between human and 

animal implicitly taps into what Richard Bauckham has called ‘the classic scriptural expression of hope of 

peace between humans and wild animals’” alluded to in Isa. 11:6–9. See Miller, In the Eye of the Animal, 

136; Richard Bauckham, Living with Other Creatures: Green Exegesis and Theology (Waco: Baylor 

University Press, 2011), 124. Isaiah 11:6–9 reads: “The wolf shall live with the lamb, the leopard shall lie 

down with the kid, the calf and the lion and the fatling together, and a little child shall lead them. 7 The 

cow and the bear shall graze, their young shall lie down together; and the lion shall eat straw like the ox. 8 

The nursing child shall play over the hole of the asp, and the weaned child shall put its hand on the adder’s 

den. 9 They will not hurt or destroy on all my holy mountain; for the earth will be full of the knowledge of 

the Lord as the waters cover the sea” (NRSV). 

89 Athanasius, Life of Antony 51 (SC 400, 288). 
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In this final scriptural allusion, Athanasius is referring to Job 5:23: “For you shall be in 

league with the stones of the field, and the wild animals shall be at peace with you” 

(NRSV). As Brakke argues, Athanasius portrays Antony as converting the desert into a 

Garden of Eden by making the animals obey him as they did Adam.90 And in so doing, he 

establishes a template for ideal human-animal cohabitation, one that is characterized by 

benevolence and is evocative of the natural world as God intended it to be.91 Antony 

“reclaim[s] the devil’s territory for God…transform[ing] the desert into ‘the heavenly 

commonwealth (πολιτεία),’ a ‘land of piety and justice’” not just for humans but for 

animals.92   

David Frankfurter has observed that analogous non-Christian portrayals of holy 

persons interacting with their Egyptian ecosystem were also prevalent during this time 

period.93 Accordingly, Athanasius may have been inclined to model Antony’s inter-

species interactions after such portrayals as a way to further establish Antony’s 

legitimacy in the eyes of some of his Egyptian readership. This is entirely possible; 

                                                           
90 Brakke, Athanasius and the Politics of Asceticism, 226.  

91 Gilhus suggests that Antony’s relationship with the animals was not in fact peaceful because even though 

the animals in Life of Antony 51 (SC 400, 272–74) obey Antony, he commands them to depart from the 

only water source in the area (see Life of Antony 54 [(SC 400, 278]) effectively sentencing them to death. 

See Gilhus, Animals, Gods, and Humans, 222.  I contend however, the Gilhus may be reading too much 

into the story. Athanasius clearly wants to emphasize the irenic rather than polemical relationship between 

Antony and animals in this passage. Antony is even said to “gently capture” an animal before sending it on 

its way, implying that his intent was not to directly or indirectly harm it.  

92 Brake, Athanasius and the Politics of Asceticism, 226, 237. See also Athanasius, Life of Antony 14, 44 

(SC 400, 174, 254). Brakke sees the restoration of the Edenic ideal in Antony’s planting vegetables  and 

taming the wild beasts. 

93 David Frankfurter, Christianizing Egypt: Syncretism and Local Worlds in Late Antiquity (Princeton: 

Princeton University Press, 2018),  90–92. On other possible literary influences see Harmless, Desert 

Christians, 68–74. On the literary characteristics of ancient biography, including the Life of Antony, more 

generally, see Patricia Cox Miller, Biography in Late Antiquity: A Quest for the Holy Man (Berkeley: 

University of California Press, 1983). 
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however, given Athanasius’ explicit reference to the bible in his portrayal of monk-

animal relations, it is probable that scripture functioned as his primary intertext.94 

Remarking on this recurrent theme of Edenic restoration in early monastic literature, Tim 

Vivian writes: 

The humble person [i.e. the monk] approaches the ravening beasts, and when their 

gaze rests upon him, their wildness is tamed. They come up to him as their 

master…for they smell coming from him the scent that Adam exhaled before the 

fall, when they were gathered together before him and he gave them names in 

Paradise.95 

The notion of irenic animal-human relations, while scripturally informed, also reflects 

Athanasius’ further departure from the Stoic position to which he holds more firmly 

elsewhere in his writings. Thus, in Antony, Athanasius’ portrayal of animals more closely 

aligns with the teachings of the Platonists: the created world is not just for the use of 

humans; animals are not entirely non-‘rational’ and should be “at peace (εἰρηνεύειν)” 

with humans.96 This shift in thinking also demonstrates Athanasius’ belief that it is 

principally within ascetic contexts that animals have the potential for ameliorated nature 

and circumstances. As Blake Leyerle observes, it is not uncommon for animals portrayed 

in ascetic contexts to experience a “behavior modification” which corresponds to their 

participating in the restoration of the prelapsarian “peaceable kingdom.”97 The following 

                                                           
94 On biblical motifs in the Life of Antony, see Harmless, Desert Christians, 69–70. 

95 Tim Vivian, “The Peaceable Kingdom: Animals as Parables in the Virtues of Saint Macarius” Anglican 

Theological Review 85 (2003), 490–91. Catherine Osborne similarly remarks: “The desert, unlike the 

human city, is a society in which justice is respected and nature’s proper order is restored, as before the 

Fall. Thus the desert becomes a model for heaven. See Catherine Osborne, Dumb Beasts and Dead 

Philosophers: Humanity and the Humane in Ancient Philosophy and Literature (Oxford: Clarendon Press, 

2007), 160.   

96 Athanasius, Life of Antony 51 (SC 400, 274).  

97 Blake Leyerle, “Monks and Other Animals” in The Cultural Turn in Late Ancient Studies: Gender, 

Asceticism, and Historiography, ed. Dale B. Martin and Patricia Cox Miller (Durham, NC: Duke 
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section addresses in further detail the primary benefit that animals derived from their 

association with Antony in the desert. 

4.3. Irenic Benefits 

Animals receive what I have termed “irenic” benefits of as a consequence of 

Antony’s ascetic commitment to fasting from animal flesh as well as of his scripturally-

informed ethic of non-violence toward animals. This form of benefaction is partially 

contingent upon the animals’ subordination to Antony, an “non-symbiotic”98 dynamic 

which assumes a degree of heightened ‘rationality’ on the part of the animals and which 

Athanasius connects to animal-human relations in Eden. To be clear, Antony never 

actively protects animals from harm. He does not for example, save them from hostile 

humans, such as hunters, or from other predatory animals, as monks in later Egyptian 

ascetic literature will do (see the following chapter). Instead, he chooses not to eat them, 

even though other Christians do, and chooses to not harm them, when other Christians 

might. In this sense his interactions with animals contributes to the establishment of 

interspecific peace. This behavior is informed by his understanding of proper ascetic life, 

which is a reflection of creation as God intended it be.  

                                                           
University Press, 2005), 161. See also Alison Elliot, Roads to Paradise: Reading the Lives of the Early 

Saints (Hanover, NH: University Press of New England/Brown University Press, 1987), 161. Additionally, 

as Nathan Ng has observed, Athanasius explicitly establishes an Eden-like “kingdom of heaven” as the goal 

toward which Antony is striving. See Nathan Kwok-kit Ng, The Spirituality of Athanasius: A Key for 

Proper Understanding of the Important Church Father (Berlin: Peter Lang, 2001), 226–27. See also 

Athanasius, Life of Antony 20 (SC 400, 186–88). 

98 “Non-symbiotic” mutualism refers to when two mutualist species are not physiologically integrated or in 

in intimate physical contact. See Bronstein., Mutualism, 10.  
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4.3.1. Fasting 

Athanasius depicts Antony as emphatically abstaining from eating the flesh of 

animals on that grounds that nothing of the sort was practiced among “zealous persons.”99 

He also adds that from an early age, Antony had a proclivity for temperance in diet. Even 

in his state of moderate wealth, he “did not bother his parents for diverse and luxurious 

foods, nor desire the pleasures of such things.”100 Antony’s dietary preferences, however, 

and more specifically his vegetarianism,101 had nothing to do with his attitude toward 

animals, but rather with a common assumption held among Christians, and some non-

Christians, at the time.102 As Athanasius succinctly articulates in the Life, “the soul’s 

fervor is strong when the pleasures of the body are dimished (ἰσχύειν τῆς ψυχῆς τόν νοῦν, 

ὅταν αἱ τοῦ σώματος ἀσθενῶσιν ἡδοναί).”103 Elsewhere he explains that fasting promotes 

                                                           
99 Athanasius, Life of Antony 7 (SC 400, 152). 

100 Athanasius, Life of Antony 1 (SC 400, 130). 

101 Vegetarianism in the ancient world was sometimes rooted in sympathy for animals, a belief that animals 

possessed a soul, or an awareness of the perceived detrimental effects that consuming meat had on humans. 

See Ingvild Gilhus, “From Sacrifices to Symbols: Animals in Late Antiquity and Early Christianity” in 

Animals as Religious Subjects: Transdisciplinary Perspectives, ed. Celia Deane-Drummond, David L. 

Clough, and Rebecca Artinian-Kaiser (London: Bloomsbury, 2013), 158; J. Haussleiter, Der 

Vegetarianismus in der Antike (Berlin: Verlag von Adolf Töpelmann, 1935). On vegetarianism among 

some early Christians specifically, see also Grant, Early Christians and Animals, 11–14. 

102 The therapeutic practices of fasting and other dietary regimens were not unique to Christians. See for 

example Galen, On the Properties of Foodstuffs; Hippocrates, Regimen in Health; On Regimen in Acute 

Diseases, Loeb Classical Library 148 and 150 (Cambridge, MA: Harvard University Press, 1931 and 

1923). 

103 Athanasius, Life of Antony 7 (SC 400, 152). Gillan Clark argues that “Ancient arguments for 

vegetarianism tend to be anthropocentric: carnal food encourages carnal desires, and drags the would-be 

philosopher (or Christian ascetic) down the scale of being, because in eating meat a human behaves like 

the...irrational beasts which hunt for their food and are ruled by their immediate desires.” See Clark, Body 

and Gender, 317. 
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attention to the “spiritual food,” that is virtue.104 Fasting is frequently depicted in ascetic 

literature as a technology for overcoming the passions generally, and for curtailing sexual 

desire more specifically.105 Athanasius in particular believed that over-indulgent feasting 

was a characteristic of sinful human society, like Sodom and Gomorrah (Gen. 19) and 

had no place in the heavenly πολιτεία prefigured in the Egyptian desert.106 Renunciation 

of food was thus the chief means by which persons could withdraw from the ‘world’ and 

“walk according to their freewill, as the angels.”107 Accordingly, Antony’s diet consisted 

exclusively of bread, grains, vegetables, salt, and water, which he would typically 

consume as often as once a day in order to better combat the temptations he faced.108  

Athanasius also portrays Antony’s fasting as the first step in his ascent to ascetic 

accomplishment.109 For this reason, when the devil first approaches Antony, he reminds 

the monk of the “the many pleasures of food” he might enjoy outside of the desert.110 

When the devil fails at his first attempt, he later returns with loaves of bread to try to 

                                                           
104 Athanasius, Ep. Fest, (syr) 1.4–7. 

105 Teresa Shaw, The Burden of the Flesh: Fasting and Sexuality in Early Christianity (Minneapolis: 

Fortress Press, 1998). 

106 Brakke, Athanasius and the Politics of Asceticism, 230. 

107 Brakke, Athanasius and Asceticism, 174; Athanasius, Frag. (cop.) 2–5 (122.30–1; 123.2–3, 8–11; 

121.15–18; 122.3) in Lettres festales et pastorales en copte, edited and translated by L. Th. Lefort (2 vols.; 

Corpus Scriptorum Christianorum Orientalium, 150–1; Louvain, 1955). 

108 Athanasius, Life of Antony 7, 36, 50 (SC 400, 152; 234; 270–72). Brakke, Demons and the Making of 

the Monk, 29. 

109 On fasting in the Life of Antony, See Brakke, Athanasius and the Politics of Asceticism, 230–33. 

110 Athanasius, Life of Antony 5 (SC 400, 142); Brakke, Athanasius, 230–31. 
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entice Antony, but again to no avail.111 The tempting of Antony in this passage clearly 

resembles the temptations Jesus encountered in the desert prior to start of his ministry and 

portrays Antony as a Christ-like figure.112 Throughout the course of Antony’s life, the 

regulation of diet becomes a consistent means by which he enhances his contemplative 

life. Athanasius explains: 

And when he was about to eat, sleep, or indulge other bodily necessities, he felt 

shame and would ponder the intellectual part of the soul (τὸ τῆς ψυχῆς λογιζόμενος 

νοερόν). Often when he was about to eat with many other monks, he would think 

about spiritual food (ἡ πνευματική τροφή), excuse himself, and go far from them, 

thinking that it was embarrassing to be seen eating by others…He would say that one 

must devote all of one’s attention to the soul rather than the body.113  

Even in his later years, when on account of his age he added additional foods to his diet, 

or ate a little later than usual—“around the ninth hour”—he never viewed eating meat as 

permissible.114  

It is not insignificant that Athanasius is much more permissive regarding the 

consumption of meat in his other writings. Or put another way, he does not expect all 

Christians to abstain from animal flesh all the time. Rather, ubiquitous fasting is framed 

as normative only during Lent and other holy days (excepting Saturdays and Sundays).115 

                                                           
111 Athanasius, Life of Antony 40, 55 (SC 400, 242–44; 280–86). 

112 See Mt. 4:1–11. 

113 Athanasius, Life of Antony 45 (SC 400, 256). The theme of the shamefulness of food consumption is not 

unique to Athanasius. See for example, Gregory of Nyssa, On the Making of Humankind 18.9. 

114 Athanasius, Life of Antony 51, 65 (SC 400, 272, 304). He only adds oil, olives, and legumes to his diet 

later on in his life.  

115 See, for example, Athanasius’ expectation and depiction of fasting on these days in his Festal Letters, 

especially Letter 6.4, 7.2–3; Encyclical Letter 4; Apologia Contra Arianos 1.1.15; Apologia de Fuga 6. See 

also Brakke on the renunciation of food in Athanasius’ writings, Athanasius and the Politics of Asceticism, 

186–89. 
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The only other persons portrayed by Athanasius as consistently fasting are consecrated 

virgins.116 Therefore, in Athanasius’ writings it is only for the ascetical elite that 

“vegetables [always] replace meats” and “sparse meals [always] replace abundant 

meals.”117 The reason for this was that only monks and virgins were able to attain to a 

higher degree of “self-control (ἐγκράτεια),” whereas ordinary Christians were expected to 

merely avoid over-indulgence.118 This graded division119 of Christians made clear not 

only the superiority of the ascetic regimen practiced by monks and virgins, but 

constituted, as Athanasius argues,  a death to earthly life and birth to the “life of the 

angels.” 120 Or to borrow a phrase from Leyerle, “vegetarianism was an eschatological 

act.”121 

                                                           
116 Athanasius speaks of virgins from an ascetic community who fasted all the time and did no work with 

their hands. See Sawirus ibn al-Muqaffa‘, History of the Patriarchs of Alexandria, edited and translated by 

B. Evetts, PO 1 (1907), 1.8 (405 Evetts); Brakke, Athanasius and the Politics of Asceticism, 29. 

117 Brakke, Athanasius and the Politics Asceticism, 175; Athanasius, Frag. (cop.) 2 (Lefort, 121.18–122.2). 

As Blake Leyerle argues, the clear message in much of ascetic literature is that “monks differ from other 

people in their choice of vegetarianism.” See “Monks and Other Animals,” 152.  

118 Brakke, Athanasius and the Politics of Asceticism, 174–75; Athanasius, Frag. (cop.) 2, 3, 6 (Lefort, 

121.18–123.5–8, 11–14; 124.28–125.1). 

119 Leyerle adds: “Among the solitaries, the repudiation of meat eating undoubtedly served as one way, 

among many, of distancing themselves from village life… Meat eating was a rare event in late antiquity, 

limited to those few festive occasions when cautious private restraint was dropped in favor of communal 

celebration. Precisely because of its rarity, it served to celebrate group bondedness. Any refusal to 

participate marked a pointed rejection not only of the festivities themselves but also of the ties that joined 

together those gathered at the feast… By rejecting meat, the desert solitaries emphasized their separation 

from surrounding society, while at the same time strengthening their own shared identity.” See Leyerle, 

“Monks and Other Animals,” 153. 

120 Brakke, Athanasius and the Politics of Asceticism, 175–76. Athanasius, Frag. (cop.) 2 (121.15–20 

Lefort). 

121 Leyerle, “Monks and Other Animals,” 159. 
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This is not to say that Athanasius intended to draw a firm and unbridgeable division 

between ascetics and the average Christian. As David Brakke has persuasively argued, 

Athanasius was committed to undermining the more elitist notion of spirituality which 

privileged the academic study of the scriptures and was championed by other 

Alexandrian Christians, such as Valentinus, Clement, and Origen.122 He thus attempted to 

alter this received tradition by giving it a “less intellectual and more ethical” character.123 

One way he accomplished this was through his efforts to democratize ascetic practice 

among Egyptian laity as well as through his portrayal of Antony as the unlearned paragon 

of virtue.124 At the same time, however, while the ascetic practices of ordinary Christians 

and ascetics may not have differed in kind, they certainly differed in degree.125 

Athanasius’ idealization of complete, as opposed to periodic, abstention from meat in 

Antony, therefore, suggests that he understood ascetic life in the desert to provide one 

context in which animals held something of a unique relationship to Christian humans, 

                                                           
122 Brakke, Athanasius and the Politics of Asceticism, 145; Andrew Louth, The Origins of the Christian 

Mystical Tradition, 52–74; Bernard McGinn, The Foundations of Mysticism: Origins to the Fifth Century, 

vol. 1 of The Presence of God: A History of Western Christian Mysticism (New York: Crossroad 

Publishing, 1991) 101–30. 

123 Brakke, Athanasius and the Politics of Asceticism, 145; cf. Louis Bouyer, L'Incarnation et l'Eglise-

Corps du Christ dans la théologie de saint Athanase (Paris: Les éditions du Cerf, 1943), 23. For a broader 

discussion of Athanasius soteriology and spirituality see, Carlton Mills Badger Jr., “The New Man Created 

in God: Christology, Congregation and Asceticism in Athanasius of Alexandria,” PhD diss. (Duke 

University, 1990); J. Roldanus, Le Christ Et L'Homme Dans La Theologie D'Athanase D'Alexandrie: Etude 

de La Conjonction de Sa Conception de I'homme Avec Sa Christologie (Studies in the History of Christian 

Traditions) (Leiden: Brill, 1977), 23. 

124 Antony is portrayed as a man of the villages, countryside, and desert. He is somewhat of a fish out of 

water in the city. He is also Coptic speaking and addresses his Greek visitors through an interpreter. He 

also claims ignorance of philosophy, does not read books, but does know the scriptures by heart.  

125 Brakke, Athanasius and the Politics of Asceticism, 144. 
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one in which the former did not run the risk of being slaughtered and consumed.126 This 

means that while Antony’s fasting was not practiced with the primary intent of protecting 

animals, the preservation and peaceful flourishing of animal life was certainly a 

byproduct. Or put another way, fasting produced a ripple-effect in the desert, such that 

animals were incidental beneficiaries of Antony’s ascetic commitments.  

4.3.2 Ethic of Non-violence  

Irenic benefaction also extends from Antony’s scripturally-informed ethic of non-

violence towards animals. Antony’s non-hostile response to animal aggression is 

particularly surprising given the frequency and severity with which they antagonize him. 

Very early on in Antony it becomes abundantly clear that many animals in the desert have 

something of a vendetta against Antony. As previously mentioned, this is often because 

said creatures lend their bodies or services to demonic forces who wish to perpetrate 

attacks on the monk. The two main categories of animals typically associated with 

demons and Satan are “wild creatures (θήριον)”127 and “reptiles (ἑρπετόν),”128 which  

include lions, bears, leopards, bulls, serpents, vipers, scorpions and wolves.129 As may be 

seen from this list, demons typically enlist the help of animals which are understood to be 

                                                           
126 At the same time, Antony also seems to hold no qualms about using animal skins for clothing and 

bedding. See Athanasius, Life of Antony 91–92 (SC 400, 368–72). It is perhaps worthy of note however, 

that at least one of his animal garments was a gift from someone else, demonstrating that Antony was not 

involved the actual slaughter of the animal. 

127 Athanasius, Life of Antony 19, 23, 39, 50, 51, 52, 53 (SC 400, 186; 198; 240; 270–78). 

128 Athanasius, Life of Antony 9, 12, 23, 39, 51, 74 (SC 400, 160;168; 198; 240; 274; 324). 

129 Athanasius, Life of Antony 9, 23, 25 (SC 400, 160; 198; 206). 
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vicious, wild, and dangerous even before they are coopted.130 Antony, however, never 

responds in aggression to those animals who seek to torment and antagonize him. In this 

sense, the “freedom from anger (ἀόργητον)” which Athanasius tells us governed 

Antony’s intra-species relations ,also governed his inter-species relations.131 In response 

to Athanasius’ question, “Who came [to Antony] in anger and was not pacified?” one 

might therefore answer: neither human nor animal.132 Antony’s ascetic ethic was 

interspecific.  

 As will be discussed in the next chapter, this dynamic represents a stark contrast 

from some later Egyptian ascetic literature in which violence on animals is portrayed as 

normative, meaning that the killing of animals is encouraged by monks or even portrayed 

as a spiritual gift. In Antony 50, for instance, Athanasius tells the story of Antony’s 

reaction to a group of animals who walk into his camp and trample his crops, saying, 

“But gently (χαριέντως) capturing one of the animals, he said to all of them, ‘Why do you 

hurt me when I done you no wrong?’.”133 Antony then sends the animal on its way 

                                                           
130 Clark argues that “Animals not domesticated for human use were envisaged as enemies to each other 

and to humans.” See Body and Gender, 326. According to Origen, “wild animals have something about 

them resembling evil, and although it is not evil, yet it is like it.” See CCels 4.92.21–2. He also sees a “sort 

of kinship between the form of each species of demon and the of each species of animal. See CCels 

4.93.14–15. Attacks from demonically influenced animals also periodically seem to straddle the line 

between internal and external. In some cases, for example, demonic animals attack Antony and inflict 

bodily harm, and yet are still invisible to onlookers. See Athanasius, Life of Antony 12–13 (SC 400, 166–

72). On the internal and external modes of demonic attack in the Antony, see Brakke, Athanasius and the 

Politics of Asceticism, 220–21. 

131 Athanasius, Life of Antony 4, 30 (SC 400, 118; 182). 

132 Athanasius, Life of Antony 87 (SC 400, 294). 

133 Athanasius, Life of Antony 50 (SC 400, 272). 
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unharmed saying, “Depart in the name of the Lord, and do not return again.”134 That 

Antony is said to capture the beast “gently” and reiterates that he has received injury 

while having done no wrong is especially telling. By way of contrast, the Lausiac History 

records a story of Macarius of Alexandria who rips a snake in half for biting him and of 

Elpidius who smashes a scorpion under his foot while praying, all while “remaining in 

the same position.”135  

 Additionally, Patricia Cox Miller has insightfully noted Athanasius’ 

anthropomorphic depiction of the animals who trample Antony’s crops, writing, 

“Obviously possessed of the ability to understand human speech, the wild animals follow 

Antony’s reasoning regarding reciprocal relationships and obey the saint’s command.”136 

The animals’ thus appear to be “solidly rooted in logos,” which is manifested in their 

ability to understand and reason as humans.137 Miller has further demonstrated that 

sometimes stories of monks and animals in the desert contain Christological overtones.138 

It is possible that the inter-species interaction in Antony 50 recalls Jesus’ exchange with 

the High Priest in John, in which upon being hit in the face, Jesus responds: “If I have 

spoken wrongly, testify to the wrong. But if I have spoken rightly, why do you strike 

me?” (Jn. 18:23). Assuming this biblical parallel is intentional, Athanasius rhetorically 

                                                           
134 Athanasius, Life of Antony 50 (SC 400, 272). 

135 Palladius, Lausiac History 18.10; 48.2 (Bartelink (ed.), Palladio, La Storia Lausiaca [Milan: 

Fondazione Lorenza Valla and Libri Mondadori, 1974], 84, 238). 

136 Miller, In the Eye of the Animal, 102. 

137 Miller, In the Eye of the Animal, 104. 

138 Miller, In the Eye of the Animal, 128. 
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elevates Antony to a Christ figure and thereby provides the reader an explanation for why 

the monk the responds in the peaceful way that he does: imitation of Christ. In so doing, 

Athanasius also allows the animals to allegorically inhabit a human scriptural persona, 

that of the high priest, lending them an elevated ontological status within the context of 

this intertextual allusion.139 As will be demonstrated in the following chapter, associating 

animals with human biblical figures is not uncommon in later Egyptian ascetic literature. 

And authors frequently do so in ways that not only blur the boundaries between animals 

and humans, but which are intended promote irenic inter-species relations. To borrow a 

phrase from Ellen Muehlberger, portrayals of animal-human relations in hagiographic 

texts are “culturally operational” in the sense that they anticipate imitation in the real 

world by those who wished to imitate holy persons.140   

In another passage, Antony finds himself surrounded by pack of ravenous hyenas sent 

by Satan, and rather than attempting to defend himself, he is willing to be killed and 

eaten, saying to them, “If you have received authority over me (εἰ μέν ἐξουσίαν ἐλάβετε 

κατ᾽ ἐμοῦ), I am ready to be eaten by you. But if you acting under the orders of demons, 

depart now, for I am a servant of Christ.”141 Elsewhere, Antony responds to his animal 

                                                           
139 See also The Virtues of Saint Macarius of Egypt 14 (trans. Tim Vivian in St. Macarius the Spiritbearer: 

Coptic Texts Relating to Saint Macarius the Great [Crestwood: St. Vladimir’s Seminary Press, 2004]), 14. 

In this passage an antelope moistens Macarius’ feet with its tears in a manner reminiscent of the sinful 

woman in Lk. 7:36–50. According to Macarius, the antelope “threw itself down on the top of my feet and 

moistened them with her tears,” following which Macarius performs a healing on the antelope’s young. For 

a discussion of this and other similar passages see Ellen Finkelpearl, “Elephant Tears: Animal Emotion in 

Pliny and Aelian,” in Kinesis: The Ancient Depiction of Gesture, Motion, and Emotion: Essays for Donald 

Lateiner, ed. Christina Clark, Edith Foster, and Judith Hallet (Ann Arbor: University of Michigan Press, 

2015), 177–78; Maureen Tilley, “Martyrs, Monks, Insects, and Animals,” 96. 

140 Muehlberger, Angels in Late Ancient Christiantiy, 19. 

141 Athanasius, Life of Antony 52 (SC 400, 276). 
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attackers in similar language: “If you are able, and you have receive authority over me (εἰ 

δύνασθε καί ἐξουσίαν ἐλάβετε κατ᾽ ἐμοῦ), then don’t delay your assault but. But if you 

are unable, then why do you molest me in vain?”142 In each case the animals depart 

unharmed by Antony. Accordingly, Antony is committed to not harming animals, even 

when he might be perfectly justified in doing so. Or put another way, he does not use 

God’s protection from animal attacks as an excuse to engage in predatory behavior.  

Normative human-animal relations in Antony are informed by Athanasisus’ belief that 

animals should be subordinated to humans. This is why Antony often inquires of the 

animals whether they have “received authority over” him before he commands them to 

depart.143 His appeal to this scripturally-based hierarchical dynamic lends authority to his 

command. Athanasius specifically relies on Lk. 10:19 (cf. Mk. 16:17–18) in which Jesus 

tells the Seventy: “I have given you authority (δέδωκα ὑμῖν τὴν ἐξουσίαν) to tread on 

snakes and scorpions, and over all the power of the enemy; and nothing will hurt you.”144 

The motif of trampling evil in the form of animals, especially snakes, is also present in 

numerous places in the Hebrew Bible, including Gen. 3:15, Deut. 8:14–16, and Ps. 90:13, 

                                                           
142 Athanasius, Life of Antony 9 (SC 400, 162). 

143 Athanasius, Life of Antony 9–10, 52. (SC 400, 162–64; 276). 

144 Athanasius, Life of Antony 24, 30 (SC 400, 202; 220). This assumptions also derives from Gen 1:26–28: 

“Then God said, ‘Let us make humankind  in our image, according to our likeness; and let them have 

dominion over the fish of the sea, and over the birds of the air, and over the cattle, and over all the wild 

animals of the earth, and over every creeping thing that creeps upon the earth.’ 27 So God created 

humankind in his image, in the image of God he created them; male and female he created them. 28 God 

blessed them, and God said to them, “Be fruitful and multiply, and fill the earth and subdue it; and have 

dominion over the fish of the sea and over the birds of the air and over every living thing that moves upon 

the earth” (NRSV). 
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which may also serve as possible intertexts for Athanasius.145 Athanasius however, does 

not interpret these verses literally, as later authors of ascetic literature will do. 

Consequently, the authority Antony is shown to possess over these animals is not 

expressed in his hostility toward them but in their subordination to him. His authority 

over the animals is manifested in his mitigation of hostility. The animals must obey 

Antony’s command to be peaceful.  

Moreover, given the close association of evil and animals in Antony and in the 

Christian imagination, Athanasius argues that both demons and their animal minions may 

be subordinated by monks in the same way: not by killing them, but by ascetic virtue. He 

explains: 

They [demons and their animal minions] fear ascetics for several reasons—their 

fasting, sleeplessness, prayers, docility, and tenderness, their disdain for money and 

vanity, their humility and love for the poor, theirs alms, freedom from anger, and 

most of all their piety toward Christ. For this reason that they act the way they do—to 

prevent those monks from trampling them.146 

Even in passages in which animals do not seem to be influenced by demons, Antony’s 

virtue is what enables him to exercise dominion over the animal kingdom. Upon taking 

up residence in a deserted fortress, for example, Athanasius writes that the reptiles and 

creeping things living there “fled as if someone were chasing them.”147 Several chapters 

later, Antony offers a prayer and is subsequently able to cross a crocodile infested river 

unharmed.148 These passages demonstrate first that irenic benefaction arose in part from 

                                                           
145 In these passages various types of snakes as well as lions are mentioned.   

146 Athanasius, Life of Antony 30 (SC 400, 218–20). 

147 Athanasius, Life of Antony 12 (SC 400, 168). 

148 Athanasius, Life of Antony 15 (SC 400, 176). 
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the animals’ pseudo-rational response to Antony. In other words, animals obey Antony 

despite their natural inclination to do otherwise. And second, this subordination was 

contingent upon Antony’s ascetic virtue. As he regained a more Adamic and Christ-like 

state of being, so his relationship with the created world evolved correspondingly. Or put 

another way, the realization Antony’s telos was mirrored in his immediate environment. 

That animals display a degree of heightened ‘rationality’ as they interact with 

Antony is especially significant given how closely Athanasius links reason (λόγος) and 

blessedness in his writings. In On the Incarnation, for example, he explains that God 

gives humans reason so that they might live a “happy and blessed life.”149 Elsewhere he 

argues that reason enables one overcome sadness and pain, which constitutes the life of 

the Saints “in paradise.”150 This beatific state however, appears to be largely unavailable 

to animals by virtue of the fact that they the lack the reason which enables them to 

possess knowledge of God. Instead, they typically know of nothing but “earthly 

things.”151 Within the context of their of interactions with Antony in the desert however, 

they take on more human characteristics and in so doing appear to dispose themselves to 

ameliorated circumstances not previously available to them.  

4.4 Conclusion 

In summary, Athanasius’ writings reflect his belief that animals in desert ascetic 

contexts could enjoy a comparatively more peaceful existence than animals in other 

                                                           
149 Athanasius, On the Incarnation 11.3; cf. 3.3. (PG 25.116, 102). 

150 Athanasius, On the Incarnation 3 (PG 25.101) 

151 Athanasius, On the Incarnation 11.2 (PG 25.116). 
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contexts. In Antony, animals and humans are mutually implicated in the attainment of a 

more ideal state of being. On the one hand, animals provide Antony occasions to cultivate 

and exercise virtue as well as periodically help satisfy his temporal needs. And on the 

other, Antony’s commitment to his ascetic ideals and ethic of non-violence create 

circumstances wherein animals enjoy more irenic inter-species dynamic. In modern 

mutualism theory, this relationship would be best described as “facultative,” meaning that 

each species fares better in the partner’s presence, but may also experience some success 

without it.152  

Additionally, Athanasius links together human spiritual development and animal 

benefaction. As Antony grows in holiness and ascetic acumen, those animals which 

interact with him take on a degree of heightened ‘rationality,’ which enables them to 

respond to Antony in ways that promote irenic relations. Thus, while Athanasius is still 

committed to a rhetoric of human exceptionalism, he allows for the possibility of 

loosening the boundary between human and animal nature. This portrayal of more 

‘rational’ animals in Antony functions to destabilize the more rigid human/animal binary 

that pervades his other works as well as a good deal of contemporaneous philosophical 

and religious discourse. It also subverts his explicit denial of λόγος to animals in Antony 

itself.  

A further consequence of this is that Athanasius frames Antony’s ascetic ideals as 

informing his relations with both humans and non-humans. The “freedom from anger 

(ἀόργητον)” Antony possesses is also manifested in his interactions with the animals 

                                                           
152 Bronstein, Mutualism, 10–11.  
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kingdom.153 Antony is thus the Adam-like figure to whom all animals, even those that are 

demon-possessed, are peacefully subordinate. He is also the Christ-like figure who 

responds in gentleness to his aggressors. This portrayal is consistent with Athanasius’ 

goals to present Antony is a figure worthy of both admiration and emulation.154 

Athanasius’ depiction of animal benefaction is primarily rooted in Christian scripture 

and partially indebted to the Greek philosophical tradition. Athanasius departs from his 

philosophical contemporaries however, in his implication that that the work of 

redemption accomplished in Christ’s incarnation extends to some degree to non-human 

creation. Thus, the shared characteristic of creatureliness lends humans and animals 

shared access to redemption, which may be collaboratively approached, or at least 

prefigured, in ascetic contexts. Moreover, his justification for an irenic inter-species ethic 

is informed by an appeal to his vision of human-animal relations in Eden, as opposed to 

these two species’ shared possession of λόγος or σύνεσις, as Plutarch suggested. As will 

be demonstrated in the following chapter, discourse on animal benefaction throughout 

fourth through sixth centuries developed in innovative ways. Thus, while animals are 

consistently portrayed as complicit in the ascetic lives humans, the ways in which the 

animals were understood to profit from these interactions evolved significantly. 

                                                           
153 Athanasius, Life of Antony 4, 30 (SC 400, 118; 182). 

154 Athanasius, Life of Antony, prologue (SC 400, 126). 
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CHAPTER 5 |  Animals and the Egyptian Desert 

5.1 Introduction 

In the previous chapter I examined animal benefaction as it is represented in the Life 

of Antony. I demonstrated that Athanasius’ depiction of animals in Antony reflects his 

understanding that it is principally within ascetic contexts that animals have the potential 

for ameliorated nature and circumstances. In this more Edenic state, animals experience a 

comparatively more peaceful existence, which extends not only from Antony’s 

commitment to vegetarianism and his ethic of non-violence, but from a degree of 

heightened ‘rationality’ on the part of the animals with whom he interacted. I also 

demonstrated that Athanasius’ anthropomorphic portrayal of animals functions to subvert 

the rhetoric of human exceptionalism by blurring the boundaries between human and 

animal nature.  

This chapter examines the development of discourse on animal benefaction in later 

Egyptian ascetic literature, spanning roughly the fourth through sixth centuries C.E.: the 

Life of Paul, the Sayings of the Desert Fathers, the History of the Monks in Egypt, the 

Lausiac History, and the Life of Aphou. While these writings comprise different genres, 

they uniformly portray monk-animal relations as a significant component of desert 

ascetic life. They also contain the most robust depictions of animal beneficiaries during 

this time period in Egypt and several reflect reliance upon or knowledge of Athanasius’ 

Antony. 

As in Antony, animals in these texts are involved in the lives of Egyptian monks in 

two primary ways. First, they help provide for the temporal needs of monks. Animals and 
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animal products, for instance, are used for sustenance, clothing, bedding, transport, and a 

means of income for monks.1 Beasts of burden, such as donkeys and camels, are 

portrayed as serving monks as they travel or till the land. Several texts also contain 

stories of miraculous animal-interventions, in which an animal will care for a monk 

through harsh weather conditions, fatigue, hunger, and thirst, or protect him from robbers 

or other animals that intend him harm. Second, animals are also depicted as contributing 

agents in the ascetic formation of monks. Animals may function as antagonists which 

molest, attack, and deceive the monks, thereby creating circumstances in which a monk 

can become cognizant of his spiritual inadequacies as well as practice and cultivate 

virtue.2 In one striking example of this, Macarius of Alexandria is made aware of his 

tendency toward anger when he becomes enraged at a mosquito bite. As a consequence, 

he seeks to remedy this imperfection through a new regimen of askesis, similarly 

involving the participation of mosquitoes, whose help he enlists in an act of penance.3 

                                                           
1 In addition to their literary portrayal, archaeological remains confirm that some monastic communities 

housed animals, which would have provided monks with milk, meat (although the consumption of such 

was likely rare), clothing, dung for fuel, and the transportation of people and goods. See Roger Bagnall, 

Egypt in Late Antiquity (Princeton: Princeton University Press, 1995), 38–40. Papyri and ostraca similarly 

attest to the monastic use of animals, recording, for example, the sale of animals and animal products 

between monks and the inhabitants of neighboring village. See for example, P.Bal. 119, 332. Paul E. 

Kahle, ed. Balah’izah in Upper Egypt, 2 vols. (London: Oxford University Press, 1954, 525–526; 768. 

2 One passage in the Sayings demonstrates the utility of opposition, in which a monk endures temptations 

and annoyances saying, “ ‘If I do not endure this little [disturbance], how will I bear severe temptation if it 

is loosed upon me?’ For this reason I don’t anything to them, so that I may be nourished to bear the things 

that come.” See N.338/16.23 (Wortley, 220). On the utility of opposition for ascetic growth, see also 

Brakke, Demons and the Making of the Monk, 145–56; Sean Moberg, “The Use of Illness in the 

Apophthegmata Patrum” JECS 26.4 (2018), 591–99. 

3 Palladius, Lausiac History 18.4. This story will be addressed in more detail below.  
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Animals are also periodically depicted as models of ‘virtue’ to be imitated or as 

reminders to monks to remain diligent in their ascetic efforts.4 

Within the context of these inter-species interactions, animals are shown to profit in 

several ways. As in Antony, the notion that animals in ascetic contexts enjoy a 

comparatively more peaceful existence, is present, although not ubiquitous. Unlike in 

Antony, however, monks will sometimes actively seek to protect animals, as opposed to 

merely choosing not to harm them or not reciprocating aggression. Later authors are also 

innovative with respect to their portrayal of the variety of benefits available to animals. 

Three additional forms of benefaction emerge in the literature: nutritive, healing, and 

intercessory. In such cases, it is most often human-like—i.e. ‘rational’ and irenic—

animals that are portrayed as beneficiaries. 

This chapter proceeds in four parts, each corresponding to one of the aforementioned 

texts and in rough chronological order. I begin my analysis with Jerome’s Life of Paul 

(hereafter Paul) and highlight two instances in which the monk Antony intercedes before 

God on behalf of animals. These intercessions reflect Jerome’s belief that Christ’s work 

of salvation extends, to some degree, to non-human beings. Part two turns to the Sayings 

and addresses a solitary yet striking story of a monk providing sustenance to an often 

despised animal in ascetic literature, a snake. Part three is occupied with two roughly 

                                                           
4 See for example HM 9.6–7 (Festugière, Historia, 73); Poemen 41 (PG 65.332); Syncletica 18 (PG 

65.428); Hyperechios 1 (PG 65.429). Patricia Cox Miller has argued that “in some early Christian texts, 

animals were active mirrors and models for human behavior (both negative and positive) and not simply 

passive metaphors of it.” See, “Adam, Eve, and the Elephants: Asceticism and Animality,” in Ascetic 

Culture: Essays in Honor of Philip Rousseau, ed. Blake Leyerle and Robin Darling Young (Notre Dame: 

University of Notre Dame Press, 2013), 261. For other animals who served as models for humans in Greek 

literature, see Sherwood Dickerman, “Some Stock Illustrations of Animal Intelligence in Greek 

Psychology,” Transactions of the American Philological Association 42 (1911), 123–30. 
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contemporaneous “histories” of Egyptian asceticism: the History of the Monks in Egypt 

(hereafter HM) and Palladius’ Lausiac History (hereafter LH) both of which were 

compiled in the early fifth century. In this section, I examine two unique depictions of 

nutritive benefaction, in which animals feed on human bodies. I also discuss instances of 

animal healings and protection from predation. Part four addresses the Life of Aphou and 

its depiction of Aphou as a protector and steward of the antelope with whom he lives.  

Finally, throughout my treatment these texts, I will demonstrate that while the 

rhetoric of human exceptionalism continues to pervade Egyptian ascetic literature, the 

authors of these works also increasingly undermine the strict binary between humans and 

animals through their anthropomorphic depiction of animals and their positive 

zoomorphic depiction of monks. One consequence of this is that animality—i.e. living 

with and like animals—comes to be closely associated with holiness. Additionally, in 

some cases, the ascetic ideals prescribed for intra-species interactions (i.e. human-human) 

are also framed as normative for inter-species relations (i.e. human-animal). 

5.2 Life of Paul  

Paul was written by Jerome sometime in the second half of the fourth century (ca. 

370s), likely after Jerome had left the desert of Chalcis5 and was residing with Evagrius 

in Syria.6 As he states in his prologue to the work, Jerome’s intention in telling this story 

                                                           
5 The dates for Jerome’s stay in Chalcis are approximate, spanning sometime from Autumn C.E. 374 or 

early 375 until sometime in 376 or 377. See J. N. D. Kelly, Jerome: His Life, Writings, and Controversies 

(New York: Harper and Row, 1975), 46, 57. 

6 On the dating of the work, see Adalbert de Vogüé, “La 'Vita Pauli' de Jérôme et sa datation: examen d'un 

passage-clé (ch 6)” in Eulogia: Melanges offerts à Antoon Bastiaensen (Instrumenta Patristica 24: 

Steenburgis, 1991), 395–406; Stephan Rebenich, “Inventing an Ascetic Hero: Jerome's Life of Paul the 
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is to demonstrate, contrary to Athanasius’ opinion,7 that Antony was not in fact the first 

person to adopt an extreme ascetic life in the Egyptian desert.8 Rather, as Jerome claims, 

at the age of ninety, Antony comes to the realization that a desert ascetic named Paul 

possesses superior virtue to himself. Antony therefore, embarks on a journey to find this 

Paul and learn from him.9 Along the way he is guided by various miraculous means and 

eventually finds Paul and resides with him until shortly before the latter’s death. The 

work as a whole reflects Jerome’s familiarity with Athanasius’ portrayal of Antony and 

his conscious attempt to make the ideal of Egyptian monastic life attractive to a Roman 

audience.10 

                                                           
First Hermit.” In Jerome of Stridon: His Life, Writings and Legacy, ed. A. Cain and J. Lossl. 

(Burlington,VT: Ashgate, 2009), 32. 

7 For more on Jerome’s rivalry with Athanasius, see Kelly, Jerome, 60; Paul Harvey, Life of Paul, in 

Ascetic Behavior in Greco- Roman Antiquity: A Sourcebook, (ed.) Vincent Wimbush (Minneapolis: 

Fortress Press, 1990), 358; Rousseau, Ascetics, Authority, and the Church, 133. For a study of Jerome’s 

treatment of the characters of Antony and Paul, see Pierre Leclerc, “Antoine et Paul: métamorphose d’un 

héros,” in Jérôme entre l’occident et l’orient, ed. Yves-Marie Duval (Paris: Etudes Augustiniennes, 1988), 

257–65. 

8 Jerome writes: “It has been a frequent topic of discussion among many as to which monk was first to 

inhabit the desert…Antony’s disciples…assert to this day that a certain Paul of Thebes was the first…I 

have determined to write a few things about the beginning and end of Paul’s life, more because these things 

have been neglected than because of condifence in my own skill.” See Life of Paul, Prologue (PL 23.17–

18). 

9 For scholarly debate regarding the historicity of Paul of Thebes, see Kelly, Jerome, 61 and Rousseau, 

Ascetics, Authority and the Church, 132–33.  The first section of his Life of Hilarion attests that even 

Jerome’s contemporaries doubted whether Paul existed (see Vita Sancti Hilarionis 1, in Oldfather, ed., 

Studies in the Text Tradition of St. Jerome’s Vitae Patrum, 42). 

10 On Jerome’s desire to satisfy the expectations of the Roman aristocracy see, P. Leclerc, “Antoine et Paul: 

metamorphose d'un heros,” 257–265; S. Rebenich, “Ascetism, Orthodoxy and Patronage: Jerome in 

Constantinople,” in Studia Patristica 33 (1997), 358–377. For more on Jerome’s broader literary goals, see 

A. A. R. Bastiaensen, “Jerome Hagiographe,” in Hagiographies: Histoire internationale de la literature 

hagiographique latine et vernaculaire des origines a 1550 1, (Turnhout 1994), 97–123. On the maturing of 

Jerome’s literary tastes and his composition of Paul in this process, see M. Fuhrman, Die 

Mönchsgeschichten des Hieronymus: Formexperimente in erzählender Literatur, in Christianisme et forms 

litteraires. Fondation Hardt pour l'Etude de l'Antiquite classique, Entretiens tome XXIII, (Geneve 1977), 

41–99. Kelly and Rousseau argue that Paul reflects Jerome’s understanding of asceticism as a life based on 
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Animals figure prominently in Jerome’s telling of Paul’s life. As in Athanasius’ 

Antony, monk-animal relations in Paul are characterized by Edenic amity. Animals also 

appear to possess a heightened degree of ‘rationality,’ which enables them to 

communicate with humans, discern their character, and to behave in ways otherwise 

contrary to their assumed non-rational nature. Frequently, the monks are the primary 

beneficiaries of their interactions with such animals. At the outset, several brief examples 

from Paul will be helpful in illustrating this point. 

5.2.1 Animals in the Life of Paul  

At the beginning of Paul, Jerome relates the story of Antony’s journey to meet 

Paul in the desert. Antony’s intent in finding Paul was to observe and learn from someone 

who was more perfect than himself.11 Along the way, Antony becomes lost and 

encounters what Jerome describes as an animal that was half human and half horse 

(hominem equo mixtum), a “hippocentaur (hippcenaturo),” and which would eventually 

aid Antony on his way.12 Antony speaks to the beast and inquires, “where does the 

servant of God live?”13 Jerome recounts that the creature understands the monk’s request 

and is able to respond in language that is intelligible to Antony.14 He explains: 

                                                           
poverty, withdrawal, and self-denial. See Kelly, Jerome, 61; Rousseau, Ascetics, Authority, and the 

Church, 134. 

11 Jerome, Life of Paul 7 (PL 23.22). 

12 Jerome, Life of Paul 7 (PL 23.22–23). On Jerome’s portrayal of strange creatures in the desert, see 

Robert Wisniewski, “Bestiae Christum loquuntur ou des habitants du désert et de la ville dans la Vita Pauli 

de saint Jérôme’, Augustinianum 40 (2000), 106–44. 

13 Jerome, Life of Paul 7 (PL 23.22) 

14 For more on the animal capacity for communication in early Christian literature, see Christopher R. 

Matthews, “Articulate Animals: A Multivalent Motif in the Apocryphal Acts of the Apostles,” in The 
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It uttered a strange grumble, speaking through bristling lips rather than 

articulating words. Through this shuddering language (horrentia ora) it expressed 

a desire for friendly (blandum) communication. Then extending its right hand it 

pointed out the path that Antony sought. Then it swiftly crossed the open plain 

and vanished from the sight the stunned man.15 

Jerome then expresses some uncertainty regarding the animal’s origins and is apparently 

convinced that the hippocentaur could not have been inherently friendly. For, he argues, 

either the devil conjured up the animal to terrify Antony or the desert in which such 

creatures are comon had produced it.16 For this reason, Antony is said to have protected 

himself by making “the sign of salvation on his forehead” before approaching it.17  

Antony’s assumptions about the animal’s nature stand in stark contrast to his 

portrayal of its behavior with the monk.18 This contrast provides the reader with a sense 

of the possibilities for amicable inter-species relations in ascetic contexts, even among 

supposedly demonic or “monstrous (monstruosorum)” beasts. 19 Rhetorically speaking, 

this is an instance of a minori ad maius logic, meaning that Jerome appeals to the less 

                                                           
Apocryphal Acts of the Apostles, ed. François Bovon, Ann Graham Brock, and Christopher R. Matthews 

(Harvard Divinity School Studies. Cambridge, MA: Harvard University Press, 1999), 205–32. 

15 Jerome, Life of Paul 7 (PL 23.22). I have consulted Carolinne White’s translation here. See White (ed. 

and trans), Early Christian Lives (London: Penguin Books, 1998), 78. 

16 Jerome, Life of Paul 7 (PL 23.23). 

17 Jerome, Life of Paul 7 (PL 23.23). 

18 Miller explains Antony’s expectations regarding the danger of the centaur in the following way: “ In 

Greek myth, the cross- species centaurs were notable for two main traits: their hypermasculine and violent 

sexuality, and their hostility to what ancient Greeks saw as foundational norms of culture, especially 

relations of guest- friendship and hospitality and the institution of marriage.” See, Miller, In the Eye of the 

Animal, 117. See also Page duBois, Centaurs and Amazons: Women and the Pre- History of the Great 

Chain of Being (Ann Arbor: University of Michigan Press, 1982), 27–48. Dubois notes that centaurs were 

understood to possess a “violently bestial alternative to the norm of what was seen by the Greeks as human 

culture.” See Dubois, Centaurs and Amazons, 31. 

19 Jerome, Life of Paul 7 (PL 23.23). 
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likely category (of animal) as a means to mark greater inclusivity. Accordingly, he 

suggests that if an animal as bad as a hippocentaur can be peaceful toward Antony, than 

what animal couldn’t? For, not only did the hippocentaur possess a friendly disposition 

and a human-like capacity for discernment and communication,20 but it was intent upon 

assisting the monk in his errand by indicating the route that Antony was seeking.21  

As the story continues, Antony proceeds on his journey and becomes lost again, 

seeing nothing but “wild animal tracks and the vast desolation of desert.” 22 Not knowing 

what to do or which way to go, he spends the night in prayer and at the break of dawn 

encounters another dangerous animal, a she-wolf heading towards a cave. Jerome tells the 

reader that Antony follows the wolf, although this time absent the fear he experienced 

with the hippocentaur, and is lead to the cave in which the monk Paul “welcome[s] 

animals” to live with him.23 Not only therefore, is the wolf Paul’s neighbor, but she 

serves as the answer to Antony’s prayer, the means by which he was finally led to his 

destination.24  

As previously intimated, this zoomorphic portrayal of Paul as one who lives with and 

like animals contributes to Jerome’s subversion of the animal human-binary throughout 

                                                           
20 As Miller notes, the hippocentaur “knows where the holiest monk of all dwells,” meaning Paul. See 

Miller, “Jerome’s Centaur: A Hyper-Icon of the Desert” JECS  4.2 (1996),  219.  

21 Jerome, Life of Paul 7 (PL 23.22). 

22 Jerome, Life of Paul 9 (PL 23.24). 

23 Jerome, Life of Paul 9 (PL 23.24). 

24 That the wolf was heaven-sent is implied previous to this point in the story. Jerome states that during the 

night God promised Antony that he would lead him to Paul. The wolf is the means by which God does this. 

See Life of Paul 7 (PL 23.22). 
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Paul. Additionally, Patricia Cox Miller has persuasively argued the presence of human-

animal hybrids in Paul, such as the hippocentaur and satyr, “is a clear indication that his 

presentation of the desert is not an imitation of reality but rather a construction that 

embodies a vision of a new form of human identity.”25 In other words, by weaving these 

mythic beasts into his narrative and asserting the appropriateness of their presence in the 

desert, Jerome “has produced a figurative desert that is strongly charged with meaning.”26 

In contemporaneous literature, hybrid animals like the hippocentaurs and satyrs similarly 

functioned to facilitate speculation regarding traditional cultural norms.27 As Roger 

Bartra has observed, figures like Chiron,28 a hippocentaur who learned medicine, 

divination, and music from the gods, demonstrated that is was possible for “a human with 

wild characteristics [to] represent wisdom and culture,” not least due to “the superhuman 

qualities of nature itself.”29 

For Jerome, the desert is a place in which such hybridity—be it in the form of a 

hippocentaur or the animal-like man of God—is at home and even required for survival. 

                                                           
25 Miller, “Jerome’s Centaur,” 219. For a treatment of the rhetorical significance of the she-wolf, see 

Charles Goldberg, “Jerome’s She-wolf,” JECS 21.4 (2013), 624–28. 

26 Miller, “Jerome’s Centaur,” 220. 

27 Dubois, Centaurs and Amazons, 71. 

28 In Greek myth,  the heroes trained by Chiron include Achilles, Actaeon, Ajax, Aristaeus, Asclepius, 

Canaeus, Heracles, Jason, Medus, Oileus, Patroclus, Peleus, Perseus, Phoenix, Telamon, and Theseus. For 

more on centaurs in ancient literature see, Robert Grant, Early Christians and Animals (London: Routledge, 

1999), 35–37. 

29 Roger Bartra, Wild Men in the Looking Glass: The Mythic Origins of European Otherness, trans. Carl T. 

Berrisford (Ann Arbor: University of Michigan Press, 1994), 16. See also Miller, “Jerome’s Centaur,” 

218;  Hayden White, “The Forms of Wildness: Archaeology of an Idea,” in The Wild Man Within: An 

Image in Western Thought from the Renaissance to Romanticism, ed. Edward Dudley and Maximillian E. 

Novak (Pittsburgh: University of Pittsburgh Press, 1972), 22, 28. 
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Accordingly, he assumes the ascetic ideal must also consist in a degree of animality. To 

quote Miller, “animal wildness and authentic religious understanding are brought 

together” in Paul, signifying “an idealized state of existence, a rejection of all the 

corrupting features of civilization.”30 Jerome argues as much elsewhere in his writings, 

stressing that monks flourish when they are  “far away from the multitudes (procul a 

turbis remotus)”31 and “among wild animals.”32 He also writes that “those who inhabit 

the city (quicumque in civitate sunt) are not Christians,”33 and that “a monk cannot attain 

perfection in his own country (patria).”34 At the same time, Jerome also rejects the 

radical seclusion sometimes associated with the Egyptian desert. Instead, he prefers a 

more communal existence, one in the company of one’s “heavenly family here on 

earth.”35 To an extent therefore, desert ascetic life for Jerome was about others and 

otherness, a life in which humans would live both among and like non-humans.36 

In a final example of animals helping monks, Jerome tells the story of an animal 

miraculously feeding Antony and Paul.37 After their initial meeting, the two monks sit 

                                                           
30 Miller, “Jerome’s Centaur,” 224. 

31 Jerome, Letter 117.1.2 (F. A. Wright, Select Letters, Loeb Classical Library 262. [Cambridge, MA: 

Harvard University Press, 1933], 370). 

32 Jerome Letter 17.3.1 (PL 22.360). 

33 Jerome, Letter 14.6.4. (LCL 262:38). 

34 Jerome, Letter 14.7.2. (LCL 262:42). 

35 Jerome, Letter 3.1. (PL 22.332). 

36 In addition to animals likes scorpions and wild beasts, Jerome notes in Ep. 22.7 that “I occasionally 

found myself among hosts of angels” as well.  

37 For other stories of miraculous feedings (by angels and animals) in later Egyptian literature, see 

Bessarion 12; HM 2.9, 6.1, 8.6, and 11.5; for animals, see HM 9.6, 12.5, and 12.7–8. 
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down to converse, at which point they see a raven “flying down softly and laid a whole 

loaf of bread before them.”38 Paul then explains that this raven has been the means by 

which God has continually sustained him in the desert, saying, “For the past sixty years I 

have always received half a loaf of bread: but at your arrival Christ has doubled his 

soldiers’ rations.”39 This story is a clear allusion to 1 Kgs 17:2–6, in which the prophet 

Elijah was also fed by ravens sent by God.40 Jerome however, was not merely seeking to 

draw a parallel between the monks and biblical exempla. Rather, he also wants to evoke 

in the reader’s mind the relationship between these irenic inter-species relations and the 

kind of life enjoyed by Adam in the Garden of Eden. This is especially evident from 

Antony’s subsequent exclamation that he had seen “Paul in Paradise (Paulum in 

paradiso).”41 

Whereas in these passages the monks are the primary beneficiaries of their 

interactions with animals, several other parts of the narrative depict the creatures of the 

desert as profiting from their relationships with human ascetics. This demonstrates that 

the dynamics of human-animal interaction in Paul are largely mutualistic. First, as in 

Antony, Paul and Antony do not consume meat, nor do they harm or kill animals. This 

                                                           
38 Jerome, Life of Paul 10 (PL 23.25). 

39 Jerome, Life of Paul 10 (PL 23.25). 

40 The passage reads: “The word of the Lord came to him, saying, 3 ‘Go from here and turn eastward, and 

hide yourself by the Wadi Cherith, which is east of the Jordan. 4 You shall drink from the wadi, and I have 

commanded the ravens to feed you there.’ 5 So he went and did according to the word of the Lord; he went 

and lived by the Wadi Cherith, which is east of the Jordan. 6 The ravens brought him bread and meat in the 

morning, and bread and meat in the evening; and he drank from the wadi.” (NRSV) 

41 Jerome, Life of Paul 13 (PL 23.26). Jerome elsewhere idealizes the desert, calling it “the most beautfiul 

city of all,” and “like paradise.” See Ep. 2.1 (PL 22.331); cf. Ep. 3.4.2 (PL 22.334); Ep. 14.10.3 (PL 

22.354); Ep. 14.10.2 (PL 22.353). 
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suggests that, like Athanasius, Jerome understood animals to enjoy a degree of irenic 

benefaction within the context of their non-symbiotic relationship.42 Explicit discourse 

relating to fasting and the peaceful treatment of animals however, does not figure that 

prominently in Paul. Rather, the chief benefit that animals are shown to receive is 

intercession. In such cases, Antony intercedes on behalf of animals before God in an 

effort to assure his favor for them. 

5.2.2 Intercessory Benefits 

Instances of intercession before God appear twice in Paul. The first occurs when 

Antony is on his journey to find Paul in the desert. Jerome reports that after his 

experience with the hippocentaur, Antony encounters another strange animal-human 

hybrid, whom he describes as “a small man, with a hooked nose, sharp horns coming out 

of his forehead, and his lower extremities were goat’s feet.”43 Antony is at first taken 

aback by the sight of this creature but is then set at ease when the animal brings him 

“fruits of the palm tree as provisions for his journey, a commitment of peace (quasi pacis 

obsides).”44 As with the hippocentaur, this animal is an instigator of peace with Antony.45 

When Antony inquiries into the identity and intent of this creature, it responds in 

intelligible language saying, “I am a mortal being, one of the creatures of the desert 

                                                           
42 Bronstein, Mutualism, 10. 

43 Jerome, Life of Paul 8 (PL 23.23). Anticipating the incredulity of his readers regarding this episode, 

Jerome adds in the same passage that such a creature was seen alive in Alexandria and then upon dying, the 

corpse was preserved and brought to Antioch for the emperor to see.  

44 Jerome, Life of Paul 8 (PL 23.23). 

45 This departs somewhat from Athanasius’ Antony, in which Antony is the instigator of peaceful relations. 
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whom the Gentiles deluded (delusa) by various errors and worship by name of Fauns, 

Satyrs, and evil spirits (incubos).”46   

In a surprising turn of events, the creature then pleads with Antony to intercede with 

God on its behalf saying, “I am a representive of my tribe. We plead with you to pray to 

our common Lord (communem Dominum) on our behalf, because we know that he came 

to save the world (mundi), and his sound has echoed across the whole earth (universam 

terram).”47 Consistent with his peaceable attitude toward animals in the Life, Jerome tells 

us that Antony’s cheeks “were moist with tears, which in his great joy manifested the 

feelings of his heart. He rejoiced in the glory of Christ and the ruin of Satan.”48 Antony 

then not only marvels at the fact that he can understand the animal’s language but at its 

knowledge of Christ,49 saying, “Woe to you Alexandria…the wild animals speak of 

Christ (bestiae Christum loquuntur) but you worship monsters instead of God.”50 

Several aspects of this story are noteworthy. First, the animal and its race considered 

it a burden to be the object of misdirected worship. Or put another way, the animal seems 

to understand that the only being properly worthy of worship is God, and thus feels 

troubled that the gentiles of Alexandria would show its race a form of adoration which it 

did not merit. Second, through the voice of the animal, Jerome gestures toward an 

                                                           
46 Jerome, Life of Paul 8 (PL 23.23). 

47 Jerome, Life of Paul 8. (PL 23.23). 

48 Jerome, Life of Paul 8 (PL 23.23–24). 

49 Jerome writes that Antony was “amazed to be able to understand the creature’s words.” Jerome, Life of 

Paul 8.  

50 Jerome, Life of Paul 8 (PL 23.23). Here, to quote Patricia Cox Miller, “the foibles of humans…are held 

up for scrutiny and critique in the light of their animal others.” See Miller, In the Eye of the Animal, 8. 
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understanding of soteriology in Christ which extends beyond human beings. This is 

evident from the logic of the animal’s petition. Its request is supported by the statement 

that 1) Christ is also the Lord of the animal kingdom (i.e. “our common Lord”)51 and 2) 

that he came to save “world” and he is known among the “whole earth.”52 Jerome 

however, does not clarify what form this non-human salvation may take. The favor which 

the animal appears to desire from God through the intercession of Antony is also never 

explicitly articulated. Ostensibly however, one might assume that such favor would be 

manifested in the reorientation of human worship toward God or in the waiving of 

punishment on the animal and its race for being in some way complicit in idolatry. At any 

rate, Antony is never depicted as fulfilling the animal’s request but given his emotional 

reaction to the petition, Jerome strongly implies that Antony was amenable to interceding 

on behalf of the animal.  

Intercessory benefaction is more explicitly demonstrated in one other passage in 

Paul. Jerome relates that when Paul finally died, it fell upon Antony to bury his body. 

However, finding himself with no digging utensils and being troubled by the prospect of 

not being able to inter the monk, two desert creatures—apparently sent by God—come to 

his aid. Jerome records: 

While he was thinking about these things, two lions from the inner desert came, their 

manes flying over their necks as they ran. At first Antony was afraid when he saw 

them, but focusing his mind on God (ad Deum referens mentem) he remained 

resolute, as if he was looking at a pair of doves. They came directly to the corpse of 

the blessed old man and stopped; showing love and admiration, they laid down at its 

feet, roaring loudly as if an expression of mourning in the only way possible to them. 

                                                           
51 Jerome, Life of Paul 8 (PL 23.23).  

52 Jerome, Life of Paul 8 (PL 23.23). 
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They then started to paw the nearby ground: competing with one another to excavate 

the sand, they dug a hole large enough for a single person.53  

 

Like the ravens who brought the two monks food, these lions demonstrate rationality and 

emotional sensitivity beyond their nature.54 They recognize Paul as a man of God, 

express grief for the loss of his life, dig his grave to a sufficient depth to cover the corpse, 

and compete with one another to complete the task. It is also worth noting that they did 

not attack or eat the two monks, which is what Antony appears to have initially expected 

to happen.  

Furthermore, Jerome links Antony’s ability to engage peacefully and fearlessly 

with these animals to his ascetic discipline, which is to say, to the degree that his mind is 

focused on God.55 As in Antony, Jerome understands there to exist a correlation between 

the spiritual maturity of monks and the ‘rationality’ of the animals who interact with 

them. The more holy the monk, the more rational the animal. Jerome then continues: 

Then, as if demanding a reward for their labor, they [the lions] immediately 

approached Antony with their heads down and their ears dancing, and licked his 

hands and feet. He understood that they were seeking a blessing from him. He 

immediately erupted in praise of Christ because dumb animals were also able to 

sense (sentirent) that there was a God, saying, ‘Lord, no leaf falls from the tree 

and no sparrow falls to the ground without your approbation, give to them what 

you know is best (da illis sicut tu scis).’56  

                                                           
53 Jerome, Life of Paul 16 (PL 23.27). 

54 Another tale about a helpful lion is in Life of St. Mary of Egypt 26–27. The Acts of Paul and Thecla also 

depicts a helpful lion. On animal emotionality in some contemporaneous literature see, Ellen Finkelpearl, 

“Elephant Tears: Animal Emotion in Pliny and Aelian,” 173–87. 

55 Jerome, Life of Paul 16 (PL 23.27). 

56 Jerome, Life of Paul 16 (PL 23.27–28). 
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Antony’s praise of God in this passage functions to highlight God’s awareness and 

agency among non-human creation. God is cognizant of every leaf and sparrow that falls 

and knows what is “best” for these agents in the natural world.57 It is especially 

significant that Jerome believes that non-human creation is not merely for the use or 

exploitation of humans. This is evident from Antony’s acknowledgement that he does not 

in fact know what is best for the lions and thus petitions God to tailor a blessing to their 

specific needs. He recognizes that God has a plan for the animals and is concerned with 

their welfare, something of which the animals also seem to be aware. While it is 

unfortunate that Jerome does not specify what type of blessing God might grant to these 

lions, this story clearly demonstrates that Antony was amenable to granting the lions’ 

desire by interceding on their behalf.  

Finally, as in Antony, the assumption of human exceptionalism is clearly 

discernable throughout Paul, although in such a way that its frequently undermined in the 

same passage that it appears. This is evident in the fact that Antony always expects 

animals to act according to their non-rational nature and is surprised when they 

consistently do not. Antony also appears to initially have an anthropocentric 

understanding of God’s salvation economy and thus marvels at God’s awareness of and 

care for the animal kingdom (one might assume that Jerome wished to lead his reader 

throught the same thought process). Put simply, animals in Paul consistently exceed 

expectations regarding their capacity to know, discern, feel, believe, and communicate in 

ways similar to humans. Therefore, in addition to Jerome’s positive zoomorphic 

                                                           
57 Jerome, Life of Paul 16 (PL 23.28). 
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depiction of Paul and Antony, his anthropocentric portrayal of animals elides the 

difference between human and animal nature in ascetic contexts. This blurring of 

ontological boundaries suggests that in Jerome’s mind, human-like animals were more 

frequently the beneficiaries of inter-species interactions. 

5.3 Sayings of the Desert Fathers   

Before discussing the Sayings’ portrayal of animal benefaction, it will be helpful 

to first address how this text simultaneously inscribes and subverts the rhetoric of human 

exceptionalism. My purpose in this is to highlight the relationship between the 

anthropomorphic depiction of animals, on the one hand, and the portrayal of animals as 

beneficiaries, on the other. I will demonstrate that, as in the case of Paul, the Sayings are 

more prone to depict human-like animals as beneficiaries of ascetic life. In other words, 

animals which are ‘rational,’ peaceful, and emotionally invested in the lives of monks are 

the ones that profit the most from their interactions with these humans. The primary class 

of benefit gained by the animal is such cases is nutritive.  

5.3.1 Animals, Eden, and Human Exceptionalism  

As with Antony and Paul, idealized inter-species relations in the Sayings are 

framed as restoration of the prelapsarian state of the created world. Different sayings 

however, vary in their portrayal of the dynamics of this relationship. Two primary views 

are discernable. The first assumes an inter-species dynamic characterized by hostile 

dominance and supports the idea that animals are largely inferior to humans and that 
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notions of justice and injustice do not necessarily apply to human-animal relations. A 

saying about Paul of Thebes,58 for example, relates the following story:  

One of the fathers told the story of a certain Abba Paul, hailing from lower Egypt 

but living in the Theibad, that he would hold asps, serpents, and scorpions [Lk. 

10:19] in his hands and tear them in half. The brothers threw themselves down 

before him in the spirit of repentance saying: ‘Tell us what you did to acquire this 

spiritual gift (χάριν).’ And he said, ‘Forgive me, fathers, if one cultivates purity, 

all things are subject (ὑποτάσσεται) to him as they were to Adam in paradise 

before he disobeyed the commandment [Gen. 1:28]’.59  

That Paul considers the ability to kill snakes and scorpions without being harmed a 

“spiritual gift,” reflects his belief that human dominion over that animal kingdom need 

not be peaceable. Rather, humans may rip an animal apart without compromising their 

Adamic purity. Additionally, in contrast to Antony and Paul, this passage invokes Lk. 

10:1960 and Gen 1:26–28 as way to justify hostility toward animals.61 Hence the 

scriptural portrayal of animals as symbols for evil informs Abba Paul’s inter-species 

ethic.62 

                                                           
58 This is not the same Paul of Thebes whose life whose life is written by Jerome. Caroline White (trans.), 

Early Christian Lives (London: Penguin, 1998), 75–84.  

59 Paul Of Thebes 1 (PG 65.380–81). 

60 Elsewhere Lk 10:19 is similarly associated with a hostile response, although in this case to demons rather 

than literal animals: “A brother inquired of Abba Pambo: ‘Why do spirits keep me from doing good to my 

neighbor?’ The elder replied : ‘Don’t say that or you call God a liar. Say instead: ‘I have no inclination at 

all to be merciful’, for anticipating this God says: ‘I have given you power to tread on serpents and 

scorpions and over every power of the enemy’ [Lk 10:19].” See N.383/10.95 (Wortley, 246). 

61 Mk 16:17–18 also appears to be an intertext here: “And these signs will accompany those who believe: 

by using my name they will cast out demons; they will speak in new tongues; 18 they will pick up snakes in 

their hands, and if they drink any deadly thing, it will not hurt them; they will lay their hands on the sick, 

and they will recover” (NRSV). 

62 While primarily biblically informed, this view also seems indebted to the Stoic position on animals 

articulated in the previous chapter. The Stoic view argues that animals are non-rational, exist only for the 

use of humans, and notions of justice and injustice do not apply to human-animal relations. 
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Other passages in the Sayings similarly adopt the rhetoric of human exceptionalism, 

albeit in a way that does not explicitly endorse inter-species hostility. Antony, for 

example, is said to have made a similar statement to Paul regarding the relation of ascetic 

purity and the subordination of animals to humans. The saying reads: “Obedience 

(ὑποταγή) with self-mastery gives one power over wild animals (ὑποτάσσει θηρία).”63 

But unlike Paul, Antony illustrates his claim with an example of a monk enlisting the 

help of wild assess to assist some elders in their travels.64 Human dominance of the 

animal kingdom in this passage therefore, is manifested in the form of the willing 

subordination of the creature and not in their destruction.   

More often than not, however, the Sayings subverts the rhetoric of human 

exceptionalism. In contrast to a dynamic of dominance or hostility, inter-species relations 

are frequently portrayed as mutualistic and in a way that elevates the status of animals 

within the world of the text. This is accomplished in three interrelated ways. First, irenic 

relations with animals are sometimes framed not merely as byproduct of a monks’ growth 

in virtue, but as constitutive of a monk’s aspirational vision of ascetic life. In a saying of 

James, James recounts story of a young man at the beginning stages of his monastic life. 

An anonymous elder speaks of the novice monk in the following way: 

Coming by for a paternal visit, I [the elder] observed him praying, entreating God that 

he might be at peace (εἰρηνεύσῃ) with the wild animals. After the prayer a hyena that 

                                                           
63 Antony 36 (PG 65.88). 

64 Antony 14 (PG 65.80). The saying reads: “Abba Antony heard about a younger monk who had performed 

a miracle on the road; how, when he saw some elders travelling and laboring on the road, he commanded 

some wild assess to come and carry the elders until they came to Antony.”  
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was suckling her babies approached. The young [monk] bent down under her and 

started suckling with them.65 

In this passage, a peaceful inter-species relationship—and not purity of soul, for 

example—is the reason for the monk’s prayer. It is a goal sought out for its own sake and 

is not shown to occur as a consequence of the monk’s ascetic regimen; it is not 

incidental.66 Accordingly, the young monk embodies an ascetic subjectivity that is 

relational, meaning that it extends beyond the boundaries of his own properly formed 

soul and to his social interactions with the animal kingdom. One anonymous saying 

gestures toward the causal relationship of inter-species sociality and holiness in the 

following way: if we do “not reside among wild creatures…how can we live in the 

soul?”67 Here, living with wild animals is a necessary element of proper ascetic life, or 

life “in the soul.” 68  

The mutualistic dynamic imagined in this and similar stories is remarkably consistent 

with the Sayings’ depiction of idealized human relations. As Graham Gould has 

persuasively argued, the Sayings is deeply concerned with the question of personal 

relationships as both a means to and end of ascetic formation.69 In fact, it would not be an 

overstatement to say that the ascetic program represented in this text deals primarily with 

                                                           
65 James S1 (Guy 25); cf. N.440 bis (Wortley, 271). 

66 James S2 (Guy 25); cf. N.440 bis (Wortley, 271). Interestingly, the young monk’s vision of relations with 

the created world extended beyond the animal kingdom as well. In the following saying, James reports, 

“another time I saw him at prayer beseeching the Lord: ‘Give me the spiritual gift of being a friend of fire.’ 

He made a fire then knelt down in it, praying to the Lord and master.” 

67 N.764 (Wortley, 630). 

68 N.764 (Wortley, 630). 

69 Graham Gould, The Desert Fathers on Monastic Community (Oxford: Clarendon Press, 1993). 
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governing interactions among humans selves—for example, a monk and his neighbor or a 

master and his disciple—in a way that is beneficial to all parties involved.70 I contend 

however, that such normative relations are also portrayed as occurring on an inter-species 

level. The ascetic ideals of mutuality, interdependence, and other-centeredness, informed 

both the intra- and inter-species relationships in which monks participated. Furthermore, 

given the didactic nature of the Sayings, it is also likely that its compliers intened its 

readers to adopt an interspefici ethic similar to what was represented in the text. 

The second way in which the Sayings subverts the rhetoric of human exceptionalism 

is through its anthropomorphic depiction of animals.71 Whereas in Antony animal 

‘rationality’ is manifested in the animals willful subordination to Antony, the Sayings 

follows Paul and depicts animals which not only choose to obey humans, but to care for 

them as well. This human-like emotional response is apparent in a saying of Macarius the 

Egyptian. In this story a man attempts to rob Macarius while he is away from his cell. 

The narrative continues: 

When he returned to his cell he found the robber loading his things onto a camel. 

Entering the cell, he took some of his things and joined him in loading up the camel. 

Then, after they finished, the robber started hitting the camel to get it up but it didn’t 

stand up. When Abba Macarius saw that it wasn’t standing up, he entered the cell and 

found a small hoe. And bringing it out, he placed it on the camel, saying, ‘Brother, 

the camel is looking for this.’ And kicking the camel, the elder said: ‘Get up,’ and it 

immediately stood up, and went off a little way according to his command (διὰ τὸν 

λόγον αὐτοῦ). But then it sat down again and wouldn’t get up until they unloaded 

everything; then it left.72 

                                                           
70 On the ideal dynamics of the these social relations, see Gould, The Desert Fathers, chs. 2 and 3. 

71 On anthropomorphism in early Christian literature more generally, see Miller, In the Eye of the Animal, 

79–118. 

72 Macarius the Egyptian 40 (PG 65.281). 
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One perceives a significant tension in this story. On the one hand, the author 

demonstrates that the camel wants to be obedient to Macarius. For this reason, after being 

kicked, “it immediately stood up, and went off a little way according to his command.”73 

And on the other hand, it is clear that the camel cares about Macarius, even after being 

abused by him, and thus does not want him to be robbed. Accordingly, the camel sits 

down again and does not get up until Macarius’ goods are restored.74 This story therefore, 

reflects not only the camel’s ‘rational’ response in the form of obedience, but the manner 

in which its emotional attachment to the monk similarly governed its behavior.75 In other 

words, the animal’s behavior is informed by something more than its inherent 

inclinations and Macarius’ commands. Through the Sayings depiction of the camel’s 

human-like logos and pathos, it reduces the otherness between humans and animals.76 

Third and finally, the Sayings subverts the rhetoric of human exceptionalism through 

its zoomorphic depiction of monks. As Miller and others have demonstrated, 

                                                           
73 Macarius the Egyptian 40 (PG 65.282). 

74Just like Balaam’s ass, the camel was “an instrument of God that clearly rose to the occasion.” See 

Gilhus, Animals, Gods, and Humans, 163. 

75 The attribution of typically human emotional experiences to animals is more explicit in a saying of 

Xanthias. It reads, “The same [elder] said: ‘the dog is better than I am because it has love and does not 

come to judgment.” Xanthias 3 (PG 65.313). 

76 Kate Rigby defines anthropomorphism as a “recognition of shared creatureliness.” Rigby, “Animal 

Calls,” in Divinimality: Animal Theory, Creaturely Theology, ed. Stephen D. Moore (New York: Fordham 

University Press, 2014), 124. Wendy Doniger adds, “Anthropomorphism and zoomorphism are two 

different attempts to reduce the otherness between humans and animals, to see the sameness beneath the 

difference.” Doniger, “Epilogue: Making Animals Vanish,” in Animals and the Human Imagination: A 

Comparison to Animal Studies, ed. Aaron Gross and Anne Valley (New York: Columbia University Press, 

2012), 350–51. 
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zoomorphism is not uncommon in early Christian literature77 and humans are often 

portrayed as animal-like in both positive and negative ways.78 In the Sayings, some 

humans are attributed animal-like qualities in the form of praise or in an effort to 

represent normative ascetic behavior. In a saying of Macarius the Egyptian, Macarius 

encounters two especially virtuous monks who share a watering hole with the “beasts of 

the desert.”79 In addition to being at peace with their animals neighbors, these monks, 

who also happened to be naked, claim that they have been blessed to be able to endure 

the harsh life of the desert. Having become like the animals with whom they live, they 

boast: “God has arranged things for us such that we are not cold in winter nor does the 

summer heat injure us.”80 Macarius’ responds by extolling their animal-like qualities, 

saying, “I have not yet become a monk but I have seen monks; pardon me brothers.”81 

His praise of these true monks’ ability to live as animals challenges the assumption that 

humans are different from animals in a way that serves to the former’s benefit. Rather, 

                                                           
77 On zoomorphism in early Christian literature generally, see Miller, In the Eye of the Animal, 42–78. See 

also Janet Spittler, Animals in the Apocryphal Acts of the Apostles. 

78 By “positive,” I am referring to the act of attributing to humans animal-like qualities in the form of praise 

or in an effort to represent normative behavior. By “negative,” I refer to the attribution of animal-like 

qualities to humans in the form of censure or in an effort to represent immoral behavior.   

79 Macarius the Egyptian 2 (PG 65.260). See also N 132.5/20.13 in which a naked monk is described as 

“grazing like the wild animals do.” 

80 Macarius the Egyptian 2 (PG 65.260). 

81 Macarius the Egyptian 2 (PG 65.260). An anonymous saying similarly idealizes living among animals 

over living among humans: “An elder was asked: ‘Why can I not live with brothers?’He said, ‘Because you 

do not fear God.’ ‘For if you were to remember that it is written that, in Sodom, Lot was saved for not 

judging anyone, then you could commit yourself to live among wild creatures [Gen 19:29].’” See N.627; 

cf. N.764 (Wortley, 506, 630). 
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God endows these monks to be more like animals in order to succeed at desert ascetic 

life.  

Reflecting on passages which similarly present animals as models for imitation, 

Catherine Osborne has observed:  

The true holy man, unlike the city-dweller, will be in a position to recognize that the 

beasts are not vicious, but that they serve for us as models…The desert, unlike the 

human city, is a society in which justice is respected and nature’s proper order is 

restored, as before the Fall. Thus the desert becomes a model of heaven.82 

A saying of Poemen, for example, frames an animal’s blamelessness before God as an 

attribute worthy of emulation, explaining that is it good to “consider yourself as lower 

than non-rational creatures and know that they are innocent (ακατάκριτά).”83 This is 

especially significant given the “decidedly Poimenian” core of the Sayings, meaning its 

reproduction and high valuation of this particular monk’s teachings.84 Elsewhere, 

exegeting Mt. 10:17, Syncletica teaches that “to be ‘wise (φρόνιμοι) as serpents’ is said 

lest we be deceived by the attacks and methods of the devil…‘harmless (ἀκέραιοι) as 

doves’ signifies purity of conduct.”85 Xanthias teaches that “the dog is better than I am 

for it has love (ἀγάπην) and does not come to judgement (κρίσιν).”86 In these passages 

                                                           
82 Catherine Osborne, Dumb Beasts and Dead Philosophers, 160. 

83 Poemen 41 (PG 65.332).  

84 Smith, Philosopher Monks, 31; William Harmless, “Remembering Poemen Remembering: The Desert 

Fathers and the Spirituality of Memory,” Church History 63 (2000), 486–88. 

85 Syncletica 18 (PG 65.428). 

86 Xanthias 3 (PG 65.313). A similar anonymous saying reads: “If  one continually works to examine, 

discipline, and to secretly disparage his own soul, he persuades it that it is less honorable than dogs and 

wild animal, for they did not anger their Creator, nor do they come under judgement. It is much better for 

me not to rise to judgement than to rise to be punished eternally.” See N.580 (Wortley, 390). 
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animals serve as moral exemplars87 and the author of the Sayings correlates human 

holiness to the ability to see animals as tools of moral transformation. Animals may 

reflect virtue if one only has eyes to see and ears to hear.  

In addition to their generally positive portrayal in the Sayings,88 animals are also 

depicted as beneficiaries of their interactions with monks. As previously stated, discourse 

on animal benefaction is indebted to the line of thinking which idealizes mutualistic inter-

species relations, as opposed to a dynamic of dominance and hostility. Consequently, 

peaceful and human-like animals are shown to benefit more than their less ‘rational’ 

counterparts. One form that this benefaction takes is nutritive.   

5.3.2. Nutritive Benefits   

Aside from periodic protection from human predation,89 the only other form of 

benefaction animals receive in the Sayings is nutritive, which is to say, monks providing 

animals with food or drink. A particularly striking example of this is preserved in a 

Coptic saying about Abba Agathon and the snake who lived with him. The passage is 

worth citing in full. 

It was said concerning Abba Agathon that he once dwelled in a cave in the desert 

in which there was a large snake. But the snake decided to move out and leave. 

                                                           
87 Porphry makes a similar argument saying,  “Almost everyone procreates when drunk. But animals do 

not. They mate for the sake of offspring, and in most cases, when the male has made the female pregnant, 

he does not try to mount her and she does not accept him. It is obvious how much unbridled human lust 

there is in these matters.” See On Abstinence from Killing Animals 3.10.4–5. 

88 Gilhus makes the claim that animals are represented more positively in the Sayings. Gilhus, Animals, 

Gods, and Humans, 208. One exception to this might be Nicetas 1, in which the devil appears to two monks 

in the form of a crow and a dove. Several sayings also portrayal animal characteristics in a negative light. 

See for example, Poemen 23 (PG 65.328); Hyperechios 2, 5 (PG 65.429). 

89 This occurs as a result of monks abstention from meat. For the valorization of fasting, see Epiphanius 4; 

N.256/8.26; 746 (Wortley, 175, 562). Several passages also depicts monks consuming meat, but not in way 

that anticipates imitation from the reader. See N.641; 721; 762 (Wortley, 516, 572, 628). 
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Abba Agathon said to it, ‘If you move out, I will not remain therein.’ And the 

snake remained and did not leave. And since there was a mulberry tree in that 

desert, they would come out together, and Abba Agathon marked off the mulberry 

tree and divided it between them (himself and it), so that the snake might gnaw at 

one side of the tree and the elder, on his part, gnaw at the other side, until they 

would stop eating and return together to the cave.90 

In this story Agathon intentionally designates a specific portion of mulberries for the 

snake to eat. Additionally, not unlike an old married couple, the snake and Agathon 

“come out together,”91 share a meal of berries, and then “return together to the cave.” 92 

The amicable relation between Agathon and the snake is especially significant given 

the way in which snakes are portrayed elsewhere in the Sayings, as well as in Egyptian 

ascetic literature more broadly.93 Typically snakes are antagonists to monks, attacking 

them, being maligned and killed by them, or are portrayed as symbols of Satan and 

vice.94 One likely reason for this is their negative portrayal in the books of Genesis and 

Luke.95 In this saying however, Agathon appears to care for the snake. He desires its 

company to the degree that he is ready to abandon the cave to remain with it. He is also 

apparently unwilling to contravene the snake’s agency by forcing it stay with him. He 

obviously therefore, not only had an affinity for the animal, but understood their 

                                                           
90 Marius Chaine, Le manuscrit de la version copte en dialecte sahidique des “Apophthegmata Patrum,” 

Bibliothèque d'études Coptes 6 (Cairo: Institut Français d'Archéologie Orientale, 1960), 235. 

91 Chaine,“Apophthegmata Patrum,” 235. 

92 Chaine,“Apophthegmata Patrum,” 235. 

93 On positive depictions of snakes in ancient literature, see Gilhus, Animals, Gods, and Humans, 108–13. 

94 See for example, Paul of Thebes 1 (PG 65.380–81); Theodore of Pherme 23 (PG 65.192–92); Ammonas 

2 (PG 65.120); Hyperechios 5 (PG 65.429); N.487; 592.50; 764 (Wortley, 314, 420, 630). 

95 On the portrayal of snakes in early Christian literature more broadly, see Grant, Early Christians and 

Animals, 1–5. 
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relationship to consist in more than shared real estate or mutual toleration. Their 

partnership was essential to Agathon’s aspirational vision of ascetic life and necessary for 

his flourishing. From Agathon’s perspective, the dynamic of their mutualistic relationship 

might be best described as “obligate,” meaning that Agathon did not think he could thrive 

without the snake.96 

Furthermore, the snake in the story is not portrayed as a passive, non-rational 

participant in this exchange. Rather, it receives its sustenance as a partial consequence of 

its exercise of human-like intelligence. It refrains from harming Agathon, something it 

would have been inclined to do were it acting according to its true nature. It comprehends 

and is persuaded by Agathon’s ultimatum. It also appears to possess the understanding 

necessary to eat only the mulberries allotted to it by the monk. Correspondingly, the 

snake seems to care for Agathon as well. It is significant that the snake decides to stay not 

because of the food near the cave but merely because Agathon said, “If you move out, I 

will not remain therein.” 97 In a manner of speaking therefore, the snake’s decision seems 

to have been one of the heart as well as the mind. It is not instinctual, but a charitable 

accommodation to Agathon’s desires. Here again, the animal in the story embodies the 

kind of virtue that is praised in human relationships elsewhere in the Sayings, an ethic of 

deference, hospitality, and other-centeredness that is perhaps best articulated in sayings 

                                                           
96 Bronstein, Mutualism, 9–10. 

97 Chaine,“Apophthegmata Patrum,” 235. 
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like, “I have never prioritized my own need before the benefit of my brother” and  “My 

suffering is if I perform my own will.”98   

5.4 The Histories: History of the Monks in Egypt and Lausiac History  

Two contemporaneous histories of monks in Egypt similarly depict animals as 

beneficiaries of their involvement in the lives of desert ascetics. The History of the Monks 

in Egypt (hereafter HM) is an anonymous work composed in Greek in the early fifth 

century (ca. 400 CE.).99 It resembles a kind of travelogue and describes the journey of 

several Palestinian monks through Egypt in the year 394. Similar to in the Sayings, 

monks in the HM are shown to enjoy consistent commerce with the animals of the desert. 

As William Harmless has observed, the largely irenic inter-species dynamic depicted in 

HM reflects the assumption of an Edenic “paradise regained,” in which “wild animals 

cease to be objects of fear and become sources of delight.”100 Animals and Edenic 

relations also figure prominently in the Lausiac History (hereafter LH). The LH was 

written by Palladius, a native of Galatia who travelled to Egypt in the late fourth century 

and settled in Nitria and Kellia, where he became a disciple of Evagrius. It was composed 

                                                           
98 John the Eunuch 2 (PG 65.233); N 284 (Wortley, 190) . As Graham Gould argues, the desert fathers 

sought to push themselves “to the limit of self-sacrifice and endurance in the service of someone else.” See 

Gould, The Desert Fathers, 96. 

99 All translations of the text are mine. The Greek edition on which I rely is A.-J. Festugière, Historia 

Monachorum in Aegypto, édition critique du texte grec (Subsidia Hagiographica, no. 34.; Bruxelles: 

Société des Bollandistes, 1961). 

100 Harmless, Desert Christians, 293. 
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in Greek in the 420s and contains numerous biographies, vignettes, and sayings of 

Egyptian ascetics.101  

Three forms of animal benefaction occur in the histories: nutritive, healing, and 

irenic, each of which will be addressed in turn. It will also become clear that these texts 

continue the tradition of both inscribing and subverting the rhetoric of human 

exceptionalism through the zoomorphic depiction of monks and the anthropomorphic 

depiction of animals. They also tend to portray, although not always, more human-like 

animals as beneficiaries.  

5.4.1 Nutritive Benefits 

The histories contain several instances of monks providing food for animals. In some 

cases, the imparting of sustenance is an intentional act on the part of the monk. Or put 

another way, the primary goal of the monk is to feed the animal. For example, the HM 

relates the story of the monk Theon in which the author begins by highlighting the 

similarities between Theon and his animal neighbors. They all eat raw vegetables, their 

tracks merge together around the monk’s habitation, and Theon is said to leave his cell at 

night to keep the company of—or more accurately, to “keep herd with 

(συναγελάζετο)”— the antelopes, assess, and gazelle.102 As in Paul and the Sayings, the 

                                                           
101 The centrality of animals in the text is highlighted by historian Socrates, who wrote of the HL: “Should 

any one desire to become acquainted with their history, in reference to both deeds and experiences and 

discourses for the edification of their auditors, as well as how the wild beasts became subject to their 

authority, there is a specific treatise on the subject, composed by the monk Palladius.” Socrates, Historia 

Ecclesiastica 4.23 (ed. G.C. Hansen, Die Griechischen Christlicehn Schriftsteller (Berlin Akademi Verlag, 

1995). 

102 HM 6.4 (Festugière, Historia, 45). The passage reads: “He ate raw vegetables. And they say that he 

would leave his cell at night and keep herd (συναγελάζετο) with wild animals, giving them his water to 
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zoomorphic depiction of Theon here functions to destabilize the ontological hierarchy 

between him and the animals. Theon is successful in the desert because he is animal-like. 

Additionally, Theon is portrayed not just as an companion of these creatures, he is also a 

provider, “giving them to drink from the water that he had.”103 Inter-species relations 

therefore, are understood more in terms of stewardship than of dominion, a theme that is 

even more pronounced, as will be addressed below, in the Life of Aphou.  

The author of this HM story does not appeal to scripture to explain Theon’s 

motivations for giving the animals water. Rather he implies that Theon acts in this way 

because of his care for the animals, because they “delighted him always (οἷς ἀεί 

προσετέρπετο)”104 Although it is certainly implied in other texts,105 this is the first time 

that irenic monk-animal relations are explicitly correlated to the joy experienced by the 

monk as a result of these interactions. This is significant because it suggests that part of 

what made Theon’s ascetic life fulfilling was the associations he held with the animals of 

the desert. That other instances of the word  “delight ([προσ]τέρπω)” in the HM have 

only a positive connotation suggests that Theon’s response to the animals was viewed 

                                                           
drink. It was possible to see the tracks of antelope and wild assess and gazelle and other creatures near his 

abode.”  

103 HM 6.4 (Festugière, Historia, 45). This passage stands in stark contrast to the Life, in which Antony 

sends away the animals who came near his home to drink. See Athanasius, Life of Antony 50 (SC 400, 264–

66). 

104 HM 6.4 (Festugière, Historia, 45). Miller argues, “this is possibly a Christomimetic scenario, for it was 

when Christ was in the wilderness with wild beasts that angels ministered to him.” See “Adam, Eve, and 

the Elephants, 265.  

105 The previously discussed story of Agathon and the snake in the Sayings is one such example.  
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favorably by the author of the text.106 In other words, Theon’s delight was understood to 

be an appropriate response to the animals.  

Elsewhere in the HM, a monk similarly provides food for wild animals but in a much 

less deliberate way. As the story goes, the monk Apollo comes to intervene between 

some Christian and non-Christian villagers who are having a dispute over land. When one 

of the non-Christians threatens to kill Apollo, he responds by saying “No one else will be 

killed but you. And when you die the earth will not be your grave, instead you will fill the 

bellies of wild beasts and vultures.”107 The next morning, the villagers find the man being 

dismembered and consumed by vultures and hyenas. It is clear that Apollo’s primary 

intention in this story was not to feed hungry animals. Rather, animals merely function as 

secondary characters in the author’s larger rhetorical effort to highlight Apollo’s 

prophetic gifts.108 Sustenance in this instance therefore, is incidental. The theme of 

animals devouring evil persons is also fairly common in biblical texts, demonstrating that 

the author similarly wished to draws parallels between Apollo and holy biblical 

figures.109 At the same time, it should be observed that the animals were provided 

sustenance as a direct consequence of Apollo acting in his capacity as a holy person. 

They are agents who accomplish God’s will as articulated by the monk near whom they 

live, and in so doing become collateral beneficiaries of their association.  

                                                           
106 In one passage, for example, John of Lycopolis delights at the prospect of ascending to God. See HM 

1.46 (Festugière, Historia, 27). 

107 HM 8.36–37 (Festugière, Historia, 61). 

108 On the themes of prophecies and miracles in HM, see Harmless, Desert Christians, 294–97. 

109 For several representative examples see, Gen. 40:19; Deut. 28:26; Ezk. 29:5;  32:4; 39:4, 1Kgs. 14:11.  
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A final example of a monk providing sustenance to animals can be seen in the LH. 

This story is exceptional because the animals in it are portrayed as feeding on a monk’s 

living body, making it the most physiologically integrated instance of mutalism between 

animals and humans.110 As Palladius tells the story, one day Macarius of Alexandria was 

sitting in his cell when a mosquito lands on his foot and bites him.111 Macarius reacts by 

squashing the bug, literally spilling blood on his hands, and is overcome with guilt.112 

Macarius does not appear to any have qualms about killing the insect, but what seems to 

trouble him is his proclivity toward anger and vengeance, which is now painfully obvious 

to him. Palladius continues: 

Then realizing that he had avenged himself, he sentenced himself to the marsh of 

Scete, which is in the great desert, to remain naked for six months where the 

mosquitoes (being like wasps) pierce even the skins of boars. He was bitten all over, 

which resulted in such swelling that some thought he had elephantiasis. Then after six 

months he returned to his cell and it was only by his voice that he was recognized as 

Macarius.113  

The mosquitoes in this story play an important role in Macarius’ ascetic formation. In 

addition to helping to bring his spiritual deficiency to his attention, 114 they also help him 

to fix it by feasting on him. As Virginia Burrus and William Harmless have noted, the 

                                                           
110 Bronstein, Mutualism, 10. 

111 Insects would have been a common feature of desert Egyptian life. Eva Panagiotakopulu’s 

archaeoentomoligical work has demonstrated that Egyptians lived with infestations of a variety of bugs, 

including weevils, lice, and bed bugs. The attendance of bugs would have been compounded by the 

presence of water, especially if it was stagnant. See Eva Panagiotakopulu, “New Records for Ancient Pests: 

Archaeoentomology in Egypt” JAS 28 (2001), 1235–1246. See also Hedstrom, The Monastic Landscape of 

Late Antique Egypt, 91. 

112 Palladius, Lausiac History 18.4 (Bartelink, LH, 80). 

113 Palladius, Lausiac History 18.4 (Bartelink, LH, 80). 

114 On the importance of self-revelation in other Egyptian ascetic literature, see Smith, Philosopher Monks, 

219. He writes, “The soul must employ a variety of techniques to transform itself and thereby achieve 

salvation. The initial change involves realizing that the self is deformed and needs reformation.” 
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monk’s regimen of penance in this instance was “clearly productive of virtue” and 

predicated on the notion that disciplining the body helps discipline the soul;115 the 

mosquitos were the agents of that discipline. And while Marcarius’ primary intent was 

likely not feed the mosquitoes, they nevertheless received sustenance as he surrendered 

his blood to atone for the blood he spilled, and in so doing, offered a meal in place of the 

one he took.116 

In addition to the obvious Christological overtones in this story—for example, 

blood, sin, and atonement— Patricia Cox Miller has observed a possible intertextual 

relationship between Palladius’ and Origen’s representation of flying insects and their 

role in moral formation.117 In HomEx, for instance, Origen compares “stinging 

mosquitoes” to “deceit (calliditatis),” and the “stings of the fly” to the “bites of the 

passions (lidibinum…morsus).”118 Accordingly, as with Palladius, Origen portrays the 

painful bites and stings of flying insects as the embodied reminders of a disordered soul. 

They function as tools for self-revelation, technologies for discerning the discrepancy 

between the soul’s state and the soul’s goal.119 

                                                           
115 Virginia Burrus, Saving Shame: Martyrs, Saints, and Other Abject Subjects (Philadelphia: University of 

Pennsylvania, 2008), 86; William Harmless, Desert Christians, 287; cf. Miller, In the Eye of the Animal, 

179–80. 

116 The Sayings likewise mention Macarius of Alexandria being “devoured by mosquitoes” in a marsh but 

says nothing about why he was in the marsh. See Macarius the Egyptian 21. 

117 Miller, In the Eye of the Animal, 180. For similar language in the writings of other prominent early 

Christian authors, see Gregory of Nyssa, In Inscriptions Psalmorum 1.8.76 and Augustine, Io. Ev. tr. 1.15; 

3.4 (Mary Holman, Nature Imagery In The Works Of St. Augustine [Whitefish, MT.: Kessinger Publishing, 

2007], 61). 

118 Origen, HomEx 4.8 (SC 321, 140). 

119  I am indebted to Smith for this phrasing. See Smith, Philosopher-Monks, 217. 
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An equally probable intertext is Plato’s Apology, in which Socrates compares 

himself to a gadfly who arouses the city to do and be better. He writes: 

If you put me to death, you will not easily find another, who…attaches himself to 

the city as a gadfly to a horse, which, though large and well bred, is sluggish on 

account of his size and needs to be aroused by stinging. I think the god fastened 

me upon the city in some such capacity, and I go about arousing, and urging and 

reproaching each one of you, constantly landing upon you everywhere, all day 

long. Perhaps you might be angry, like people awakened from a nap, and might 

slap me…and easily kill me; then you would pass the rest of your lives in 

slumber, unless God, in his care for you, should send someone else to sting you. 

And that I am, as I say, a kind of gift from the god.120 

As with Origen, Plato frames the nagging insect as tools for askesis, complicit in the 

moral formation of human beings.  

Additionally, in contrast to most other forms of benefaction, the mosquitoes’ 

sustenance does not appear to be contingent upon the possession of heightened 

rationality. Rather, Macarius counted on the mosquitoes doing what mosquitoes do best, 

and used that to his advantage. The same may be said of the herbivores in the story of 

Theon and the carnivores in the story of Apollo. They were offered a meal, so they ate it. 

In this sense, the nutritive benefaction in these texts in large part relies upon animals 

being themselves as opposed to more human-like.  

5.4.2 Healing Benefits 

Elsewhere human-like intelligence in animals is shown to precede animal 

benefaction. A story of Macarius healing a blind hyena cub, which is contained in both 

histories, illustrates this fact. Macarius’ striking interactions with animals figure 

prominently in the literature of the Egyptian desert, and is due to the fact that he 

                                                           
120 Plato, Apology 30e–31a. 
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understood the desert a copy of Edenic paradise.121 In the HM the story opens with 

Macarius praying near his cave. The author then explains that “there happened to be a 

hyena’s den” nearby.122 The story continues:  

And while he was praying the hyena entered and started nuzzling (ἥπτετο) his 

feet. 123 And taking him gently by the hem of his clothing (λαβομένη αὐτοῦ ἠρέμα 

τοῦ κρασπέδου),124 she pulled him toward her den. He followed her saying, ‘What 

might this animal want?’ And leading him to her den, she went in and brought out 

her cubs to him, which had been born blind. 125 He prayed for them and returned 

them to the hyena seeing. 

From the very beginning of this story, the HM emphasizes the hyena mother’s docile and 

human-like nature. First, she recognizes Macarius as a holy person who is able to heal.126 

As Miller observes, the hyena’s “knowledge of Macarius as a miracle worker gives her 

agency, impelling her to seek his help for her cubs.”127 The hyena also nuzzles Macarius’ 

feet and leads him “gently (ἠρέμα)” by his clothes.128 These two aspects the story reflect 

                                                           
121 The desert being transfored to paradise can be found in HM 21.5–12. (Festugière, Historia, 125–26). 

Patricia Cox Miller has observed, “If it is fair to say, with Peter Brown, that the monks of texts like the 

Historia monachorum ‘were men believed to have touched, and to have released for others, the huge, 

frankly physical exuberance of Adam’s Paradise,’ it is also fair to say that along with Adam came the 

animals who were made to be his companions.” See In the Eye of the Animal, 119–20; Peter Brown, Body 

and Society: Men, Women, and Sexual Renunciation in Early Christianity (New York: Columbia 

University Press, 1988), 221. 

122 HM 21.15 (Festugière, Historia, 127). 

123 This is a possible allusion to Lk 7:35–60, in which a sinful woman washes Jesus’ feet with her tears.  

124 The phrase seems to be an allusion to another healing story in Lk 8:44, in which the woman with the 

issue of blood “touched the fringe of his clothes (ἥψατο τοῦ κρασπέδου τοῦ ἱματίου αὐτοῦ), and 

immediately her hemorrhage stopped” (NRSV). 

125 HM 21.15–16 (Festugière, Historia, 127). 

126 Miller observers, “The hyena is Macarius’s neighbor, and she appears to know that he is a healer, 

indeed, a healer in the tradition of Jesus, healing the blind.” See Miller, In the Eye of the Animal, 99. 

127 Miller, In the Eye of the Animal, 99.  

128 HM 21.15 (Festugière, Historia, 127). 
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intelligence and emotional maturity that are not inherent in the animal’s nature. The LH 

says as much through Macarius’ reaction to the hyena: “Why is it strange if the one who 

subdued (ἡμερώσας) lions for Daniel also endowed the hyena with understanding 

(ἐσυνέτισεν)?”129 Miller further argues that, though silent, the hyena’s “logos is 

expressed bodily; her powers of reasoning, we might say, are embodied rather than 

abstract.”130 Macarius then prays over the cubs and heals them, demonstrating his own 

feelings of compassion toward the animal.131  

Similar to the episode with Macarius and the mosquito, this story also has 

Christological overtones and is evocative of Jesus’ healing of the man born blind in Jn. 

9.132  The LH makes the intertextual relationship more explicit by adding that Macarius 

took the cub and “spit on its eyes and prayed” in order to heal it.133 This clearly mirrors 

Jesus’ actions in verse five, when he “spit on the ground and made mud with the saliva 

and spread the mud on the [blind] man’s eyes” (Jn 9:5). By portraying Macarius as a 

Christ figure, Palladius also provides the reader with an explanation for why the monk 

                                                           
129 Palladius, Lausiac History 18.28 (Bartelink, LH, 94) 

130 Miller, In the Eye of the Animal, 99. 

131 HM 21.16. Miller suggests that in such stories, perhaps the monks’ “own bodily vulnerabilities, 

discovered in the course of ascetic practice, have inculcated in them a deep sense of compassion toward the 

suffering of their animal kin.” Miller, In the Eye of the Animal, 8. 

132 John 9:1–7 reads: “As he walked along, he saw a man blind from birth. 2 His disciples asked him, 

“Rabbi, who sinned, this man or his parents, that he was born blind?” 3 Jesus answered, “Neither this man 

nor his parents sinned; he was born blind so that God’s works might be revealed in him. 4 We must work 

the works of him who sent me while it is day; night is coming when no one can work. 5 As long as I am in 

the world, I am the light of the world.” 6 When he had said this, he spat on the ground and made mud with 

the saliva and spread the mud on the man’s eyes, 7 saying to him, “Go, wash in the pool of Siloam” (which 

means Sent). Then he went and washed and came back able to see” (NRSV). See also footnote 115. 

133 Palladius, Lausiac History 18.27 (Bartelink, LH, 94).  
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acts in the way he does. Macarius’ imitation of Christ extends to his interactions with 

animals. Given the didactic nature of the LH,134 it is also possible that Palladius intended 

his readers to adopt an ethos of stewardship rather than hostile dominance toward 

animals.   

As the story continues, the hyena’s heightened rationality becomes even more 

apparent. In response to Macarius’ healing, the HM records that the hyena brought the 

monk a large ram skin “as a thank-offering (ὥσπερ δῶρον εὐχαριστήριον).”135 Whereas 

gratitude on the part of the hyena is only implied in the LH,136 the HM makes explicit that 

the fleece was an expression of thanks. That the gift is described as a δῶρον 

εὐχαριστήριον evokes biblical precedents of sacrificial offerings, which were offered 

during times of solemnity and rejoicing in an effort to thank God for blessings.137 The 

author’s use of this phrase therefore, is likely an effort to convey the idea that the hyena’s 

gratitude was not just directed toward Macarius. She also understood that it was God’s 

power who worked through him. Here the relationship to Jn 9 is again apparent, in that 

Jesus healed the blind man “that God’s works be made manifest in him” (Jn. 9:3). 

The LH is largely silent as to Macarius’ emotional state throughout this exchange but 

the HM records that the monk “smiled approvingly at her as if at a considerate and 

                                                           
134 Palladius clearly intends his the HL to inspire emulation. He says as much in the prologue to the work. 

See Lausiac History, Prologue (Bartelink, LH, 4–17). 

135 HM 21.16 (Festugière, Historia, 127). 

136  In the LH, the mother returned the next day and gifted Macarius the fleece of a large sheep but nothing 

is said explicitly of the hyena’s gratitude.  See Palladius, Lausiac History 18.28 (Bartelink, LH, 94). 

137 See for example, Lev. 7:12–14; Ps. 50:23; 56:12–13; Jer. 33:11. See also Gary Anderson, “Sacrifice and 

Sacrificial Offerings (OT), in The Anchor Bible Dictionary, ed. David Noel Freedman (New York: Double 

Day, 1992), vol.5, 878–79.  
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sensitive person (ὡς εὐγνώμονι καί αἴσθησιν ἐχούσῃ), and receiving the skin, laid it out 

under himself.”138 In addition to Macarius’ warm feelings for the animal, it is noteworthy 

that the author describes the hyena as “εὐγνώμων,” which can also be translated as 

“reasonable, sensible, and prudent,” and as “αἴσθησις,” which similarly evokes notions 

“perception,” “knowledge,” and “sensation.” All of these words emphasize the hyena’s 

‘rational’ nature and human-like emotive faculty.  

In the LH Coptic version of this story, the hyena appears even more human-like. 

Following the hyena’s offering of the sheep skin, the story continues: 

When the saint saw the skin, he said to the hyena: ‘How did you get this if not by 

killing someone’s sheep? I will not accept the spoils of evil deeds as a present from 

you.’ But the hyena bowed her head to the ground and kneeled at the saint’s feet, 

placing the skin in front of him. But he said to her, ‘I will not accept it, unless you 

promise to never harm the poor again by eating their sheep.’ The hyena then bowed 

her head again, as in agreement to Macarius’ command.139 

 

Here, the hyena further communicates with Macarius and makes a promise to him to 

curtail her natural inclinations in accordance with his will. This is not to say that the 

hyena intends to become vegetarian, only that it will henceforth not steal its meals from 

hungry humans. The animal agrees to consider the needs of the poor when deciding what 

to eat.  

The histories’ anthropomorphic portrayal of the hyena is this story contributes to 

the unique rhetorical role that hyenas play in these texts. In the LH hyenas are 

consistently expected to harm the ascetics they encounter and yet never do. Rather, in 

each instance the power of God, sometimes invoked through agency of the monk, 

                                                           
138 HM 21.16 (Festugière, Historia, 127). 

139 Robinson, Historia Lausiaca (1898), 123–6. 
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pacifies the hyena’s vicious tendencies. In one story, the monk Pachon, feeling 

overwhelmed by the struggle with his passions, tries to commit suicide by laying naked 

in a hyena’s cave. To his surprise however, the hyenas do not oblige. Instead, he tells us, 

“they smelled me from head to feet, licking me; I was fully expecting to be eaten—and 

then they went away from me. I lay there all night and was not eaten.” In this passage, 

Pachon’s entire reason for being in the cave was founded upon the assumption that the 

hyenas would devour him. And yet, through their gentleness they reflect the restoration 

of Edenic amity that was understood by the author to characterize inter-species relations 

in the Egyptian desert. Wild animals are peaceful, gracious, gentle, and subservient 

within the context of their activities with ascetics. It is perhaps not insignificant that 

Macarius would later describe the fleece given to him by the mother hyena as a sign 

“friendship/hospitality (ξένιον),” for their relationship was not one of tolerance and the 

avoidance of tension, but of mutuality and accommodation.140    

5.4.3. Irenic Benefits 

Finally, the histories also contain instances of irenic benefaction. As in Antony, and to 

a lesser degree, Paul, there is a discernable emphasis in the HM on the value of fasting 

from animal flesh.141 The LH however, is more divided on the issue. In the prologue, 

Palladius advocates for the moderation of meat, rather than complete abstention. One 

may consume meat therefore, if it is done so “according to reason (μετὰ λόγου)” and not 

                                                           
140 Palladius, Lausiac History 18.28 (Bartelink, LH, 94). 

141 On fasting in the HM, see Benedicta Ward, “Introduction” in The Lives of the Desert Fathers: The 

Historia Monachorum in Aegypto (London: Cistercian Publications, 1980), 23–25. 
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“purposelessly or inopportunely (ἀσκόπως ἤ ἀκαίρως).”142 This seems to imply that meat 

should be avoided as long as one is in good health.143 Within the body of the text itself, 

total abstention from meat is unmistakably a sign of ascetic prowess.144 The primary 

rationale for this vegetarianism stems from the perceived utility of fasting for forming the 

soul and not from compassion for animals. Some monks in the text however, still 

participate in the slaughter of animals. Palladius records that within Pachomius’ 

federation of monasteries, pigs were kept, slaughtered, and sold to those in neighboring 

village while some cuts of meat were reserved sick and aged monks.145 This is merely to 

say that in contrast to the HM, there much more allowance for the killing of animals in 

the LH.146 Any protection of animals in the LH therefore, is largely incidental and 

indirect.  

                                                           
142 Palladius, Lausiac History, Prologue 10, 14 (Bartelink, LH, 10–12, 14). 

143 Palladius, Lausiac History, Prologue 14 (Bartelink, LH, 14). Palladius writes: “When the body is 

healthy, a person avoids fatty foods…” 

144Palladius, Lausiac History 1.1; 11.1–5; 32.10–11; 38.12 (Bartelink, LH, 18, 50–54; 158, 200). In one 

passage, however, Candida is said to abstain from anything with “blood (ἐναίμων) and ensouled 

(ἐμψύχων)” but to still eat fish on feast days. See 57.2 (Bartelink, LH, 254). 

145 Palladius, Lausiac History, 32.10–11 (Bartelink, LH, 158). It is worth noting that Palladius at first 

criticizes the practice of keeping pigs, reflecting a common aversion to the animal as well as to the idea of 

consuming flesh. Pachomius response to this critique is to say that the practice is a matter of tradition and 

that the pigs consume food wastes and surplus goods which would otherwise go utilized. 

146 In one passage, Macarius of Alexandria rips a snake in half for biting him and seems to have no qualms 

about killing the animal. Because the primary purpose of this passage seems to be to demonstrate the 

Macarius could not be killed by a “deadly animal,” it is not surprising that Palladius does not dwell on the 

moral implications killing the snake. Nor did he feel the need to explicitly invoke scripture to justify it. See 

Palladius, Lausiac History 18.10 (Bartelink, LH, 84). A similar passage recounts an occasion in which a 

scorpion stings the monk Elpidius while he was praying. Elpidius then “stepped on it, remaining in the 

same position” and paid no attention to the pain from the scorpion. Palladius, Lausiac History 48.2 

(Bartelink, LH, 238). Here too, the focus is not on the implications of the killing but on Elpidius 

commitment to prayer. At the same time, Lk. 10:19 seems to be an operative intertext. 
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In the HM, however, several passages depict monks intentionally intervening to save 

the lives of animals. This represents a significant shift from earlier literature such as 

Antony, in which Antony does not harm animals but neither does he actively seek to help 

or protect them. The editor of the HM also periodically offers moral justification for 

when animal lives may be taken, meaning that he understands notions of justice and 

injustice to apply to inter-species relations. This more intentional protection of animals is 

specifically discernable in two stories about the monk Amoun.  

In the first story, several travelling monks happen upon the tracks of a serpent and 

follow them with the intent to kill the animal. After seeing the snake’s large size—about 

“fifteen cubits”147—the monks become “struck with great fear” and their resolves 

wavers.148 Their travelling companions then attempt to comfort them by citing Lk. 10:19, 

saying, “We have destroyed (ἀνῃρήκαμεν) many snakes, asps, and horned serpents with 

our hands, and have fulfilled through our actions the scripture which says, ‘I gave you 

power to tread on snakes, scorpions, and over every power of the enemy’.”149 As the 

story continues, these monks encounter another monk on the road who prevails upon 

them to not kill the animal. To make his case for preserving the snake’s life, he relates a 

story to illustrate how snakes and monks might live together peacefully. He recounts the 

following experience of Abba Amoun, whose disciple he had been: 

Thieves frequently came to him and stole his bread and goods. One day he went into 

the desert and summoned two large snakes, commading them to remain in front of the 

place and guard the door. The murderers returned as usual and when they saw the 

                                                           
147 The cubit could vary in length between eighteen and twenty-two inches, putting a conservative estimate 

of the snake’s size at about twenty-two feet long. See, 132. 

148 HM 9.4 (Festugière, Historia, 72). 

149 HM 9.1 (Festugière, Historia, 71–72). 
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marvel, they were dumfounded in terror and fell on their faces. And when Amoun 

came out, he found them speachless and half-dead. Then raising them up he chided 

them, saying, ‘Do you see how much more savage you are then the animals? For 

these, with the help of God, comply with our desires. But you have neither feared 

God nor respected the piety of Christians.150  

Amoun then invites the robbers into his cell for a meal and the story concludes with the 

men repenting and thereafter performing similar miracles as Amoun. In this passage, the 

unnamed monk actively sought to protect the snake from being killed. And while he was 

also concerned with the safety of the monks who sought to kill it,151 his primary argument 

was that snakes and monks may live together in harmony and in so doing bring others to 

God. A prerequisite to this however, seems to be the animals’ human-like, rational 

response to the monk’s commands. It is also noteworthy that the snakes in this story are 

not only the monk’s helpers but are depicted as moral exempla, models of obedience for 

the robbers who, unlike the snakes, “have neither feared God nor respected the piety of 

Christians.”152 Here again the author’s attempt to subvert the assumption of human 

exceptionalism is apparent.153  

                                                           
150 HM 9.6–7 (Festugière, Historia, 73). 

151 HM 9.3–4 (Festugière, Historia, 72) reads, “As we were going with great fear to see the creature, a 

brother met us, took us by the hand, and brought us to his cell. He said that we could not bear the beast’s 

assault, especially since we had never seen such a thing…And after exhorting us to remain where we were, 

he went to the brother to persuade him to abandon the den. The brother was determined to not leave the 

place until he killed the snake. But he convinced him otherwise.” 

152 HM 9.6–7 (Festugière, Historia, 73). To borrow a phrase from Miller, “In such pictures of animal 

behavior, shame is ascetic in its effect because it induces a desire to embody the sorts of virtuous behavior 

that lead to salvation.” See “Adam, Eve, and the Elephants,” 264.  

153 Another striking anthropomorphic depiction of animals tells the story of when Macarius is dying of 

hunger and thirst while travelling in the desert. Palladius recounts that a herd of antelop approached him 

and one of the female antelope give him some of her milk to drink., restoring him to health. Significantly, 

the antelope was not just accommodating but seem to give preference to Marcarius over her own baby, 

coming “up to cell, suckling him while not allowing her calf to approach.”  This is merely to say that 

whatever was motivating the antelope was more powerful than the instinct to care for its baby. See LH 18.9 

(Bartelink, LH, 82–84). 
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Given this story’s emphasis on a peaceful monk-snake relations, it is notable that 

the very next passage portrays Amoun killing a snake, and gruesomely so. We are told 

that Amoun prays three times to destroy the snake and that the snake subsequently “burst 

apart and threw up all of its venom mixed with blood” and then died.154 The editor of the 

HM appears to notice this incongruity with the previous passage and addresses it by 

providing a justification for Amoun’s actions. In addition to the fact that the snake was 

“terrorizing the countryside nearby and carrying off many animals,”155 the editor further 

explains: 

When the snake was still alive, a shepherd boy unexpectedly saw it, and passed 

out from fear. The boy lay there unconscious in a field next to the desert the entire 

day. Towards the evening his family found him, hardly breathing and swollen 

from his experience…It was this above all that drove the saint to put the snake to 

death.156 

This passage is significant because it suggests that normally Amoun would have 

preferred not to kill the snake, but it was the harm that it brought to the boy that changed 

his mind. Protecting the welfare of another human was Amoun’s justification for killing 

the animal and the editor of the HM felt it necessary that the reader understand this.157 At 

                                                           
154 HM 9.8–9 (Festugière, Historia, 73–74). 

155 HM 9.8 (Festugière, Historia, 73–74). 

156 HM 9.11 (Festugière, Historia, 74–75). 

157 In another passage, the justification for taking the life of an animal is similarly offered, although this 

time the death is framed as not only as a way to protect humans but as way for the animal to pay for its 

actions, which betrays the assumption of an animal ability to act ethically. The story recounts that the monk 

Helle learns of a crocodile which had eaten many people and was preventing the celebration of the Synaxis 

by not allowing the priest to cross the river. Helle responds by walking to the river and commanding the 

crocodile to carry him on his back across the river, which he immediately does. Following this episode, 

Helle pulls the crocodile out of the water and says, “It is better for you to die and make restitution (δίκην) 

for all the lives you have taken,” whereupon the animal immediately falls onto its belly and dies. See HM 

12.6–9 (Festugière, Historia, 94–95). Frankfurther has argued that scenes like this represent the Christian 

victory over the Egyptian god Sobek/Sobek-Ra (croco-morph). See David Frankfurter, “The Binding of the 

Antelopes: a Coptic Frieze and its Egyptian Religious Context,” JNES 63 (2004), 97–109. 
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the very least, this demonstrates that editor does not wish the reader to assume that 

animals may be killed without just cause. Rather, the default should be the preservation 

of animal life.  

5.5 Life of Aphou 

The final text to be addressed in this chapter is the anonymous hagiographical 

account known as the Life of Aphou (hereafter Aphou), which was likely written 

sometime in the second half of the fifth century.158 The work details the career of Aphou, 

who is said to have lived as an anchorite in the late fourth and early fifth centuries outside 

the city of Pemdje (Oxyrhynchus), Egypt.159 Animals figure prominently in Aphou and in 

ways that both maintain the ontological hierarchy between humans and animals and 

subvert the assumption of human exceptionalism. First, Aphou is described as living 

among and modeling his way of life after the antelopes of the desert.160 In this positive 

zoomorphic depiction, the author writes that Aphou “was like them,” imitating their diet 

                                                           
158 The text is known from a single Coptic papyrus manuscript, which has been published by Rossi. See 

Francesco Rossi, Trascrizione di tre manoscritti copti del Museo egizio di Torino, (Turin: E. Loescher, 

1885), 5–22. Further details about the Turin papyri can be found in T. Orlandi, “Les papyrus coptes du 

Musée Egyptien de Turin,” Le Muséon 87 (1974), 115–127 A German translation of Aphou can be found in 

D. Bumazhnov, Der Mensch als Gottes Bild im christlichen Ägypten Studien zu Gen 1,26 in zwei 

koptischen Quellen des 4.–5. Jahrhunderts, Studien und Texte zu Antike und Christentum 34 (Tübingen: 

Mohr Siebeck, 2006). For a Norwegian translation, see Hugo Lundhaug, Koptiske skrifter (Verdens Hellige 

Skrifter. Oslo: De norske bokklubbene, 2012), 223–35. On the dating of the text, see Georges Florovsky, 

Aspects of Church History, vol. 4 in The Collected Works of Georges Florovsky (Belmont, MA: Nordland 

Publishing, 1974), 101. I am grateful to Zlakto Please for sharing his English translation of the Life of 

Aphou with me, which I have consulted as I made my own translations of the passages cited in this 

dissertation. 

159 Apart from Aphou, Aphou is also mentioned briefly in the Sayings and the Life of Paul of Tamma. See 

Bumazhnov, Der Mensch, 140–42. According to the Life of Paul of Tamma, Aphou was made a monk by 

Apa Antonius of Scete and remained in the desert for fifty-four years. 

160 Life of Aphou 2. (Rossi, manoscritti copti, 6). 
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and manner of dress—being naked apart from “a leather loin cloth.”161 In one passage, 

Aphou even deems it necessary to clarify to others that he is human and not animal, 

clarifying to strangers, “I am a human being like you.”162  

This portrayal is especially striking given how the author depicts Aphou’s 

progression in the ascetic life. In a manner similar to Athanasius in Antony, Aphou 

depicts the development of  Aphou’s ascetic growth in stages. Whereas “at first he 

[Aphou] lived in obedience to certain elect and faithful persons…and conformed himself 

to their pious way of life,” he would later prefer animals as both companions and 

exemplars, living after their way of life “until he became old.”163 Thus, Aphou’s imitation 

of the antelope is framed as the culmination of his training by human ascetics. Or put 

another way, a life of animal imitation is for Aphou what the “inner mountain” is for 

Antony. Additionally, as Lundhaug has noted, Aphou’s animal-likeness is also 

understood to be a model worthy of imitation for Aphou’s readers , for “the text clearly 

describes Aphou as the ideal monk.”164  

When asked regarding his reasoning for adopting this way of life, Aphou appeals to 

teachings and stories of scriptural figures like David, Isaiah, and Christ, saying: 

                                                           
161 Life of Aphou 2 (Rossi, manoscritti copti, 6).  

162 Life of Aphou 21–22 (Rossi, manoscritti copti, 16). In this passage, Aphou assumes that hunters had 

mistook him for an antelope. That the author describes those who trapped Aphou as “hunters” similarly 

contributes to the zoomorphic rhetoric which pervades the story. 

163 Life of Aphou 1, 3 (Rossi, manoscritti copti, 5–6). 

164 Hugo Lundhaug, “The Body of God and the Corpus of Historiography: The Life of Aphou of Pemdje and 

the Anthropomorphite Controversy” in Bodies, Borders, Believers: Ancient Texts and Present 

Conversations, ed. Anne Hege Grung, Marianne Bjelland Kartzow, and Anne Rebecca Solevag (Eugene 

OR: Pickwick Publications, 2015), 52. As Sherdian argues, early monastic texts “were written to propose 

and promote” ideals. See Sheridan, Early Egyptian Monasticism,” 10. 
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I heard the blessed David say before God, ‘I have become animal-like (ⲛⲛⲓⲧⲃⲛⲏ) 

before you.’ I also heard about Isaiah that ‘he walked naked’ and ‘he even removed 

the sackcloth from his loins.’ And our Savior, the Lord of everything, I have read in 

the Gospel of Mark that ‘he was with the wild animals.’165 

In this passage, Ps. 72:22 (LXX), Isa. 20:2, and Mk. 1:13 are marshalled as evidence for 

the utility of animal-likeness and companionship in cultivating virtue and manifesting 

holiness; animality is conducive to sanctity. Aphou later reiterates this in his discussion 

with Theophilus, saying: “I am a weak person, and because of my weakness I have 

avoided contact with people lest I become tossed about by disturbences of this life.”166  

While this positive zoomorphic depiction of Aphou certainly undermines the ideology 

of human exceptionalism, the author is also careful to distinguish between the monk and 

his non-human counterparts, adding, “but he was greater than the animals he consorted 

with” because unlike them, he possessed the image of God.167 The author also later adds 

that only humans possess the “spirit of God” and are “more active (ⲉϥⲉⲛⲉⲣⲅⲉⲓ) and 

honored (ⲉϥⲧⲁⲓⲏⲩ) than every animal on earth.”168 One possible reason for the author’s 

emphasis on Aphou’s godlikeness—in addition to his animal-likeness—is the theological 

controversy in which Aphou was a participant.169 According to numerous 

contemporaneous sources, in the year 399 the Patriarch Theophilus of Alexandria was 

                                                           
165 Life of Aphou 5 (Rossi, manoscritti copti, 7). 

166 Life of Aphou 22–23 (Rossi, manoscritti copti, 16–17).  

167 Life of Aphou 3, 6, 12 (Rossi, manoscritti copti, 6–8, 11). 

168 Life of Aphou 14–15 (Rossi, manoscritti copti, 12–13). 

169 For more on Aphou’s relationship to the anthropomophite controversy see Lundhaug, “The Body of God 

and the Corpus of Historiography,” 40–56. 
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involved in a debate with several Egyptian monks regarding the nature of God and its 

manifestation in humankind.170 This has come to be referred to by scholars as the 

“anthropomorphite controversy.”171 Whereas numerous monks understood God to have a 

corporeal, human-like form, Theophilus, after being convinced by Aphou, would adopt 

the position that the image of God is not expressed corporeally in humans.172 Part of the 

agenda of Aphou is to promote this more characteristically Alexandrian view of the 

incorporeal similarities between God and humankind, according to which the image of 

God in humans refers primarily to their shared rational nature, which also ostensibly 

would differentiate them from the animals.173   

Aphou’s ontological superiority to the animals notwithstanding, he does not 

dominate, harm, or exploit them in any way. Rather, the author explains that the antelope 

“saw him [Aphou] as a friend (ϣⲃⲏⲣ) and…loved him like a shepherd (ⲟⲩϣⲱⲥ), 

contenting him as if they were rational huamns appointed to him by God’s care; for they 

perceived the sign of their Lord on him.”174 Similar to Theon in the HM therefore, Aphou 

                                                           
170 The controversy is referenced in the writings of Socrates Scholasticus, Sozomen, and John Cassian. For 

a concise treatment of these accounts and their relationship to Aphou, see Lundhaug, “The Body of God 

and the Corpus of Historiography,” 42–53. 

171 On the role of the “image of God” in this controversy, see Clark, The Origenist Controversy, 43–84; 

Graham Gould, “The Image of God and the Anthropomorphite Controversy in Fourth Century 

Monasticism” in Origeniana Quinta, ed. Brian Daley (Leuven: Leuven University Press, 1992), 549–57. 

On the history of the controversy more broadly see, Banev, Theophilus of Alexandria and the First 

Origenist Controversy; Paul Patterson, Visions of Christ: The Anthropomorphite Controversy of 399 CE 

(Tübingen: Mohr Siebeck, 2012). 

172 Life of Aphou 16 (Rossi, manoscritti copti, 13). 

173 For more on the agenda of Aphou, see Lundhaug, “The Body of God and the Corpus of 

Historiography,” 52–53. On the reception of Gen. 1:26–27 in the Alexandrian tradition, see Walter 

Burghardt, “The Image of God in Man: Alexandrian Orientations,” 147–160. 

174 Life of Aphou 3 (Rossi, manoscritti copti, 6). 
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holds a stewardship over the animals of the desert. He is a friend and shepherd of the 

antelope. It is perhaps the case that the rhetoric of domination is absent from Aphou 

because the author does not rely heavily on the book of Genesis as a basis for normative 

inter-species relations. Rather, Jesus, and not Adam, constitutes the primary exemplar.175  

What enabled this irenic relationship to flourish was not just Aphou’s attitude toward 

the animals but the antelope’s human-like intellectual and emotion dispositions. They 

understand complex social relations like “friendship,” they feel love for the monk and 

believe that he has their best interests in mind, they are also able to discern “the sign of 

their Lord (ⲡⲉⲩϫⲟⲉⲓⲥ)” on him.176 In this sense, the antelope not only possess human 

attributes, but the best of human attributes: the qualities of a discerning and virtuous 

human. It is likewise significant that the author of Aphou chooses to use the pronoun 

“their (ⲡⲉⲩ)” when referring to “Lord” as opposed to “the” or “his.”177 In other words, he 

wants to make clear that the Lord is the Lord of the antelope and that these animals 

understand this relationship. This closely resembles Jerome usage of possessive pronouns 

in Paul, in which the Hippocentaur refers to the Lord as “our common Lord (communem 

Dominum).”178 Aphou also appears to share Jerome’s assumption that Christ’s lordship 

extends to the animal kingdom in a way that benefits animals.  

                                                           
175 On Jesus’ relationship with animals in early Christian literature, see Richard Baukham, “Jesus and 

Animals I: What did he Teach?” and “Jesus and Animals II: What did he Practise?” in Andrew Linzey and 

Dorothy Yamamoto (eds.), Animals on the Agenda (London: Ilini Books, 1998), 33–60. 

176 Life of Aphou 3 (Rossi, manoscritti copti, 6). 

177 Life of Aphou 3 (Rossi, manoscritti copti, 6). 

178 Jerome, Life of Paul 8. (PL 23.23). 
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Although Aphou’s relationship with the antelope is not one-sided, it is decidedly 

asymmetrical and he is arguably the primary beneficiary. The author goes on to describe 

all the benefits Aphou received from his animal friends, saying: 

They would surround him in the winter so that he stayed warm from their breath, as if 

he were enclosed in a shelter. And in the summer they would similarly provide him 

with shade. And if he was ever sick and could not accompany them when they left to 

graze, a few of them would stay behind, not abandoning him, while the rest would go 

feed and bring back things for him to eat in their mouths.179 

Clearly this relationship is contingent upon the antelope acting in ways that are not proper 

to their nature. In fact, the antelope appear to be acting ‘rationally’ and more in the role 

of shepherd than Aphou in this passage. As the author will later clarify however, Aphou 

is not the only beneficiary in this exchange.  

5.5.1 Irenic Benefits 

In one passage, it becomes apparent that one benefit animals receive in Aphou is 

protection from predation,  which I consider a form of irenic benefaction. In contrast to 

the aforementioned texts in which animals are protected predation incidentally, Aphou 

actively saves an animal from harm, much like Amoun and the snake in the HM. As the 

story goes, when the time came to appoint a bishop of Pemdje, Theophilus decided to 

ordain Aphou. Because Aphou did not desire the position, he was inclined to flee.180 

Theophilus then sends a party of “hunters (ⲛϭⲉⲣⲁϭⲉ)” to set a trap for Aphou, in order to 

prevent him from escaping. Here the zoomorphic rhetoric describing Aphou—i.e. as one 

who is pursued by hunters—is again apparent. Upon arriving to the city, the hunters were 

                                                           
179 Life of Aphou 3 (Rossi, manoscritti copti, 6).  

180 Life of Aphou 19 (Rossi, manoscritti copti, 15). 
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told that Aphou “did not live among people but with animals” and was “residing among 

the antelope” in the desert. The author continues: 

And the hunters set a trap for him with their snares. And he went out at night to 

drink water with the antelopes. And the hunters quickly sprung on him, catching 

him. And as they held him down, he said to them, ‘What problem do you have 

with me? Why have you trapped me? I am a human being like you. If you are 

hunting animals, behold the antelope you have caught.’ They replied, ‘We know 

that you are human being, and it is you that we are looking for. For this reason we 

have trapped you.’ He said to them, ‘If you are looking for me, then leave this one 

alone, set it free! (ⲡⲉϫⲁϥ ⲛⲁⲩ ⲇⲉ ⲁⲛⲟⲕ ⲟⲩⲛ ⲡⲉⲧⲉⲧⲛϣⲓⲛⲉ ⲛⲥⲱϥ ⲁⲗⲱⲧⲛ ϩⲁ ⲡⲁⲓ 

ⲙⲁⲣⲉϥⲃⲱⲕ)’ And they immediately released the antelope, and getting him up, 

they brought him straight to the archbishop in Rakote.181  

Similar to the HM’s and LH’s portrayal of inter-species relations, this passage evokes 

scripture in order to provide the reader insight into the rationale informing Aphou’s 

conduct. The episode is clearly reminiscent Jesus’ encounter with the men of the chief 

priests and pharisees in the Garden of Gethsemane. Jn. 18:7–8 records the exchange: 

“Again he [Jesus] asked them, ‘Whom are you looking for?’ And they said, ‘Jesus of 

Nazareth.’ Jesus answered, “I told you that I am he. So if you are looking for me, let 

these men [Jesus’ disciples] go’ (εἰ οὖν ἐμὲ ζητεῖτε, ἄφετε τούτους ὑπάγειν).” 

This parallel rhetorically equates Aphou with Christ and the antelope with his 

disciples, a kind of pastoral imagery which is also implied earlier in the story when the 

antelope are spoken of as Aphou’s herd and as being “appointed to him” by God.182 The 

narrative backdrop of the story therefore, while still a garden, is arguably more 

Gethsemane than Eden. Accordingly, the rhetoric of hostile domination and willful 

                                                           
181 Life of Aphou 21–22 (Rossi, manoscritti copti, 16). 

182 Life of Aphou 3 (Rossi, manoscritti copti, 6). 
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subordination of animals in the story is entirely absent in favor of an ethos of protective 

stewardship. 

5.6. Conclusion 

In sum, several things may be said regarding the development of discourse on 

animal benefaction in the texts discussed in this chapter. First, following the composition 

of Antony, there is a discernable although not ubiquitous shift in the way later authors 

portray normative monk-animal relations. In subsequent Egyptian ascetic literature an 

inter-species dynamic of mutuality and stewardship is privileged over one of hostile 

dominance or willful subordination. Monks therefore typically understand their 

relationship with animals as constitutive of and conducive to ideal ascetic living. Monks 

are also shown to take joy in living among, caring for, and protecting wildlife. Their 

relationship, in other words, is not one of mere toleration or exploitation. The Sayings 

departs most significantly from this more mutualistic dynamic in its approbation of 

animal killing. The valorization of hostile dominance however, is limited to only a single 

passage, which may be expected given the piecemeal nature of the text and its 

preservation of distinct monks’ teachings. When allowance is made for the killing 

animals in others texts, like the HM, the author qualifies the act by noting that it is 

appropriate only when doing so preserves human life. 

One reason for this shift in rhetoric is that authors rely on distinct biblical 

intertexts to inform their presentation of inter-species dynamics. Whereas dependence on 

Gen 1–2 lends itself to a presentation of animals as subordinate and inferior to humans, as 

in the Sayings, a reliance on Jn. 9 and 18 equates the monk to Jesus and the animals to 
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those to whom he ministers (such as his apostles and sick persons). In these cases, 

Christological readings of scripture are used to portray monks as stewards and shepherds 

of animals, as in the histories and Aphou. Correspondingly, the notion that salvation in 

Christ extends to some degree to the animal kingdoms is also apparent. In Paul and 

Aphou Christ is described as the Lord of both humans and animals, he is mindful of their 

needs, and his work of redemption is believed to affect the whole earth. This redemption 

is typically understood to consist in the restoration of an irenic and rational Edenic state, 

something analogous to the change experienced by humans in the resurrection. Because 

ascetic life in Egyptian ascetic literature is understood to foreshadow such a state for 

humans, animals in ascetic contexts are similarly portrayed as experiencing a partial 

realization of their telos. 

It is most often these human-like animals that are portrayed as beneficiaries of 

ascetic life. The only exception to this pattern can be found in the Sayings, in which 

heightened rationality in animals is not a prerequisite to their receiving nutritive benefits 

from monks. The variety of benefits available to animals in ascetic contexts is expanded 

in later literature as well. In contrast to Antony, in which animal benefaction is arguably 

more incidental, later literature portrays monks as intentionally intervening in the lives of 

animals to protect, heal, and feed them. Motivations vary, but monks are frequently 

driven to assist animals because doing so fulfills them emotionally (i.e. brings them joy 

or delight) or is understood as part of their ascetic habitus. In such cases, the ideals which 

are to govern interactions among monks are also framed as normative for monk-animal 

relations. Or put another way, ideal inter- and intra-species relations are conceived of in 

similar terms. In this sense, the role of the holy person in his her or social context—i.e. as 
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patron and intercessor—extends to a degree to non-human networks of relationships, 

something which was likely reflected in the lives of those who read such literature with 

the intent to imitate the holy persons therein.  

Finally, while the assumption of human exceptionalism is still apparent in later 

literature, one sees much more explicit efforts subvert to this discourse. Whereas in 

Antony it is largely the anthropomorphic depiction of animals that accomplishes this 

purpose, in later literature the positive zoomorphic depiction of humans further blurs the 

line the between human and animal nature. Monks who live with and like animals 

therefore, are shown to be more successful at ascetic life. Animality becomes a precursor 

to—and sometimes the culmination of—holiness, and biblical figures like Elijah, Isaiah, 

David, and Jesus are praised as exemplars.  
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CHAPTER 6 |   Conclusion 

6.1 Asceticism and the Other 

 
The purpose of this dissertation has been to more fully situate non-humans within 

scholarly narratives of Christian asceticism by investigating the ways in which late 

ancient authors implicated angels and animals as beneficiaries of their involvement in the 

lives of human ascetics. My project therefore, departs from a tradition of Western 

Enlightenment historiography which assumes that humans are fundamentally distinct 

from other creatures and are “primary and central in the order of things.”1 By 

decentralizing the human being in my analysis and focusing on the non-human “other,” I 

hope to have contributed to a more robust portrait of early Christian asceticism, 

particularly as it represented in literature about ascetics in Egypt. I also hope to have 

demonstrated that non-humans were not bystanders to the development of Christian 

culture, nor were they mere symbols representing something more fundamental to this 

emerging religious tradition. Rather, to adapt a phrase from Ellen Muehlberger, non-

humans were “inherent and constitutive parts of the traditions and institutions we identify 

with Christianity in late antiquity.”2 As such, they merit and requite scholarly 

investisgation.  

By way of summary, it may be helpful to restate some of this project’s major findings 

as well as suggest possible avenues for future inquiry. First, humans were not the only 

                                                           
1 Steiner, Anthropocentrism and Its Discontents, 1. 

2 Muehlberger, Angels in Late Ancient Christianity, 214. Muehlberger is speaking specifically about angels 

in this passage.  
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beings in the early Christian imagination with a divinely designed telos and the potential 

for progress toward it. In much the same way that ascetic life was understood as a way 

for humans to regain Eden and prefigure the eschaton, non-humans were frequently 

portrayed as experiencing analogous transformations in ascetic contexts. At times these 

portrayals were based in the belief that redemption and Christ’s lordship, to some degree, 

extended to non-human creation, a notion frequently overshadowed by anthropocentric 

scholarly approaches to Christian theology. And although assumptions regarding the 

unactualized teloi of non-humans would certainly evolve over time, Egyptian ascetic 

literature consistently speaks of non-humans as beneficiaries of ascetic life, even if such 

benefaction does not always correlate to their ontological or moral development. 

Correspondingly, early Christian asceticism may be profitably understood as a 

mutualistic endeavor involving the collaboration of human and non-human agents. Or put 

another way, modern scholars must recognize that askesis in Egyptian ascetical literature 

comprises more than a Foucauldian “training of oneself by oneself.”3 Rather, both ascetic 

agency and the ascetically formed self are routinely depicted by ancient authors as 

socially distributed, making collaboration and collective subjectivity both a means to and 

end of ascetic life. For this reason authors frequently correlate human growth in holiness 

to non-human benefaction. The words of Martin Luther King Jr. capture something of 

this ascetic ethos as I understand it: 

In a real sense all life is inter-related…caught in an inescapable network of mutuality, 

tied in a single garment of destiny. Whatever affects one directly, affects all 

indirectly. I can never be what I ought to be until you are what you ought to be, and 

                                                           
3 Foucault, History of Sexuality, 364. 
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you can never be what you ought to be until I am what I ought to be...This is the inter-

related structure of reality.”4 

The more holistic and inclusive portrait of early Christian asceticism that I have 

attempted to portray here is entirely congruent with how many early Christians 

conceptualized the cosmos and their place within it. As Mike Chin has observed, it was a 

common assumption in the late ancient world that everything in the cosmos was 

enchained, that events and actions were necessarily the product of multiple interacting 

agents, only some of whom are human, and that all things, human and nonhuman, visible 

and invisible, sought to be brought into accord with one another.5 This great chain of 

being and causality provides a helpful metaphysical backdrop against which to 

understand the inter-species dynamics of late ancient ascetic formation.  

Third, while non-humans are regularly portrayed as beneficiaries of ascetic life, 

discourse regarding non-human benefaction develops in accordance with larger cultural 

shifts in the late ancient world. In the case of angels, benefaction discourse evolves in 

such a way as to restrict angels’ moral mobility. Consequently, one sees in the fourth 

century onward the emergence of benefits which do not imply an angel’s progression 

toward godlikeness and noetic unity. This stabilization of angels as moral exemplars, 

united with the will and nature of God, reflects not only a growing anxiety towards the 

teachings of Origen and more philosophically informed theologizing, but Christian 

efforts to depict angels as a reliable, aspirational vision of what humanity may achieve 

through ascetic labor. Therefore, as desert ascetics were increasingly portrayed as living 

                                                           
4 Martin Luther King Jr., Strength to Love (Minneapolis, MN: Fortress Press, 2010 ), 54. 

5 Chin, “Cosmos,” 99–116. See also Clark, Body and Gender, 310–29. 
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among and like angels,6 so angels would come to be seen as categorically holy. 

Furthermore, the theological and social turmoil experienced by Christians in Egypt in the 

fourth through sixth centuries may also have led to a desire to bring order to an otherwise 

chaotic cosmos through the imagination of a heavenly polity characterized by security, 

stability, and accord.  

In the case of animals, benefaction discourse similarly evolves. One discerns for 

example, a shift from a normative inter-species dynamic of (sometimes hostile) 

dominance to one of compassionate stewardship. This shift largely corresponds to 

individual authors’ efforts to portray monks as Adam-like or Christ-like figures 

respectively: Adam has dominion over the animal kingdom; Christ is the Good Shepherd 

over his flock. In this sense, the discrete biblical intertexts which authors chose to employ 

significantly alter the manner in which inter-species relations in ascetic contexts are 

conceptualized.7 Or put in more general terms, the social relationships of monks mirror 

those of their scriptural exemplars.  

Additionally, while the rhetoric of human exceptionalism is pervasive in Egyptian 

ascetical literature, the authors of fourth through sixth century works increasingly 

undermine the strict binary between humans and animals through their anthropomorphic 

depiction of animals and their positive zoomorphic depiction of monks. Consequently, in 

                                                           
6 Muehlberger also notes that periodically monastic leaders and authors would try to disabuse individual 

ascetics of this notion, most often for the purpose of  keeping them humble. See Angels in Late Ancient 

Christiantiy, 174–75. 

7 For more on the intersection of biblical interpretation and promoting ascetic life, see Elizabeth Clark, 

Reading Renunciation: Asceticism and Scripture in Early Christianity (Princeton: Princeton University 

Press, 1999). 
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much the same way that successful desert asceticism was closely associated with the 

“angelic life,” so holy persons are frequently depicted as living with and like animals. 

The association of animality and holiness elevates the ontological and moral status of 

animals as it simultaneously endows ascetics with non- or super-human qualities. Or put 

another way, the “rise of the holy man” in late antiquity may also be linked to the 

anthropomorphization of the animal in ascetic contexts.8  

Fourth, it is not uncommon for the experience of non-human benefaction to correlate 

to a heightened sense of rationality. For angels, this frequently occurs as a consequence 

of benefaction. Especially in the writings of Origen and those authors heavily influenced 

by him, angelic growth in godlikeness is equivalent to an increased participation in 

λόγος. Angels develop to become “more rational” (λογικώτεροι).9 For animals, on the 

other hand, heightened rationality in ascetic contexts is most often a prerequisite to 

benefaction. Animals are frequently shown to understand and speak human language, 

discern holiness and God’s power, curtail their natural inclinations, show deference to 

humans, and engage in rational deliberation before they can accrue irenic, healing, 

intercessory, or nutritive benefits. λόγος therefore, characterizes the path of progression 

to a more ideal state of being for both humans and non-humans. It allows a creature to be 

more than it is and more like it should be. The centrality of λόγος in benefaction 

discourse is due at least in part to logocentric theological and philosophical paradigms 

                                                           
8 I am alluding here to Peter Brown’s work, “The Rise and Function of the Holy Man in Late Antiquity,” 

80–101. 

9 See Origen, PEuch 27.9 (Koetschau II, 368–69); ComJn 13.211–13 (SC 222, 146); Sel in Ps 22.5 (PG 

12.1261); In Cant. 2 (GCS VIII. 137–138). 
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which assume λόγος to be the governing principle which gives order, form, meaning, and 

permanence to the cosmos.10 Because λόγος also frequently serves as a categorical 

boundary marker between animals, humans, angels, and God in late ancient thought, it 

should be expected that moral and ontological mobility would correlate to an evolving 

relationship with λόγος. 

Fifth, ideal inter- and intra-species relations are frequently conceived of in similar 

terms in Egyptian ascetic literature. Or put another way, ancient authors often frame 

ascetic ethics as interspecific. Humans and non-humans therefore, are regularly expected 

to serve as stewards, intercessors, providers, protectors, and moral exemplars to one 

another. They are also to show friendship, deference, hospitality, and peace toward each 

other. Origen, for example, compares the angel-human relationship to a marriage in 

which each spouse may help the other grow in faith. He also suggests that certain humans 

and angels are paired together according to God’s foreknowledge of what will be most 

helpful to each being.11 The hagiographies and histories of the fourth through sixth 

centuries depict animals and humans feeding, protecting, and serving one another. These 

symbiotic and non-symbiotic inter-species relationships were not merely incidental to the 

ascetic project as it was understood by ancient Christians, but were often central to holy 

persons’ vision of ideal ascetic life. 

6.2 Avenues for Future Inquiry  

                                                           
10 Gilhus, Animals, Gods, and Humans, 37–63.  

11 Origen,  ComMt 13.28 (Klostermann, Matthäuserkälrung I, 255–59). 
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 Attentiveness to non-human beneficiaries of ascetic life also raises significant 

questions for the historian of Christianity. For example, can non-humans be considered 

“ascetic”? At least in the case of angels, I assert that the answer is a resounding yes. As 

stated in the introduction to this dissertation, asceticism is a modern abstract concept 

which has been broadly understood to comprise practices undertaken with the intent to 

transform the self and one’s social relations into a more ideal state. What this looks like 

for different ancient authors, of course, varies. However, for Origen, and to a lesser 

extent, Antony and Evagrius, angels are portrayed as consciously engaging in labors 

which not only contribute to their own spiritual development but to that of other beings in 

their social networks as well. The angels’ efforts are also framed as a technology for 

overcoming the deficiencies of their own souls, vices such as negligence, indifference, 

and sloth. In this sense, there is little if any significant distinction between what human 

ascetics do to transform themselves and what angels do to achieve the same goal. The 

anthropocentric lens through which asceticism has been traditionally studied has 

occluded this aspect of Christian ascetic thought.  

While I have attempted to trace some of the contours of an angelic ascetical program 

in this study, several questions still deserve more attention than I currently have space to 

provide, such as: Did angelic interaction with non-human species, such as demons, 

animals, and other angels contribute to angels’ spiritual development? And if so, what 

were the nature of these interactions and how did they facilitate the cultivation of 

godlikeness? What other deficiencies or vices did angels need to overcome? What 

practices were most conducive to overcoming them collectively or individually? And did 

different classes of heavenly beings, such as “angels” and “archangels,” differ in their 
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ascetic regimens, perhaps in a way analogous to novitiates and gnostics in Evagrius’ 

writings? 

Animals, on the other hand, are portrayed in something of a different register, in that 

the realization of their telos, when a consideration at all, appears to be more incidental. In 

other words, their development toward a more ideal state of being is most often framed as 

a product of the virtue of the holy persons with whom they interact, as opposed to of their 

own actions. Therefore, rather than deliberately engaging in transformative exercises like 

angels and humans do, animals experience the ripple effects of human askesis; humans 

are largely the catalyst to their benefaction. In this sense, animals occupy a slightly 

different status in Egyptian ascetical literature.  

Lastly, while this study has focused primarily on angels and animals, further 

investigation into early Christian asceticism would profit from examining the portrayal of 

plant-life, space, and materiality in ascetic contexts. One might inquire for example, how 

were these things imagined in the Edenic and eschatological worlds prefigured in ascetic 

life? Did such portrayals differ from their depictions in non-ascetic contexts? And if so, 

what assumptions inform their imagined transformation from one state to another? 

Furthermore, how did holy persons anticipate their relationship to evolve with such 

things in ascetic contexts? For instance, the Sayings records a story of a monk, who after 

praying to be “at peace with the wild animals,”12 also petitions God for “the spiritual gift 

                                                           
12 James S1 (Guy 25); cf. N.440 bis (Wortley, 271). 
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of being a friend of fire (χάρισμα τῷ πυρὶ φιλιάσαι).”13 The story then concludes with the 

monk making a fire, kneeling down in it, and praying to God unharmed. Here the 

assumption is that the monk enjoys a unique relationship to cosmic elements, one that is 

directly related to his ascetic virtue.14 Is it the monk that has changed? Is it the fire? Is it 

both? And what was the utility and meaning of this gift within the world imagined in the 

text? 

Some initial work, although limited in scope, has already been done exploring such 

issues. Caroline Schroeder for example, examines the reciprocal relationship between 

holy space and ascetic virtue.15 She demonstrates that in several of Shenoute’s (ca. 348–

466) writings, Shenoute argues that the church edifice is made holy or polluted in 

accordance with the moral state of the monks who reside around and frequent it. The 

building itself therefore, remains a tool conducive to human moral development only in 

so far as the monks remain virtuous. Schroeder also observes that in the same way that a 

sinful monk must be removed from the community to prevent its pollution, a physical 

space which has become polluted by sin, such as the cell of a sinful monk, must be torn 

down and destroyed to preserve the integrity of the monastery. The conceptual link in 

Shenoute’s mind between human holiness and the holiness of space is that both are able 

                                                           
13 James S2 (Guy 25); cf. N.440 bis (Wortley, 271). This portion of the passage reads: “Another time, he 

saw him praying and pletitioning God to be give the spiritual gift of being a friend of fire; and after making 

a fire,, he knelt down in it, praying to God.” 

14 For more on the early Christian understandings of the natural world, see Clark, Body and Gender, 310–

29. 

15 Caroline Schroeder, Monastic Bodies: Discipline and Salvation in Shenoute of Atripe (Philadelphia: 

University of Pennsylvania Press, 2007), 54–125. 
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to be filled with or deprived of the spirit of God. Thus, both humans and materiality 

experience analogous transformations, and through the same means, in ascetic contexts. 

Claudia Rapp similarly explores the reciprocal relationship between holy persons, 

materiality, and space by highlighting numerous ways in which space and objects in 

ascetic contexts become holy, transmit holiness, and facilitate human growth in virtue.16 

She cites specifically instances of monasteries, monastic cells, and pillars (for example, 

that of Symeon the Stylite) which are sacralized by a holy persons’ presence and 

therefore, become a locus of physical and spiritual transformation for other Christians. 

She also notes how through the ascetic act of copying and writing texts, holiness was 

understood to be transferred from a virtuous monk to writing materials tactilely, 

endowing the materials with the ability to confer holiness to other persons and things. In 

these instances, space and materiality in ascetic contexts are transformed and take upon 

themselves a new function in the lives of Christians, raising the question: what is the role 

and function of the inanimate cosmos in early Christian ascetical thought? Does the 

inanimate cosmos possess unrealized potentiality? And if Chin is correct in his 

assessment that all things in late ancient cosmos seek to be brought into accord with one 

another, then is some of this work accomplished or prefigured in ascetic contexts? 

In addition to this project’s contribution to the field of early Christian studies, it is 

also my hope that this dissertation will have some value for modern Christian 

                                                           
16 Claudia Rapp, “Saints and Holy Men, 300 to 700” in The Cambridge History of Christianity, vol. 2: 

Constantine to C. 600, Augustine Casiday and F. W. Norris (eds.) (Cambridge: Cambridge University 

Press, 2007), 548–66; “Holy Texts, Holy Men and Holy Scribes: Aspects of Scriptural Holiness in Late 

Antiquity“ in The Early Christian Book, William E. Klingshirn and Linda Safran (eds.) (Washington D.C.: 

Catholic University of America Press, 2007), 194–224. 
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discipleship and ethical reflection. By highlighting the networks of inter-species 

relationships in which God’s redemptive work was frequently understood to occur, my 

study gestures toward an understanding of the divine economy in which humans and non-

humans are co-laborers in the work of salvation, both agents and beneficiaries of God’s 

work. This raises important and timely questions for the modern Christian. For example, 

if humans are not the only creatures with a divinely designed destiny and the potential for 

progress toward it, what implications does this have for the Christian treatment of 

animals and human stewardship over the earth? Or put in even broader terms, what is the 

role of humans in the redemption of non-human creation? And how can Christians 

cultivate sustainable and environmentally fitting habits of living and work that enable all 

life to flourish?17  

In conclusion, throughout the course of this dissertation I have compared my work to 

painting a new portrait of early Christian asceticism. In so doing, it has not been my 

intent to erase or undermine the utility of previous, more anthropocentric portrayals. The 

importance, if not centrality, of the human being in the minds of many early Christians is 

a reality which has been thoroughly demonstrated in scholarship of the past. Some 

therefore, may see my work as a few brush strokes of red crossing scores of yellow 

strokes, conveying the idea of conflict and incongruity with more established 

visualizations of the Christian tradition. At the same time, these brush strokes together 

also convey the idea of orange, a new color, dependent upon yet distinct from the 

                                                           
17 On questions like these and others see Linzey and Yamamoto (eds.), Animals on the Agenda, 113–247; 

Andrew Linzey, Animal Theology (Chicago: University of Illinois Press, 1994); Stephen Webb, On God 

and Dogs: A Christian Theology of Compassion for Animals (New York: Oxford University Press, 1998). 
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monochromatic, limitative portraits of the past.18 At the very least, I hope to have raised 

the question: What would Christian history and theology look like if scholars fully 

grasped the intimate involvement of non-human agents in the development of this 

religious tradition; have we missed the full picture? 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

                                                           
18 I am indebted to David Holland for this artistic metaphor. See David Holland, “Revelation and the Open 

Canon in Mormonism,” in Terryl Givens and Phillip Barlow (eds.), The Oxford Handbook of Mormonism 

(New York: Oxford University Press, 2015), 152. 
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